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Advanced Aeroservoelastic Testing and Data Analysis
(AGARD CP-566)

Executive Summary

The new generation of high performance fighter aircraft rely upon digital controls, which improve their
handling and manoeuvring capabilities, and allow unstable aeroplanes to fly. The development of these
advanced digital flight control systems for a modern military aircraft is strongly influenced by
aeroservoelastic effects (ASE), which, therefore, play a very important role in the qualification of
aircraft with digital controls.

The recognition of ASE as a serious design issue evolved as a result of advancements within
independent technical disciplines, all aimed at improving the performance of flight vehicles. For
example in the technical disciplines of structures and materials, structural efficiency and weight
minimization resulted in very flexible structures which satisfied aeroelastic and strength requirements.
There were also advancements in fly-by-wire and digital flight control system technologies that further
increased their performance and capability. As a result of these advancements, large magnitude adverse
aeroservoelastic responses and instabilities had the potential to, and at times did, couple to produce the
phenomenon known as flutter.

Flight flutter testing should be viewed as involving an inherent element of danger. The flight test
procedures must be first and foremost concerned with flight safety. During the initial stages of flight
flutter testing a new type of aircraft, the flight envelope is opened progressively in terms of Mach
number and airspeed. Most of the tests could be improved.

The conclusions of the AGARD Specialists' Meeting on "Aeroservoelastic Testing and Data Analysis"
are that most of the tests need improvements, some tests should be better exploited and at least one test

the logic of flutter certification. The need for an accurate aeroservoelastic model, in order to limit the
testing activity to a reduced number of external store configurations selected on the basis of structural
coupling criticalities, has been pointed out.
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Preface

Flutter is a potentially catastrophic aeroelastic dynamic instability. Flight flutter tests are conducted to demonstrate freedom
from flutter for critical aircraft conditions and to collect data to validate the flutter analysis. Active control systems add to the
scope and complexity of these tests in that control system instability due to aeroservoelastic interactions must also be
considered.

Reliable flight test procedures are therefore required to minimize the hazard of these tests. This in turn requires that effective
methods be used for exciting the aircraft and that reliable data analysis methods be applied for estimating the level of flutter
stability from the measured structural and control system responses. Impediments to achieving reliable estimates for the
flutter stability parameters are the short test time, the high noise levels in the collected data and nonlinearities in the system
characteristics. The situation described above extends also to wind tunnel tests with flutter models.

The objective of this Specialists' Meeting was to evaluate current methods for aeroservoelastic testing and data analysis. The
meeting comprised three sessions: 1) Flutter testing, 2) Flutter signal processing, 3) Aeroservoelastic testing, and was
concluded by a Round table discussion.

R.J. Zwaan
Chairman Specialists' Meeting

Preface

Le flottement est un ph6nom~ne d'instabilit6 dynamique a6ro6lastique qui est potentiellement catastrophique. Des essais en
vol du flottement sont effectu6s afin de d6montrer l'absence de flottement dans des conditions de vol critiques et de collecter
des donn6es permettant de valider l'analyse du flottement. L'arriv6e des syst~mes de contr6le actifs a eu pour effet d'61argir
le champ couvert par ces essais et de les rendre plus complexes, puisque il faut d6sormais tenir compte de l'6ventuelle
instabilit6 des systbmes de contr6le, due aux interactions a6roservo6lastiques.

Des proc6dures fiables d'essais en vol sont donc recherch6es afin de r6duire au minimum les risques associ6s A de tels essais.
En cons6quence, des mdthodes efficaces doivent tre appliqu6es en ce qui concerne l'excitation de l'a6ronef et des m6thodes
d'analyse de donn6es fiables doivent 8tre mises en oeuvre pour l'estimation du niveau de stabilit6 vis-A-vis du flottement A
partir des r6ponses obtenues des syst~mes structuraux et de contr6le. Les facteurs qui g8nent l'obtention d'estimations fiables
pour les param~tres de stabilit6 au flottement sont: la durde r6duite des essais, les niveaux de bruit 6lev6s dans les donn6es
collectdes et les non-lin6arit6s des caract6ristiques des systbmes. Ces commentaires s'appliquent 6galement aux essais en
soufflerie de maquettes instables.

Cette r6union de sp6cialistes a eu pour objet d'6valuer les m6thodes courantes d'essais a6roservo6lastiques et d'analyse de
donn6es. La r6union a 6t6 organis6e en trois sessions: 1. Les essais de flottement. 2. Le traitement des signaux de flottement.
3. Les essais a6roservo6lastiques. La s6ance a 6t6 cl6tur6e par une table ronde.

vii
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TECHNICAL EVALUATION REPORT ON THE 1995 SPECIALISTS' MEETING ON
ADVANCED AEROSERVOELASTIC TESTING AND DATA ANALYSIS

by

Dr. Jonathan E. Cooper Dr. Thomas E. Noll
University of Manchester NASA Langley Research Center

School of Engineering Structures Division
Oxford Road Hampton, VA 23681-0001

Manchester M13 9PL United States
United Kingdom

SUMMARY the developments of the Fast Fourier Transform
This paper presents a technical overview of the and the Digital Computer. There were four
Specialists' Meeting on "Advanced Aeroservo- sessions: "Theory, Methodology & Techniques",
elastic Testing and Data Analysis" held at the "Wind Tunnel Techniques & Applications",
80th meeting of the AGARD Structures and "Flight Test Techniques &Applications", and
Materials Panel on 8-12 May 1995, in Rotterdam, "Flight Test Techniques & Applications - Rotary
The Netherlands. Wing". Also included was a Panel Discussion on

"Theoretical Analysis Versus Testing - A Trade-
1. INTRODUCTION Off'. The extremely interesting debate that
This Specialists' Meeting was the third meeting ensued expressed a number of differing
devoted specifically to Flight Flutter Testing. viewpoints as to how great an impact the
The previous meetings were: increasingly available computing power would

make on the design and testing procedures.
* 1958 - Flight Flutter Testing Symposium,

Washington DC, NASA SP-385 This Specialists' Meeting had originally been
* 1975 - Flutter Testing Techniques, Dryden proposed in the Spring of 1989 with the aim of

Flight Research Center, NASA SP-415 examining some of the new developments in
Flight Flutter Testing, in particular those relating

The 1958 Symposium consisted of 27 to improved parameter estimation techniques.
contributions divided into sessions on "Theory", However, a number of new trends in the
"Methods and Techniques", and "Flight Flutter technology used for Flight Flutter Testing were
Testing - Past and Future". Although the overall emerging at that time, namely: strap-on flutter
test procedure is comparable roughly to that used vanes, improved parameter estimation methods,
today, the analysis methods can be considered to and an increased awareness of the problems
be somewhat archaic, with estimates of frequency caused by non-linearities in closed-loop flight
and damping being found generally from the control systems. It was felt that some time was
amplitude of the response. The final session was needed to consider these advances before a
a Panel Discussion on "The Future of Flight meeting should be held. Two pilot papers [1, 2]
Flutter Testing." The conclusion drawn by the were presented during 1990 describing some of
speakers was that a great deal of work was the recent developments relevant to Flight Flutter
required in all aspects of Flight Flutter Testing, Testing.
but especially in the area of data analysis.

The terms of reference for this Specialists'
The 20 papers that made up the 1975 Meeting Meeting were eventually defined in the Fall of
demonstrated the advances that had been made in 1991, aiming to discuss the success of the state-
the intervening 17 years, particularly in the of-the-art on-line and off-line aeroelastic and
extraction of frequencies and dampings through aeroservoelastic testing techniques, as well as the
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parameter estimation methods used for both linear Procedures for Aeroservoelastic Testing are
and non-linear applications. Specific emphasis described in papers [15-18] and [21-23] including
was placed upon the examination of: a number of examples from actual flight tests. It

was apparent from the content of many of the
"* excitation systems contributions that the problems being encountered
"* force and response measurement due to Aeroservoelastic phenomena and non-
"* real time and off-line stability analysis linearities, including Limit Cycle Oscillations,
"* testing of aircraft with MIMO control are going to provide significant challenges to the

concepts Flight Flutter Test engineer for many years to
"* test procedures with emphasis on safety come. Also presented at the meeting were three

measures papers covering areas related to those described
above, namely: the design of aeroelastically

2. OVERVIEW OF PAPERS scaled models [Paper 7], the transonic and
The Meeting was divided into three technical supersonic testing of shingles [Paper 9], and
sessions consisting of: "Flutter Testing", "Flutter applications of system identification to flight
Signal Processing" and "Aeroservoelastic mechanics [Paper 19].
Testing". The 21 papers that were presented
included all aspects of Flight Flutter Testing. The 3. CONTENT OF PAPERS AND
distribution of the topics covered by the papers is PRESENTATIONS
shown in Table 1. This section of the report provides a brief

description of each of the papers presented.

Papers Overview Session I - Flutter Testing
Excitation Devices 3
Flutter Clearance 12 1 1. M.W. Kehoe: A Historical Overview of
Data Analysis 13 1 Flight Flutter Testing
Aeroservoelasticity 8 1
Non-linear / LCO 6 An overview of the flight flutter test techniques
Related Topics 3 and procedures that have evolved over the last

several decades in the United States is
Table 1. Topics covered in the meeting. presented in this paper. Included in the review

are descriptions of the structural excitation
Each of the sessions was preceded by an invited systems, the instrumentation systems, the
Overview paper that reviewed the state-of-the-art digital data preprocessing, and the parameter
of: Flight Flutter Test Procedures [Paper 1 ], the identification algorithms (for frequency and
Analysis of Flight Flutter Test Data [Paper 10] damping estimates from the response data)
and Aeroservoelasticity [Paper 14]. Papers [2-6] employed by the test centers. Practical
describe current Flight Flutter Test clearance experiences and examples from general
procedures. The use and relative advantages and aviation, commercial, and military flight flutter
disadvantages of the DEI Flutter Vane, the most test programs are also reviewed to illustrate the
significant advance in excitation techniques for combined integrated effectiveness of the
many years, are discussed in papers [2-4]. various approaches described in the paper. The
Current modal parameter estimation techniques paper concludes by summarizing present
with particular relevance to Flight Flutter Testing requirements to increase flight flutter testing
are detailed in papers [11-13]; these contributions efficiency, accuracy, and safety and by
show how flight flutter data analysis has providing recommendations regarding the
developed considerably since the last Flutter direction of future developments. Areas
Testing Meeting in 1975. mentioned which need further development

included on-line real-time monitoring of
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aeroelastic stability, broad-band excitation A summary of the flight flutter test performed
systems, and methods that provide a reliable on a twin-turbo prop aircraft (Fokker 50 Mk2S)
determination of flutter speed at conditions well with external mounted stores is provided in this
below the actual flutter speed. paper. Because the accurate detection of

damping factors of critical aeroelastic modes
2. F. Weiss, J.Schweiger and H Hoenlinger: often fails when using methods like stick raps
Flutter Flight Test of the RANGER 2000 or turbulence as input, an external excitation
Aircraft system was determined to be required for this

program. The paper describes the excitation
This paper describes the flight flutter test system purchased from Dynamics Engineering
activities for the RANGER 2000 training Inc. To evaluate the exciter system, the paper
aircraft, a vehicle which was jointly developed summarizes preliminary flight flutter tests
by DASA and Rockwell International between conducted on the F-50 prototype. For these
1991 and 1994 as a competitor for the next tests a single exciter was mounted on an
generation U.S. Air Force and Navy "Joint external store and microphones, installed near
Primary Advanced Training System" (JPATS). the exciter, were used to measure the unsteady
After a brief description of the program and the pressures generated when the exciter was
main aircraft features, an overview of the operating. Further objectives of this
aeroelastic analysis and the ground vibration preliminary test were to familiarize the flight
tests performed during the design process are crew with the test procedures and to evaluate
provided. The report of the flight test activities and select the type of excitation and data
is divided into a description of the test reduction methods to be used for the Fokker 50
equipment, aircraft instrumentation, flight Mk2S test. The paper then describes the
envelope, test procedures, real-time telemetry preparations for and execution of the Fokker 50
parameter monitoring, and post-flight data Mk2S flight flutter tests and presents some of
reduction. For the efficient performance of the the flight test results. In addition, experiences
flutter flight test program, the use of an external gained and the difficulties encountered using
system to excite the structural dynamic the DEI external excitation systems are also
eigenfrequencies of this small aircraft in the highlighted.
range of 10 to 40 Hz is also described. The
selected system, manufactured by Dynamics 4. B. M. Shirley and E. L. Anderson: U.S. Air
Engineering Inc., consists of small vanes Force/DEI Flutter Exciter Test Program
mounted to the tips of the wings and on top of
the vertical tail. The unsteady aerodynamic This paper describes a recent F- 16 flight flutter
excitation forces are produced by rotating test investigation performed by the United
cylinders with slots at the trailing edge of these States Air Force to evaluate an external
vanes. Typical time histories of response, excitation system purchased from Dynamic
frequency response functions, power spectra, Engineering Inc. (DEI) as a low-cost, easily-
and typical plots of the frequencies and installed, alternative to using the existing
damping versus dynamic pressure are provided aircraft flight control integrated systems. The
in the paper. The flight test results in paper describes flight flutter tests using the
combination with the aeroelastic analysis and external excitation devices and, separately,
the experiences with the excitation system are using the existing onboard integrated Flutter
also discussed. Exciter System (FES). The existing F-16 FES

provides excitation via the flaperons and is
3. P. Schippers and A. J. Persoon: Flight capable of symmetric and antisymmetric

Flutter Testing of a Turbo-Prop Aircraft by sweeps and bursts of up to about 20 Hz for
Using External Excitation Devices selectable time durations. For the external

excitation system, two exciters were installed
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on the outboard side of two weapons pylons variety of research missions. It is a highly
(one on each side of the aircraft). Testing of the instrumented test vehicle with equally
DEI flutter exciter system was limited to sophisticated ground support subsystems. The
matching FES time/frequency capabilities, paper discusses the occurrence of a destructive
although frequency response and time duration 57 Hz canard flutter mode that occurred in the
capabilities of the DEI exciter were greater than wind-tunnel at a Mach number of about 0.75. A
the FES. The paper presents a one-for-one mass balanced and stiffer canard was then
comparison of excitation levels, frequency manufactured and installed on the HATT-X for
content, and damping values at various flight testing. During the flight tests, large
Mach/airspeed/altitude combinations for three vertical oscillations of the canard were detected,
different aircraft/weapon configurations. followed by the structural failure of the canard
Conclusions are also presented regarding the linkage system in the forward fuselage. At the
use of the DEI exciter in a high dynamic failure point the vehicle was decelerating after
pressure environment and its application as an the rocket motor burn and the Mach number
alternative excitation method. was approximately 0.75. The paper provides

test data measured in the wind tunnel and in
5. F. Kiessling, H. Rippel, and H. Hoenlinger: flight, and presents comparisons of the

Flight Flutter Testing of the High Altitude observed aeroelastic behavior for the two
Research Aircraft STRATOS 2C canards which were structurally different.
(presentation only; no published paper)

7. M. French and F. E. Eastep: Design and
The presentation described the characteristics of Testing of an Aeroelastically Scaled Model
the STRATOS 2C aircraft, a manned vehicle Structure
designed for high altitude, long duration
missions. The vehicle is completely composite The development of an optimization method
and has a wing span of about 50 meters. The useful in automating the design of wind-tunnel
vehicle, being very large, has elastic mode flutter models and unique ground testing
frequencies beginning below 2 Hz. As a result techniques are described in this paper. The
of being a large flexible vehicle, unstable design algorithm uses physical parameters of a
aeroelastic phenomena associated with the finite element discretization of the scaled model
wing, the T-tail, the control surfaces, and the as design variables. The design process is then
propellers were of significant concern. The broken down into two distinct steps. In the first
presentation described the flutter prevention step, the size of the elements in the model finite
criteria applied during the design of the vehicle, element representation are varied so that the
the full-scale propeller tests conducted in the stiffness of the scaled model matches desired
Russian T-101 tunnel to evaluate whirl flutter, values. The second step varies point masses so
and the flight test investigation, that desired natural frequencies and mode

shapes are also correctly matched. The paper
6. B. H. K. Lee, M. J. Plosenski, P. E. provides an example problem (a generic low

Barrington, A. B. Markov, and C. G. Coffey: aspect ratio wing) to demonstrate the applic-
Aeroelastic Testing of an Unmanned Air ation of the proposed method and describes
Vehicle unique ground testing techniques used to

identify the static and dynamic characteristics
Full-scale HATT-X flutter tests performed in of the model to verify the design procedure.
an Open Jet Wind-Tunnel Facility and in flight The ground test methods described in the paper
are reviewed in this paper. The HATT-X make use of state-of-the-art laser holographic
(High-Speed Aeronautical Technologies Test techniques. The authors summarize that these
Bed - Experimental) is an agile, high subsonic optical test methods are well suited to testing
speed platform configured for conducting a subscale models and can show either static or
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dynamic out of plane deflections for the entire identification are considered in terms of their
model using a single image. In addition, these relevance to flutter testing. Emphasis is placed
methods are shown to reduce the time required upon determining the methods that have been
to characterize the test specimen and more used by the aerospace industry and to what
accurate than conventional ground test methods. extend the use of the methods has been

successful. Consideration is also made of the
8. Paper 8 was not presented. theoretical limitations of the various methods.

Finally, conclusions are drawn as to whether the
9. A. J. Persoon: Wind Tunnel Flutter Testing state-of-the-art in parameter estimation

on Shingles in the Transonic and Supersonic techniques for flutter testing is satisfactory and
Speed Regime whether future work is required in this area,

particularly in dealing with non-linear
This paper describes wind-tunnel tests conduc- aeroservoelastic systems. The paper also
ted to investigate the flutter characteristics of provides a very extensive list of references on
various types of shingles used as part of the the subject.
heat protection system for re-entry vehicles.
These tests were performed in the transonic and 11. M. Dickinson: CF-i 8 Flight Flutter Test
supersonic speed regime using NLR's High- (FFT) Techniques
Speed (HST) and Supersonic (SST) wind
tunnels. A review is given of the wind-tunnel The paper describes Canadair's role in the flight
experiments with emphasis on the generation flutter testing of the CF-18 aircraft with the 480
and control of noise levels of the boundary gallon external fuel tank installed. The flight
layer in which the shingles were placed during test program was conducted at the Canadian
the tests. The use of a spoiler or suction of the Aerospace Engineering Test Establishment
flow, both affecting the flutter characteristics of (AETE) located in Cold Lake, Alberta. The
a shingle, are discussed in the paper. The paper emphasizes the flight flutter test
behavior of unsteady pressures close to the techniques employed, and the difficulties
shingle (upstream and downstream) is also encountered due to non-linear modal behavior
highlighted in the paper as these pressures and a transonic external fuel tank buffet
might act as a monitoring device to define the condition. The test program marked the first
onset of flutter or limit cycle oscillations of a flight flutter test application of AETE's Leuven
panel. Measurement Systems (LMS) frequency

analysis system. The paper also describes the
Session II - Flutter Signal Processing user programs, written in the LMS User

Programming and Acquisition language, that
10. J. E. Cooper: Parameter Estimation were developed to tailor and automate the
Methods for Flight Flutter Testing frequency analysis system for the CF-1 8 flight

flutter tests. In addition, the paper discusses the
A review and assessment of the various two frequency analysis techniques used during
techniques that have been used to estimate the program. Results of the two methods,
modal parameters from wind-tunnel and flight dwell-decay Power Spectral Density method
flutter test data is presented in this overview and Frequency Response Function/Maximum
paper. The relative advantages and Likelihood Estimator curve fitting method, are
disadvantages of the methods are examined, directly compared with each other and with
with particular emphasis being given to their pre-flight finite element model predictions.
suitability for analyzing flutter test data. The Differences between the two sets of flight
problems associated with analyzing non-linear flutter test results are explained in the paper
and aeroservoelastic test data are highlighted, through the use of data from a simple
Recent advances in modal parameter
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logarithmic decrement analysis of a response Session III - Aeroservoelastic Testing
decay.

14. T. E. Noll, B. Perry III, and M. W. Kehoe:
12. H. Van der Auweraer and P. Guillaume: A A Quarter Century of NASA Wind-Tunnel

Maximum Likelihood Parameter Estimation and Flight Experiments Involving
Technique to Analyze Multiple Aeroservoelasticity
Input/Multiple Output Flutter Test Data

Some of the more interesting aeroservoelastic
The formulation, development, and checkout of investigations conducted in the NASA Langley
Maximum Likelihood Estimators (MLE) for Research Center's Transonic Dynamics Tunnel
use during flight flutter tests requiring artificial and in flight at the NASA Dryden Flight
excitation is discussed in this paper. Research Center are described in this overview
Approaches for both single-input/single-output paper. Four wind-tunnel and four flight test
and multi-input/multi-output applications were projects are reviewed in the paper. These
developed and applied. The behavior of the projects include: the B-52, the YF-17, the F-16,
MLEs developed are compared in the paper for and the Active Flexible Wing active control
examples involving both real data and synthetic programs; and the DAST (Drones for Aero-
data. Conclusions on their applicability and dynamic and Structural Testing), the X-29A,
shortcomings are also discussed. the F- 16 AFTI (Advanced Fighter Technology

Integration), and the F- 18 HARV (High Angle
13. J. E. Cooper, M. J. Desforges, P. R. of Attack Vehicle) programs. Each wind-tunnel

Emmett, and J. R. Wright: Advances in the test project presented in the paper discusses
Analysis of Flight Flutter Test Data demonstrations of advanced active control

concepts aimed at interacting with and/or
This paper describes a number of methods exploiting the aeroelastic characteristics of
developed with the aim of improving the flexible structures. Each flight test program
analysis and interpretation of flight flutter test presented in the paper discusses the
data. Discussions relative to the following identification and prevention of adverse
approaches are included: 1) the envelope aeroservoelastic interactions that allowed
function, a method used to determine an overall unique flight test demonstrations or flight
measure of system stability without actually envelope clearance programs to be successfully
performing any curve fitting; 2) advanced completed. These test projects were selected
system identification techniques; and 3) the because of their contributions to the state-of-
analysis of stick jerks using Eigensystem the-art in active controls technology (ACT) or
Realization Algorithms (ERA) and ERA with because of the knowledge gained in further
Data Correlation methods. The paper separates understanding the complex mechanisms that
the discussion of the various approaches into cause adverse aeroservoelastic interactions.
improved curve fitting techniques and methods
for enabling increased confidence in the flutter 15. M. Ch. Zitchenkov, V. I. Dovbishchuk, and
clearance procedure. Real flight flutter data V. N. Popovsky: System of Aeroservo-
are used to illustrate the various approaches. In elastic Experimental and Numerical
addition, using simulated data the comparative Investigations for Aircraft Design and
performance of the various methods is Certification
examined, and the most effective approaches
for performing flight flutter testing are The resources (databases, analytical methods,
identified. and experimental procedures) used by the

aircraft industry in Russia in performing
research in the technical areas of structural
dynamics, aeroelasticity, and aeroservo-
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elasticity (ASE) and in certifying that aircraft measured data. These activities and tests
are free from vibrations of various types is include weight measurements, stiffness tests,
described in the paper. Emphasis is placed on actuator impedance tests, tests of the electronic
the vibrations resulting from the interaction flight control systems, ground vibration tests,
between the airframe and the flight control flight vibration tests, inflight measurements of
systems as well as from systems that are unsteady airloads, and safety tests for active
actively controlling aeroelastic/dynamic control systems. The conclusions provided in
deformations of the aircraft. The resources are the paper are that: 1) most of the tests used
used to provide a qualitative determination and today need some improvements; 2) some tests
analysis of ASE characteristics during all should be better exploited; and 3) the inflight
aircraft development stages. Some actual measurement of unsteady airloads should
results obtained in ASE research programs on become standard practice. These recommend-
wide body civil and aerospace aircraft are ations will provide higher confidence to the
presented in the paper as an illustration. aircraft manufacturer, the certifying agency,

and the user that the aircraft is free from flutter
16. M. Lacabanne: Flight Flutter Tests of and adverse aeroservoelastic instabilities

Transport Civil Aircraft with an Electronic throughout its intended flight envelope.
Flight Control System

18. R. B. Ramsay: Flight Flutter Testing of
The strategy used at Aerospatiale when Combat Aircraft
performing flight clearance tests of modern
civil aircraft equipped with electronic flight A system for exciting the modes of vibration,
control systems (EFCS), particularly if the performing analyses to extract flutter data, and
aircraft is prone to adverse interactions between displaying flutter parameters during flight
the structural modes of the aircraft and the flutter testing of an unstable digitally controlled
flight control system, is presented in the paper. fly-by-wire combat aircraft is presented in the
Because of the potential for adverse interactions paper. The paper indicates that applying such a
it is shown that, in addition to the classical system of tools increases aircraft safety during
flutter tests, it is necessary to check the inflight flight testing since critical parameters involved
dynamic behavior of the aircraft with EFCS in the flutter mechanisms can be identified
operating at various flight conditions. The more quickly and more visibly displayed to the
following topics are discussed in the paper: the test engineer. The system, which is part of the
choice of excitation devices; the description of flight test ground station, is fully integrated
recorded parameters; the importance of pre- with the telemetry facility and is capable of
flight analyses; the choice of flight conditions analyzing and displaying test data for
and configurations to be tested; and the comparison with prediction in near-real time.
correlation between the analytical model and This facility, which includes parallel processing
the flight test modal analysis results. The paper transputers combined with high performance
also provides examples of aeroservoelastic digital signal processing devices, will enable
flight test results. the engineer to assess analyzed data quickly and

efficiently in order to decide whether or not the
17. K. Koenig: Pretension and Reality of aircraft can safely progress the envelope
Flutter-Relevant Tests expansion test. In addition, the paper discusses

aircraft excitation systems under development.
The paper gives a short review of all flutter These systems will permit, under cockpit
relevant activities and tests required for large control, predefined waveforms to be generated
modern flexible aircraft, and discusses the within the Flight Control Computers and
differences between the desired and the summed into the Flight Control System
achieved reliability and accuracy of the actuation loops. The overall clearance
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philosophy for identifying critical flutter turbulence (with comments on actuator
parameters through calculations, ground testing, capabilities, bandwidth and rates, and digital
and flight testing is also presented in the paper. system effects); the use of an on-board test

panel to provide excitation inputs (sine sweep,
19. P. G. Hamel and R. V. Jategaonkar: The dwells, and random inputs with full control over
Evolution of Flight Vehicle System frequency, magnitude, rate, and spectrum
Identification shape); the simultaneous recording of all

instrumentation signals (distributed accelero-
After providing a brief account of historical meters, strain gauges, and control surface
background, the paper traces chronologically deflections); methodologies used to provide
the evolution of flight vehicle system modal frequency and damping estimates; and
identification starting from determination of real-time data acquisition/analysis procedures
aircraft frequency and damping ratio from flight with point-to-point clearance.
data in the early twenties to the present day
advanced applications such as estimation of 22. J. Becker, 0. Sensburg, and V. Vaccaro:
high fidelity aerodynamic data bases for flight Aeroservoelastic Design, Test Verification
simulators or evaluation of highly augmented and Clearance of an Advanced Flight
unstable flight vehicles of unconventional Control System
configurations. Through selected examples, the
paper demonstrates that system identification This paper discusses the design of notch filters
methods have reached a maturity level that using a model of the aircraft that includes
makes them a powerful and useful tool to information that accurately describes the
support not only research but also industry coupled flight dynamics, flight control
activity in model validation, handling qualities dynamics, and structural dynamics behavior
evaluation, control law design, and flight experienced on the ground and during inflight
vehicle design, and thus contribute significantly structural coupling tests. The paper also
to risk and cost reduction in the optimal discusses design procedures, design and
deployment of the existing aircraft and in the clearance requirements, correlation between
development of new generation aircraft. model predictions and structural coupling tests,
Although the paper focuses mainly on and model updates based on ground and in-
applications in the area of flight mechanics, flight measurements.
some aspects of interdisciplinary flight vehicle
modeling, for applications such as aeroservo- 23. V. Vaccaro and J. Becker: Ground
elasticity or high bandwidth rotorcraft Structural Coupling Testing and Model
modeling, are addressed as well. Updating in the Aeroservoelastic

Qualification of a Combat Aircraft
20. Paper 20 was not presented.

The role played by the ground Structural
21. R. T. Britt and B. Winther: Elements of the Coupling Test and the update of the

B-2 Flight Flutter Test Program aeroservoelastic model in the qualification
(presentation only; no published paper) process of a modern combat aircraft is the

emphasis of this paper. Most modern combat
This presentation described the basic test aircraft are equipped with fly-by-wire and
techniques and analysis methodology utilized electronic flight control systems. The problem
during the execution of the flutter flight test of the interaction between the dynamic response
program on the USAF/Northrop B-2 Stealth of the airframe and the flight control system is
Bomber aircraft. Key elements of the program usually solved through an appropriate set of
that were presented included: excitation notch filters, designed to attenuate the level of
systems that used control surfaces and structural vibrations picked up by the flight
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control system sensors. A fundamental part of * who will close the gaps ?
the qualification of the notch filter set is the * what is next for the SMP ?
ground testing activity, generally known as
ground Structural Coupling Test. The main Contributions were made by the following
subject of this paper is the description of the attendees: Dr. Ing J. Becker, Mr. R. T. Britt, Mr.
test procedure followed for a modern fly-by- B. D. Caldwell, Mr. J. Cochran, Mr. M.
wire fighter aircraft that carries external stores. Curbillon, Mr. J. Ellis, Dr. R.M. French, Mr. J. J.
The latter part of the paper deals with the Glaser, Mr. F. Goerung, Mr. M. W. Kehoe, Dr.
utilization of test results in updating the Ing H. Hoenlinger, Prof. Ing 0. Sensburg, Mr. B.
aeroservoelastic model. Emphasis is placed Shirley, Mr. C. W. Skingle and Dr. J. R. Wright.
upon the necessity of developing and validating
an adequate model to reduce the test activity to The main points raised during the discussion were
a limited set of additional external store as follows:
configurations.

Excitation
4. ROUND TABLE DISCUSSION The same type of excitation signals had been
Following the technical presentations, a Round used, essentially, since the 1930s. Better signals
Table discussion was held. The discussion was were required in order to give better excitation
led by a panel chaired by Dr. Jim Olsen along levels in the frequency ranges of interest.
with the two technical evaluators, Dr. Jonathan Although the DEI vane was good for sine sweeps,
Cooper and Dr. Thomas Noll. it was felt that an improved device was required

in order to give a random input with reduced crest
Dr. Jim Olson started the proceedings by high- factors and therefore a better power distribution.
lighting a number of issues that had arisen during It was also noted that different input signals for
the course of the meeting. He considered that the the same test case generally gave different results,
physics of the problem, the relationship between and this effect should be investigated to see
flutter testing and flight mechanics, aeroelastic whether it was due to different excitation levels
modeling, excitation signal and devices, from the various devices or was due to non-
instrumentation, and data processing were all linearities.
areas that required a great deal of further
investigation. Data Analysis

It was still not clear whether there was a best
Dr. Jonathan Cooper gave a brief overview of the method to obtaining frequency and damping
papers that had been presented. He concluded estimates. Probably there is no superior
that the meeting had shown that future work was technique, but a wide range of methods should be
required in each of the three basic elements that used as a "tool-box" and implemented when
are used for Flight Flutter Testing, namely: appropriate. Further effort should be devoted to

obtaining confidence bands on the damping
* Excitation: optimal signals and devices values. It was also queried as to whether
* Data Analysis: which method is best ? non- frequency and damping were the best parameters

linear identification to consider during a Flight Flutter Test.
* Flutter Clearance: stability estimation

between test points, flutter speed prediction Clearance Procedure
It had become apparent during the course of the

Dr. Thomas Noll then defined the topics to be meeting that there were still a significant number
considered by the Round Table: of difficulties in performing a successful Flight

Flutter Test programme and every aspect could
* what are the issues ? lead to errors. The requirement for monitoring
* where are the gaps in flutter testing ? stability between flight points was apparent, as
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was the need for new improved methods to deal It was felt that 20 years was far too long a gap
with aeroservoelastic (ASE) systems. At some between meetings on such an important topic.
point in the near future the best practice for Flight The question as to whether the SMP was the best
Flutter Testing should be defined, place to hold such meetings was also raised, due

to the bias away from Dynamics in the SMP and
Other Problems also the increasing importance of Flight Control
Major difficulties in the foreseeable future Systems in Flight Flutter Testing.
included the issues of non-linearities and Limit
Cycle Oscillations (LCO). It was felt that the Dr. Jim Olson closed the meeting by thanking the
amount of non-linearity could be limited some- organizers and all of the speakers and attendees.
what at the design stage and also through better He concluded that the meeting had been
quality manufacturing. The repeatability of excellent, with a high quality of papers and
Flutter Test results was of great concern - how presentations that had stimulated a lot of thoughts
well do the tests of one aircraft represent the and discussion.
entire fleet ? How much do the flutter characteris-
tics change as aircraft age ? These questions will 5. RECOMMENDATIONS
become even more important as the design of It is recommended that AGARD stimulate future
future aircraft becomes closer to optimal. developments in Flight Flutter Testing through

the following:
The determination of the parameters most
sensitive to defining flutter and LCO behaviour 0 Establish a database of simulated and real
would aid the design process. Also, the flight test data including that from aircraft
determination of the critical tests in the clearance with Flight Control Systems.
procedure is important as the number of possible 0 Coordinate a Round-Robin exercise
test cases will increase greatly with the use Flight comparing a number of modal parameter
Control Systems (FCS). estimation methods.

* Hold a further meeting on Aeroservoelastic
Other Comments Testing within the next 10 years.
The test procedure has changed little since the
1970s except for the increase in computing Significant further work is required in the
power. However, the next generation of aircraft following areas:
will require an improvement in the process due to
the increase of FCS and also the size of proposed 0 Aeroservoelastic testing
aircraft will cause other problems. It was 0 Behaviour and identification of non-linear
observed that the number of people worldwide aeroelastic systems
with Flight Flutter Test experience is getting 0 Repeatability of flutter test results on aging
smaller and that aeroservoelasticians were getting aircraft and also across aircraft fleets
older. In order to start to counteract this loss of 0 Improved excitation signals and devices
experience, it was suggested that benchmark
flight test data should be generated, including 6. REFERENCES
systems with controls, that could be used to train 1. K. Koenig, "Flight Flutter Parameter
engineers as well as providing a data base to Identification". Presented at the 70th AGARD
compare the various analysis methods. The SMP Meeting April 1990.
concept of a "Flutter Simulator" was raised that 2. J. E. Cooper," Modal Parameter Identification
would involve the simulation of an actual test for for Flight Flutter Testing". Presented at the
training purposes. 71 st AGARD SMP Meeting October 1990.
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A HISTORICAL OVERVIEW OF FLIGHT FLUTTER TESTING

Michael W. Kehoe
NASA Dryden Flight Research Center

P.O. Box 273, MS 4840D
Edwards, California 93523-0273

USA

1. SUMMARY then, considerable improvements have been made in flight flutter
This paper reviews the test techniques developed over the last test technique, instrumentation, and response data analysis. Flut-
several decades for flight flutter testing of aircraft. Structural ter testing, however, is still a hazardous test for several reasons.
excitation systems, instrumentation systems, digital data prepro- First, one still must fly close to actual flutter speeds before immi-
cessing, and parameter identification algorithms (for frequency nent instabilities can be detected. Second, subcritical damping
and damping estimates from the response data) are described, trends cannot be accurately extrapolated to predict stability at
Practical experiences and example test programs illustrate the higher airspeeds. Third, the aeroelastic stability may change
combined, integrated effectiveness of the various approaches abruptly from a stable condition to one that is unstable with only
used. Finally, comments regarding the direction of future devel- a few knots' change in airspeed.
opments and needs are presented.

This paper presents a historical overview of the development of

2. INTRODUCTION flight flutter testing, including a history of aircraft flutter inci-
dents. The developmen~t of excitation systems, instrumentation

Aeroelastic flutter involves the unfavorable interaction of aero- d

dynamic, elastic, and inertia forces on structures to produce an systems, and stability determination methods is reviewed as it

unstable oscillation that often results in structural failure. High- pertains to flight flutter testing.

speed aircraft are most susceptible to flutter, although flutter has
occurred at speeds of 55 mph on home-built aircraft. In fact, no 3. FLUTTER HISTORY
speed regime is truly immune from flutter. The first recorded flutter incident was on a Handley Page 0/400

twin engine biplane bomber in 1916. The flutter mechanism con-
Aeroelasticity plays a significant role in the design of aircraft. sisted of a coupling of the fuselage torsion mode with an anti-
The introduction of thinner wings, all-movable horizontal and symmetric elevator rotation mode. The elevators on this airplane
vertical stabilizers, and T-tail configurations increases the likeli- were independently actuated. The solution to the problem was to
hood of flutter occurring within the desired flight envelope. To- interconnect the elevators with a torque tube (Ref 2).
day's aircraft designs undergo sophisticated aeroelastic analyses
to ensure that the design is free of flutter within the flight enve- Control surface flutter began to appear during World War 1.
lope. These analytical results are often verified by wind-tunnel Wing-aileron flutter was widely encountered during this time
flutter models and ground vibration tests. Flight flutter testing
provides the final verification of the analytical predictions
throughout the flight envelope.

In the early years of aviation, no formal flutter testing of full-
scale aircraft was carried out. The aircraft was simply flown to
its maximum speed to demonstrate the aeroelastic stability of
the vehicle. The first formal flutter test was carried out by Von Maximum
Schlippe in 1935 in Germany (Ref 1). His approach was to vi- response
brate the aircraft at resonant frequencies at progressively higher amplitude
speeds and plot amplitude as a function of airspeed. A rise in
amplitude would suggest reduced damping with flutter occurring
at the asymptote of theoretically infinite amplitude as shown in
Fig 1. This idea was applied successfully to several German air-
craft until a Junkers JU90 fluttered and crashed during flight tests .

in 1938. 0 Vflutter
Airspeed 907

Early test engineers were faced with inadequate instrumentation, 940475

excitation methods, and stability determination techniques. Since Fig 1 Von Schlipoe's flight flutter test method.

Paper presented at the Structures and Materials Panel Specialists' Meeting on "Advanced Aeroservoelastic Testing
and Data Analysis", held in Rotterdam, The Netherlands, from 8-10 May 1995, and published in CP-566.
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(Ref 3). Von Baumhauer and Koning suggested the use of a mass (Ref 10) and the E-6 Tacamo (Ref 11) aircraft, both of which

balance about the control surface hinge line as a means of avoid- experienced vertical fin flutter.

ing this type of flutter. Although some mild instances of control
surface flutter were encountered afterwards, these were usually 4. DEVELOPMENT OF FLIGHT FLUTTER TEST
eliminated by increasing the mass balance of the control surface. TECHNIQUES

Von Schlippe conducted the first formal flight flutter test in Ger-After World War I, higher airspeeds and a shift from external mn n13.Teojcieo i etmto a olse h

wirebraed iplnesto ircaftwithcanileere wigs esuted many in 1935. The objective of his test method was to lessen thewire-braced biplanes to aircraft with cantilevered wings resulted risk associated with flutter testing. The usual practice at this time

in more wing flutter incidents. Primary surface flutter began to was to fl utthr testingto The usum prcd an th is time

apper aoun 195 (ef ). ir rcer exerince may ici- was to fly the airplane to the maximum speed and then to observeappear around 1925 (Ref 4). Air racers experienced many inci- thsablyofhetrcu.

dents of flutter from the mid- 1920's until the mid-1930's as at-

tempts were made to break speed records. References 3, 4, and Von Schlippe's technique consisted of exciting the structureVo givep' techiqu consistes of excitse thcidents.r
5 give many examples of the.se incidents, using a rotating unbalance weight, measuring the response

amplitude, and then recording the response amplitude as a func-

Another form of flutter dealt with in the 1930's was servo tab tion of airspeed. The forced response amplitude would rapidly

flutter. Collar (Ref 3) predicted that this type of flutter would be inces as The ai rcrf ap poa e it ut e spee d refore,

around for many years. This prediction was correct, for between the flutter speed Tae r it-

1947 and 1956, 11 cases of tab flutter incidences were reported ical airspeeds.

for military aircraft alone (Ref 6). Even today servo tab flutter is

still a problem. In 1986, the T-46A trainer experienced aileron The Germans successfully used this technique until 1938 when a
flutter during a test flight that was being flown to find the proper Junkers JU90 aircraft fluttered in flight and crashed. Inadequate
amount of mass balance. These ailerons were free floating and structural excitation equipment and unsatisfactory response mea-
driven by tabs at the trailing edge of the aileron (Ref 7). surement and recording equipment were identified as probable

causes for this accident (Ref 4).

New aeroelastic problems emerged as aircraft could fly at tran-

sonic speeds. In 1944, while flight testing the new P-80 airplane, The United States attempted this technique in the 1940's with
NACA pilots reported an incident of aileron buzz (Ref 5). From flutter tests of a Martin XPBM- 1 flying boat and a Cessna AT-8
1947 to 1956, there were 21 incidences of flutter involving tran- airplane (Ref 4). Figure 2, taken from Ref 4, shows the response
sonic control surface buzz. Prototypes of both the F-100 and amplitude data as a function of airspeed. The graph shows that
F- 14 fighters had incidences of rudder buzz. Today, the transonic destructive flutter for this airplane was averted by the narrowest
flight regime is still considered the most critical from a flutter of margins during this flight test.
standpoint.

In the late 1950's, excitation systems consisted of inertia shakers,
Chuck Yeager first achieved supersonic speeds in level flight in manual control surface pulses, and thrusters (bonkers). Instru-
1947. Supersonic flutter then began to be studied more seriously mentation had improved and response signals were then being
as these speeds became routinely flown. Supersonic speeds also telemetered to the ground for display and analysis. Some pro-
produced a new type of flutter known as panel flutter. Panel flut- grams still displayed response signals on oscillographs in the air-
ter involves constant amplitude standing or traveling waves in plane. Many experimenters realized the importance of adequate
aircraft skin coverings. This type of instability could lead to structural excitation for obtaining a high signal-to-noise ratio
abrupt fatigue failure, so the avoidance of panel flutter is impor-
tant. In the 1950's a fighter airplane was lost because of a failed
hydraulic line that was attached to a panel that had experienced
such panel flutter (Ref 5). AT-8 flight test

Wright Field, Nov. 1941
The carriage of external stores affects the aeroelastic stability of x Left wing data
an aircraft. Seven incidents of flutter from 1947 to 1956 involved o Right wing data
the carriage of external stores, as well as pylon-mounted engines
(Ref 5). The stores carriage problem is still significant today, par- 50-

ticularly with the many store configurations that an airplane can 40- X0

carry. Certain combinations of external stores carried by the
F-16, F-18, and F-Ill aircraft produce an aeroelastic instability Amplitude at v 30-
known as a limit cycle oscillation (LCO) (Refs 8 and 9). Al- Amplitude at 100 mph 20 -
though these oscillations are mostly characterized by sinusoidal
oscillations of limited amplitude, flight testing has shown that 10- "Xýxx_.x
the amplitudes may either decrease or increase as a function of I I I I I
load factor (angle of attack) and airspeed. 0 80 160 240 320

Velocity, v, mph

Much has been learned about the prevention of flutter through 940476

proper aircraft design. Flight flutter incidences still occur, how- Fig 2 Response amplitude ratio as a
ever, on primary lifting surfaces as for the F-117 stealth fighter function of airspeed (Ref 4).
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(Ref 12). The use of oscillating vanes to excite the structure was analyze the response data for stability. The objective of this tech-
being considered during this time. nique was to use every minute of flight time for dynamics data

and to eliminate special test points for flutter.

From the 1950's until the 1970's, many aircraft were equipped

with excitation systems. Frequency sweeps were made to iden- Since the 1970's, digital computers have significantly affected

tify resonances. These sweeps were often followed by a fre- flight flutter testing techniques. The computer has allowed for the

quency dwell-quick stop at each resonant frequency. In-flight rapid calculation of the fast Fourier transform (FFT). Computers

analysis was usually limited to log decrement analysis of accel- have fostered the development of more sophisticated data pro-

erometer decay traces on strip charts to determine damping. cessing algorithms that are useful for analysis of response data
from either steady-state or transient excitation. Frequency and
damping are now estimated with parameter identification tech-

The F-11 program is an example of this procedure. Fig 3 shows niques. Such analysis is done online in a near-real-time manner.
a schematic of the process, taken from Ref 13. Filtered and unfil- Frequency and damping trends are established as a function of
tered accelerometer response data were displayed on strip charts airspeed or Mach number. These trends are extrapolated to deter-
and on X-Y frequency sweep plotters. Damping was manually mine the stability at the next higher airspeed test point. As com-
determined from the frequency dwell-quick stop decay traces. puter speeds have increased, the time required to conduct flight
Computers were not used for analysis of the data. flutter testing per test point has decreased. The ability to analyze

more data at each test point and the increased number of flight
The P6M aircraft program took a departure from this methodol- test points resulting from more sophisticated aircraft designs,
ogy (Ref 14). This flight flutter program used random atmo- however, have increased the total time to clear the flight flutter
spheric turbulence to excite the structure and spectral analysis to envelope.
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Fig 3 F-111 flight fluttertest procedure (Ref 13).
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The test technique typically used is to monitor the telemetered cannot be made without adequate excitation. Adequate excitation
response signals with real-time frequency analyzers and strip provides energy to excite all of the selected vibration modes with
charts. These data are also acquired by digital computers that sufficient magnitudes to accurately assess stability from the
process the data using parameter identification techniques for response data.
estimating frequency and damping (Ref 15). Fig 4 shows this
process. In this figure, data are telemetered from the airplane The Transavia PL1 2/T-400 airplane (Ref 16) clearly demon-
and simultaneously displayed on strip charts, and real-time fre- strated the importance of adequate excitation levels in 1986. This
quency analyzers. A computer acquires the data for analysis to airplane was excited on the initial flight tests by control surface
determine frequency and damping estimates. The test director, pulses and random atmospheric turbulence. Flutter did not occur
who communicates with the test aircraft, has access to all of this during the flight test. In a subsequent flight, the airplane experi-
information to make decisions on continuing the flutter envelope enced violent oscillations of the rudder and tall boom when it
expansion. was flown in rough weather conditions. These weather condi-

tions provided higher levels of excitation than the levels inducedAlthough flight flutter test techniques have advanced, today's during the flight flutter test.

techniques are still based upon the same three components as

Von Schlippe's method: structural excitation, response measure- In the 1930's, the Germans decided that improper exciter loca-
ment, and data analysis for stability. Technology development tion resulted in poor responses that prevented the determination
associated with each component will be reviewed and a discus- of the onset of flutter and sometimes resulted in flutter occurring
sion of the impact on the safety of flight flutter testing will unexpectedly (Ref 4). In the 1950's, the United States learned
follow. that low excitation levels tend to give a large scatter in the damp-

ing values estimated from the response data. In addition, the esti-
5. EXCITATION SYSTEMS mated values suggested lower aerodynamic damping than actu-
Structural excitation is a necessary part of the flight flutter testing ally existed. During flutter testing of the B-58 airplane (Ref 17),
methodology. Detection of impending aeroelastic instabilities it was found that a structural excitation level at least three to four

Ir'!~

frequency analyzers
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Fig 4 Typical modern flight flutter test process.
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times higher than was obtained by random atmospheric turbu- 5.2 Oscillating Control Surfaces
lence was necessary to provide an acceptable level of excitation. Commanded oscillations of the control surfaces were also used in

the 1950's. The XF3H-l airplane used an oscillating rudder for
The excitation system must not only provide adequate force lev- excitation to investigate a rudder buzz instability (Ref 19). The
els but must also (1) provide adequate excitation over the desired rudder was oscillated by supplying a variable frequency com-
frequency range of interest, (2) be lightweight so as not to affect mand signal into the rudder servo of the autopilot system. This
the modal characteristics of the airplane, and (3) have power system could excite over a frequency range of 5 to 35 Hz and
requirements (electric or hydraulic) that the airplane can meet. It with the frequency stepped every 3 sec by an automatic rotary
is difficult for any one system to meet these requirements simul- switch located in the cockpit.
taneously. Over the years, many types of excitation have been
tried with varying degrees of success. Some more common In the mid-1960's, electronic function generators were developed
means include control surface pulses, oscillating control sur- to provide signals to control surface servos in the autopilot
faces, thrusters, inertial exciters, aerodynamic vanes, and ran- system. These function generators provided signals to oscillate
dom atmospheric turbulence. the horizontal stabilator and the ailerons of the F-4 airplane

(Ref 19). The stabilator could sweep from 8 to 30 Hz and the
5.1 Control Surface Pulses ailerons from 2 to 16 Hz. The actuators for each surface were
Manual control surface pulses were the first means of excitation, modified to provide the required gain and frequency response.
This provided sudden control surface movements. Depending on A cockpit controller provided the capability to adjust the excita-
the type of control system, modes up to about 10 Hz can be ex- tion amplitude, mode selection (sweep or dwell), start and stop
cited this way. Such pulses approximate a delta function that the- sweep frequency, and dwell frequency. Further advances in elec-
oretically has a high frequency content. Two benefits of this type tronics during the 1970's and 1980's resulted in the ability
of excitation are that no special excitation equipment is required to send excitation signals to the control surface actuators that
and that the transient response signature of the structure is easy were not sinusoidal. The F-18 aircraft excitation system can gen-
to analyze for stability. Test duration for each pulse is short, so erate sinusoidal and bandpass-filtered pseudo-random commands
many can be applied at each test point, to the flight control surfaces (Ref 19).

There are several drawbacks, however. First, it is difficult to get This method of excitation has been successfully used for the
repeatable pulses, and thus the degree of excitation is inconsis- X-31 and YF-22 airplanes and for the stores clearance work on
tent. Second, either the pilot cannot provide a sharp enough input X- 1 F-22 airplanes The stre arane worko
or the control system is unable to provide a sharp enough distur- the F-16, F-15, and F-18 airplanes. The X-31 airplane could
bance to excite any critical flutter modes above 10 Hz. Third, sweep frequencies from 0.1 to 100 Hz. Although significant actu-
such pulses often do not provide an adequate level of excitation r roll-off occurred above 20 Hz, the combination of aerody-

to determine the onset of flutter. The fact that flight was possible namic force at low frequencies and control surface inertia forces

beyond the flutter speed without exciting flutter with pulses was at higher frequencies provided adequate excitation for this air-

demonstrated during a flight flutter test in the 1950's (Ref 18). plane (Ref 20).

The purpose of this particular flight was to investigate the stabil-
ity of a vertical stabilizer. The structure was excited using rudder The primary advantage of this type of system is that no addi-

pulses and by thrusters (impulse generator). The thrusters excited tional hardware is required except for an excitation control box
flutter at a speed 5 knots below that where the structure was pre- located in the cockpit. As a result, the flutter speed of the airplane
viously excited by rudder pulses without incident, is not affected as it might be with other types of excitation

systems.
In spite of their limitations, control surface pulses have contin-
ued in use to excite the structures of many airplanes since 1950. A disadvantage of this type of system is the frequency response
The F-101 (mid-1950's), the early testing of the F-4 aircraft (late limitations of the control surface actuators. Often, special actua-
1950's), the A-7A (1965), some of the early Boeing 747 flutter tors are required to excite critical high-frequency modes, as was
testing (1969), and low-speed testing of the DC-10 airplane the case for the F-4 flutter testing (Ref 19).
(1970) all used control surface pulses for structural excitation.

5.3 Thrusters
Flight control surface pulses are still used today as excitation for Thrusters, sometimes known as bonkers, ballistic exciters or
flight testing. Most modem fly-by-wire flight control systems impulse generators, are an early device circa (1940) used for
(analog and digital), however, have low-pass filters in the stick structural excitation. These small, single-shot, solid-propellant
input path that filter out high-frequency signal content. For rockets have bum times of 18-26 msec and maximum thrust lev-
example, the F-16XL airplane flight control system has a 1.6-Hz els of 400-4,000 lbs (Ref 21).
low-pass filter (single pole) in the stick input path that would
washout any sharp stick motion commands to the control surface Thrusters are simple, lightweight devices that generally do not
actuators. Manual control surface pulses are still used today on affect the modal characteristics of the airplane. These devices
most small aircraft and sailplanes because this is usually the only produce transient responses of short duration, which is important
affordable type of excitation for these aircraft. when the airplane has to dive to attain a test condition.
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The disadvantages for these devices include single-shot opera- shaker was sufficiently compact to be installed inside the wing-
tion, difficulty in firing two or more either in phase or out of tip, which has a depth of 4.5 in. The weight of the shaker was 8.5
phase with respect to each other, and their inability to provide a lb (Ref 22).
wide frequency band of excitation. Usually required are thrusters
with three different burn times to excite modes in a frequency After the 1950's, inertia exciters were not used extensively. How-
range that covers 5 to 50 Hz. ever, there has been limited use of such systems to provide partial

structural excitation for the F-14 horizontal stabilizer, the F-111
Thrusters were used for part of the flutter clearance of the F-101 horizontal and vertical stabilizer, and the X-29 flaperon. The
airplane in the mid 1950's. Six thrusters were mounted on each B-IA airplane also used an inertia shaker system (Fig 5) for
wingtip, three on top and three on the bottom. Use of these de- flight flutter testing. The system consisted of five hydraulically
vices was partially successful for this program (Ref 18). driven, electronically controlled, oscillating mass exciters. One

exciter was placed at each wingtip, one at each horizontal stabi-
Thrusters were also used by Douglas Aircraft Company in the lizer tip, and one at the tip of the vertical stabilizer. Each wingtip
1950's (Ref 19) on several airplanes to investigate flutter charac- and horizontal stabilizer tip could be operated in and out of phase
teristics. Thrusters were also used for portions of the F-4 flutter with respect to each other. This system was capable of producing
testing in the early 1960's. Since then, thrusters have not been a maximum force of about 550 lb of force with an exciter weigh-
used in the United States for any major flight flutter test program. ing approximately 40 lb (Ref 23). This system adequately excited

the modes of interest and was essential for safely expanding the5.4 Inertial Exciters fih neoe

A large variety of rotating eccentric weight and oscillating flight envelope.

weight inertia exciters have also been tried. The rotating unbal- 5.5 Aerodynamic Vanes
ance exciter was widely used for flight flutter testing in the An aerodynamic vane consists of a small airfoil that is usually
1940's and 1950's. These systems derive their forces from mass mounted to the tip of a wing or stabilizer. The vane is generally
reactions. The inertia force is proportional to the exciter weight mounted on a shaft, driven either electrically or hydraulically,
multiplied by the square of the rotating speed. As a result, the and oscillates about some mean angle. Oscillation of the vane
excitation capability may be limited at lower frequencies and will result in a varying aerodynamic force acting on the airplane.
excessive at higher frequencies. The amount of force depends on the size of the vane, dynamic

The Martin XPBM-1 flying boat flight flutter test program used pressure, and angle of rotation.

such a system. The precise control of frequency was difficultwith the equipment available; thus the exciter would not stay Aerodynamic vanes were first used in the 1950's. The YB-52
tuned on the resonant frequency. One method of tuning the ex- airplane used a wingtip oscillating airfoil shaker for flight flutterciter frequency, as done by a Convair F-92 pilot in 1950, was by testing (Ref 24). This wingtip unit weighed 150 lb and wascite frquecy, s dne y a onvir -92 ilo in1950 wa by mounted on the right wingtip only. A similar amount of weight
observing a meter in the cockpit that measured the response of mounted on the righ t wingtip. A simil amountiof weihselected vibration pickups during flutter tests (Ref 4). was installed on the opposite wingtip. Typical sweep times were

approximately 7 min. The excitation frequency could be varied

The magnitude of the forces required to adequately excite an air- from 1.4 to 10 Hz.

plane is usually very large. As a result, the hardware required to
produce the unbalance forces often could not be contained within
the wing contour. In addition, these systems often are very heavy
and raise concerns about the effect on the modal characteristics
of the airplane that they are installed on. For example, the rotat-
ing unbalance equipment designed for (but never installed on)
the XB-36 had a maximum force output of 1000 lb, and installa-
tion in each wing weighed between 400 and 500 lb (Ref 12).

Inertia shakers were used for the B-58 flutter testing in the early
1950's. These shakers were hydraulically powered and electri-
cally controlled and were used to excite a frequency range of 5 to
40 Hz. The overall dimensions were 4.5 by 4.5 by 8.5 in., and
each unit weighed 25 lb. The force output was 40 lb at 7.5 Hz
and 150 lb at 40 Hz; the force level increased linearly between
these two frequency values (Ref 17). This type of shaker worked
well, particularly in exciting the higher frequency modes of the
airplane.

Hydraulically actuatedd
The Convair F-102A, which was flutter tested in the late 1950's, movable mass (wand)--1
also used inertial shakers. In the frequency range between 5 and 940479

50 Hz, the force varied from approximately 20 to 300 lb. This Fig 5 Inertial excitation system (Ref 23).
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Since then, many flight flutter test programs have used the aero- There are two notable variations of the oscillating aerodynamic
dynamic vane as a means of excitation. These programs include vane concept: a rotating vane and a fixed vane with a rotating
the DC-10, L-1011, Boeing 747, Boeing 757, S-3A, F-14, F-111, slotted cylinder attached to the vane trailing edge.
A-10, C-17, and T-46A. Tables 1 and 2 which were taken from
Ref 13, show the characteristics of some of these excitation The C-5A airplane excitation system consisted of a rotating vane
systems. mounted on top of the wing at each tip and on top of each hori-

zontal stabilizer at each tip (Ref 13). The vanes were continu-
The advantage of this type of system is that it can excite low fre- ously rotated through 360 degrees, and both sets of vanes were
quencies well; the amplitude at high frequencies is limited only synchronized to provide either symmetric or antisymmetric exci-
by the response characteristics of the vane drive mechanism. The tation. This system produced periodic excitation to the structure
excitation frequency and amplitude at a given airspeed can be and was successfully used for flight flutter testing.
controlled, and the force time history produced is repeatable.

The fixed vane with a slotted rotating cylinder attached to the
The main disadvantage is that the maximum force produced var- trailing edge (Fig 6) was developed by W. Reed (Ref 25). The
ies with the square of the equivalent airspeed. Other disadvan- vane/cylinder assembly weighs approximately 10 lb. The device
tages include the addition of mass, the disturbance of the normal generates periodic lifting forces by alternately deflecting the air-
airflow around the wingtip or stabilizer tip with the vane present, flow upward and downward through the slot. This system was
and the large power requirements usually needed to operate this used for the flutter clearance of a F-I6XL airplane with a modi-
system. fied laminar flow glove (Ref 26). Frequency sweeps were

Table 1. Summary of aerodynamic excitation systems used in U.S.

Time to sweep,
Airplane Surface Location Frequency range sec Sweep law

747 Wings External vanes at 1.5-7.0 Hz 90 Exponential
wingtips

DC-10 Wings horizontal External vanes at tips 1-20 Hz 90 Exponential
Vertical tail of main surfaces and

1-10 Hz 90

L-1011 Wing stabilizer External vanes 1-18 Hz 90 Linear period
3-25 Hz 30

S-3A Side of fuselage under External vanes 1.5-18 Hz 90 Linear period
stabilizer 3-25 Hz

C-5A Wing stabilizer External vanes on top .5-25 Hz 60 normal Exponential
of surfaces near tips 30 dive only

F-14 Wing fin Aero-tab 5-50 Hz 15 Exponential
External vane

F- 15 Normal control 2-16 Hz 100-200 Linear frequency
Ailerons 5-10 Hz 45
Stabilator

F-111 Wing Aero-tab 35-2 Hz 45 Exponential

Table 2. Summary of inertial excitation systems used in U.S.

Time to sweep,
Airplane Surface Location Frequency range sec Sweep law

F-14 Horizontal tail Right side stabilizer 5-50 Hz 15 Exponential
only

F-ill Horizontal, vertical Inboard on stabilizer 35-2 Hz 45 Exponential
tail surfaces near side of fuselage,

top of fin
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Fig 6 F-1 6XL with vane and rotating slotted cylinder excitation system (Ref 26).

conducted from 5 to 35 Hz for this program. The system uses and turbulence often interferes with other engineering disciplines
exceptionally little electric power and is easy to install, data.

5.6 Random Atmospheric Turbulence Fig 7 compares the power spectrum plots obtained from the
Atmospheric turbulence has been used for structural excitation in F-16XL airplane excited by random atmospheric turbulence and
many flight flutter test programs (Ref 15). The greatest attraction by a vane with a slotted rotating cylinder attached to the trailing
to this type of excitation is that no special onboard exciter hard- edge. The turbulence was reported to be light-to-moderate for
ware is required. Turbulence excites all of the surfaces simulta- this flight condition. All of the structural modes were excited
neously, which causes both symmetric and antisymmetric modes by the vane, while only the 8-Hz mode was well excited by tur-
to be excited at the same time. This method eliminates the need bulence. This data comparison clearly indicates the poor data
to perform symmetric or antisymmetric sweeps. quality that is typically obtained with random atmospheric

turbulence.
Natural turbulence is the random variation in wind speed and
direction. Turbulence is generally produced by weather-front This flight test program also illustrates the lessons learned during
winds and thermal activities; the extent of turbulence within an the B-58 flutter test program. Inadequate excitation levels usual-
air mass can vary widely. Reference 27 provides an excellent ly give a large scatter of the estimated damping values, and the
description of turbulence and its use for excitation in flight flutter estimated damping values often indicate lower damping than
testing. actually exists. A comparison of response data damping values

from random atmospheric turbulence and vane excitation (Fig 8)
This approach was tried in the late 1950's. The P6M Seamaster shows that the turbulence response data, which have a lower
flight flutter program (Ref 14) used random atmospheric turbu- excitation level, consistently have lower estimated damping
lence to excite the structure and spectral analysis to analyze the values.
response data for stability. Objectives of this technique were to
use every minute of flight time for dynamics data and to elimi- Although the flutter envelopes of many modem aircraft (i.e.,
nate special test flights for flutter. The YF-16 also used random X-29A, advanced fighter technology integration (AFTI) F-111
atmospheric turbulence along with the random decrement tech- mission adaptive wing, AFTI F-16, Schweizer SA 2-37A motor
nique for data analysis to clear the flutter envelope of the basic glider, and F- 15 short takeoff and landing/maneuver technology
airplane (Ref 28). demonstrator) have been cleared using atmospheric turbulence,

caution should be used when using this form of excitation to
Although this method has been used with some success over the ensure that the critical flutter mode has been excited throughout
years, there are several disadvantages. The turbulence that is the flight envelope.

found is often not intense enough to produce sufficient excitation
compared with that obtained with onboard exciters. Turbulence 6. INSTRUMENTATION
usually excites only the lower frequency modes for most air- The instrumentation used to record the structural responses of an
planes. Long data records are required to obtain results with a airplane to excitation is another critical component of flight flut-
sufficiently high statistical confidence level. The signal-to-noise ter testing methodology. The response data must be measured at
ratio of the response data is often low, which makes data analysis enough locations and be of high enough quality that the flight can
very difficult. Flight time is lost looking for sufficient turbulence, be conducted safely. Included in the instrumentation system is
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Fig 7 Comparison of excitation of the left-wing aft accelerometer at Mach 0.9 and 30,000 ft (Ref 26).
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Fig 8 Structural damping values for wing bending modes (Ref 26).

the measurement, telemetry, recording, and displaying of the The accelerometers used for the B-58 flutter testing in the 1950's
flight data. were of the strain-gage type. These were fluid damped devices.

To minimize the effects of the outside air temperature on the

6.1 Measurement damping, these units had built-in electric heaters to maintain a
The most commonly used transducers to measure the excited constant temperature of 165 'F (Ref 17).

response of a structure have been the accelerometer and strain- Piezoelectric accelerometers have been developed such that mi-
gage bridge. The selection of the device to use often depends on Pa trit aycele ss han oeen of a uce oeateiature units today weigh less than one-tenth of an ounce, operate
the ease with which installation can be accomplished, although in a temperature range of -65 to 200 'F, have high sensitivity,
today the more commonly used device is the accelerometer. have a linear frequency range of I to 10,000 Hz, and have ampli-

tude linearity from I to 500 g. Typically the dimensions are as
Accelerometers used in the early 1940's were large and heavy. small as 0.25 in. wide and 0.15 in. high. Today's accelerometers
As an example, the accelerometers were about 3 in. high, 2 in. accurately measure the structural response in almost any kind of
wide; and weighed about 1 lb. Subminiature accelerometers were environment.
developed later and these were lighter but still were large (1/2-in.
high, and 1-in. wide). The calibration of these devices drifted Subminiature instrumentation has also been developed as self-
during operation mainly because of the electronics in use then. contained peel and stick devices (Ref 29). Each unit contains a
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battery, sensor, antenna, processor, and transmitter. These de- 6.3 Displays
vices do not require any wiring and the signals may be transmit- Computers were used to manipulate and display data to some
ted either to a receiver located on board the airplane or directly to extent during the 1950's. Analog computers were sometimes
a receiver located on the ground within a small flight radius of used to add, subtract, multiply, integrate, and filter the data sig-
the transmitter. Advances such as this will significantly reduce nals telemetered (Ref 30) and then to display these signals on
the cost associated with flutter testing. strip charts for the flutter engineer.

6.2 Telemetry and Recording Sometimes the pilot had a small cathode ray tube oscilloscope in
Recording equipment was not adequate during the 1930's and the cockpit to display the decay trace of a single, selected accel-
was cited as a possible reason that the Germans lost several air- erometer (Ref 33). The pilot was briefed before each flight by the
planes during flutter testing (Ref 4) in that decade. In the 1930's, flutter engineer on the anticipated response amplitudes and safe
a Junker JU86 airplane underwent flight flutter testing to identify operating limits.
the effects of balance weights on rudder stability. The recording
system used was a thin wire attached to the rudder, which mech- In the 1950's, data were primarily displayed on strip charts in the
anically actuated a recorder installed in the observer's seat of the control room for analysis by the flutter engineer. Strip chart capa-
airplane (Ref 4). bilities have greatly increased, and today strip charts continue to

be the primary device to display real-time accelerometer and
During the 1940's, the accelerometer responses were recorded strain-gage response time histories.
on photographic oscillographs mounted in the cockpit or air-
plane cabin. These devices required a developing time for the. In the 1970's, computer technology had advanced to the point
paper; the time history responses could not be viewed immedi- that it became feasible to use a computer to perform online sta-
ately as a result, bility analysis of the flight flutter test data. Computers were also

used to provide discretes and alphanumerics in the control room.
In the 1950's, data were commonly FM/FM telemetered to the Many basic airplane parameters, such as Mach number, airspeed,
ground, recorded on magnetic tape, and then displayed on strip angles of attack and sideslip, and fuel quantities, could now be
chart recorders. The telemetry systems during this period were displayed on cathode-ray tubes. This display provided the flutter
small and typically only 8 to 12 channels of data could be tele- engineer with the ability to more closely monitor the flight test
metered to the ground (Refs 30, 31, and 32). As a result, on- conditions of the airplane.
board tape recorders captured all of the flight data while the
recorders on the ground captured only the data that could be sent In the 1980's, it became possible to provide the pilot a real-time
down from the airplane. The ground tapes were typically noisier guidance system for maintaining flight conditions. With this sys-
than the onboard tapes mainly because of data-transmission tem the pilot flies the airplane to minimize the computed differ-
problems. ences between the desired and actual flight condition (Mach

number and altitude). The computed differences are telemetered
Pulse code modulation (PCM) or digital telemetry was initiated to the airplane from a ground-based computer. The pilot then
in the 1960's, although FM/FM telemetry was still widely used uses a cockpit display as an aid to reach and hold desired test
for flutter testing because of the frequency bandwidth required. conditions; this has resulted in exceptionally accurate stabilized
The PCM telemetry significantly increases the number of param- flight test conditions (Ref 34).
eters that can be transmitted to the ground but requires a filter to
prevent frequency aliasing of the analog response signal during As computer technology has advanced, so have the capabilities
digital sampling on board the airplane. in the control room. Figure 9 shows a graphic representation of

the control-room capabilities and the flight program requirements
The frequency bandwidth of PCM systems had increased signifi- from 1946 to 1989 for NASA Dryden Flight Research Center
cantly by the 1980's. A frequency bandwidth of 200 Hz is easily (Ref 35). The general trend is that instrumentation on the air-
attainable and sufficient for most flutter applications. As a result, plane, the number of displays required in the control room, and
PCM telemetry is now usually preferred for most flight flutter the number of flights per year have steadily increased from 1946.
testing. Ref 36 describes the instrumentation and data-acquisition system

for the X-29A flight test program. To meet the objectives of the
Today the available portable digital recorders are compact and program, PCM data acquisition system with five remote units
can acquire data from flight instrumentation for storage within operating asynchronously and one constant-bandwidth frequency
the unit's computer memory. Direct storage of the data elimi- modulation (FM) data-acquisition system were required to tele-
nates the need for expensive equipment associated with PCM meter the 503 parameters of data to the control rooms on the

systems. Although these units can acquire a limited amount of ground.

data, they have been used for low-cost flutter testing (for exam-
ple, the Pond Racer airplane). The data from the unit's computer 7. DATA REDUCTION METHODS
memory are downloaded after each flight into a digital computer The next component of flight flutter testing methodology is the
for analysis. analysis of the response signal. The response signal can consist
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Fig 9 Evolution of aeronautical program requirements (Ref 35).

of random response caused by atmospheric turbulence or exciter Data transmission problems usually added noise to the tele-
input, transient responses caused by either impulse input or ex- metered data. Filtering of the response data was common to re-
citer frequency dwell-quick stops, or steady-state responses duce the scatter in the damping estimates. Data were often pass-
caused by exciter frequency sweeps. The accurate and timely ed through a filter to reduce the data to a single-degree-of-free-
evaluation of this data to determine stability is critical to the dom response. Closely spaced modes, however, proved to be dif-
overall safety of the flight flutter test program. ficult to separate for damping estimation using these analysis

techniques.
In the 1930's and 1940's, the methods used consisted of measur-
ing the response amplitude caused by a frequency sweep or de- Another method for enhancing the data analysis was to add and
termining the damping from a response caused by a control sur- subtract time history signals. The symmetric and antisymmetric
face pulse. These data were recorded on an oscillograph record- modes could then be separated, reducing the modal density of the
er. All of this analysis was usually done by hand between flights, response signal (Ref 32).
because no computers with sophisticated identification algo-
rithms were available. The damping estimation consisted of In the 1950's, vector plotting (Ref 31) and spectral analysis
using the log decrement method on the decay portion of a time (Ref 14) were also used to determine stability. Modal damping
history response. Occasionally, in lieu of telemetry, the flutter was not estimated from the spectral analysis technique. This
engineer was on board the airplane to do these analyses (Ref 4). analysis only provided the frequencies and amplitudes of the

response signal being analyzed.
As telemetry became more available in the 1950's, the data anal-
ysis methods just described were still used, but the analysis was These manual or analog analysis techniques continued to be used
generally conducted on the ground. It became more common to until the 1970's. Using tracking filters during an exciter fre-
excite the airplane at stabilized test points, analyze the response quency sweep improved the data quality obtained. Such a tech-
for stability, and then clear the airplane to the next higher air- nique was used in the 1960's (Ref 19) to filter data provided to an
speed (Refs 17, 22, and 24). analyzer to produce a real-time plot of frequency and amplitude.
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Even so, no phase or damping information was available from damping was estimated using an FF1 algorithm (Ref 15). The
this approach. subcritical damping trend for a 2.6-Hz and 3.0-Hz mode indi-

cated that as airspeed was increased, these two modes coupled
By 1970, digital computer systems could be used for interactive and caused a decrease in the damping level. The damping level
analysis of flight data. During the early 1970's, the fast Fourier decreased with increasing airspeed until it was no longer safe to
transform was implemented on the computer, providing the cap- continue the test. In this instance, the techniques used provided a
ability to obtain frequency content of acquired signals in less that sufficient and adequate warning of the onset of flutter mainly
a second. The speed of computers then allowed parameter identi- because the decrease in damping was gradual.
fication algorithms to be programmed for estimation of damping
from the response signals. Figure 11 shows the damping trend obtained in near-real time for

an F-16 airplane configured with AIM-9J missiles, GBU-8 stores,
The F-14 and F-15 aircraft programs were among the first to take and 370-gal external fuel tanks (Ref 15). Flight of the airplane
advantage of this advance in technology. For the F- 14, an equa- with this store configuration is characterized by an LCO. Decay
tion error identification technique was used to estimate frequen- traces were obtained by using the flaperons to excite the structure
cy and damping information (Ref 37). The F-15 program used an with frequency dwells-quick stops. The damping was estimated
analysis technique to predict the flutter boundary based on fre- using FF1 algorithms. This set of data provided a unique oppor-
quency and damping data acquired at subcritical speeds (Ref 38). tunity to validate the accuracy of this algorithm because this con-
Other programs, that used the random decrement technique, such figuration could be safely flown to a condition of zero damping.
as the YF-16 (Ref 28), also took advantage of the increased capa- A linear extrapolation of the data trend provided an instability
bilities of the digital computer to increase the efficiency and airspeed prediction that agreed closely with the actual instability
safety of flight flutter testing. onset airspeed encountered.

Since the 1970's, many identification algorithms have been
developed to estimate frequency and damping from flight flutter
data. Refs 39 and 40 are excellent reports on modal parameter
estimation and provide numerous references for the many differ- Oo Autopilot off
ent approaches taken. O6 Autopilot on

.12
8. CONCLUDING REMARKS Damping, .08 H
8.1 Current State-of-the-Art g .04 -
Today, the typical approach to flight flutter testing is to fly the 0 I
aircraft at several stabilized test points arranged in increasing
order of dynamic pressure and Mach number. Data are analyzed
at these points only. The number of stabilized test points requir- 3.3 -
ed to clear the flutter envelope of an airplane is typically high 3.1 -
and consequently requires many flights to accomplish them. For Frequency, 2.9
example, the F-14 required 489 shaker sweeps to clear the basic Hz
airplane flight envelope; 177 shaker sweeps were required for 2.7
the Gulfstream III; and 264 shaker sweeps were required for 2.5 1
the Gulfstream II ER airplane (Ref 37). The F-15 required 132 280 300 320 340 360 380
shaker sweeps and 156 frequency dwells to clear the basic air- Airspeed, KEAS 940484
plane flight envelope (Ref 41). Fig 10 Frequency and damping trends

established from flight data.

The data obtained at each stabilized test point establish a damp-

ing trend as a function of airspeed. Information is then extrapo-
lated to predict the stability of the next planned test point. This .16-
practice is questionable because actual damping trends can be
nonlinear. The most critical part of expanding the flutter enve-
lope is the acceleration from one test point to the next. During .12
this phase, response data are not being quantitatively analyzed. Damping,
Instead, engineers, relying on intuition and experience, are lim- g .08- rapolated
ited to real-time monitoring of sensor responses on strip charts. Actual

An examination of several flight flutter test programs shows the .04- \ instability
effectiveness of the techniques used today to warn of the onset of I I
flutter. Fig 10 shows the frequency and damping trend informa- 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0
tion obtained, in near-real-time, during the flutter testing of the Mach number
KC-135 airplane configured with winglets (Ref 42). The aircraft 940485

structure was excited by pilot-induced control surface pulses and Fig 11 Damping trend for a limited amplitude instability.
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Although today's techniques appear adequate to warn of the on- responses. These responses could then be accurately analyzed
set of flutter for gradual decreases in damping, it is doubtful that with less sophisticated algorithms that are more able to run in
sudden changes in damping, which may occur between flutter real time. The ideal display would show predicted frequency and
test points, can be predicted with the accuracy and timeliness damping values being compared with flight test values in real
required to avoid flutter. time.

8.2 Future of Flight Flutter Testing Real-time monitoring of stability eliminates the most hazardous
The future of flight flutter testing has been defined at several part of flight flutter testing, which is the acceleration from one
times. The flutter testing symposia held in 1958 and 1975 identi- test point to the next. Such monitoring also eliminates the need
fled future directions and needs (Refs 43 and 44). These sympo- for stabilized test points, which is extremely time consuming.
sia proceedings will be reviewed to confirm the progress made
toward those needs. Our future needs will then be presented. Broad-band excitation techniques also need to be developed so

that a response signal of sufficient amplitude over the entire fre-
8.2.1 1958 Flight Flutter Test Symposium quency range of interest is continually provided for real-time
The final sentence in Ref 4, which was presented at the 1958 analysis.
flight flutter test symposium, was, "It is hoped that improve-
ments in test techniques will eventually result in flight flutter New methods should be researched to permit a reliable determi-
tests that will give all the information wanted and will be consid- nation of flutter speed at a speed that is well below the actual one.
erably less hazardous than they are today." Ref 17 stated that The technique proposed by Nissim (Ref 51), which is based on
improvements needed were to shorten the time required to obtain identifying the coefficients of the equations of motion followed
data and to provide complete and higher quality data. The way to by solving of these equations to determine the flutter speed, may
fulfill this need was to automate the data-reduction equipment. be one approach. The whole process of flight flutter testing needs
Ref 22 stated the need for completely automatic excitation, data- to be fully automated so flight flutter testing can be done much
recording and data-reduction systems. faster but more safely.

8.2.2 1975 Flutter Testing Techniques Symposium REFERENCES

The 1975 symposium contained several papers describing the 1. Von Schlippe, B., "The Question of Spontaneous Wing
application of techniques that used computers to estimate fre- Oscillations (Determination of Critical Velocity Through
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ABSTRACT

This paper describes the flight flutter test activities for
the RANGER 2000 training aircraft, which was jointly
developed by DASA and Rockwell International be-
tween 1991 and 1994 as a competitor for the next gen-
eration U.S. Air Force and Navy "Joint Primary Ad-
vanced Training System" (JPATS). After a brief
description of the program and the main aircraft fea-
tures, an overview of the aeroelastic analysis and the
ground vibration tests during the design process are
given. The report of the flight test activities is divided
into the description of the test equipment, aircraft in-
strumentation, flight envelope, test procedures, real-
time telemetry parameter monitoring and post-flight
data reduction. Typical time histories of response, fre-
quency response functions, power spectra and typical
plots of the frequencies and damping versus dynamic
pressure are given. The flight test results in combina-
tion with the aeroelastic analysis are discussed at the
end.

BACKGROUND

The design of the RANGER 2000 training aircraft was
based on the German FANTRAINER aircraft from
Rhein Fugzeugbau which has an unusual power con-
cept. The propeller, located behind the piston engine in
the rear fuselage is ducted to give a jet-like power char-
acteristic. /

For the RANGER 2000, depicted in Fig. 1, a turbofan
engine was chosen. Table 1 presents the main features
of the aircraft. Main characteristics are a T-tail and a
keel beam fuselage wing structure. Fuselage, wing and
all control surfaces are graphite or glass fiber compos- Fig. 1 RANGER 2000

ite structures while the tail is an aluminium design. The
aircraft has a manual flight control system. Fig. 2 INTRODUCTION
shows the design flight envelope. Design for flutter prevention must be considered for all
The two prototype aircraft were certified according to aircraft. It is especially important for jet-aircraft, be-
FAR 23 regulations with the German "Luftfahrtbun- cause flutter failures at high speeds can occur suddenly
desamt" authorities. and cause catastrophic results. Extensive flutter analy-

Paper presented at the Structures and Materials Panel Specialists' Meeting on "Advanced Aeroservoelastic Testing
and Data Analysis ", held in Rotterdam, The Netherlands, from 8-10 May 1995, and published in CP-566.
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sis, ground tests, and flight tests are usually required to ROUTE TO AIRWORTHINESS WITH RESPECT
provide evidence of a 20 percent minimum margin of TO AEROELASTICITY
safety in flutter speed above the maximum operating FAR § 23.629 provides several options to demonstrate
speeds. During the design phase the major attention that the airplane is free from flutter, control reversal
was placed on developing an appropriate finite element and divergence for any operating conditions within the
model to perform flutter analysis for all the important limitiV-ngencefor a

flutter characteristics as well as to predict the influence

of structural modifications. In addition to the major Besides the mandatory ground vibration test, it is possi-
ground vibration test prior to first flight several check ble to demonstrate freedom from aeroelastic instabili-
tests for all important design improvements were car- ties
ried out. r by a rational analysis,

Wing Span: 34 ft 4 in. • by flight flutter tests,

Total Length 34 ft 4 in. 0 by compliance with the rigidity and mass balance
criteria from the FAA Airframe and Equipment

Height 12 ft 10 in. Engineering Report No. 45. The last option is ruled

Wing Area 167 sq.ft out for the RANGER 2000 because

Gross Weight 7800 lb - it has a T-tail

Maximum Cruise Speed 330 ks - there is fuel in the outboard wing section

(KEAS) at SL - and the maximum speed is above 260 knots.

Maximum Dive Speed 390 kts To reduce development risks, it was decided to start
with flutter analysis early during the design and to ver-

Approach Speed in 105/120 kts ify the results by an efficient flight test program.Landing Configuration

Range 800 nmn AEROELASTIC ANALYSIS
(with Maximum Internal
Fuel, 45 min Reserve) The aeroelastic analysis is based on the Finite Element

Operational Ceiling 31,000 ft Model depicted'in Fig. 3. This model includes the com-
plete flight control system. The flutter analysis was per-

Load Factor at Maximum +6/-3 g formed with the DASA structural analysis and optimi-
Take-Off Weight Exceeding zation program LAGRANGE /1/. The unsteady

Static Thrust at Take-Off 3190 lb-f aerodynamic forces were calculated by means of a dou-
Power. blet lattice method developed by W. Rodden /2/. Before
Standard Day (uninstalled) and during the analysis for the complete model, compo-

nent analysis were performed for the wing and tail

Table 1: Technical Data separately to identify the critical flutter mechanisms.
All critical flutter cases involve the main control sur-
faces. This behaviour is typical for airplanes with a
manual flight control system.

i 2F I

Fig. 2 Flight Envelope Fig. 3 Finite Element Model
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To obtain subcritical flutter cases with sufficient mar- Additional tests were performed to identify changes of
gins of safety, the proper amount and location of mass the dynamic characteristics after all major design up-
balance was determined by means of structral optimiza- grades. These changes were:
tion. Mass balance on the control surfaces was more ef- * installation of an aileron booster system
ficient than masses on the main surfaces or structural
reinforcements. 0 modifications of the aileron and rudder hinge line

location
An important parameter for flutter sensitivities was

given by the adjustable gearing ratios between main 0 changes of the control surfaces' mass balance
control surfaces and tabs (Flettner factor). 0 modifications of the main structure.

Because it is known from other projects that a reduc-
tion of the aerodynamic effectiveness of control sur- EXCITATION SYSTEM
faces can cause a reduction in flutter stability, the aero-
dynamic forces on control surfaces were also treated as The safe approach to demonstration of flutter stability
parameters. requires that the structural modes which are important

The LAGRANGE program and the same structural and for flutter can be excited in flight.

aerodynamic models were used for aeroelastic diver- Various methods can be used for flight flutter test exci-
gence, control surface reversal and steady aeroelastic tation, among others control surface pulses by stick
control surface effectiveness investigations. In addition, raps or rudder kicks, explosive charges, oscillating
flutter results were verified by NASTRAN for some vanes or control surfaces, oscillating masses and slatted
check cases. rotating cylinders. Oscillatory methods require a fre-

quency sweep to excite all modes in the frequency
GROUND VIBRATION TESTS range of interest. The optimum choice for a particular

aircraft depends on the characteristics of an aircraft
The main ground vibration test was performed in Nov. such as its control surface, control system, the number
1992 prior to first flight. Approximately 150 acceler- and types of modes which must be excited, whether or
ometer and multiple shakers wer used for this test to not wind tunnel flutter modul tests were performed, the
identify all important vibration modes. During the test, flight envelope to be expanded and the flutter margins
the aircraft was supported by low frequency air springs of safety predicted by flutter analysis. Ideally, the in-
(Fig. 4) to simulate free-free boundary conditions. stallation of the flutter excitation system should not

change the flutter characteristics of the aircraft. For the
RANGER 2000, stick raps are insufficient, because al-
most all major eigenfrequencies are above 10 Hz. Con-
trol surface sweeps through the flight control system
are excluded because of the manual flight control sys-
tem.

For this reason an excitation system with slotted rota-
tion cylinders was chosen. It was developed by Wilmer
H. Reed and is distributed by DYNAMIC ENGINEER-
ING INC. (DEI) /3/. The exciters, Fig. 5, mounted at
locations which are able to excite natural modes of in-
terest, produce sinusoidal aerodynamic forces of con-
trollable frequency and amplitude.

The basic flutter exciter unit is a pair of rotatable con-
centric cylinders mounted on either a fixed vane or an
aircraft wing or tail surface. Each cylinder has a slot

Fig. 4 Ground Vibration Test Set-Up which allows the air to pass through, Fig. 6. As the cyl-
inder rotates about its axis the airstream is alternately
deflected upward and downward at a frequency twice

The test was performed for two basic conditions, empty that of the cylinder's rotation frequency.
and approximately 85% fuel. In addition, the stick and The amplitude of the excitation force depends upon the
pedals were either blocked by stick clamping structures dynamic pressure and the degree of slot opening.
to simulate a fixed condition or suspended by soft
spring bungee chords to simulate free control surfaces. Because the cylinder rotates at a constant or slowly

varying frequency the torsional force which is necces-
sary to surmount the inertia forces is not present. The
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drive motor therefore only needs to overcome mechani- pilot chooses both the start and stop frequencies and the
cal and aerodynamic friction forces which are relatively sweeps or run time, and logarithmic sweeps with the
small, same inputs as the linear sweep mode, but the sweep

The power required to rotate the slotted cylinders is rate is varying logarithmically instead of linearly.

minimal, thus allowing the use of a low wattage electric Another possibility is the choice of two forces outputs,
motor which can be mounted together with the rotating either high or low. These levels correspond to the open-
cylinders and the fixed airfoil to a simple compact flut- ing and closing of the outboard cylinder. Closing the
ter exciter system. outboard cylinder results in a 50% reduction in force.

An additional blockage plug is included which allows
the inboard slot to be half closed for an additional 25%
reduction in force. This inboard plug is attached on the
ground prior to flight and thus cannot be modified
while in flight, see Fig. 7. The control system also

SImaintains phase control over the two exciters. The pilot
can choose to operate the units either in-phase or 1800
out-of-phase, thus allowing symmetric or antisymmet-
ric excitation, respectively.

5oo 
MODIFIED 

FLUTTER 
EXCITER 

DYNAMIC 
LIFT FORCE

Fig. 5 Flutter Exciter Mounted on Wing Tip 400.4 S
4200 004 h30 0.80 Ma•h 2.:0

30 .00008,

FIXED-VANE FLUTTER EXCITER 0.-000 ft %

AR E 0.94 M.•o
FIXED AIRFOIL 40,000 25%

ENCODE'R • a"• •0 100 200 3 00 400 rwo Soo

Fig. 7 Optional Force Levels

MOUNTING BOLTS

,VSLOT CLSED PINCYLINDER The induced sinusoidal forces or respectively bending
INNER moments are measured by strain gauges mounted at theS• CYLINDER

DRIVE SHAF root of the exciter vane. The amplitude and frequency
OUTER CYLINDER of excitation are displayed on the operator's controlC:OUNTEPR- C LOCKWOISE EN'D CAP

CLOCKWISE ROTATION panel and are also available as analogue voltage inputs
ROTATION

for data recording systems, as are the control panel

Fig. 6 Flutter Exciter Components switch positions. A typical Autopowerspectrum of an
antisymmetrical excitation is shown in Fig. 8.

The DEI flutter exciter uses a digital control system to
maintain the proper cylinder speed under varying loads.
The control system is packaged in two separate units.
One unit, the Cockpit Control Interface is a small cock-
pit mounted box housing all the interface switches and
controls for the pilot's operation of the system. The \r,--\ -
second unit is the Avionics Box and contains the prin-
cipal control system components and motor amplifier
neccessary to drive the brushless motors used in the ex-
citer assembly.

The system allows three principal modes of operation:
sine dwell where the pilot selects a dwell frequency and Fig. 8 Power Spectrum of Excitaion Force
a dwell or run duration time, linear sweeps where the
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On the RANGER 2000 prototype RP01 two flutter ex- The accelerometer positions are shown in Fig. 9. Two
citers were mounted at the wing-tips. During early pre- accelerometers in z-direction were placed on each
tests a third exciter on top of the fin was used, but it wing; additional sensors were fitted on the right wing
was demonstrated that the two wing tip mounted excit- in x-direction and one on each aileron in z-direction.
ers were adequate for exciting the important tail sym- The vertical tail was equipped with two lateral
metric and antisymmetric modes. The only problem acceleromers at the fin and two on the rudder. The
that occured with these flutter exciters was during test horizontal tail had two sensors in z-direction and one in
flights in the winter period. At high altitudes there was

formtio of ce etwen te clindrs nd te mtor x-direction on the fixed surface, and three sensors onform ation of ice betw een the cylinders and the m otor t e e e a o , o e o h m o h o n h
was too weak to start the cylinder rotation. This could the elevator, one of them on the horn. The
be avoided by running the system during climbs and instrumentation was changed a few times during the

flying at high altitudes. proceeding test phases.

FLUTTER FLIGHT TEST INSTRUMENTATION FLIGHT VIBRATION ANALYSIS METHODS

The essential parameters for flutter tests are the acceler-
ometers distributed over the aircraft for the determina- General Remarks

tion of structural vibrations, and the induced forces of For analyzing the measured vibration signals, several
the flutter exciters. Important are also the general pa- methods were available. Different test aims however
rameters for the determination of speed, Mach number, may require different methods of analyzing or even
altitude and fuel condition. All these signals were re- combinations or sequences of different methods. But
corded on an on-board PCM tape recorder and in addi- for all methods it is assumed that the flying aircraft can
tion they were sent via telemetry to the ground station be represented by a linear system. The evaluation of the
for real time quick-look monitoring on stripcharts and model data of this linear system could be done in the
for a quasi on-line analysis of frequency and damping time damain, or more common, in the frequency do-
values for dominant modes. main. If the analysis is done in the time domain it is

possible to use the free response of the aircraft struc-
ture, for example the decay curve after a stick-rap or
rudder kick (see Fig. 10).

M1,5320

1 5 0 2 0 15 0 6 0 ,. ......... .................................. ...............
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Fig. 10 Decay of a Stick-Rap

15010e• 15050 In most cases the free response is of short duration and

"15310 therefore the accuracy of the measurement may be re-

15220 duced. But for a first guess one could include a brief

15210 15240 analysis. Usually the analysis is done in the frequency
domain. In this case transfer functions between excita-

15250 tion and responses are calculated, or if no excitation
signal is available, auto power spectra are collected.
Normally they are acquired by computation of power
spectra of subsequent data blocks and averaging the
single spectra. Because of short test duration and short
data block length, problems with insufficient noise re-
duction and effects of truncation can arise /4/. The

Fig. 9 Accelerometer Locations block overlapping is a useful procedure to reduce trun-
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cation and noise effects. The amplitudes in the low and
high frequency boundary are diminished by the averag- Flight Flutter Fast Fourier
ing procedure of the overlapped data blocks, but this Data Ftransformatio
has no influence on the transfer function if stable aver-
aging is used.

From the averaged input and cross power spectrum the
transfer function Hi, is computed. This represents the
available complete composed system parameter de- Linear
scription. For this task a Hewlett Packard workstation Estimation
with an installed Fourier System of Leuven Measure-
ments & Systems (LMS), Ref. /5/, was used. T

For the system identification and parameter estimation Maximum
several methods were used. During the test flights an Likelihood
automated half-band width method and a maximum
likelihood estimation method were used as a quasi on-
line evaluation. Therefore the evaluation was done only
for the critical modes. For the estimation of the modal Math Optimization
data with maximum likelihood, only three minutes Model
were required for the evaluaton. After flutter test flights
an more detailed evaluation of all parameter was done
with MLE and Least Square Complex Estimation tech-
niques. Noise Parameter

Statistics Changes

Maximum Likelihood Method

Maximum likelihood is a standard statistical method Fig. 11 Float Chart of MLE for Flutter Test Data
for estimating unknown parameters in a probability dis-
tribution. This procedure, shown in Fig. 11, has been
programmed at Daimler Benz Aerospace AG and im- This method can solve the most general estimation
plemented by "User Programming" in the LMS Fourier problems which involves the extraction of airplane pa-
System. A very detailed description of this method is rameters also for a nonlinear model from flight data
given in Ref. /6/ and Ref. /7/. The principle of maximal containing the process and measurement noise. Shown
likelihood for use in parameter estimation was intro- in several flutter flight test evaluations the maximum
duced by R.A. Fisher in 1912, and was also further ex- likelihood method is firmly established as the optional
panded by him. The idea behind this technique is the method for parameter estimation.
assumption that the outcome y of an experiment de-
pends on unknown parameters 0. The maximum likeli- Least Squares Complex Exponential Method
hood estimates of the unknown parameters are those
values for which the observed value y would be "most The least square complex exponential method (LSCE)
likely" to occur. Here we have a set of observation vec- allows to estimate values of modal frequency and
tors y which constitute the flight flutter data, and a damping for several modes simulataneously by operat-
mathematical model dependent upon a set of unknown ing on single-input multiple-output autospectra or fre-
parameters R. quency response functions.

The likelihood function is defined as the conditioned This parameter estimation technique which is imple-
probability density function of the observation y given mented in the LMS Modal package is described in /7/.
the parameters 19. To get the searched parameters the The aim of this method is to define a model in terms of
problem of maximum likelihood estimation can be in- modal parameters of a set of measured data - most
dicated as commonly frequency response functions (FRF), or the

time domain equivalent, impulse responses (IP). For
A IPs the relationship between modal parameters and thee = max py I ) measurements is

Where 6 is the maximum likelihood estimator ofrE) N(;tand p (y I 19) is the joint conditional probability density hij(t) = E e kt + rik zt

function of the data given the parameters. k=1
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The corresponding relation for FRFs is is increased. Computational modes will not reappear

N *, with identical frequency and damping.

hij(jo)) = rijk + r;jk

0 VF" SUH BLOCKS

where: 3,2 -T r ""'" ..... 13.9

"* h..(t) = IR between the response degree of freedom i and the 23 oy; .. ....

rerence DO j " ....... , .... .

" h..(jUo) = FRF between the response degree of freedom i and the ' P.... " " .. ........ "

reference D O F j .. 0i f . . . "

N number of modes that contribute to the structure's dynamic -.. i . ..

response within the frequency range of interest !5 .......... f . .....
I 'i ............. 2 '16 • o..............• +: : •..... f ....

rijk = residue value for mode k s ....... ...

Xk = pole value for mode k ..
J • 4 0+ . . . .J . .. . . . . . . 0 . . . . . . . . . 4 . . . . . . .

* * designates complex conjugate. 2\.. "..

5. o 3?

The pole values Xk in the first equation are not a func-
tion of a particular response or reference DOF. They Fig. 12 Stabilization Diagram

are characteristics of the system and should be found in
any function measured on the structure. A diagram that shows the evolution of frequency and

In the upper equation there is a problem to work with damping as the number of modes is increased is called
because it contains the residues rijk, which depend on a stabilization diagram. An example is given in Fig. 12.
the response and reference DOF. The minimum number of modes that can be calculated

When working with the least squares complex expo- for use can be seen as those modes for which the

nential method it is essential to define another parame- frequency and damping values do not change

tric model for the data h in which the coefficients are significantly.
independent of response and reference, and which can
be used to identify estimates for X,. It can be proved FLIGHT TEST PROCEDURE
that such model is in the form of a linear differential
equation with constant real coefficients, when the Basis for the tests was the availability of a comprehen-
whole set of equations is expanded in its dimension sive flutter analysis for the aircraft in all possible con-
from N to 2N. figurations. Starting from an initial flight envelope,

cleared from a flutter point of view by analysis, the
In the practical application of the Least Square Com- flight envelope expansion was made in progressiveplex Exponential as implemented in the LMS CADA-X Clgtevlp epninwsmdei rgesv
poex Eponaen 9/tial asoipleengted s inthe LsumCariAd steps. At each extension step the determination of in-
Modal package /9/ the following steps are summarized: flight damping and frequency of all important structural

"* specify response DOFs and reference DOF for modes of the aircraft and its control surfaces was made.
which data is to be analysed The general philosophy of testing was that such test

"yfrequency band of analysis points were scheduled for each flight, which allowed
• specify fexpansion of the flown envelope to higher speed only

"* select number of time points to be used after extrapolation of the damping trends. If the analy-

"* build covariance matrix sis of the flight records at lower speeds showed no evi-
dence of the onset of flutter, a claerance for the next

* determine optimal number of modes using error airspeed increment was given. Maximum use was made
diagram, singular value diagram and stabilization of real-time analysis techniques to reduce as much as
diagram. possible the number of flight trials required.

To determine the optimal number of modes one could A typical flutter manoeuvre consisted of stabilization of
attempt to compare frequency and damping estimates airspeed, Mach no., altitude and A/C attitudes for the
that are calculated from the model with various number duration of the excitation. The only exceptions were the
of modes. Intuition would lead you to expect that esti- high speed flutter points at VDive, where one tried to
mates of frequency and damping corresponding to true keep constant Mach no. or constant airspeed respec-
structural modes, should recur as the number of modes tively. A test point consisted of a symmetrical and anti-
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symmetrical frequency sweep, each required approxi- For all parameters FRFs and curve fits - described pre-
mately 60 seconds. viously - were performed with a minimum of two dif-

The main flutter test points are indicated in Fig. 13. ferent procedures. Fig. 15, 16 and 17 show some char-
acteristic FRFs and the corresponding curve fits for aSome of these test points were repeated with different smerclada niymtia xiain fe

fuel content to cover the sensitivity of fuel mass with symmetrical and an antisymmetrical excitation. After
respct o eienfequncie an dapingvales.the frequencies and damping values had been deter-

mined, the v-g-plots were supplemented under consid-

, /eration of the A/C attitudes. Therefore the fuel condi-
tion had a big influence on the frequencies and

Z damping, especially for wing modes. Also other aspects
' -- like changes of the Flettner factors or different angles
- /-- of incidence for the horizontal tail had to be considered.

The aileron tab gearing ratio was taken from -0.6 to -

0.8 and finally to a value of -1.0 during the flutter test-
- ing period to optimize the control forces. This variation

showed smaller effects in the flight test damping data
"compared to the analytical predictions.

Fig. 13 Flutter Test Points

FLUTTER FLIGHT TEST RESULTS

After on-line analysis during the test flights with te-
lemetry data, data from the on-board tape recorder was
used for past-flight analysis. The time histories of ac-
celerometer and reference excitation signals were first -:.
plotted to determine the position of the sweep and the
parameters which contained the modes of interest. A
typical example is given in Fig. 14.

JPATS PHAZ `SFAN`139 L.I 
.*0 .a

FORCE

Fie. 15 FRF of a Wing Sensor with Sym. ExcitionL. WING TIP .J

'"00. ,,w
RUCOER

LAILERON4b

A. WM

R. AILERON

LHOR1. TAI

L ELEVATOR

SWEEP H o F g 1fSit

Fig. 14 Typical Flutter Excitation Time Histories Fig. 16 FRF of a Wine Sensor with A/S Excitation
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1st Wing Bending symmetric
Altude - 10000 ft

-60.0

-40. 0 ......0........................

-30.0..... ..... ....... .

-1 . ................ 4.... 4 ....... .... ... . .................... . ....................

0- . .0 .................... :....... ................ r.............. ....................... ..................... ... j, ....................
10.0
4 -0.0
-i •• o.o * I'

l,~0. .o ........... . .......... ................ ................ ...........
100 ................ .......... .. ..... ... ... .....10.0 .. _ _ ........

3 .eo0.0-

0.00.0 .0 200.0 300.0 400.0 500.0 600.0
VEAS [kto]

Fig. 17 FRF of a Tail Sensor with A/S Excitation Fig. 18 Flight Results for Sym. Wing Bending Mode

A small analysis problem arose at the beginning of the 1st Wing Bending'antisymmetric
flutter flight test in the calculation of the frequency re- A~lttude =10000 ft

sponse functions. At the low speed test points the high -o.o I0
force m ode of the flutter exciters w as used. This led to -40.0 . Tet .................... - ..................... .................... .........
local flow separation at the flutter exciter wing during -
the excitation of the antisymmetrical wing bending .f..o
mode which resulted in a break-down of the excitation a . . .S...... ...... i .............. .. ' .. .., ....... .... - .................... 1 ........... .......
signal. This effect, shown in a reduced form in Fig. 8 at , -100 ......abou 16 H z, w as enh n ce by n i suf ici nt od u a-0.0 ...... ............. ......................• • ..................... ,•........................................•, .....................
about 16 Hz, was enhanced by an insufficient modula- 0

tion percentage of the ADC (analog digital converter). 10.0, - _ . -

The mode separation technique increased the signal 40.0

level and the generated results became acceptable. Dur- 300

ing further flutter flights the excitation force was re- 20• 0 . .. . ... ..........

duced and it w as show n that it w ould be sufficient 0.o0 ..................... ................. ...... .... .................... ...........

enough to excite modes at higher frequencies, for ex- 0o.o 0 .0  2000. 300.0 400. 500.0 00.0
ample the 2nd wing bending mode. YEAS [kthl

The flight flutter test points shown in Fig. 13 consist of Fig. 19 Flight Results for A/S Wing Bending Mode
increasing speed at three constant altitudes (10000 ft,
20000 ft and 31000 ft) for speeds up to Vmo and Mamo.
Testing at speeds above Vmo and Mamo up to VDive and Rear Fuselage Torsion antisymmetric
MDive required diving the aircraft at constant Mach AlUtude 10000 ft
number (0.75) for altitudes from 31000 ft to 15800 ft, -0o.o 0 I... Analysle l
and at constant equivalent air speed (up to 380 KEAS) -400 • Test ........................................................... ....................

for altitudes below 15800 ft. Before the final configura- -30. .. .................................... ..................... ..................... .............

tion w as frozen flutter tests w ere also conducted during IM . ....................................... .......................................... .................... .....................
the development phase, in the stage of the control sur- I .*.i

faces' hinge lines, mass balances, and final aileron
booster configuration being finally determined. These 00

tests also demonstrated freedom from flutter and indi- 10.0o - -

cated a robust flutter design relative to variations in the 30 .0
So m o o , 30. ................... ................ I..... ............... ...... ................i..... ...... .... .........1

control system design. ~0

Fig 18 through 20show some results of the symmetric r10.0 ........ ........... ...............
and antisymmetric wing first bending mode and of the i..... ....

0.0
0.0 10. 20. ,0. 40. ,0. 60.

torsion mode of the rear fuselage. Some damping val- 0.0 100.0 o 00.0 VEAS [kt.
ues at the same test point are different, because differ-
ent calculation methods were used. In general, the least Fig. 20 Flight Results for Rear Fuselage TorsionMode
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squares complex exponential technique leads to slightly REFERENCES
higher damping values compared to the maximum like- / MEB-LAGRANGE Benutzerhandbuch
lihood method. Version-LAG 09Version LAG 09

The plots of the measured frequency and damping
trends versus speed at all altitudes show, that the /2/ Giesing, J.P.; Kalmann, T.P.; Rodden, W.P.:
RANGER 2000 prototype aircraft is free from flutter Subsonic Steady and Oscillatory Aerodynamics for
up to VDive and MaDive, and that damping values for all Multiple Interfering Wings and Bodies.
modes exceed g=0.03 under test conditions. The damp- Journal af Aircraft, Vol. 9, No. 10
ing trends also show that there is no large and rapid re- /3/ Wilmer H. Reed (DEI)
duction in damping near VDive. Therefore the aircraft Design News, 27th March 1989
meets or exceeds the requirements of FAR § 23.629. /4/ G. Haidl; M. Steininger

In general, the predicted trends for frequency and Excitation and Analysis Technique for Flight Flut-
damping versus airspeed, altitude and Mach number ter Tests
showed good compliance with test results. Damping AGARD Report No. 672
values from test data are never below the predicted val-
ues, and the extrapolation of test data to higher speeds /5/ L MoS CADA-X
do not show trends for inadequate flutter stability Fourier Monitor Manual 3.2
within the 1.2 x VDive range. /6/ M.L. Russo, P.T. Richards and H.J. Perangelo

Identification of Linear Flutter Models

CONCLUSIONS AIAA-83-1696

An efficient flight flutter test program for the /7/ V. Klein
Identification Evaluation Methods

RANGER 2000 training aircraft was possible because AGARD Lecture Series No. 104

of the following reasons:

"* reliability of analytical predictions /8/ LMS CADA-X
Modal Analysis Manual 3.2

"* verification of the dynamic characteristics by a
state-of-the-art ground resonance test

"* an efficient and reliable excitation system

"* on-line and post-flight test data analysis

"* good correlation between predicted values and test
data.

Especially for a considerable amount of design im-
provements during the flight test program it was impor-
tant to repeat some flutter test points with a minimum
effort to re-install the exciters and set-up the test data
acquisition and data processing equipment.
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Flight Flutter Testing of a Turbo-prop Aircraft

by using External Excitation Devices

P. Schippers A.J. Persoon
Afd. ETFA/AE National Aerospace Laboratory

Fokker Aircraft B.V. P.O. Box 90502
Postbus 7600 1059 CM Amsterdam

1117 ZJ Schiphol the NETHERLANDS

the NETHERLANDS

Summary sine-dwell excitation types yield
higher structural response levels

In modern flutter testing of aircraft compared with random/impulse/step
artificial excitation is applied. A excitation and therefore make analysis
recently developed aerodynamic vane less complicated. Next a brief resum6
has been tested in a preliminary of various conventional excitation
flight test to become familiar with methods is given:
installation and use. Two of these • Stick raps and servo-control input
vanes have been applied at flutter can be used to shake the aircraft by
testing of an configuration of the its own control surfaces (figure la)
Fokker 50 Mk2S. Some results of the and avoid thereby the installation of
flight tests and properties of the special devices. However, the
aerodynamic vane are highlighted, frequency range is usually limited to

low frequencies and the quantification
1. Introduction of the excitation force(s) generated

by the control surface deflection(s)
An important element in flutter is not well possible.
testing an aircraft is the use of • The low quality impulse excitation
controllable aerodynamic vanes to with pyro-technics is considered for
generate a well defined shaking force. application for supersonic flight
The force has to be high enough to flutter testing and control surface
excite the aircraft structure beyond testing, where the installation of
its normal flight vibration level. The vanes or inertia shakers is not
responses of the aircraft structure allowed.
due to the shaking have to be o The excitation by air turbulence is
analyzed to determine the vibrational still in use too. The quantification
stability parameters. The flutter test of the vibrational stability of the
is carried out for a series of test aircraft for the entire flight
points starting from a safe initial envelope using airturbulence is not
condition with small speed increments possible accurately, and requires that
up to the ultimate speed/Mach certain assumptions are made about the
condition. In the present paper a spectral contents of this natural
brief overview is presented of the source. This (cheap) excitation source
conventional in flight excitation is not always present where and when
methods. The application of the new needed and is therefore limited in
vane on the Fokker 50 and some test practical application.
results are highlighted. o With controllable aerodynamic vanes

-the upper frequency range of the
2. Aspects of flutter testing excitation can be enlarged and besides

accurate measurement of the excitation

The following aspects about excitation force is possible. At present three
and analysis of the responses are of types of aerodynamic vane are applied:
great interest, a) rotating vane with adjustable width

(Lockheed application reference 1,
Excitation. figure 1b),
The locations for excitation have to b) pitching vane (figure 1c), and
be chosen so that both the symmetric c) fixed vane with rotating slotted
and the anti-symmetric bending and cylinder along trailing edge (figure
torsion modes of the lifting surface ld) references 2 and 3.
can be excited beyond its normal
flight vibration level. Sine-sweep and

Paper presented at the Structures and Materials Panel Specialists' Meeting on "Advanced Aeroservoelastic Testing
and Data Analysis", held in Rotterdam, The Netherlands, from 8-10 May 1995, and published in CP-566
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Vibrational stability parameters. remaining in that low damped mode.
In the frequency range of interest, Secondly, for the least damped mode
the vibrational stability parameters on-line damping estimation was applied
of the aircraft are: with a dedicated software package. The
1) the resonance frequencies, methods of analysis are based on
and for each resonance frequency curve-fitting one or a limited number
2) the accompanying damping value, and of resonance peaks in either the power
3) the accompanying value representing spectrum or the frequency response
the ratio of the responding motion of function (FRF) or its complex plane
the vibration mode and the excitation representation.
force (the complex transmission
factor). Post-flight analysis was performed by
For each test point, the vibrational an accurate, multiple-degree-of-
stability parameters have to be freedom curve-fitting technique on all
determined from the excitation forces relevant power spectra or FRF's on all
and the responses. on-board registered signals.

Instrumentation. Flight test procedure.
The vane forces and the responses have Test points have to be taken starting
to be measured. For that purpose the from a safe initial condition and then
aircraft has to be instrumented at with small speed increments up to the
locations where the aircraft responses ultimate speed/Mach condition VD/MD.
the best to the excitation. In To reduce the complexity of the
general, this will be the extremities analysis the symmetrical and the anti-
of the lifting surfaces of the symmetrical behaviour were treated
aircraft: the tips of the wing, the separately. At each test point the
stabilizer and the fin and, if sweep excitation was performed for
applicable, the front and rear ends of symmetric and anti-symmetric
stores are good locations too. excitation by which the vanes act in

phase respectively in counter phase
Analysis. after one another. The length and the
The courses of the resonance number of repetitions of the sweep
frequencies, the damping values and excitation can be regarded as an
the transmission as a function of the acceptable compromise to the non-
speed, give, in combination with the steady flight test conditions at the
theoretical prediction, an estimation high speed descending flight path.
of the critical speed beyond which The progress of a flight flutter test
vibrational instability will occur. depends strongly on the test
For the quick and safe continuation of procedure, on previous experience with
a flutter test, especially the damping similar aircraft configurations, and
value of the least damped vibration on the results of reliable flutter
mode has to become available almost calculations.
instantly for each test point. This
requires quick look analysis of a 3. Two test cases.
number of transmitted response and
excitation signals at each test point. Case a) A familiarization test to try

out one 60 sq. inches fixed vane with
Two ways of quick look analysis are rotating slotted cylinder along its
applied at Fokker. trailing edge (manufacturer DEI) on
Firstly, the most important and direct the Fokker 50 prototype 1, and
way to make the decision to continue case b) a flutter certification test
flutter testing at a next test point with two of these vanes on the Fokker
was made on the basis of real time 50 Mk2S.
monitoring of the time traces of a
limited number of response signals. 3.1 Fokker 50 preliminary test.
The level of vibration and the shape
of the response due to sweep The preliminary test comprised of two
excitation contain important flights, each with a series of tests
information about the vibrational at level flight.
damping, especially in relation to In the first flight the DEI vane was
previous test points. If a low damped mounted in an front position on a
mode is present, comparing the shape pylon mounted store; in the second
of the measured sweep response with flight the vane was moved to a rear
pre-calculated sweep responses of a position on the store (see photographs
single-degree-of-freedom system for a la & lb).
series of damping values, gives a good The aim of this preliminary test was
indication of the amount of damping i) to find the best way of
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installation, ii) to become familiar tips, the quick look observation and
with the control of the vane and the analysis was easier.
test procedure (pilots and ground The signals of the excitation forces
crew), and iii) to select the best and the acceleration responses were
location of a vane on the store and a recorded on board and a selection of
type of excitation and analysis. With signals was transmitted to the ground
seven accelerometers the responses of station for real time analysis (figure
the store were measured. The signals 4).
of the excitation force and the
acceleration responses were recorded The time needed for this flutter test,
on board and transmitted to the ground including a limited ground vibration
station as well. test was pretty short: vane & other
In this preliminary test several kinds instrumentation on and off in two
of sweeps and sine dwell/free decays days!
were tested and stick raps (aileron)
and air turbulence were applied as Sample of flight test data
well. From the flutter test on the Fokker 50
From the results of this preliminary Enforcer at about 180 knots, time
test it was decided as a compromise traces of the excitation and the
between short test time and high vertical acceleration responses at the
response level to use only one sweep wing tip and the front of the store of
setting for flight flutter the left wing only are presented in
certification test of the Fokker 50 figure 5. Excitation was anti-
Mk2S. The selected sweep was linear symmetrical and the time window
from 2 Hz to 25 Hz in 16 seconds, presented covers more than a full up
repeated four times (up-down-up-down), sweep of 16 seconds. Obviously, the
resulting in a measurement time of 64 responses are strongly contaminated
seconds. An advantage of the linear with excitation by the number of
sweep is that it has a flat spectrum, revolutions of the propellers (20 Hz)
making the interpretation of the and some aerodynamic flow separation.
spectrum of the response easier. The power spectra (2 Hz to 25 Hz) of
The repetition of the sweep excitation both responses are inserted in figure
makes spectral averaging possible, 5. The peaks of the wing bending modes
resulting in a 'cleaner' spectrum. both symmetric and anti-symmetric can

be recognized in the power spectrum of
The preparation of the aircraft for the wing tip response at 3 Hz, 5 Hz
this test took about one week and 7 Hz. The power spectrum of the
(including a limited ground vibration response of the store front has a
test). dominant peak at 13 Hz of the outer

wing torsion mode.
3.2 Fokker 50 Mk2S certification test.

Similar time traces from sweep
Four pylon/store combinations were excitation from the ground test with
symmetrically attached to the wing at external shakers are presented in
about semi span. figure 6. The shape of the bursts in
For symmetric and anti-symmetric the responses are typical for low
excitation two DEI vanes were mounted damped resonant modes; quite
to the fronts of the outer pair of the distinctive are the responses of the
four stores (figure 2). These wing tip the front of the store at 11
positions for the vanes were chosen to Hz and 13 Hz of the anti-symmetric
excite the wing in its bending modes wing bending mode respectively of the
as well as in its torsion modes. outer wing torsion mode.
With a total of 24 accelerometers the
responses were measured at the wing Test points
tips, the fronts of the four stores, The actually flown test points took
the gear boxes of both propellers and approximately 140 seconds: =64 seconds
of the vanes themselves (figure 3). for symmetric sweep excitation plus
Both wing tips were instrumented with =64 seconds for anti-symmetric sweep
two accelerometers: one at the front excitation. Except for the test points
spar and one at the rear spar to near VD/MD where only anti-symmetric
measure the vertical acceleration. excitation could be applied due to
From these four wing tip accelerations substantial loss of altitude and there
the symmetric and the anti-symmetric was no valid argument to repeat the
vertical & rotational acceleration test point with symmetric
were derived via analog weighing and excitation.The entire flutter test of
summation/subtraction. By this way of the Fokker 50 Mk2S up to VD/MD was
separation of the motions of the wing performed in one flight.
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4. Overall assessment vane was relatively easy to install
and has no impact on the aircraft's

A maximum excitation force of 220 hydraulic systems. Its presence does
Newton (dependent on the dynamic not affect the aircraft's control and
pressure) was generated by one 60 sq- this independent means of excitation
inch vane. For low damped modes this is easy to use (start & forget).
excitation force is sufficient; for Another technical advantage is that,
higher damped modes the response level compared with moving vanes, the force
will remain low as a matter of course, measured on the fixed surface cannot
but in that case there is no contain inertia forces due to its own
vibrational stability problem. motion. Only a minor inertia
A relative high frequency component contribution in the force signal
(20 Hz) originating from the propeller appears as the lifting surface at the
revolutions contaminated the response vane position responses. If necessary
due to vane excitation. With response this inertia contribution in the force
analysis in the frequency domain the signal can be cancelled out easily by
frequency components not related with subtracting the vertical acceleration
the excitation can be distinguished part.
from the intended excitation.

5. Conclusions
Quality of the generated dynamic
forces. With the DEI vane as an easy to
The generated dynamic force is operate means of in-flight excitation,
strongly distorted by harmonics. flight flutter testing of an aircraft
Figures 7a and 7b show the onset of can be accomplished in a quick,
the excitation forces of the two vanes accurate and above all in a safe way.
at counter phase and in phase setting
at about 2 Hz. The generated forces of With the vane excitation higher
the two vanes as measured with the excitation frequencies were reached
strain gauges, are saw-tooth like. than were possible with stick raps:
Although the resonance behaviour of The wing torsion mode at =12 Hz could
the lifting surface structure will never have been excited and found when
filter out the symmetric and the anti- excitation with control surface from
symmetric components in the stick raps was applied.
excitation, the non-sinusoidal shape
of the vanes makes the symmetric/anti- References
symmetric excitation with two vanes
not well separated. This will result 1. Rosenbaum R. Survey of subcritical
in an anti-symmetric response flight flutter testing methods.
contribution at symmetric excitation A.R.A.P. report no. 218, 1972.
and its pendant, a symmetric response
contribution at anti-symmetric 2. Reed III W.H. A new flight flutter
excitation. This makes analysis of excitation system. Dynamic Engineering
responses to separate the symmetric Incorporated, 1988.
and the anti-symmetric flutter
behaviour somewhat more complicated. 3. Reed III W.H., Kehoe M.W., Nilsson
The excitation forces contain also a B., Schippers P. An excitation system
frequency component at about 67 Hz for aircraft flutter testing: Some
originating from the low damped highlights of flight test
bending mode of the vanes. This applications.
bending mode is easily excited by the 24-th Annual symposium of the Society
non-smooth aerodynamics around the for Flight Test Engineers, 1993.
slotted cylinder.
At higher excitation frequencies the
distortion of the measured forces
seems to decrease (see figure 8).

Another thing that can be remarked is,
that the generated dynamic force is
non-symmetric about the mean steady
force. This may be caused by the non-
zero mean steady force of the vanes,
both vanes had a small negative
effective incidence resulting in a
downwards mean steady force.

Finally, the electrically operated DEI
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a) • Db)

d)

Figure 1 Various excitation methods: a) control surface deflection by
stick raps, b) rotating vane with adjustable width, c) pitching
vane, and d) fixed vane with rotating slotted cylinder.

DEl -vane

Figure 2 Vane installation on the front of the store at semi wing span
(inboard side only).
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* Accelerometers

Figure 3 Accelerometer locations on

Fokker 50 Mk2S aircraft.

Transmission
of Signals
from aircraft

Receiver Figure 4 Ground station equipment.

Selection ofTime Signals

Multi-Channel
Processing i- i Honey'well

System (2x)

(Pharao of Strp Chart Tape Unit

NLR)Recorder

Printr Dul-ChnnelDual Beam
Fourier Analyser Oscilloscope

(HP 3562 A) ,
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Aircraft speed 180) knots
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Figure 7a Onset of counter phase excitation, frequency approximately 2 Hz.
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Aircraft speed 180 knots
200

100

50

17. 5 1s. 0 18. 5 19. 0 19.5 20.-0
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N Right -Vane
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50+ + + +
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Figure 8 Counter phase excitation, frequency approximately 25 Hz.
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Photograph la Vane in front position on store of preliminary
flight test Fokker 50 prototype 1.

Photograph lb Vane in rear position on store of preliminary
flight test Fokker 50 prototype 1.
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'N 7

Photograph 2 Vane at front of store of Fokker 50 Mk2S.
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US Air Force/DEI Flutter Exciter Test Program

B.M. Shirley
Compatibility Engineering Flight Munitions Test Division (46 OG/OGME)

205 West D Avenue, Suite 241
Eglin Air Force Base, Florida 32542-6866, USA

E.L. Anderson
TYBRIN Corporation

745D Beal Parkway NW, Unit 10
Ft. Walton Beach, Florida 32547, USA

1. SUMMARY greater frequency response and time duration capabilities. A
United States Air Force (USAF) testing of the Dynamic one-for-one comparison of excitation levels, frequency content
Engineering Incorporated (DEI) flutter exciter was conducted and damping values was made at various
from July to September, 1993, using pylon-mounted exciters Mach/airspeed/altitude combinations for five different
on an existing F-16A flutter test aircraft (see Figure 1). The aircraft/weapon configurations (see Table 1), three of which
intent was to evaluate the system as a low-cost, easily- are presented herein. Conclusions are drawn regarding 1) the
installed alternative to the existing aircraft flight control use of the DEI exciter in a high-q environment, and 2) its
integrated systems. application as an alternative excitation method.

A dual exciter system with an exciter mounted on the 2. LIST OF SYMBOLS
outboard side of each weapons pylon (aircraft weapons AFDTC Air Force Development Test Center
stations 3 and 7) was flight tested in conjunction with the ft feet
existing integrated Flutter Exciter System (FES). The existing g structural damping
F-16 system provides excitation via the flaperons; it is capable Hz Hertz (frequency)
of symmetric and antisymmetric sweeps and bursts of up to 20 KCAS Knots Calibrated Air Speed
Hertz (Hz) for selectable time durations. lbf pounds force

M Mach number

Testing of the DEI flutter exciter system was limited to psf pounds per square foot

matching FES time/frequency capabilities, although it has q dynamic pressure (psf)

Figure 1. DEI Exciter Installation

Paper presented at the Structures and Materials Panel Specialists' Meeting on "Advanced Aeroservoelastic Testing
and Data Analysis", held in Rotterdam, The Netherlands, from 8-10 May 1995, and published in CP-566.
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CONFIGURATION MODE UFAP FES T DEI DESCRIPTION

1 1 9.2 9.6 9.8 Wing 1st Bending
(Flutter) I2 12.3 12.3 12.7 Wing 1st Torsion

4 1 8.2 7.6 7.6 Wing 1st Bending

(LCO) 2 9.6 9.4 9.4 Wing 1st Torsion

3 10.7 10.0 10.0 Tip Missile Pitch

5 1 5.1 5.1 5.1 Outer Wing Torsion

(LCO) 2 5.5 5.9 5.9 Tip Missile Pitch

8 9.8 9.8 10.0 Outer Wing Bending

9 10.9 10.9 10.7 Outboard Store Pitch

Table 1. Frequency (Hz) Comparison

3. INTRODUCTION to aircraft modification and initial procurement costs. Aircraft

In 1991, the Compatibility Engineering Section of the 46 modification costs associated with the installation of the DEI
Operations Group at Eglin Air Force Base, FL, received Test system were approximately $52,000 U.S. dollars. Installation

Technology Development and Demonstration funding from the time was less than three weeks.

Office of the Secretary of Defense to evaluate the DEI flutter
exciter. The program basis was evaluating the effectiveness of
the DEI flutter exciter for use in support of USAF SEEK An analysis of the F-16 airframe was conducted using the
EAGLE weapons certification. Lockheed Fort Worth dynamic response model, which was

modified to include the DEI exciter. Various exciter locations
were evaluated for five candidate flight configurations. While

Recent problems with the F-16 FES and F-ill Spoiler installation on the wingtip was the most desirable choice and
Excitation System - involving structural cracking and fatigue had been demonstrated successfully (reference 1), USAF
failures - prompted the search for other means of providing a testing of flutter-critical configurations varied extensively
controlled excitation into the airframe. The intent was to between wingtip missile on/wingtip missile off. The outboard

identify an alternative method of aircraft excitation for flight side of the weapons pylon was selected for the installation of

flutter testing that was easily installable and low-cost, relative the DEI exciter, based on: 1) response characteristics of the

CONFIGURATION 1 CONFIGURATION 4 CONFIGURATION 5

11 234 5 6 78 91 12 34 5 6 7891 12 34 5 6 78 9

I ý I -ý ýII I F ý - Iý I1JI 4 t I- t

IB 1S5200 LAUNCHER 0 AIM -9P 0 GBU-10 0 ARMAMENT PYLON / DEI EXCITER
[ LAU-1 29 300 GALLON FUEL TANK (FEEDABLE) MK-82 SEI TER , 370 GAL FUEL TANK (FEF)

Figure 2. Flight Test Configurations
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wingtip, 2) relative ease of installation, 3) flow fields 4. DISCUSSION
considerations (especially the flow fields involving LCO), and F-16 flutter and LCO tests were conducted for five aircraft
4) exciter mass effects altering the very dynamic configurations. Representative results for three of the five
characteristics that were being investigated, configurations tested (one flutter configuration and two LCO

configurations) are presented. Data acquisition and analysis
included: 1) time histories, 2) power spectral density (PSD)

Flight testing of the DEI exciter was conducted on an F-16A plots, and 3) transfer function plots. Supporting flutter
aircraft that was previously modified with instrumentation to analyses were performed using the USAF Universal Flutter
support flight flutter testing. This test program was called the Analysis Program (UFAP) aeroelastic program and the Block
Strap-On Flutter Exciter (SOFE) program, and complete test 25 F-16 structural influence coefficient model. Frequency
results will be contained in an AFDTC Technical Report to be comparisons between analysis and flight test results are
published in 1995. The DEI excitation system consisted of 1) presented in Table 1.
two exciter vanes - each of which is a fixed, flow-field vane
that is faired into a slotted, rotating cylinder - 2) an avionics
box, and 3) a cockpit control panel. Each vane was 4.1 Configuration 1 Results
cantilevered on the forward, outboard sides of the stations 3
and 7 pylons. The excitation frequency was modulated by
controlling the rotational speed of the slotted cylinder. Prior 4.1.1 General Results

to flight, the force level could be adjusted by installing a This configuration (Figure 2) demonstrates a classical flutter
cylindrical plug, blocking one-quarter of the slotted opening. bending/torsion mechanism with acceptable correlation to
Figure 1 shows the force level plug as it was installed for analysis. The minimum, predicted antisymmetric flutter speed
testing at three-quarters of maximum force. The system was is 1043 KCAS/9.5 Hz/g=0.00 (flutter speed/flutter
designed to generate both symmetric and antisymmetric frequency/damping level). The predicted mechanism is
excitation by phasing the (pylon stations 3 and 7) rotating primarily a coupling of mode 1 (9.2 Hz - wing first bending)
cylinders at either 0 or 90 degrees, respectively.

0.2100

0.2000-*

0.1900 -
0.1800' * FE.S

0 DE

0.1700-

0.1600 ---

0.1500 0
0

0.1400- - -

N 0.1300 -

0.1200- - -

" 0.1100 - - -

0.1000 -

-J 0.0900 - -i,. •0 0:

S0.0800 - -

0(06 0.0700-

0.0600 ---

0.0500-- 00 0

0.0400 - - -
0

0.0300 -1-

0.0200 -_ _ I - + _

.... ..... ..
0.0000 - Q Ql100 94 40 J"

2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 7.0 8.0 9.0 10.0 11.0 12.0 13.0 14.0 15.0 16.0 17.0 18.0 19.0 20.0

Frequency (Hz)

Figure 3. Configuration 1 Sweep Response - Vertical Accelerometers
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0.125_ FES 9.5Hz
0.100 _ .... ... ��...... . --_" "__

_ 0 .0 7 5 -. _ _ _ FE S B.bH z

010____ ________ __W FES 12.3Hz
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0.025 ...... FES 12.3Hz
S0.000 .× DEI &.SH'Z

500 550 600 650 700 750 800 850 900 950 1000 1050 1100 1150 ..DE .5HzS14.0:
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Figure 4. Flutter Frequency/Damping Trends

and mode 2 (12.3 Hz - wing first torsion). Linear rate 449KrS, 9,e5SFT, M0.S0,1.0GS
antisymmetric sweep results were evaluated for both excitation
systems at various flight conditions. Accelerometers on wing
stations 1 and 9 were not functional for this configuration. p H o.0

AReliance on the underwing stations 2 and 8 accelerometers 5 0.0

was sufficient to describe aircraft motion and primary modes E. 90.0
involved in the predicted flutter mechanism.

1.309

4.1.2 FES Results A 1.00o
G

A scatter plot of the response power level versus frequency N1 1.703
(obtained from the PSD analyses) is provided for the vertical T

D 0.400accelerometer data set in Figure 3. Frequency and damping E

trends obtained from PSDs are presented in Figure 4. The FES 0.o9 2.0 .0940 4.0 16 2'.0

PSD analysis plots clearly depicted the critical mode 1 / mode FREQUENCY (Hz)

2 coupling.
Figure 5. DEI Transfer Function (Config. 1 / 10,000 ft)

Additional modes - although not directly involved in the 552 KTS, 5,178 Fr, M 0.90, 1.1 GS
critical flutter mechanism - were identified, based on the STRAIN GAGE Y

PSDs. A large frequency scatter is found within the 17-20 Hz 16o.0._

range. The 19.3 Hz wing second bending mode is prominent P 90.0
in this range. A response at 18.4 Hz was also noted and is the A 0.0

local pylon pitch mode. E .0o

-100.0 •

4.1.3 DEl Exciter Results 74

The DEL excitation level was consistently lower than the FES. A 5.040
G

Analysis of the transfer functions shows an increasing, N
1r 3.387

nonlinear phase shift with increasing q. Figures 5 and 6 are u
indicative of this q effect. Acceptable phasing and magnitude E 1.e93

are found for the 0.80 M, 10000 ft (q = 737 pst) test 0.020 o_ _ _ _'

condition; nonlinear phase shifts and magnitude responses are 2.0 .9.0 1.0 0 1. 1 .0 22.0

indicated for the 0.90 M, 5000 ft (q = 992 psf) test condition. FREQUENCY (Hz)

(NOTE: All altitudes contained within this report are to be Figure 6. DEI Transfer Function (Config. 1 / 5,000 ft)

considered pressure altitudes.)
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Response power level versus frequency data for the vertical critical modes adequately. Figure 4 also shows that additional

accelerometer set is superimposed against the FES data in scatter is found in the DEI damping data, although the trends

Figure 3. The modes associated with the critical flutter are similar.
mechanism (mode 1 / mode 2) are defined by the PSD

response as 9.8 Hz and 12.7 Hz. Figure 3 shows scatter within

the frequency data due to the phase and magnitude 4.2 Configuration 4 Results

nonlinearity.

4.2.1 General Results

The low exciter energy level and erratic phasing at higher This configuration (Figure 2) exhibits a 9.4 Hz LCO response

dynamic pressures resulted in decreased modal definition. The that dominates the spectral data. The minimum predicted

primary wing first bending mode, in particular, is difficult to antisymmetric flutter speed is 410 KCAS/10.6 Hz/g=0.00 and

distinguish due to: 1) the lack of functional station 1 and 9 586 KCAS/10.5 Hz/g=0.01. The flutter mechanism involves

accelerometers, 2) low excitation energy and nonlinear a coupling of mode 2 (9.6 Hz - wing first torsion) and mode

phasing, and 3) DEI exciter location. The wing first bending 3 (10.7 Hz - tip missile pitch). Mode 3 contains a minimal

modeshape involves primarily outer wing bending, which amount of wing bending motion, which assists in the

could have been best detected by the stations 1 and 9 analytical coupling. Flight test results indicate that mode 1 is

accelerometers. Additionally, the DEI exciter location on directly involved in the LCO response.

stations 3 and 7 are in a low response location for this mode.

Finally, mode 2 (wing first torsion) and mode 6 (wing second
bending) dominate the PSD response, masking mode 1. 4.2.2 FES Results

Scatter plots of the response power level versus frequency

show distinct mechanism frequencies, as well as the LCO

As found during the FES excitation, considerable frequency response. Figure 7 shows the dominance of the 9.4 Hz LCO

scatter exists within 17-20 Hz. The 17.4 Hz mode (pylon response in the PSD plot. Frequency and damping levels were

pitch) appears more strongly using the DEI exciter. The obtained from the PSDs for primary modes where possible.

response of this mode demonstrates 1) the criticality of the The FES measured modes (see Table 1) associated with the

exciter installation location, and 2) the ability to excite higher critical flutter mechanism are mode 2 (9.4 Hz) and mode 3

frequency modes. (10.0 Hz), and to a lesser degree, mode 1 (7.6 Hz).

4.1.4 FES and DEI Comparison A Mach effect (historically seen with aircraft encountering

The FES was able to more clearly identify the mode 1 (wing LCO) is evidenced by a distinct difference in the response of

first bending) / mode 2 (wing first torsion) critical the aircraft at 0.80M, compared to 0.90 M conditions

antisymmetric flutter mechanism. The DEI system's (regardless of altitude). At 0.80 M, the FES excitation shows

nonlinear phase and gain behavior at higher q resulted in more clarity with regard to the fundamental modes. At 0.90M,

decreased modal definition, these modes shift and are obscured by 9.4 Hz LCO response

(see Figure 7).

The results demonstrate the criticality of DEI exciter

placement; positioning near the node lines for critical modes 4.2.3 DEI Exciter Results

results in a diminished input excitation level. Nonlinear gain The DEI excitation level was lower than the FES and showed

and phase behavior also degraded the quality of input phase and gain fluctuations with increasing q, similar to that

excitation to critical modes. The FES excitation provides a found for Configuration 1. The excitation phase and gain

better distribution of energy for these critical modes. Placing nonlinearity contributed to the frequency and damping data

the DEI exciter further outboard - or on the wingtip launchers scatter. Fundamental frequencies obtained from the DEI
- would improve excitation input levels for this clean wing excitation are identified as previously shown in Table 1. The

configuration. modes associated with the analytically predicted critical flutter

mechanism (mode 2 / mode 3) are defined by DEI as 9.4 Hz

and 10.0 Hz (with mode 1 at 7.6 Hz).

In general, the DEI exciter provides between 0.1 and 0.5 times

lower response levels than the FES. The DEI system does
excite modes greater than 16 Hz more effectively than it does Scatter plots of the response power level versus frequency

the low frequency modes, and its placement did provide better showed trends similar to those found for the flutter

excitation for the 17.4 Hz pylon pitch mode. The PSD configuration, except near the LCO frequency. At conditions

analyses results (summarized in Figure 4) show the general where strong LCO exists (i.e. 0.90 M), much of the modal

frequency trends to be consistent, with both systems tracking response excitation was due more to the self-excited LCO
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534 KTS, 6,190 FT, M 0.89 544 KTS, 5,253 FT, M 0.89

STA 1 LAU FWD VER MINUS STA 9 LAU FWD VER STA I LAU FWD VER MINUS STA 9 LAU FWD VER

F= 9.38 F= 9.38
89 P= 8.888 0.473-P 0.4733

G= 0.034 G= 0.028

0.6- 7 0.355-

044 0.237-

G /HZ G /HZ

0.222- 0.118--

0.000 0.000
2.0 . 1.0 1. 0 1.0 22.0 2.0 6.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 22.0

FREQUENCY (Iz) FREQUENCY (Hz)

Figure 7. Configuration 4 FES PSD Figure 8. Configuration 4 DEI PSD

aircraft response than the DEI excitation. This can be seen by 4.3 Configuration 5 Results
examining Figure 8, which shows the PSD response level and
frequency clarity at 0.90 M. The 9.4 Hz LCO response 4.3.1 General Results
dominates the spectral data, while the overall power level of
the PSD remains relatively low. Flight test Configuration 5 (Figure 2) exhibits a 5.1 Hz LCO

response that dominates the spectral data. The minimum
predicted antisymmetric flutter speed is 276 KCAS/5.4

A significant side effect of the testing was noted for Hz/g=0.00 and 357 KCAS/5.3 Hz/g=0.01. The critical

Configuration 4; it is discussed further in section 4.3. The DEI antisymmetric flutter mechanism (please refer to Table 1) is

exciter dampens the LCO response for some conditions when primarily a coupling of mode 1 (5.1 Hz - outer-wing torsion)

phased opposite to the LCO response. and mode 2 (5.5 Hz - wing-bending/tip missile pitch). A
secondary antisymmetric flutter mechanism is predicted at 887
KCAS/10.7 Hz/g=0.00. This mechanism primarily involves

4.2.4 FES and DEI Comparison mode 8 (9.8 Hz outer-wing bending/empennage rotation)
coupling with mode 9 (10.9 Hz outboard store

The DEI system excitation level is approximately 0.1 to 0.5 pitch/empennage rotation.
times lower than that provided by the FES (except near strong
LCO conditions). As a consequence, modes are less
distinguished in the PSDs. Frequency and damping level 4.3.2 FES Results
scatter - while more pronounced for the DEI system - were
evident for both systems. Both systems were able to identify The lsl spaced modes ao o 5
fundamental modes; degraded DEI gain levels and phasing LCO response allow only the most lowly damped modes to be
resulted in a lower modal definition than that provided by the shown with sufficient clarity within the PSDs. The FESFES. identifies the critical flutter mechanism as a coupling of mode

1 (5.1 Hz - outer wing torsion) and mode 2 (5.9 Hz - tip
missile pitch/wing bending).

The DEI phase nonlinearity found for this configuration is due
to a high loading flight environment that causes frictional
binding, which results in a variable rotation frequency for the The secondary mechanism involves a coupling of mode 8 (10
slotted cylinder. Variable cylinder loading is due to: 1) a Hzout e in endin and mode 9 0 H outboard

steay-sate re-oad caued rimrilyby hih q oadng, store pitch). The identification of critical modes involved insteady -state pre-lo ad , cau sed p rim arily b y a h igh q loading , t e f r t t o f u t r m c a i m l s t e a d t o a o a
and 2) a combination of a turbulent underwing flow field and
the dynamics of the cantilevered vane. Apparently the existing frequencies identified - demonstrate that marginal excitation

drive controller and/or drive motors are not able to respond levels are provided by the FES. The dominance of the LCO

rapidly enough to counter the combined steady-state and response could be minimized by increasing the FES sweep

nonlinear dynamic airloads and overcome the binding forces. amplitude and duration. However, a practical level of
additional excitation force (within the limits of the FES) may
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not be sufficient to separate the closely spaced modes near the degrees opposite of the LCO response. While this is a natural
5.1 Hz LCO. Acceptable correlation was obtained from the result of applying opposite-phased excitation, the ability of the
flight test FES excitation system when compared to the DEI exciter to dampen the LCO response with such a low
analytical results, although FES excitation levels are marginal excitation level and a nonlinear phase drift is of significant
during strong LCO conditions. interest.

4.3.4 FES and DEI Comparison

4.3.3 DEI Exciter Results The DEI system excitation level remains 0.1 to 0.5 times

The DEI excitation level was again consistently lower than the lower than that provided by the FES. As with Configuration

FES. The DEI transfer functions (Figures 9 and 10) show 1) 4, the DEI phase nonlinearity is due to a high q, high

a slight magnitude roll-off and phase drift for low q (Figure dynamic-load flight environment that induces binding in the

9), and 2) erratic exciter behavior for both phase and gain at drive linkage and concentric cylinders. This binding effect is

higher q (Figure 10). Figure 10 shows the stepped phasing that best illustrated by a comparison of DEI transfer functions

occurs when the exciters begin to bind, due to higher q loads presented in Figures 9 and 10.

causing friction in the drive mechanism and concentric
cylinders. The binding continues to worsen with increasing q,
resulting in erratic phasing and force levels. This erratic phase 448 KTS, 1,075 F, M 0.81, 1.0 GS sTMN GAGY

and force level input is responsible for the additional 100,.0
frequency and damping data scatter. 9"0 E5

A 0.0-

The 5.1 Hz LCO response dominates the spectral data. With - o0.0-
the modes so closely spaced and the erratic DEI excitation, -t60.4
more scatter than is present within the data would be 2.0 6.0 100 14.0 18.0 2.0

expected. However, the PSD response at flight conditions 10,0_14.0_1_.0_22.0

where LCO exists gives the appearance of a stronger DEI 1"20"
excitation than is actually present. The higher level response A 0.97

Gis due to the self-excited LCO response, rather than DEI N

excitation. A PSD comparison of Figures 11 and 12 illustrates u
D

that (during strong LCO) random turbulence excitation E 0.341

actually provides responses similar to the DEI system. 0.025

2.0 6.0 10.0 14.0 18.0 22.0
FREQUENCY M

Although the DEI excitation energy level is quite low, the Figure 9. DEI Transfer Function (Config. 5 ] 10,000 ft)

critical modal frequencies - as predicted by analysis - can be
identified. The modes associated with the critical flutter 552 KTS, 5,178 F, M 0.90, 1.1 GS STRMN GAGE Y
mechanism (mode 1 / mode 2) are defined by DEI as 5.1 Hz 1.0
and 5.9 Hz. The modes associated with the secondary
mechanism cannot be clearly identified at the lower q test p 00.0

points. The highest q test points show these modes to be at 10 0.0
Hz and 10.7 Hz.

2.0 0.0 10.0 14.0 16.0 22.0
While the critical modes involved in the first flutter

mechanism modes were identified (primarily due to the o.e8"

additional energy provided during LCO), the lack of clear M 0,491
definition of the second mechanism, the low number of N
additional modes identified, and the poor phase and gain .D
relationship to increasing q indicate that the DEI excitation is E 0.2

marginal. 0.065

2.0 0.0 13.0 14.0 4.0  22.0
FREQUENCY M

A significant side effect of the testing was noted. The DEI Figure 10. DEI Transfer Function (Config. 5 / 5,000 ft)

exciter dampens the LCO response for some conditions (see
Figure 14). This occurs when 1) the sweep or burst frequency
is close to the LCO response frequency, and 2) when the The 5.1 Hz LCO affected the response clarity for both the

excitation phasing drifts either symmetrically or nearly 180 FES and, to a greater degree, the DEI system. The aircraft
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5. CONCLUSIONS
553 KTS, 5,078 FT- M 0.90, 0.9 GS The DEI Flutter Exciter system concept is valid, but the

STA1LAUFWDVERMINUSSTA9LAUFWDVIER present design is inadequate for high subsonic/transonic flutter

F= 5.08 P= 1.4529 G= 0.040 testing. The existing DEI system provided marginal excitation
IA3 -- force levels and phasing. A modified system that delivers

increased excitation force levels and accurate phasing seems
feasible.

l 1.046

Test results show that the FES provides a higher level of
2 excitation into the aircraft structure than does the DEI system.

The FES PSDs show more clearly defined modes in general,
but the DEI system is able to generate higher response levels

G'2lZ for frequencies greater than 16 Hz. Where LCO dominates the
G.14 - response of the aircraft, the FES produces response levels

between 30 to 100 percent higher than either DEI or random
turbulence excitation.

0.2 4.2 8.1 121 16.0 20.0

FREQUENCY (HZ)

The DEI system - as presently manufactured - is not an
Figure 11. Configuration 5 Turbulence PSD acceptable flutter flight test excitation system for high q test

conditions. Results indicate that a modified DEI system could
be a low-cost alternative to existing flight control-integrated

self-excited LCO response gives the appearance that the DEI excitation systems. The DEI system generates degraded
exciters are imparting more energy into the structure that they excitation energy levels and a non-linear phase drift. Until

actually are. This is explicitly shown by the PSD response these issues are resolved, the present DEI design would only
comparison of random turbulence excitation (Figure 11) to be applicable to low subsonic dynamic pressure testing

both the DEI (Figure 12) and FES (Figure 13) system regimes.

responses. The FES excitation provides approximately 25 to
30 percent higher response power levels than either DEI or
random turbulence excitation. Overall, due to the closely space The DEI exciter force level is adjustable from the maximum
modes and dominance of the LCO, both the FES and DEI to one-quarter of maximum by installing cylindrical plugs that
systems provided marginal excitation energy. block the slotted opening. Removing the concentric plug will

not provide the required additional force input (DEI excitation

552 KTS, 4,950 FT. M 0.90, 1.1 GS 551 KTS, 5,040 FT, M 0.90, 0.9 GS

STA 1 LAU FWD VIER MINUS STA 9 LAU FWD VER STA 1 LAU FWD VER MINUS STA 9 LAU FWD VER

1.424-- F= 5.08 P= 1.4237 G= 0.043 F= 5.08 P= 1.8585 G=0.042

1.6081

• 0.712-

G'IHZ

0.465 -

0.000 I 4 4
2.0 6.0 10.0 14.0 1t.0 22.0

FREQUENCY (HZ) o .o 6.0 10.0 14.01
a 10.10 161.

FREQUENCY (HZ)

Figure 12. Configuration 5 DEI PSD Figure 13. Configuration 5 FES PSD
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response was from 0.5 to 0.1 times lower than that provided The existing DEI non-linear phase shift is likely due to: 1)
by the FES). Increased vane size and/or cylinder slot width cylinder binding under load, and 2) the rotational actuators'
would increase the available forcing energy, but either plug inability to overcome these binding forces. Overcoming the
removal or increased size would increase the load on the frictional binding seems feasible, but could involve
rotational actuator and worsen the phasing characteristics, modifications to hardware such as the motor, controller cards,

gearbox/drive assembly linkage and rotating cylinder.

Moving the DEI exciters to more outboard positions on the
aircraft would result in increased response levels without Any modification to the DEI exciter requires considering the
worsening the already erratic phase behavior. However, DEI effect (on the baseline aircraft) of increasing the mass
exciter attachment locations were evaluated at length prior to properties and aerodynamic interference. Flutter clearance
this testing. The inboard location was chosen with the efforts that use the DEI exciter should include aeroelastic
understanding that this was less than optimum for ultimate analysis of the system installed on the aircraft. Installation
exciter performance. location needs to be determined on a case-by-case basis,

considering the impact of modeshapes, nodelines and
aerodynamics (such as shock or vortex flow effects on LCO),

MACH = 0.80, ALTITUDE = 10,000 FT mass properties, structural modification requirements, etc.

Phased DEI EXCITER effect on LCO

2.0 The use of a suitably modified DEI system must be carefully

2- s F='F/ considered. The DEI system might not be as practical for

1.5 envelope clearance during pre-production envelope expansion
as it would be for follow-on stores clearance testing. Envelope

1.0 expansion requires excitation using multiple surfaces to add
sufficient energy to the structure. This includes flaperon,

,0.5 aileron, horizontal tail and rudder excitation. Excitation by

w A , uAA these surfaces is required 1) for flutter critical clearance of theDQ0.0 V V V V basic aircraft and surfaces, and 2) to determine empennage
V interaction. Attaching DEI vanes to either vertical or

-0.5 horizontal lifting surfaces would involve significant flutter,
I- loads and stability analyses and testing (due to changes inS-1.0

-1.0 mass properties, stiffness and aerodynamics required for
installation). A flight control system-integrated flutter

-1.5 excitation system is recommended during pre-production

-2.0 envelope expansion.

14 16 18

200 -Of significant interest, the DEI excitation system showed some

ability to dampen the LCO response of the aircraft during
testing. While this was not the intent of testing, the dampening
effect was demonstrated when 1) the sweep or burst frequency

1 50 was close to the antisymmetric LCO response frequency, and
2) when the excitation phasing drifts either symmetrically or
nearly 180 degrees opposite of the LCO response. This

W dampening effect is a natural response to applying oppositei0o - phased excitation during LCO. Of tremendous significance is
that the LCO dampening effect was accomplished by the DEI
exciters with marginal force level input and erratic phase
behavior. The results of the DEI testing - when the phase

< 50 I inadvertently drifted from antisymmetric excitation -

demonstrated that controlling LCO ispossible on the F-16 by
means other than flight control system modifications.

STRAIN GAGE Y0
14 16 18

TIME (sec)
Figure 14. Phased DEI Effect on LCO
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STATUS ON STRATO 2C FLIGHT FLUTTER TESTING ACTIVITIES
F. Kieffling, M. Rippl, H. Hdinlinger

DLR, Institute of Aeroelasticity
Bunsenstr. 10

D-37073 Gdttingen, Germany

SUMMARY BACKGROUND

The STRATO 2C aircraft is currently being devel- STRATO 2C is a manned vehicle for high-altitude
oped for maimed stratospheric research missions up and long-endurance in-situ and remote sensing
to 80,000 ft. It is powered by two 330 kW turbo- measurement campaigns (Ref. 1):
charged piston engines. The requirements for flight 9 the dynamics and chemistry of the atmosphere
endurance, altitude, payload, and operating range
can only be met if high aerodynamic quality, high 0 clouds and their influence on climate processes
propulsion effiency, and low empty weight are
achieved simultaneously. The large wing span (56.5 * exchange processes between biosphere and at-
m) and aspect ratio (21.3) result from aerodynamic mosphere
optimization. Carbon fibre composites are applied * pollution by air traffic and its influence on trace
to reduce weight and deflections. Possible aeroelas- gases and the radiation field
tic problems are dealt with during aircraft develop-
ment, This paper gives an overview on these ac- e observation of land/ocean/polar icecaps from a
tivitities. high altitude

When considering its flutter proneness, * test and calibration of Earth observation sensors
STRATO 2C may be compared with modern high- and facilities to be flown on satellites.
performance sailplanes. However, this analogy fails The STRATO 2C crew consists of two pilots and
when taking into account its size, operating altitude, two experimenters. Mission goals are defined as
and large wing mounted nacelles with pusher pro- follows:
pellers.

•high altitude mission, 8 hours at an altitude of
In the early stages, a modal survey test on the sta- 2 km with aipayoao 8 kg, an a ange of

bilizer spar box similar to that of the wing was 70 km

performed to check finite-element modelling as-

sumptions.The idealization of the complete aircraft o long-duration mission, 48 hours at an altitude of
leads to a verified model which is used for aero- 18 km with a payload of 1000 kg, and a range of
elastic predictions for various configurations with- 18000 km.
out excessive test efforts. A ground vibration test on The aircraft manufacturer Burkhart Grob Luft- und
the proof-of-concept aircraft serves as the main Raumfahrt, experienced in the development of the
experimental data base. The flutter analysis in- Raudfa ircraft in the men onthccludes the design of control surface mass balance high-altitude aircraft EGRETT, is the main contrac-
and attachment flexibility, tor for the STRATO 2C. IABG is responsible for

the power plant system. DLR is involved in project
The five-bladed wood/composite propellers with a management and technical development support and
size of 6 m in diameter are constrained to minimum is designated as the operator of the completed air-
weight. Two types of aeroelastic vibrations were craft.
observed in the first windtunnel test and were iden- The development of STRATO 2C involves two
tified as blade flutter and forced response at yawed steps: a proof-of-concept aircraft (POC) and a mis-
flow conditions, respectively. An improved design sion aircraft (MAC). The costs of the POC amount
was checked by analytical comparison based on s ion DM , The by Ge POC mo
modal test data. Whirl flutter is possible with large to 72.0 million DM, financed by German govern-
elastically mounted propellers operating at high ment, and 21.4 million DM, financed by GROB.
advance ratios. This subject is briefly adressed in Some major milestones of the project are high-
this paper. lighted in Table 1. The POC on its first flight dated

March 31, 1995 from 8:52 to 9:53 GMT can be
seen on Figure 1. Important technical data of the
STRATO 2C are given in Table 2.

Paper presented at the Structures and Materials Panel Specialists' Meeting on "Advanced Aeroservoelastic Testing
and Data Analysis ", held in Rotterdam, The Netherlands, from 8-10 May 1995, and published in CP-566.
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Table 1. STRATO 2C Time Table Table 2. STRATO 2C Technical Data

contract signatures April/May 1992 Dimensions
molds finished Oktober 1993 span 56.5 m
engine test 23 km altitude June 1994 wing area 150 m2

POC airframe completed September 1994 aspect ratio 21.3
propeller ground test October 1994 length 24 m
limit load tests Oktober 1994 height 7.8 m
POC ground vibration test Dezember 1994 Masses
first flight March 1995 empty mass 7,500 kg

maximum take-off mass 13,500 kg

The compound propulsion system incorporates two
liquid-cooled 300 kW piston engines (POC) and a STRATO 2C is operated with a preliminary airwor-
3-stage turbocharger (pressure ratio 1:39). The thiness certification based on FAR 23 with special
engine rotational speed is reduced by a gearbox to conditions. The design maximum air speeds are
drive a 5-bladed pusher propeller with 6 m in dia- VD = 151 knots (EAS) and MD = 0.55 above an
meter. altitude of 41,440 ft, respectively. The stalling

The construction of the aircraft is based on a full speed is predicted to be 57 knots (maximum take-

carbon fibre design including the pressure cabin and off weight).

the wing structure with a box spar.

ýQ I

Figure 1. STRATO 2C POC Maiden Flight

AEROELASTIC PROBLEM AREAS plying acquired experience in this field. This ap-

The air speed range (EAS) as well as wing and T- proach is obviously limited, considering the pusher

tail design of the STRATO 2C are similar to those configuration with large power plants. External

of modern high-performance gliders. Thus, it may payloads on the MAC wing are requested by the
be argede thatgh-ptterrcanbe treatede. Tusimy my scientific users of the aircraft.be argued that flutter can be treated simply by ap-
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All control surfaces are operated manually by cable real modes showed flutter boundaries at air speeds
systems. Servo tabs are used to alleviate the pilot's higher than 1.2 VD. The conclusion that bend-
actuating forces. ing/torsion is not likely to present a real problem

The propeller features flexible light-weight blades was confirmed later by the results based on ground
vibration test.

with a large diameter. At high advance ratio is
achieved at high altitudes. Because of the uncertainties, especially in the elas-

For general flutter prevention of the airframe it is tic material properties used in the structural design,

recommended to design the analysis approach was validated by testing a
representative structure.

* a torsional stiff wing,

* light control surfaces, especially tabs,

*a stiff control system,

* a partial mass balance of the primary control
surfaces,

* a stiff servo tab linkage with minimum backlash.

The propeller design should provide

* torsional stiff and mass-balanced blades

* sufficient mount stiffhess.

As far as the performance of dynamic aeroelastic
analyses are concerned, the manufacturer has limi- Figure 2. Vibration Test of Stabilizer Box Spar
ted capabilities. Thus, the DLR Institute of Aero-
elasticity was asked to provide support in the de- The structural design features of wing and horizon-
sign, to conduct ground vibration test and flutter tal tail are quite similar. A test specimen of the
investigation, and to assist in flight flutter tests. stabilizer box spar was constructed at an early stage

of development for the performance of a static load
For computational aeroelastic analyses, data had to test. Before this test, a vibration test was performed
be provided by GROB's design office and stress to check and improve the modeling of the corre-
department. The modeling efforts for the complete sponding finite element model with simple beams.
aircraft are still continuing, combining beam data The test setup is shown in Figure 2. The structure
for the wing and horizontal tail and a large finite was supported by a rotational hinge in the symme-
element model for the fuselage and vertical tail. try plane. The test and analysis frequencies obtained
Mass data has to be updated to describe the actual are presented in Table 3.
configurations. The usefulness of a valid mathe-
matical model will become evident when modifica- Table 3. Results of Stabilizer Box Spar Test
tions towards the mission aircraft must be treated.

Mode Test Analysis
The data of the last modification of the wing box Hz Hz
spar with increased stiffness and mass was not 1. sym. bending 19.9 20.2
available prior to the GVT. Detailed math modeling 1. anti. bending 50.5 57.7
was postponed after test evaluation. 2. sym. bending 68.0 84.8

The main data sources for current aeroelastic analy- 2. anti. bending 114.3 164.5

ses are various vibration tests, especially the POC 1. sym. torsion 85.5 114.2

ground vibration test. 1. anti. torsion 90.9 114.2
1. sym. inplane bending 63.8 63.8
1. anti. inplane bending 125.9 183.7

AEROELASTIC INVESTIGATIONS FOR
DESIGN SUPPORT Whirl flutter investigations were performed using

Based on available data, a vibration analysis of a -the 6x6 flexibility matrix of the hub of a rigid pro-
wing beam model was performed. It results in the peller and with regard to the isolated nacelle fixed at
lowest eigenfrequency of less than 2 HT-. A bend- the wing interface points.
ing/torsion flutter analysis based on calculated nor-
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PROPELLER FLUTTER tude levels were performed to portray the nonlinear

The STRATO 2C propeller developed by the manu- behaviour.

facturer mt-Propeller operates at a maximum rota- The different weight conditions of the aircraft are
tional speed of 636 rpm. The structural design is covered by testing the configurations with
based on composite material using highly-com- 0 Minimum take-off weight (without fuel)
pressed multilayer beechwood at the root and a
fiber-reinforced skin. a maximum take-off weight (with fuel).

Full-scale propeller tests were conducted in the T- Unfortunately, not all components of the aircraft
101 windtunnel (TSAGI, Russia) with a 24 in times were actually available and installed at the sched-
14 m elliptic test section. In the first test, high- uled time of the POC ground vibration test. Thus,
frequency blade flutter near maximum rotational some missing parts had to be simulated or replaced
speed was encountered, causing a failure in the by dummies featuring proper mass and stiffness.
pitch control mechanism. High dynamic blade The most significant parts were the complete na-
bending response in crosswind flow conditions were celles which were substituted by dummy structures.
also observed. The propellers were attached to the gear box mass

An improved blade with a mass reduction in the which, in turn, was supported by the designated

rear blade part and with an increase of torsional shock mounts. Each propeller blade was equipped

stiffness by larger root section areas was designed with two accelerometers at the tip to obtain in-plane

and constructed. and out-of-plane deflections. The typical propeller
pitch and yaw modes were checked later with the

A vibration test of the different propeller blade ver- actual nacelle in a briefer test.
sions was performed. The blades were fixed on a
seismic table and equipped with 21 accelerometers
to measure flap and lag bending and torsion at 7
radial stations. The test setup is shown in Figure 3.

The test results were used for comparative flutter
analyses of the different propeller blades which in
shown in Figure 4. It was concluded that the ob- A
served flutter is a classical type and the new blade
design (right hand side of the figure) offers a 44
percent increase in flutter speed.

POC GROUND VIBRATION TEST

The DLR Mobile Ground Vibration Test Facility
was used for the STRATO 2C POC test. The test
method followed the lines of the classical phase
resonance procedure supported by a computer for
on-line calculation and display. A total of 315 ac-
celerometers was used to obtain the normal modes
in the frequency range up to at least 20 Hz. An air
spring supension system was used to simulate as
closely as possible the free-flying condition. The
largest suspension frequency was 0.86 Hz (plunge).
The ground vibration test arrangement is shown in
Figure 5.

Considering the test condition of the control system,
the prefered procedure was to not apply constraints,
e.g. to obtain all the modes with control surface
deflections. The effect of additional mass on the Figure 3. Vibration Test of Propeller Blade
control wheel was investigated. For the control
system modes, extensive tests with varying ampli-
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Figure 4. Comparative Flutter Analysis of Different Propeller Blades

sion mode at 15.3 Hz is shown in Figure 6. This
kind of picture is displayed on-line during the test.
The deformation plot of symmetric fuselage bending
at 9.3 Hz is given in Figure 7. This kind of presen-
tation can be animated off-line to look at the details

of the normal mode. 61 modes were considered
relevant for the aeroelastic calculations.

FLUTTER ANALYSIS

The normal mode data from the ground vibration
test were smoothed and interpolated along the span
of each lifting surface. Distributions of heave, pitch,
relative control surface rotation, and lead-lag were
calculated and evaluated at aerodynamic span sta-

. tions. The measured mode shapes were used directly

Figure 5. Ground Vibration Test without symmetrization to calculate the generalized
forces. Sets of 18 and 21 modes were formed which

Out of 177 measurements including different exci- represent the symmetrical and antisymmetrical case.
tation levels, 101 modes were identified and re-
corded. A pin plot of the antisymmetric wing tor-
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Figure 6. Pin Plot, Antisymmetric Wing Torsion AT at 15.3 Hz

z

Figure 7. Deformation Plot, Symmetric Fuselage Bending SR3 at 9.3 Hz
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The flutter calculation is based on a p1k-type plane bending flexibility of the blades increases

method. The two-dimensional unsteady aerody- damping significantly and the critical speed is
namic theory was applied due to the high aspect shifted beyond VDIMD.

ratio. Correction factors were used to investigate
hinge moment variations. 24

Modal correction terms can be calculated for modi-
fications of mass balance and control system stiff-
ness as well as for taking ballast and suspension 20

into account. Coupling terms can be calculated
using control surface data if the input modes are not rudder

orthogonal with respect to mass.
1.2 MD

The STRATO 2C flight envelope and typical flutter 16 -

boundaries are shown in Figure 8. At high altitude, Vstall MD

a narrow range between stall and maximum speed E
can be recognized. The indicated flutter boundaries
represent the situation found after the ground vibra- • 12

tion test. aileron

Aileron Flutter In the ground vibration test, the j, 1.2 VD

aileron control system was recognized to be too 8 whirl flutter

flexible. In a first step, the diameter of the cables rigid propeller

was increased but this measure alone did not im-
prove the flutter stability. Sufficient stiffness was VD

attained by partially replacing the cables with car- 4 -

bon fibre rods.

The effect of increasing wing control system stiff-
ness is shown in Figure 9. The critical speed is first 0 -

reduced but, at the same time, the severity of the 0 100 200 300 400

flutter mode ceases. As the frequency of the equivalent airspeed I km/h

wing/fuselage mode SR3 is reached and exceeded, Figure 8. Flight Envelope and Typical Flutter
the flutter instability vanishes. Boundaries

Rudder Flutter A typical example of this flutter
coupling is shown in Figure 10. With increasing FLIGHT FLUTTER TESTS
altitude (12, 14, ... 24 km), a hump is observed in
the damping curves, which becomes increasingly STRATO 2C flutter tests are prepared to measure
negative in a certain air speed range. The damping the dynamic responses to manual and artificial exci-
minimum is nearly at constant EAS. It should be tation.
mentioned in passing that the occurence of control A total of 24 accelerometers (calibrated for envi-
surface flutter regions above a certain altitude was ronents at high altitude) are provided. Five trans-
already found with gliders. ducers are used for control surface rotations. Three

Whirl Flutter It is well-known that large elastically accelerometers located near the aircraft C.G. can be
mounted propellers operating at high advance ratios used, too. Gearbox motions relative to the nacelle
are prone to whirl flutter. An example using the frames are measured by four displacement trans-
rigid propeller assumption is shown in Figure 11. ducers. These signals indicate propeller whirl. Blade
The gyroscopic effect causes coupling of pitch and and propeller shaft strain gauge signals can also be
yaw modes, resulting in backward and forward obtained from rotating systems. The amplified sig-
whirl modes. With increasing rotational speed, the nals are filtered by a 100 Hz low-pass filter and are
frequencies are separated.With increasing air speed, digitized at a sample rate of 200 Hz per channel.
the frequencies of both modes increase slightly due During flight tests, PCM data are recorded on tape
to the pusher arrangement. and are telemetered to the ground station for moni-

The damping of the backward whirl mode continu- toring. A total of 18 channel analog outputs is
ously decreases. The whirl flutter boundary is ob- available for quick look and on-line processing.
served at nearly constant true air speed. Out-of-
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10.0  ] by means of mass/stiffness reductions while observ-
ing aeroelastic constraints are planned.

5 
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Figure 9. Aileron Flutter increasing altitude (12, 14, ... 24 kin)

Excitation is performed manually (may work in a
frequency range < 5 Hz) and artificially for the
high-frequency range. A hydraulically-driven inertia 10.0
device with a control unit was kindly provided by C:
DASA Dornier for this purpose. The exciters are
installed at both wing tips and can be operated in-
phase and out-of-phase. The in-plane force compo-
nent also permits the excitation of tail modes. 0.0

0.0 100.0 200.D 300.0 400.0

CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK equivalent air speed I km/h

Five flight tests have been performed up to now Figure 10. Rudder Flutter

(< 90 knots IAS, <22000 ft) with emphasis on - _o_' _ ._

handling qualities, airspeed calibration, and propel- 40- rigid propeller assumption

ler vibrations. Aileron rap and cyclic input were Z_
tried out. The POC test plan continues for the dem- . 20
onstration of high-altitude performance.The ability "L
for a fast and safe emergency descent is a main s0 100 150 200 250 300 350 400

consideration for expanding the cleared envelope.

Aeroelastic work continues on flight test support N
is- forward whirl

and on the establishment of a complete analytical
aeroelastic aircraft model validated by test data. An : lo-
elastic propeller model based on test data is being 5 - backward whirl
developed.

50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400

The MAC development will include flight control equivalent air speed /km/h
and stabiliy augmentation systems. Improvements Figure 11. Whirl Flutter
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SUMMARY The HATT-X (High-Speed Aeronautical
A full scale unmanned air vehicle (HATT-X) was Technologies Test Bed - Experimental) was

tested in an Open Jet Wind Tunnel Facility. Strain developed by the Canadian Department of National
gauges were installed on the canard shafts to Defence as an agile, high subsonic speed platform
measure the unsteady aerodynamic loads. The data configured for conducting a variety of research
was recorded on a high speed data acquisition missions. HATT-X is an extensively instrumented
system for off-line analysis. High speed flight vehicle with associated ground support sub-
photography was also used to study the canard systems. The airframe and its sub-systems are based
motion. A destructive 57 Hz canard flutter was on a rocket-boosted aerial target named ROBOT-X.
observed at a Mach number of approximately 0.75
and dynamic pressure of 5.95 psi for a canard During a number of proof of concept and
incidence angle of approximately 4V. A mass engineering development flight tests, canard failures
balanced and stiffer canard was manufactured and were encountered. This problem has limited the
installed on the HATT-X. A flight test on the reliable sea level performance envelope of the
modified HATT-X was conducted. Approximately 2 vehicle to speeds below Mach number of 0.7, and
seconds after initiation of the stage 7 motor bum, the maximum manoeuvre g's to below 5. The cause
large vertical oscillations of the port side canard of the canard flutter could not be readily identified
were detected, followed by the structural failure of from the telemetry data.
the canard linkage system in the forward fuselage.
At the failure point the vehicle was decelerating A test program was initiated to investigate the
after the rocket motor bum and the Mach number cause of the canard system aeroelastic failure. A
was approximately 0.75. Failure of the canard full scale HATT-X was tested in the Defence
system was investigated and where possible Research Establishment Valcartier Open Jet Wind
comparisons were made of the aeroelastic behaviour Tunnel Facility. The choice of this facility was
in the wind tunnel and flight tests of the two largely based on the consideration that damage to
canards that are structurally different the wind tunnel due to test model failure was not

likely to occur. Only strain gauges were installed
on the canard shafts to measure the aerodynamic

1. INTRODUCTION loads. The data was recorded on a high speed data

'Now with Amtech Aeronautical Limited, Medicine Hat, Alberta, Canada

Paper presented at the Structures and Materials Panel Specialists' Meeting on "Advanced Aeroservoelastic Testing
and Data Analysis ", held in Rotterdam, The Netherlands, from 8-10 May 1995, and published in CP-566.
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acquisition system for off-line analysis. High speed The propulsion system of the rocket-boosted
photography was also used to investigate the canard configuration that was flight tested and reported in
motion. this paper consists of 19 standard 70mm CRV-7

rocket motors that are fired in stages. Surface
A destructive 57 Hz canard flutter was observed at launch is from a modular rail launcher shown in
a Mach number of approximately 0.75 and dynamic Figure 2.
pressure of 5.95 psi for a canard incidence angle of
approximately 4'. Based on the results of this series A two-stage parachute recovery system is used to
of wind tunnel tests, mass balanced and stiffer recover the vehicle throughout its flight envelope.
canards were manufactured and installed on the Recovery by parachute is normally achieved
HATT-X. through the flight control and guidance system

(FCGS) at the completion of the -mission profile.
Flight test of the modified HATT-X was conducted The recovery system also acts as a flight
at the Defence Research Establishment Suffield termination system and may be deployed by radio
Experimental Proofing Ground in Medicine Hat. command or when imminent failure is sensed by a
The canards were instrumented with accelerometers multi-processor digital autopilot. Failure mode
and strain gauges to provide information on the detection is provided for additional range safety and
structural and aerodynamic characteristics of the air as a means of maximizing the probability of
vehicle during the test. The flight proceeded recovering the flight vehicle after a flight failure.
normally to stage 7 rocket motor bum, climbing to
and maintaining 1400 metres above ground level. A HATT-X mission may be executed autonomously
Approximately 2 seconds after initiation of the based on a defined profile and loaded into the
stage 7 motor burn, the forward looking video vehicle's flight control computer prior to flight.
camera showed large vertical oscillations in the port Alternatively, semi-autonomous profiles may be
side canard, followed by the structural failure of the selected with commands sent from a ground control
canard linkage system. At the failure point the station. The mission profile is defined by waypoints
vehicle Mach number was approximately 0.75 and and what is to occur at the waypoints, for example,
decelerating after the rocket motor bum. heading change, altitude change, the execution of

discrete high-g manoeuvres, and track/position
This paper presents results for both the wind tunnel navigation based on global positioning system or
and flight tests. Though the canards were other sources of position data.
structurally different in the two tests, failure of the
canard system was analysed and where possible The ground control station communicates with the
some comparisons are made of the aeroelastic FCGS computer prior to launch and performs
behaviour of the two canards, preflight checks of the HATT-X. In-flight

monitoring is performed through multi-channel
PCM telemetry that is configured for up to 250K

2. DESCRIPTION OF HA1T-X bits of data per second. In the flying laboratory role
The HATT-X airframe is shown in Figure 1. It is the flight vehicle is heavily instrumented with data
made up of a forward fuselage, propulsion module, sources from inboard sensors and transducers. The
and wings with vertical stabilizers. The forward air vehicle is designed to fly at high subsonic speed
fuselage consists of a crushable nose cone (the up to Mach 0.85 at altitudes from 25 metres to
vehicle recovers in a nose down attitude), canards above 9,150 metres. It can carry up to 59 kilograms
that are utilized for vehicle pitch control, a recovery of supplementary payloads including active and/or
bay for a two stage parachute system, and auxiliary passive radar augmentation, X-band or C-band radar
and primary avionics bays. transponders, and PCM telemetry. Additional

background information on the HATT-X is given in
The wings, complete with ailerons for roll control, References 1-3.
are attached to the propulsion module. They have a
sweepback angle of 40' and 00 dihedral. The
wingspan is 2.4m and the planform area is 1.25m 2. 2.1 The Canard and Drive System

The canards of the HATT-X tested in the Open Jet
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Facility (OJF) Wind Tunnel has a span of 1.Lm 3.05m diameter reservoir with a volume of 900m3

with a leading-edge sweepback angle of 45' and a which is pressurized to a maximum of 514 kPa. A
maximum thickness of 32 mm. The canard structure thermal matrix consisting of 8400 steel tubes is
is made of fibreglass laminate, stacked near the downstream end of the reservoir to

minimize the temperature drop during a test run.
The canards can be pitched about an axis located The flow exits through a circular nozzle producing
along the quarter chord line up to a maximum a jet of short duration. Two nozzles of diameter
incidence angle of ±-25*. The attachment of the 0.915m and 1.22m are available. The Mach number
drive shaft to the canard and the drive mechanism can vary from 0.3 to 0.9. The run time varies from
is shown in Figure 3. The system controls the 30 seconds or more at Mach 0.3 to 10 seconds at
position of the two forward canards, with the Mach 0.9 using the 0.915m diameter nozzle at the
canards operating in unison to control vehicle pitch. maximum tank pressure. Run time with the 1.22m
The servo drive which controls the canard pitch jet is approximately 50% shorter. Within the
angle is a Simmonds Precision DR2148M44-3 potential core of the jet where the test section is
actuator. It is a small, high torque rotary actuator located, the flow is uniform and smooth. The length
sealed against the outside environment. It includes a of the core is approximately 4.2 jet diameters.
feedback potentiometer, a gear train, a motor with a During a run, the Mach number variation is
fail-safe brake, and an integral position loop servo- approximately 0.01 and the maximum temperature
controller. The controller uses pulse width drop is 10°C . In this investigation, the larger
modulation type circuitry for high efficiency. diameter nozzle was used.

In the OJF tests, normally the canards were A 1.22m diameter butterfly valve is motor driven to
commanded to ramp from 0' to 160 at a rate of isolate the pressure tank from the control valve and
2°/second. In some tests, a constant amplitude test section for safety purposes. A second 1.22m
swept sinusoidal input with frequency varying diameter or a 0.91m diameter Butterfly control
from 1 Hz to 6 Hz was used. The canard position valve is hydraulically operated to control the flow
normally followed the commanded position quite through the settling chamber and exit nozzle. The
closely. However, there were many cases where the movable settling chamber contains honeycomb,
canard position departed from the command screens and perforated baffles to provide good flow
function. quality at the test section.

In an attempt to eliminate the canard flutter
problem in the flight test, a design modification 3.2 Wind Tunnel Model
was made. The canards in the OJF were not The model tested in the wind tunnel was a full
adequately stiff and were not mass balanced for the scale rocket boosted HATT-X vehicle. The only
entire span. The elastic axis was quite far aft of the modification required prior to the wind tunnel tests
aerodynamic centre which was located on the was to rotate the strongback 1800 on the vehicle.
quarter chord line. The modified canard was The strongback is an aluminum mount used to hold
constructed of graphite laminate in lieu of the air vehicle to an aircraft for air launch
fibreglass to stiffen the canard structure. The elastic capability. In the OJF tests, it was used to mount
axis was moved forward and the canard was mass the vehicle to the test stand.
balanced over the entire span.

The instrumentation used consisted of strain gages
mounted on both canard shafts to measure the lift,

3. GROUND TESTING IN THE OPEN JET torque and drag; pressure transducers located at
FACILITY various positions on the HATT-X; vertical

accelerometers located at approximately the vehicle
3.1 Open Jet Facility CG; drive mechanism servo commanded and actual
The Open Jet Facility shown in Figure 4 is located canard positions; and the servo voltage and
at the Defence Research Establishment Valcartier. It current. The sampling rate was 5120 Hz for data
is a blowdown wind tunnel with a test section open acquisition.
to the atmosphere. It consists of a 123m long,
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For photographic measurements, four different strain gages data at 625 Hz and the rest of the data
camera systems were used. These systems were a such as dynamic pressure, Mach number, canard
video camera onboard the vehicle, tripod mounted position and so forth were collected at 78 Hz. Real
camcorders, EktaPro 1000 high speed video system, time telemetry was available throughout the flight
and LOCAM high speed photography. An armour with the aid of an S-band telemetry link. A forward
plated camera hut situated behind the vehicle on the looking video camera was mounted on the port
port side houses the cameras for the EktaPro and wing tip with a clear view of the canard. Tracking
LOCAM systems. radar was provided throughout the flight together

with video tracking from a number of ground bases.
The onboard video camera was mounted on top of
the ogive section of the HATT-X vehicle. During The vehicle was recovered by radio command from
the flight, video was transmitted to the ground in the ground with drogue parachute deployment.
real time. For the OJF tests, the video was hard-
wired into the control room for monitoring and
recording. Cameras for low speed filming were
used to photograph the port side of the entire 5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
vehicle including the test stand. A camcorder was
used to provide coverage of the starboard side of 5.1 Open Jet Facility Results
the vehicle. A total of 18 runs were performed in the OJF.

Initial runs included shake down tests to verify the
Figure 5 shows a schematic of the HATT-X operation of the Open Jet Wind Tunnel, vehicle test
installation and gives the location of key vehicle stand rigidity, instrumentation and data acquisition
components relative to the nozzle exit plane. system. The primary objective of the tests was to

obtain a better understanding of the mechanisms
After a few preliminary test runs the wings were that caused canard failure. Secondary objectives
removed from the HATT-X and empty rocket were to calibrate and determine a more suitable
casings were installed. The reason for using the location for the pitot-static pressure tube presently
casings was that they took some of the loading in located at the tip of the current nose cone, and to
the propulsion module. The stand was modified and collect pressure data for flow over the nose cone at
tie rods connected the forward wing attachment various angles of attack data in order to add
lugs to the test stand. This modification stiffened correction algorithms to the autopilot software.
the vehicle and test stand. By applying the tie rods
and deflecting the HATT-X towards the ground, the Two wind tunnel runs where canard failure was
moment arm from the canard to the vehicle test encountered were analysed in detail and some of
stand attachment point was reduced. This procedure the more relevant results related to aeroelastic
eliminated the large deflections of the HATT-X failure are reported in this paper. In the first run the
detected during the preliminary tests, wind tunnel test time was 6.5 seconds and a fairly

uniform Mach number of 0.75 was achieved for
approximately four seconds of the test. The canards

4. FLIGHT TEST were commanded to move from 0' to 60 at a rate of
The flight vehicle was propelled with 19 CRV-7 2°/sec as shown in Figure 6. The actual canard
(C14) rocket motors. The canards used were the position did not follow the commanded signal. The
modified version. They were instrumented with deflections showed large fluctuations which were
strain gages for load measurements. Accelerometers also observed in the servo current and voltage
were installed on the port side canard root and tip outputs. In the analysis of the data, the time series
(Figure 1) to detect the dynamic response of the for the aerodynamic loads were segmented into
HATT-X during different stages of the rocket smaller intervals of 1 second starting from 1.5
firing, seconds when the run was initiated. A total of 4

time segments were obtained with the last segment
Fifty two channels of PCM telemetry data were ending at 5.5 seconds when the canard failed. For
collected at various sampling rates. The each time segment, the data was assumed to be
accelerometer data was collected at 2500 Hz, the statistically stationary; this is an approximation
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based on the assumption that the variation of the occurs at 57 Hz. A second harmonic at 114 Hz is
mean value of the canard deflection is sufficiently detected, whose magnitude is smaller by nearly
small so that the aerodynamic forces and canard three orders of magnitude. A third peak at 175 Hz
motion do not vary significantly during the 1 is also noted, but the magnitude is very small. A
second time interval, number of higher frequency peaks are also

observed, but their amplitudes are so small that

After the fourth time segment, the canard servo they can be neglected. The PSD for the three time
failed. The 5/16" bolt (P/N AN5-20A in Figure 3) segments are quite similar indicating the small
on the port side connecting the servo linkage to the change in canard angle of attack has little effect on
canard shaft failed at the thread relief. Also, three the spectral shape of the lift.
teeth were stripped on the main drive gear. It was
also observed that the canards had interfered with In Figure 8 the PSD for the port lift, torque and
the fuselage at the canard root. There was heavy drag for the fourth time segment are shown and the
abrasion with paint missing from the fuselage in shape of the spectral curves are similar. The second
this area. The mean canard deflection was peak in the drag PSD has the same frequency as the
approximately 4V and the dynamic pressure was lift and is about two orders of magnitude smaller
5.95 psi. than the fundamental. This peak is more

pronounced than that for the lift and torque. The

The wind tunnel run was repeated with the profile torque channel shows the same fundamental
command identical to the previous run. The Mach frequency of 57 Hz. The second harmonic is very
number during the run was not as steady as in the weak and difficult to detect. The 175 Hz peak
previous run and the average value was slightly (third harmonic) is observed and similar to the
higher at 0.76. The canard deflection fluctuations drag, it is about two orders of magnitude smaller
were found to be slightly less severe. Failure than the fundamental.
occurred after 5.5 seconds from initiation of wind
tunnel run when the mean canard deflection angle The PSD curves for the starboard strain gauges are
was approximately 5'. similar to those for the port side signals. On the

starboard side, the lift shows a stronger second
The results presented in this paper are mainly for harmonic. This is also true for the drag. The second
the first wind tunnel flutter test. The results from peak for the torque signal is also very weak and
the second run are almost identical. difficult to detect, and the ratio of the fundamental

to third harmonic is approximately the same as that
5.1.1 Power Spectral Density for the port side strain gauge.
Power spectral density (PSD) analyses were
performed for the starboard and port side strain
gages which measured the lift, torque and drag. The 5.1.2 Correlation A nanlysis
acceleration of the vehicle CG and other data were Auto-correlation plots show a characteristic damped
analysed but the results are not presented herein, cosine curve for all the strain gauge signals. Since

the first peak observed from the PSD results is the
All Fast Fourier Transforms (FFT) were performed dominant one with magnitude much larger than the
using a block size of 1024, window length of 512 other peaks, the curves do not show any noticeable
and approximately 18 averages were carried out. distortion due to the higher harmonics. The

frequency. measured from the period of oscillation
A representative series of port lift PSD are shown agrees with that of the peak fundamental frequency
in Figure 7 for three time segments. The first time determined from the PSD plots.
segment contains large transients and the results are
not included in the figure. The mean canard Cross-correlation shows at the 4th time segment, on
deflection varied quite gradually in the second, the starboard canard, the lift lags the torque by
third and fourth segments and the results presented approximately 75' and lags the drag by 1630; on
in this paper can be taken as the average over the the port canard, the lift leads the torque by 990 and
one second interval where data was collected. In leads the drag by 1680. The torque lags the drag
general, the results show that a dominant peak by 880 on the starboard canard and leads the drag
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by 770 on the port canard, experimental data obtained from a nonlinear
dynamical system. This method has been used

The lift-torque phase difference is approximately successfully in nonlinear mechanics and appears to
constant for the three time segments while the lift- be-an attractive tool for analyzing nonlinear flutter
drag and torque-drag phase differences vary slightly of aircraft structures where only single quantity
between the 3rd and 4th segments and larger time series such as accelerometer response or
discrepancies are observed between the 2nd and 4th aerodynamic forces are available. Nonlinear flutter
segments. A sample of the cross-correlation normally arises in the presence of a structural
between these three aerodynamic quantities on the nonlinearity or at high amplitude vibration
port side canard is shown in Figure 9. situations where the aerodynamic forces cease to be

linear
Cross-correlation between starboard and port canard
lift, torque and drag signals shows that the lift on Given a time series of a single quantity, F(t), a
the starboard canard leads by 168'. The torque is reconstruction of the phase space can be obtained
approximately in phase, with the starboard side by using a time delay technique so that
leading slightly by 4V. The drag on the starboard
canard leads by 1600. A typical plot of the cross- X(t) = {F(t), F(t+T) ...... F(t+(m-1)')}
correlation between starboard and port canard lift, (1)
torque and drag signals is shown in Figure 10 for
the 4th time segment. where r is the time delay and m is the embedding

dimension. There are a number of procedures' for
choosing the time delay, but the simplest one which

5.1.3 Probability density functions is used in this paper is the time determined from
Spectral and correlation analyses are valuable tools the auto-correlation function at the first zero
to show the frequency contents and the phase crossing.
relations between signals. Some useful
characteristics of the time series can also be Figure 12 shows the phase space plots for the
obtained from the probability distribution functions canard port side torque signal for m = 3.
(PDF). Techniques to determine m are discussed in

Reference 6. Since the aerodynamic forces are
In general, it is found that the probability density dominated by the first harmonic, choosing m = 3 is
functions for the lift, torque and drag at different sufficient to illustrate the limit cycle oscillation
time segments are quite similar except for the first behaviour of the aerodynamic forces. The three-
time segment. This is to be expected since there are dimensional figures are rotated at different angles in
large transients and fluctuations in those signals. two planes to show the shape of the curves.
The shape of the PDF for the three aerodynamic
loads are not quite the same but they all show the 5.1.5 Photographic studies of canard motion
presence of a dominant frequency component. The A test was conducted with a broken servo locked at
signals possess the characteristics of a sine wave 00 deflection angle to investigate the canard motion
contaminated with noise. Figure 11 shows the lift when flutter was approached. This was carried out
and drag PDF for the 4th time segment. The PDF with the HATT-X set at an angle of attack of 20.
curves are not symmetrical but are biased either for Flutter occurred at a lower Mach number and
positive or negative sigma, where sigma is the rms dynamic pressure. It was found that at M=0.6 and
value of the signal. It is interesting to observe that q=3.1 psi, the vibration was so intense that the
the time series for the same aerodynamic quantity internal canard attachment structure was separated
have different statistical properties on the two from the vehicle fuselage. The starboard canard
canards. also split at the bonding seam. A graph of the

canard bending and torsion deflections determined
from the high speed video photography at M=0.58

5.1.4 Phase plots is shown in Figure 13. The bending deflection 5 is
The phase space reconstruction procedure of the vertical displacement of the canard tip measured
Packard et al4 is a convenient first step in analyzing in inches relative to a reference line at WL 00 (see
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inset in Figure 13). The torsion is given by 1i in unsteadiness in the canard position during the first
degrees where 1i is the chord axis angle at the two rocket firings. At the later stages, the average
canard tip. The deflection time histories are very canard angle of attack increases with decreasing
close to those for sinusoidal motion with the torsion Mach number and larger fluctuations are observed.
motion leading the bending motion by The results presented in this paper are obtained for
approximately 900. A few frames from the high the 6th stage prior to canard failure. At the 7th
speed video photography are shown in Figure 14 stage where flutter occurred, no useful data was
for canard positions at different times in an available for analysis.
oscillation cycle corresponding to the points marked
by the filled circle symbol on the torsion deflection Different segment lengths of the time series for the
curve in Figure 13. strain gauges and accelerometers were used for

analysis. For the 6th time segment, 6 seconds of the
It is expected that some freeplay is present in the time series were analysed. It should be emphasised
canard linkage system but the exact amount is not that the results from the statistical studies must be
known until further testing is carried out. By interpreted to be a representation of the overall
locking the servo, the canard system becomes less characteristics of the measurements averaged over
flexible since the additional structural damping the length of the time segment. For this time
from the freeplay is eliminated. This decrease in duration, the Mach number decreased from 0.69 to
structural damping from the previous flutter test 0.56.
results in more intense vibration of the canard as
flutter is approached.

5.2.1 Power Spectral Density
The frequency computed from the period of Figure 16 shows the power spectral densities of the
oscillation in Figure 13 is approximately 45 Hz port side strain gauge results for the lift, torque and
which is lower than that for the unlocked canard at drag. The results are similar to those given in
57 Hz. No test was performed at M=0.58 in the Figure 8 for the Open Jet Facility tests. The spectra
OJF with the unlocked servo to measure the show the first harmonic at 41.4 Hz to be the
frequency of the canard motion. Such a test would dominant mode with a magnitude which is much
be useful since a comparison of the frequencies will larger than those of the higher harmonics. The
give an indication of the amount of freeplay in the starboard PSD show very similar results except for
canard linkage system. the torque whose second and third harmonics are

smaller by an order of magnitude. There are a
Aerodynamic loads were measured for only a very number of frequency components which are not
short time duration in this test and the signal harmonics, but their magnitudes are too small to be
quality was so poor that no statistical analysis was of any significance.
attempted.

The spectra of the accelerometer response at the
canard root and tip are shown in Figure 17. The

5.2 Flight Test Results first three harmonics at 41.4 Hz, 82.8 Hz and 124.2
The HATT-X was accelerated during each rocket Hz are distinctly visible. Spectral plots covering
bum and times for successive rocket firings were larger frequency range show the presence of higher
programmed when the Mach number decelerated to frequencies. The more important ones are at 336Hz,
below a certain value. At the seventh stage, the 450Hz, 816Hz, 948Hz and 1020Hz. These modes
peak Mach number reached was 0.8 and the canard have smaller magnitudes than the three harmonics
was destroyed when the Mach number was shown in Figure 17 by a factor of 5 to 10 and the
decelerated to 0.75. Due to the nature of the vehicle spectral shapes are typical of those for broadband
propulsive system, the HATT-X can be imagined to noise.
be given an impulse at specific times during its
flight path. Ground vibration tests were performed on a canard

support system identical to that used on the HATT-
Figure 15 shows the Mach number and canard X flight test. The structure was excited by a rubber
deflection angle versus time, There is large mallet. The spectra of the port canard lift, torque,
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drag, canard tip and root accelerometers all canards are 1540 out of phase. On comparing the
showed a sharp peak at approximately 38 Hz. This cross-correlation plots shown in Figure 19 with
frequency is close to the value observed in flight those from Figure 10, it is seen that the phase
test. It should be mentioned that the frequencies relation between the torque and drag on the canards
measured from the PSD plots from flight tests can reverses for the ground and flight tests.
vary up to a maximum value of 12 Hz. The
frequency resolution in computing the spectra for Correlation between the aerodynamic forces and the
the aerodynamic forces is at best 1.22 Hz and 4.9 accelerometers is given in Figures 20 and 21. The
Hz for the accelerometer signals. placement of the accelerometers shown in Figure 1

indicates that the root gauge should have larger
response to the torque while the tip gauge should

5.2.2 Correlation analysis respond more to the bending or lifting force. This is
The accelerometer and the port torque strain gauge demonstrated in Figure 20 which shows that the
signals were sampled at 2500 Hz while the rest of cross-correlation values are largest for the torque
the strain gauge signals were sampled at 625 Hz. In and root accelerometer signals. The lift has smaller
performing cross-correlation analysis between a correlation than the drag. The phase lead between
high and low sampling rate time series, a new time the lift and drag forces and the root accelerometer
series of the higher sampling frequency signal was are 640 and 150 respectively, while the torque and
reconstructed using the lower sampling rate. Cross- the accelerometer signal are practically in phase.
correlation was then carried out at 625 Hz. The corresponding correlations between the three

aerodynamic forces with the tip accelerometer are
Auto-correlation curves show a characteristic shown in Figure 21. The correlation values between.
damped cosine curve for all the strain gauge the torque and acceleration are less than those for
signals. The accelerometer auto-correlation the root gauge. The correlation between the lift and
functions show the presence of high frequency tip acceleration is also smaller than that for the
components in the signals. Distortion of the damped other two aerodynamic forces and has
cosine waveform due to the higher frequencies are approximately the same values as those shown in
more noticeable at the tip than at the root Figure 20. The drag-acceleration correlation signals
accelerometer. The frequency measured from the are weaker at the tip than at the root, but they are
period of oscillation agrees with that determined still stronger than that for the lift-acceleration
from the PSD curve for the fundamental frequency. correlation. The tip accelerometer signal has large

high frequency components and noticeable
Cross-correlation shows the lift and torque at the distortions in the correlation curves are observed.
6th time segment to be approximately 680 and 660 Approximate phase angles for the three
out of phase on the starboard and port canards. The aerodynamic forces and tip acceleration correlations
lift lags the torque on the starboard canard and are 1440, 700 and 100° respectively, with the
leads the torque on the port canard. The torque acceleration lagging the forces.
leads the drag by 1550 at the starboard side and
lags behind by 180 at the port side. The lift leads A plot of the correlation between the root and tip
the drag by 85* and 280 on the starboard and port accelerometers is shown in Figure 22. The sampling
canards respectively. A sample of the cross- rate is 2500Hz and the higher frequency
correlation plots between these three aerodynamic components are more visible. The root
quantities on the port side canard is shown in accelerometer signal leads the tip signal by
Figure 18. Comparison with Figure 9 shows that approximately 700.
correlation values are smaller and the phase lead or
lag relations are different. 5.2.3 Phase plots

Phase plots of the aerodynamic forces for the 6
Cross-correlation between the lift, torque and drag seconds time segment show that structured toroidal-
signals on the starboard and port canards shows shaped curves given in Figure 12 were not
that the lift and drag are approximately in phase, observed. This is probably due to statistical
with an observed phase shift of 170 and nonstationary behaviour of the time series. The
13°respectively. The torque signals on the two Mach number varied from 0.69 to 0.56 and resulted
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in large mean aerodynamic force variations within first few harmonics are different. This is to be
the time segment. The centre of each orbit of the expected since the canards fitted to the HATT-X
lift, torque or drag moves in the phase plane and were different. Ground vibration tests performed for
the results resemble those for a chaotic dynamical the modified HATT-X canards used in the flight
system. The aerodynamic forces may not be chaotic tests show that the fundamental frequencies are
and the standard technique of time reconstruction close. Similar tests were not carried out for the
needs further investigation before being used to canards used in the OJF experiments.
study signals with time varying means.

There are differences in the phase relations between
The accelerometer signals contain high frequency the aerodynamic forces in the two tests. For the
components that are not harmonic components of OJF test, cross-correlation of the torque shows that
the fundamental mode. In the wake flow of an it is approximately in phase between the starboard
airfoil, Williams-Stuber and Gharib7 have and port canards. However, the lift on the two
demonstrated that nonlinear interaction of three canards has a phase difference of 168' and the drag
incommensurate frequencies can generate a chaotic has a phase difference of 1600 with the starboard
state. Figures 23 and 24 show the phase plots for side leading in both cases. For the flight tests, the
the tip and root accelerometers. Because the lift and the drag on the two canards are
sampling rate was 2500 Hz, a 2 seconds time approximately in phase, but the torque on the
segment was chosen since this would give starboard side leads the port side by 154'. This
sufficient points for the phase plots. The Mach suggests that some mechanism, different in the two
number varied from 0.58 to 0.56 during the 2 tests, is responsible for altering the phase
second time interval. Examination of the time series relationship. A possible explanation is the
did not reveal any large changes in the mean constraint placed on the HATT-X in the OJF tests.
accelerationlevel. However, the phase plots show a
chaotic behaviour. It is not certain whether this is The canard flutter mechanism may involve more
due to small movement of the centre of the orbits than two degrees of freedom. Since the modified
as suggested earlier, or whether the response is canards on the HATT-X used in the flight tests
chaotic. Larger values of the embedding dimension were mass balanced, it would be correct to assume
m have been used. With values up to 8, similar that bending-torsion flutter may not be the primary
phase plots as Figures 23 and 24 were generated. flutter mechanism. The observation that the
Tests in the Open Jet Facility for constant Mach correlation between torque and drag with
number and canard deflection angle runs should be acceleration is large suggests that a possible flutter
able to shed more light on the behaviour of the mechanism may be the coupling between the canard
accelerometer signals. torsion and lead-lag modes in addition to the

bending mode. In the OJF tests, it was observed
that canard angle of attack plays a role in

5.3 Comparisons Between Gmund and Flight Tests determining the intensity of the canard vibration.
The fact that the canard structural properties are Usually flutter will not occur when the deflection
different for the HATT-X vehicles used in the angle is high and exceeds the stall angle. This
ground and flight tests makes meaningful suggests that a large increase in steady state drag
comparisons between the test results difficult. In the may add an appreciable preload to the canard
OJF studies, the Mach number was held constant linkage equivalent lead-lag spring and the resulting
and the variation in the canard angle of attack was change in phase relation with the torsion may have
small during the 1 second period where analysis an effect on the onset of flutter. An attempt was
was carried out. Relatively longer signals were used made to carry out a sensitivity analysis using a
in the flight tests during which time the Mach simple theoretical flutter model. No meaningful
number varied significantly and the canard conclusions can be obtained without information
deflection angles also changed by a substantial from a ground vibration test on the mode shapes,
amount. equivalent spring constants and other structural

properties of the canard system.
In both tests, the aerodynamic forces exhibit similar
spectral characteristics but the frequencies of the The accelerometer signals from the flight test show
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Design And Testing Of An Aeroelastically Scaled Model Structure

Mark French* F.E. Eastep**
Flight Dynamics Directorate University of Dayton

Wright Laboratory Dayton, Ohio 45405
Wright-Patterson AFB USA

Ohio 45433-7006, USA

Abstract was limited to stiffness design of the model.
This work has been refined and extended to

An approach has been developed which uses include selection of tuning masses. An
optimization methods to automate wind tunnel aeroelastically scaled model is one for which
model design. The model design process has static deflection and modal behavior are related
been divided into separate stiffness design and to that of a full size article by simple scaling
mass design stages. Then, a sample structure rules 4 . The model designer must produce a
was manufactured and subjected to static and structure which matches predetermined mass
modal testing using laser holographic and stiffness properties. The problem may be

5techniques. Optical test methods are well suited treated as a parameter identification problem .
to testing subscale models. A single image
shows either static or dynamic out of plane The design process is not complete until the
deflections for the entire model. These methods resulting model has been both statically and
reduced the time required to characterize the test dynamically tested to show that it reproduces
specimen compared to more conventional the characteristics of the full scale structure.
methods and did so with improved accuracy. This paper discusses both the design process

and the testing process.
Introduction

Background
Testing aeroelastically scaled wind tunnel
models is a common task in flight vehicle A classical form of the parameter identification
development programs. In some tests, the goal problem involves determining the coefficients
is simply to verify analytical methods. Then, of a system of linear equations. The
the model must only represent the full scale identification process is based on some system
vehicle in a qualitative sense. Quite often, response measurement which is assumed to be a
though, the scaled model is to reproduce the solution of the equations of the mathematical
response of the full scale structure1. This is the representation 6 .
most general form of the aeroelastic model
design problem and is the one addressed here. A body of the literature on parameter

identification problems deals with model update
Previous efforts 2 ,3  have been aimed at or model improvement methods. These
demonstrating feasibility of the basic idea and methods use some approximation to the desired

Member AIAA

Associate Fellow AIAA, Professor of Aerospace Engineering

Paper presented at the Structures and Materials Panel Specialists' Meeting on "Advanced Aeroservoelastic Testing
and Data Analysis", held in Rotterdam, The Netherlands, from 8-10 May 1995, and published in CP-566.
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system as the starting point for a procedure finite element model of the full scale structure,
which uses system output to improve the though perhaps one which has been tuned to
accuracy of the initial model. A successful agree with test results.
class of methods uses optimization methods to
correct the mathematical representation of The stiffness design task uses an error function
structures 7- 10 . A concise method unifying this based on the difference between calculated and
approach was presented by Berman and desired displacements due to a group of
Nagy 11. specified unit loads. An optimization routine to

change the design so that function is minimized.
Many methods intended to isolate errors in When using a finite element representation of
finite element models have been proposed 12-14, some structure, the vector of displacements due
all of which operate directly or indirectly on to a unit load in a single degree of freedom is
physical parameters. Wei and Janter suggest just a column of the flexibility matrix. In the
operating directly on parameters of a finite ideal case, the final error function value would
element model1 5 . This basic approach has been be zero. Then, the calculated flexibility matrix
expanded with more recent work being of the wind tunnel model structure would match
presented by Ewing and Venkayya 1 6 and the desired one. Ideally, displacements at all
Ewing and Kolonay1 7. A preliminary effort at grid points would be specified using unit loads
including system identification capabilities in a applied at all grid points. However, this can
general purpose finite element code is presented result in a large and possibly overconstrained
by Gibson1 8. problem.

The method presented here uses constrained We tried several different methods for the
numerical optimization methods to modify a stiffness design task. The most effective
finite element representation of the model approach used an interior penalty function
structure so that some measure of the difference method as implemented in ADS 1 9 to minimize
between the calculated and desired responses is the objective function
minimized. By operating directly on the finite
element model, orthogonality of calculated m n
eigenvectors, symmetry of system matrices and F = Y. k(6 x,)2 (1)
validity of individual system matrices is
assured. Also, the result of the design process is 11 = 1
information which can be used to fabricate a where 8ij is the ij term of the desired flexibility
model with little post-processing. The process matrix and xij is the ij term of the flexibility
presented here is divided into two steps. First, matrix calculated for the current design. m is
optimization methods are used to size the the number of grid points for which
structure for stiffness only. The element sizes displacements are specified and n is the number
are then fixed and concentrated masses are of columns of the flexibility matrix for which
added to the structure to give the desired modalrespnse Th sies o th masesare displacements are specified. K is an arbitrary

constant. m and n will not, in general, bedetermined using a second optimization-based identical.
method.

Stiffness Design We also applied constraints of the form

The wind tunnel model designer must design a g = (8_ x )2 < 0 (2)

structure with a predetermined set of stiffnessand mass properties. We assume for this work Using the square of the displacement
thatd themknownnss properties. cume fort womk a differences to form constraints means that thethat the known stiffness properties come from athe
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optimizer is searching for a point in design
space at which all constraints intersect. In gi (4)
general, such a point does not exist. Then, the
object is to find a point in design space Where f, is the calculated frequency of mode i
acceptably close to all the constraints. and j is the desired frequency of mode iand j7 is the desired frequency of mode i. The

Mass Design total mass constraint is an equality constraint of
the form

We considered two different approaches for the
mass design. Both methods assumed that the g =-rn 0 (5)

stiffness design was complete and that an R

acceptable level of accuracy had been obtained.
The first method minimized an error f'unction where m is the calculated total mass and the the

based on natural frequencies. The assumption overbar indicates the desired mass.
was that tuning masses to match naturalfrequencies on astturing ses w ch naleady h The total mass constraint was added to methodfreqences o a trucurewhic aleadyhad two in order to force the design to the correct
nominally correct stiffness characteristics would
necessarily result in correct mode shapes. overall mass. Flutter may be considered as an

While perhaps correct in a theoretical sense, this energy transfer phenomenon. Kinetic energy in

approach performed poorly in practice. We either the flow or the aircraft (depending of the

found that accurate natural frequencies could be reference frame chosen) is converted to kinetic

obtained for mass selections that poorly and strain energy in the structure. Failing to
reproduced the desired mode shapes. properly scale the total mass of the structurewould introduce unknown and potentially large

differences between the kinetic energy of the
The more successful of the two methods used an dend that scaed from the

interior penalty function to minimize and
objective function based on the difference structure. In such a situation, it would beobjectweendesiv ed f ndction ubed mon e thae s diunreasonable to expect aeroelastic properties to
between desired and calculated mode shapes. saecrety

scale correctly.

".. n (3 Model StructureF = (3)

One of the goals in designing this structure was

The mode shape error function was normalized to minimize fabrication costs, so a simple all-

in a manner similar to the frequency error metal structure was chosen. The structure was

function. This was to make sure the function assumed to be made up of constant cross-
was not biased toward areas where the section beam elements in a planar lattice. Test

displacements are large. Getting proper node articles have been manufactured easily by

line locations is critical in matching flutter machining the structure from a single plate of

behavior. The normalizing process gives equal aluminum using a numerically controlled

weight to small displacements near the node vertical end mill. Choosing this structure was

lines and large displacements at antinodes. not a reflection of any limitation of the method;
it is valid for any structure which can be

Constraints were formed using the difference modeled using a finite element discretization.

between calculated and desired natural
frequencies and a total mass constraint. In the stiffness design process, the heights of the

Frequency constraints were of the form elements were assigned and did not change.
The widths of the elements were used as design
variables. Typically, the beam heights were
assigned at the maximum values that would
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allow the structure to fit inside the aerodynamic assumed to be unity. Thus, we have a 1/10
envelope of the wing. This was done to keep scale model which will be run in a wind tunnel
the structure as light as possible for a given at Mach .75 at sea level. The scale factors are
stiffness distribution. Grid point locations for summarized in Table 2.
the finite element representation of the wind
tunnel model were fixed at the beginning of the There is no requirement that grid point locations
design process and not used as design variables, or element connectivities of the scaled model

structure correspond to those of the full scale
Sample Problem one. For simplicity, however, we used a subset

of the grid point from the full scale structure
A sample problem was developed to evaluate scaled down by a factor of 10 to define the grid
the different design methods. The wing is a point for the model finite element discretization
clipped delta intended to simulate a common shown in Figure 3.
low aspect ratio fighter wing. The aerodynamic
planform is presented in Figure 1. The wing is Selected out of plane displacements from four
assumed to be made of aluminum with 11 columns of the flexibility matrix were used for
spars. The finite element model of the full scale the stiffness design. The first three natural
wing is presented in Figure 2. frequencies and a subset of out of plane

displacements from the first three mode shapes
Element sizes for the wing were determined by were used for the mass design.
optimizing the structure using a minimum
flutter velocity constraint using a finite element- The first run resulted in some element sizes
based analysis and optimization package called which were too small to be manufactured.

20ASTROS . The minimum flutter speed was Those element heights were reduced so that the
given as 833.3 ft/sec (10000 in/sec) at Mach moment of inertia in bending was unchanged
.80. Heavy design variable linking was used to and the width was not less than .050 inch. The
assign five design variables for the wing. After modified design was then used as an initial
the design run was finished, the matched point design for another optimization run. This
flutter condition was determined to be Mach .75 process was repeated once more so that all
at sea level. The calculated flutter velocity was elements were of sizes which could be easily
820.5 ft/sec and the flutter frequency was 5.81 manufactured
Hz.

Model Fabrication
Modal participation factors for the full scale
wing at the flutter point are given in Table 1. After the design for the 1/10 scale model
The modal participation coefficients are simply structure was completed a test specimen was
the complex constants by which the normal manufactured. We did this to verify that
modes are multiplied to form the flutter mode. assumptions made during the design process
The magnitudes show that the flutter mode is were valid. Our principal concern was excess
composed largely of the first two normal material at the element joints. The excess
modes. We retained the first three normal material added mass at the joints which was not
modes in all flutter calculations in case the accounted for in the finite element model and
predicted flutter mechanism changed during the increased the stiffness in the joint area.
design.

Also, a slight change was made to the design to
The model scale factors were determined make the manufacturing process simpler. The
without a specific wind tunnel in mind. The math model was symmetric about the mid plane
geometric scale factor was assigned as 1/10. of the wing. This meant that there would have
The model velocity and density ratios were both been steps on each side of the structure. The
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actual structure was machined flat on one side automatically and the resulting data stored for
and stepped on the other, making it much easier plotting. A typical hologram with fringe lines is
to manufacture. We assumed that resulting presented in Figure 5.
stiffness changes would be small. This was not
borne out in testing, however, and offsets had to The imaging procedure is slightly different for
be included in the finite element model. modal testing. In this case, an image is captured

of the structure at rest and the plate is
Testing Techniques developed. To make fringe lines, the plate is

replaced in the holder and the structure excited.
All testing was done using laser metrology. As with the static test, fringe lines are fornmed
While well known, this form of testing does not on the resulting hologram. The difference is
seem to be widely used for validation of scaled that, since the developed plate only has the
model structures. References 21 and 22 original image, the fringe lines are formed in
contain excellent descriptions of the uses of real time and are time dependent.
holography in structural testing. Testing
consisted of conventional, wet plate holography, Finally, the holographic method used in this
video holography and laser vibrometry. effort is a slight variation of the classical
Conventional holography was used when high holographic method. A lens was used to focus
resolution was desired. Figure 4 shows the the object image on the plate. This allows
layout of a typical test. reconstructing of the image with collimated

white light rather than requiring a coherent
Holography can be used for mapping beam.
deformations using double exposures. The first
exposure is made of the undisturbed specimen. In siutations where high resolution was not
For static testing, a load is applied and a second required, electronic test methods were
exposure is made and the plate developed. The employed. Some static testing was performed
interference of the two fringe patterns on the using Electronic Speckle Pattern Interferometry
plate modifies the holographic image by (ESPI). ESPI is similar to the photographic
superimposing fringe lines on the image. The process except that it uses a video camera in
fringe lines are lines of constant deformation. place of a photographic slide and the fringe
Whether the deformation is in plane or out of pattern is formed ,electronically. The resolution
plane depends on the geometry of the is greatly reduced, but the increased
interfering beams. We measured out of plane convenience often makes it attractive.
deformations for this work.

ESPI was also used for dynamic testing,
Just as the design process consists of stiffness particularly when only natural frequencies and
design followed by the selection of tuning node line locations were needed. A final
masses, testing is divided into static and instrument used for modal testing was a laser
dynamic phases. doppler vibrometer (LDV). The LDV

illuminates the target with an unexapnded beam
Static testing was performed by applying either and compares the frequency with that of the
a known loading or a known displacement at signal reflected from the target. This Doppler
selected grid points on the structure and making shift is used to measure the instantaneous
a double exposure hologram which showed velocity of the target.
formed fringe patterns on the image of the
structure representing the deformations. Static Test Results
Quantitative data was obtained by scanning the
hologram into a PC based image processing We performed two sets of static tests. The first
system. Fringe lines were marked and counted set from tests where a displacement was applied
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to the various points on the structure using a
probe mounted on a fine thread micrometer. Obviously, the most important measure of the
Fringe lines along the spars were counted using quality of an aeroelastically scaled model is the
the image processing software and the results degree to which it reproduces the desired
normalized. As a result of the normalization, aeroelastic phenomena. The full scale wing has
the stiffness can only be verified to within a a predicted flutter instability at 820.5 ft/sec at a
constant multiplier. Mach number of .75. The calculated flutter

frequency was 5.81 Hz.
The second set of static test results was obtained
by applying at known load to the structure and The aeroelastically scaled model has a predicted
absolute displacements measured at the various flutter speed of 759.1 ft/sec and frequency of
grid points on the wing. It quickly became 58.1 Hz at Mach .75. The factor of 10
apparent that the stiffness of the test article was difference in the flutter frequency is due to the
significantly higher than that predicted by the frequency scale factor from Table 2. The
finite element model. Including offsets in the predicted modal participation factors for the
finite element representation improved the model are presented in Table 5. They compare
agreement. well with the full scale factors from Table 1,

indicating that the flutter mechanism has been
One problem with applying a known load was well modeled.
that the load required to generate a useful
number of fringe was on the order of 0.5 grams. Conclusions
Applying such a small load repeatably proved to
be difficult. The solution was to apply a much Numerical and experimental results from this
larger load as a tare for the first exposure and work indicate that a workable method of wind
add the smaller weight for the second. In tunnel model design has been developed. The
addition, the tare weight had to be immersed in methods presented here are easily implemented
a cup of glycerin to damp vibrations, and can result in relatively simple structures

which accurately meet the mass and stiffness
Modal Test Results requirements. The example problem showed

that scaled flutter velocity and frequency
Two sets of modal tests were performed, one requirements can be satisfied and that the
before the mass balancing weights were added predicted flutter mechanism is correct as well.
and one after. The first three natural
frequencies of the structure before mass The method described is applicable for any
balancing are presented in Table 3. The structure which can be accurately modeled
measured and calculated natural frequencies using a finite element discretization. The beam
after the addition of the tuning masses is shown lattice structure used here, is only an example.
in Table 4. Agreement between experiment and
analysis is good, with differences being limited Finally, the optical testing methods used for this
to a few percent in most cases. work are well suited to validating the response

of test structures. The ability to measure full
field static and dynamic deformations with great

ESPI measurements proved to be particularly accuracy speeds the validation process greatly.
useful for modal testing. Since the fringe Since optical methods are well known and
pattern is formed in real time, identifying the commercial equipment is readily available, they
natural frequencies required little time. Once can be regularly incorporated into the testing
the natural frequencies were found, the image process.
was stored digitally for comparison with
calculated predictions. Acknowledgments
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Table 1
Modal Participation Factors for Full Scale Wing

Mode Real Imaginary Magnitude Phase (deg)

1 .9764 0.00 .9764 0.0
2 .2075 -.0494 .2132 -13.4
3 -.0173 .0309 .0354 119.2
4 .0040 .00002 .0040 .28

Table 2
Model Scale Factors

Length 1/10
Stiffness 1/10

Frequency 10
Mass 1/1000

Table 3
Natural Frequencies Before Mass Balancing

Mode Experimental Predicted Mode Type
Frequency (Hz) Frequency (Hz)

1 77.0 79.6 First Bending
2 227.9 226.6 Second Bending
3 262.2 261.9 First Torsion

Table 4
Natural Frequencies After Mass Balancing

Mode Experimental Predicted Mode Shape
Frequency (Hz) Frequency (Hz)

1 39.5 37.9 First Bending
2 127.3 118.7 Second Bending
3 164.9 150.0 First Torsion
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Table 5
Modal Participation Factors For Aeroelastically Scaled Model

Mode Real Imaginary Magnitude Phase (deg)

1 .9799 0.00 .9799 0.0
2 .1907 -.0437 .1956 -12.91
3 -.0097 .0382 .0394 104.3

25.0 ' Aerodynamic Planform

-•- Structural Planform

116.8

98.2

156.0 156.0

14.05

139.2

All Dimensions in Inches 20.69

Figure 1 - Aerodynamic Planform of Full Scale Wing

Figure 2 - Finite Element Representation of Full Scale Wing
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Figure 3 - Finite Element Representation of Scale Model
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Figure 4 - Photographic Holography
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Figure 5 - Typical Double Exposure Hologram Showing Fringe Lines Due To Static Displacement.
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WIND TUNNEL FLUTTER TESTING ON SHINGLES IN THE TRANSONIC AND
SUPERSONIC SPEED REGIME

Albert J. Persoon
National Aerospace Laboratory, P.O. Box 90502

1059 CM, Amsterdam, The Netherlands

SUMMARY structure. The FEI blankets of DASA-RI (fig. 2b)
were manufactured of heat resistant material co-

Various types of shingles, being part of the heat vered by a coated woven top layer having dimen-
protection system of re-entry vehicles, were in- sions of 25x25 cm2.
vestigated in the transonic and supersonic speed
regime using NLR's High Speed (HST) and Because of the vibrational characteristics of the
Supersonic (SST) wind tunnels. The investigations shingles, local mass loading due to instrumentation
were carried out in close cooperation with Marcel during flutter testing was not allowed, but for
Dassault Aviations (AMD) and Daimler Benz monitoring purposes a miniature accelerometer or
Raumfahrt Infrastruktur GmbH (DASA-RI). a straingage was used. During follow-up tests of

FEI blankets laser equipment was applied for
A review is given of the wind tunnel experiments monitoring. The unsteady pressures upstream and
with emphasis on the generation and control of downstream of a shingle were processed in more
noise levels of the boundary layer in which the detail to evaluate a "decision criterion" for flutter
shingles were placed during the tests. The use of onset as proposed by DASA-RI.
a spoiler or suction of the flow, both affecting the
flutter characteristics of a shingle, will be dis- The main test facilities were NLR's transonic and
cussed. The behaviour of unsteady pressures close supersonic wind tunnel (HST and SST) in which
to the shingle (upstream and downstream) is high- the prototype shingles were submitted to aero-
lighted as these pressures might act as a monito- dynamic loads and to aeroacoustic loads, being the
ring device to define the onset of flutter or limit result of boundary layer noise. The results aimed
cycle oscillations of a panel. to verify the aeroelastic (flutter) calculations of

Dassault and the fatigue behaviour of FEI blankets
1 INTRODUCTION estimated by DASA-RI.

Since early 1990, the NLR department of un- These flutter tests are examples of aeroelastic
steady aerodynamics and aeroelasticity is involved wind tunnel testing which is rather complicated by
in flutter testing of prototype shingles, being part the presence of aeroacoustic loads. They involve
of the heat protection system of re-entry vehicles aspects of panel flutter and wind tunnel testing
like the (proposed) European shuttle "Hermes" should therefore be carried out carefully.
(Fig. 1). Flutter testing was carried out in close
cooperation with Dassault Aviation (St. Cloud, It is the purpose of this paper to review these
France) and Daimler Benz Aerospace Raumfahrt tests, while focusing on the realization of con-
Infrastruktur (DASA-RI, Bremen, Germany) for- trolled aeroacoustic loads and appropriate mea-
merly ERNO Raumfahrttechnik. surement techniques. Further this paper deals with
In the course of the test programme (presently the preparation and execution of the flutter tests.
MSTP) various types of shingles were investiga- Manipulation of boundary layer noise by suction
ted, namely thin aluminium pilot panels for pre- of the flow or the use of a spoiler will be dis-
diction purposes and a ceramic one, manufactured cussed as well as the use of unsteady pressures as
by Dassault and flexible external insulation sam- a monitoring device for sustained oscillations of a
ples (FEI blankets) manufactured by DASA-RI. panel. Finally, examples are presented of the flut-

ter behaviour of an aluminium shingle (0.7 mm)
The shingles of Dassault (Fig. 2a) basically con- and an FEI blanket.
sisted of thin aluminium panels of 30x30 cm2 with
a thickness of 0.7 mm to 1.3 mm, the latter being
representative for the real ceramic (SI-C) shingle

Paper presented (it the Structu res and Materials Panel Specialisis' Meeting on "Advancied Aeroservoelastic Testing
and Data Analysis", held ini Rotterdain, The Netherlands, .f-an 8-10 Mae 1995, and published in CP-566.
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2 SCOPE OF INVESTIGATIONS mounted in the floor of the test section (Fig.
5a,b). The test setup allowed to use different types

The wind tunnel studies should reveal primarily of spoilers (rectangular, toothed, or "delta-wing"
the variation of natural frequencies and damping shaped) to increase the noise level in the boundary
values of the shingles due to flow characteristics, layer. On the contrary, the boundary layer thick-
The tests aimed to be a verification of non-linear ness (in the HST) could be reduced by suction of
flutter computations by Dassault (Ref. 1) as part the flow through pumps under the test section and
of a study to the sensitivity of the shingles with a ventilated plate in front of the shingle (Fig.
aeroelastic coupling in the range of dynamic pres- 5b,c). A (rectangular) spoiler caused a circulating
sures (Q) up to 40 kPa at M= 1.2 (Fig. 3). The flow above the shingle, with a maximum pressure
aluminium shingles were therefore substitutes for (RMS) just behind the shingle (Fig. 5d, Ref. 5).
the really to apply ceramic shingle, designed by An impression of the flow structure was obtained
Dassault as well. by pressure measurements on the floor of the test

section of the HST (Ref. 6).
For the FEI blankets (Fig. 4a, Ref. 2), the wind
tunnel tests aimed to demonstrate the feasibility of Close the shingle, pressure transducers were in-
FEI application on re-entry vehicles. Some blan- stalled (Endevco 8514, 10PSI), measuring steady
kets were first submitted to aging at high tempe- and unsteady pressures. They also acted as micro-
rature and acoustic noise levels, resulting in a phones to evaluate overall sound pressure levels
significant reduction of the mechanical properties. (OASPL). Further, the aluminium shingles were
Such an aged blanket is assumed to be sensitive to provided with straingages and a small accelero-
fluctuating pressures (Fig. 4b) in a boundary meter whereas the FEI blankets only contained an
layer. It had to be verified therefore that the soft accelerometer in the woven toplayer. The signals
woven top layer would not be damaged by a flut- were fed into the data acquisition system
ter type of instability up to dynamic pressures of "EGOIST" being similar for both wind tunnels
60 kPa at a Mach number of 2.65. The wind tun- and were real-time monitored by Fourier analysis.
nel tests also served as a possibility to assess
appropriate measurement techniques and to define
a "decision criterion" for the identification of 5 WIND TUNNEL PREPARATIONS
flutter onset (Ref. 3).

Major part of the prepatory windtunnel work con-
sisted of the accurate mounting of the various

3 WIND TUNNEL FACILITIES aluminium shingles in a "caisson" (tank) to avoid
deformations (stresses) in the thin panel surface

The high speed wind tunnel (HST) is a variable whereafter static loading test were carried out for
density closed-circuit wind tunnel with a test straingage calibration. Next, the model was sub-
section of 1.6 to 1.8 x 2.6 in2. The velocity mitted to a modal survey to obtain natural fre-
regime ranges from M=0.2 to 1.25. The stagna- quencies and mode shapes. They appeared to
tion pressure can be varied between 12 and 390 agree with the modal parameters calculated by
kPa with a maximum dynamic pressure of around Dassault (Fig. 6).
40 kPa. The supersonic wind tunnel (SST) is of Another point of concern in relation with aero-
the blowdown type having a test section of 1.2 x elastic computations dealt with the cavity effect of
1.2 m2. Compressed dried air (600m3) of 4000 the caisson beneath the shingle, also discussed in
kPa (40 bar) is provided to range velocities from reference 4. A closed cavity leads to a stiffening
M=1.2 up to M=4.0. The maximum stagnation of the panel due to compressibility and an
pressure is 1470 kPa; the running time varies upwards shift of (mainly) the lowest natural
between 12s and 40s. frequency. Figure 7 shows some examples. Trans-

fer functions (by a hammer test) of the 0.7 and
1.3 mm shingle are presented showing the fre-

4 TEST SETUP AND INSTRUMENTATION quency shift of the first natural frequency in case
a sealing was applied around the shingle, closing

The test setup in both wind tunnels was more or the cavity.
less similar. A specimen of each shingle was
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The FEI blankets only required a verification of are presented concerning the control of noise in
the "natural frequencies" of the woven top layer. the boundary layer (Figs. 9 to 11), the characte-
No cavity effects were present as the complete ristics of unsteady pressures at sustained vibrations
blanket was glued on a stiff base plate. Mode of a shingle (Figs. 12 to 14) and finally the flutter
shape measurements for a blanket had no meaning behaviour of an aluminium shingle (0.7 mm) and
because of distinct stiffness differences in the top an FEI blanket (Figs. 15 and 16).
layer. Due to this fact a more or less local res-
ponse could be expected in the boundary layer. 7.1 Control of noise in the boundary layer

A modal analysis on FEI blankets would have Most of the shingle tests, especially the aluminium
been more useful when the base plate was able to specimen, where carried out with boundary layer
deform in a realistic way, like the skin of a re- suction by which the boundary layer thickness was
entry vehicle. reduced in conformity with assumptions in the

aeroelastic computations of Dassault. Also the
effect of suction on the flutter characteristics of

6 TEST PROGRAMME AND TEST panels and FEI blankets was investigated. Various
PROCEDURE types of spoilers were used to generated higher

noise levels to fit the ESA requirements. An
The complete test programme covered a Mach example of noise levels obtained by different
number range from M=0.5 to M= 1.2 (HST) and settings of the toothed spoiler from figure 5a is
M=1.27 to M=3.12 (SST, Fig. 8). Although presented in figure 9. At a Mach number of about
dynamic pressures of 40 to 50 kPa were required, 0.8, an overall sound pressure level of about 161
the SST tests were carried out at higher dynamic dB, with reference to a pressure of 20 E-6 Pa,
pressures, from 57 to 107 kPa and two test runs was reached. This level might have been even
at extremely high dynamic pressures of 181 and higher at a larger spoiler setting (>30 deg) but
212 kPa on request of DASA-RI to test the limitations were encountered in realizing the
fatigue behaviour of the woven top layer of the desired spectral energy distribution. As shown in
FEI blanket. figure 10, the maximum frequency level was

highly dependent of the Mach number, or of the
The test procedure in the HST was based on ente- spoiler incidence introduced by a vortex shedding
ring the maximum dynamic pressure at a constant effect governed by some strouhal number.
Mach number by increasing by steps the stagna- Increasing the free-stream Mach number yielded a
tion pressure (Fig. 8). Having attained a test linear frequency shift upwards, whereas a higher
condition where shingle responses remained spoiler incidence led to a reduction of the
stable, frequencies and damping factors were frequency.
measured by a quick curve-fitter (SDOF) on During wind tunnel testing therefore a compro-
power spectral densities of the panel acceleration mise was needed in order to comply with the ESA
or strain. For each new test sequence the stag- requirements which prescribed a maximum noise
nation pressure was lowered and the Mach num- level of 158 dB at about 500Hz and an overall
ber slowly increased. noise level of 165 dB (Fig. Ila). Some typical
In the supersonic speed regime (SST) the shingle results obtained in the HST (Fig. 1lb,c) show
response (FEI blanket) could only be monitored pressure levels expressed in 1/1 and 1/3 octave
by the time signal of the accelerometer, bands (also Refs. 5,7). Although the distribution
Characterization of the response in terms of nearly fits the requirements, the overall sound
damping estimates was carried out by post-pro- pressure level was a few dB's lower, one of the
cessing due to the short running time of the wind limitations due to the chosen spoiler incidence.
tunnel.

Presently, a wind tunnel study is under progress at
NLR in a continue supersonic wind tunnel (CSST)

7 PRESENTATION OF RESULTS to overcome this limitation for future applications.

From a large amount of data collected in the
course of the various shingle tests, typical results
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7.2 Unsteady pressures at shingle vibrations example is shown in figure 14. Neither the up-
stream nor the downstream pressure show any re-

As already mentioned DASA-RI proposed to eva- sponse of the blanket. A reason might be the
luate a "decision criterion" for the onset of flutter inappropriate location of pressure transducers or
by pressure monitoring in case a shingle could the very small amplitude (5x10-3 mm) as measured
not be instrumented. The background lies in the during these tests.
assumption that a vibrating surface close to onset
of flutter will influence the flow over a pressure 7.3 Flutter behaviour of the shingles
sensor, located downstream, in such a way that
the most significant frequency can be measured. The flutter behaviour of the 0.7 mm shingle where
Further it was discussed with DASA-RI that a suction of the flow was applied, is presented in
difference of 10 dB (i.e. a factor of 3.2) in mag- figure 15. The response of the shingle did not
nitude with the upstream pressure is the criterion show a classical type of flutter but tended to a
by which sustained oscillations of the shingle cer- limit cycle oscillation. Without suction there were
tainly occur. minor differences in frequencies and damping
A post-analysis was therefore carried out of the factors (Fig. 15a). The use of a spoiler (60 deg)
pressures M1 (upstream) and M2 (downstream) at which affected the boundary layer thickness,
the 0.7 mm shingle test of Dassault (Fig. 12). caused a stable behaviour at the same dynamic
First the time signals of both pressures are pressures. The sensitivity of a limit cycle oscil-
presented at a low dynamic pressure (Q= 11 kPa) lation to dynamic pressure increasing beyond 20
where no sustained oscillations were present (Fig. kPa was already predicted by Dassault (Ref. 1),
12a). As can be observed, both pressure levels and is illustrated in figure 15b.
are nearly similar in magnitude, even with a
spoiler (60 deg). Finally the flutter behaviour of an FEI blanket is
At the same Mach number but at higher dynamic presented in figure 16. When applying suction of
pressures the shingle started to vibrate (Fig. 12b). the flow again minor differences in the character-
In this case, the upstream and downstream pres- istics are present (Fig. 16a). A spoiler has signi-
sures were affected by the vibrations of the ficant effects on the flutter behaviour resulting in
shingle. Remarkable is the similarity of the much higher damping factors at lower frequencies
shingle vibration (upper trace, Fig. 12b) and (Fig. 16b). In the supersonic speed regime, the
downstream pressure (lower trace) suggesting that effects in the boundary layer on the frequencies
the downstream pressure was fully dictated by the are less. The amount of damping appeared to be
shingle oscillations (Fig. 13a). high within the required Mach number range (with

or without a spoiler).
Processing to RMS values of the first natural fre-
quency components in the pressures (Ml and M2)
indeed revealed a difference of 10 dB or more 8 F I N A L REMARKS A N D
when sustained shingle vibrations occurred, which RECOMMENDATIONS
is shown in Fig. 13b. This figure shows a pres-
sure difference of at least 10 dB at a dynamic From point of view of verification of the aero-
pressure of 20 kPa, confirming the start of vibra- elastic and fatigue behaviour of different shingle
tions of the 0.7 mm shingle (as also shown in types, the various flutter tests in HST and SST
Fig. 15a). At a lower Mach number (M= 1.1) no have reached this scope. Nevertheless limitations
oscillations were detected and as a consequence in the generated boundary layer noise are still
only minor differences (< 10 dB) between the up- present due to a device like a spoiler.
stream and downstream pressures are present. Appropriate measurement techniques were applied
Thus, based on the present data, pressure moni- and the suggestion of DASA-RI to investigate the
toring seems to be an efficient means to adjust the possibility of pressure monitoring was carried out.
onset of (unstable) vibrations if the panel vibrates Pressures close to a panel, vibrating in an overall
in an overall mode. mode, can be used to define a "criterion" (10 dB)

for flutter onset based on the present data.
This procedure failed however, when shingle For future applications it is recommended to use
responses were only local (FEI blanket). An other means for noise generation in the boundary
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layer to fit in with the ESA requirements. With
that aim, a wind tunnel study is presently in
progress at NLR. In one of the test runs an
overall sound pressure level of 165 dB has
already been reached (Fig. 17).
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Fig, 2 Shingles used for flutter testing
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PARAMETER ESTIMATION METHODS FOR FLIGHT FLUTTER TESTING
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School of Engineering
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Manchester, M13 9PL, UK

1. SUMMARY therefore it is essential that damping is estimated as
This article presents a review and assessment of the accurately as possible.
various techniques that have been used to estimate
modal parameters from flight flutter test data. The The curve-fitting techniques used to provide estimates
relative advantages and disadvantages of the methods of frequencies, dampings (and sometimes mode shapes)
are examined, with particular emphasis being given to from flight flutter test data have generally been
their suitability for analysing flutter test data. The developed for modal analysis applications, such as
problems associated with analysing non-linear and ground vibration tests. However, there are substantial
aeroservoelastic test data are highlighted. Recent differences between the set-ups for tests performed on
advances in modal parameter identification are the ground as compared to those undertaken in the air.
considered in terms of their relevance to flight flutter Substantially fewer transducers are used for flight tests
testing. Finally, future requirements for the analysis of and there are often significant problems involved in
flight flutter test data are discussed. putting sufficient excitation energy into the airborne

structure over the frequencies of interest.
2. INTRODUCTION
Flight flutter testing is the critical part of the test A further important difference is that, in general, the
programme of any prototype aircraft [1-3]. No matter amount of noise corruption in a ground test is very
how much aerodynamic and structural analysis, and small and tends to consist of measurement noise. In
wind tunnel and ground vibration testing that has been flight flutter testing, however, there is often a
undertaken, there is always the possibility of some considerable noise content due to turbulence, which
unpredicted aeroelastic behaviour occurring. It is a passes through the system and therefore corrupts the
requirement to demonstrate that flutter does not occur measured responses in a different manner to that of
throughout the flight envelope, and civil aircraft measurement noise. Nevertheless, most parameter
manufacturers typically need to demonstrate a flutter estimation techniques are formulated to minimise some
free aircraft up to a speed of 1.2 times the design dive error function based on noise corrupting the output data
speed. A common feature of all flutter tests is that there sequences. The problem of turbulence along with the
is pressure to complete the test as quickly as possible, difficulties in exciting the aircraft, make the task of
however, due to the potentially catastrophic estimating accurate modal parameters less than
consequences of flutter, a safety first attitude to testing straightforward. It is essential to get as much energy
must be taken. Thus the ability to produce accurate into the structure as possible, as the resulting
frequency and damping values is crucial to the entire signal/noise ratios will be high and the task of
process, not only from the safety point of view, but estimating accurate modal parameters made easier.
also because having confidence in the estimated
parameters will enable the flight envelope to be cleared Most parameter identification methods are used with the
more quickly. assumptions that the modal parameters remain constant

throughout the duration of the test, and also that the
The classical sub-critical approach to flight flutter structure is linear. This first assumption can be difficult
testing is to: expand the flight envelope by performing to achieve where there are problems maintaining a
a vibration test at constant flight conditions, curve-fit steady flight condition, particularly towards the outer
the data to estimate frequencies and dampings and, plot edges of the flight envelope. The linearity assumption
the frequencies and dampings against flight speed or can also be a poor approximation in flight testing,
Mach number. The damping values are then particularly where there is an active control system in
extrapolated in order to determine whether it is safe to operation, or if there are non-linear effects, or even
proceed to the next test point. It is well known that the when the excitation is provided via a control surface.
damping is the most difficult parameter to estimate
accurately, as well as being the most sensitive to noise, In the aerospace industry, the most common approach
measurement errors, etc. Unfortunately the most critical to performing a ground test is to use phase resonance
parameter in flutter testing is the damping, and methods whereby the structure is excited at a particular

Paper presented at the Structures and Materials Panel Specialists' Meeting on "Advanced Aeroservoelastic Testing
and Data Analysis", held in Rotterdam, The Netherlands, from 8-10 May 1995, and published in CP-566.
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resonance frequency and the amplitudes of the inputs disadvantages will be discussed with particular emphasis
are tuned in some manner until a normal mode is on their suitability for analysing flight flutter test data.
obtained. However, the shaker and control requirements Some of the more recent advances in parameter
of such methods has meant they have not been estimation are considered in terms of their relevance to
considered suitable for flutter testing. Their use is flutter clearance, and suggestions are made for areas
currently being reassessed [4]. Another development in where further work is required.
this area is that of spatial filters [5], that are used to
extract the response of individual modes through the There has been little AGARD activity in this field since
manipulation of the responses to a number of inputs. A the papers by Koenig in 1983 [15,16] where different
common application of this principle is the addition and modal parameter estimation methods were compared on
subtraction of responses to remove symmetric or anti- flutter data from a civil aircraft. It was concluded that
symmetric modes. '..the state of the art of system identification methods

was insufficient for flutter testing.' This review paper,
So, it is usual to employ phase separation techniques and indeed the proceedings of which it is part, will
for flutter testing, and this is the category of analysis show how technology has advanced in twelve years,
methods concentrated upon in this work. The aircraft is and will consider whether modal parameter estimation
excited over the required range of frequencies using is now sufficient for flutter testing.
either a random, chirp or impulsive input, and the data
curve-fitted to estimate the modal parameters within 3. MODAL PARAMETER ESTIMATION
that frequency range. Parameter estimation, or system identification, methods

have been developed for use in a wide variety of
A number of comparisons of various parameter applications [28,29]. Essentially, a mathematical model
estimation techniques have been made over recent years relating inputs to outputs is taken, and data curve-fitted
on simulated and ground test data [6-12]. There is little in order to estimate the coefficients of the assumed
indication as to which are the best methods on complex model. For flight flutter testing, and vibration testing in
real structures as the truth is not known. One general, the input is a forcing term and acceleration
observation that can be made, however, is that generally taken as the measured output quantity.
engineers who have experience in using a particular test
or analysis method will produce more accurate modal It is assumed that controllability and observability are
parameter estimates that those who do not. The satisfied, ie. the modes of interest are adequately
comparative study on the Galileo Spacecraft [13] excited and that the measurement transducers are
demonstrated the problems that are involved. The positioned correctly to capture the response. The vast
investigators could not even agree on the number of majority of parameter estimation methods are intended
modes that were present, let alone what the correct for use on systems where linearity holds and also where
values of the frequencies and dampings were. It has the modal parameters of the system do not vary during
been suggested [9] that comparisons of various methods the data acquisition period. In the modal analysis
can be biased by the expertise of whoever is performing community it is considered superior to perform a
the test. Indeed, unbiased comparisons can sometimes 'global' curve-fit, simultaneously using data from a
be as hard to find as unbiased parameter estimates. number (often large) of shakers and transducers (a
There is a proposed round robin GARTEUR activity multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) approach). Such
starting in 1995 to compare the numerous excitation an approach is not recommended for flight testing, as
techniques and analysis methods available for ground there is a likelihood of there being a wide scatter of
vibration testing. damping, and even frequency, estimates between

individual transducers. Apart from the few studies
There are far fewer comparisons of modal parameter making use of mode shape information [30,31], the
estimation methods using flight flutter test data [14-18]. methods are all intended to be used in a single-irput
Reviews of the techniques used can be found in refs single-output (SISO) formulation.
[19-27]. The scarcity of comparisons is partly due to
the aerospace industry being extremely reluctant to The following sections are by no means an exhaustive
publish the results of any flutter analysis that has been survey of modal parameter estimation methods, but
performed. A consequence of this unwillingness is that review the techniques used for flutter testing in recent
there is still no clear indication as to which techniques years and discuss their relative merits. The interested
are most suitable for the analysis of flutter test data. reader is directed to refs [6-9,32]. Unless otherwise

stated, all of the methods are intended for use on
In this paper, parameter estimation techniques that have systems that are linear and time-invariant. The methods
been used by the aerospace industry for flutter are classified depending upon whether the curve-fit is
clearance will be reviewed. The relative merits and performed using frequency domain or time domain
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data, and also whether the fitted mathematical model dominate another mode to such an extent that only the
does not allow for interaction between modes (a single parameters of the dominant mode are estimated.
degree of freedom (SDOF) model) or makes allowance However, the use of such methods is still very
for coupled modes of vibration (a multiple degree of commonplace for flight flutter testing, particularly for
freedom (MDOF) model.) Notice that mention will only military aircraft, as they are easy to use, and also
been made regarding the accuracy of the parameter because the response of a mode that is close to flutter
estimates, rather than the confidence with which they will dominate the FRF and will be estimated quite
have been found. This topic is an area that needs to be accurately. On civil aircraft, where there is a much
addressed [33-37,17], particularly for the less greater likelihood of close modes due to engines, the
complicated estimation methods. use of such methods is not so common.

4. FREQUENCY DOMAIN METHODS A wide variety of different approaches to filter out each
The traditional approach to modal parameter estimation of the individual modes appear in the literature [44-
is to use methods based in the frequency domain. All 47,14,24]. Often a number of transformations between
the techniques can be related to the Kennedy and Pancu the time and frequency domain are required in order to
circle fitting method [38] developed in 1947. Generally, isolate all of the modes. This category of methods is
some form of the Frequency Response Function (FRF) very popular with aircraft manufacturers and research
is curve-fitted. It must be remembered that the establishments. Examples of its use can be found on the
calculation of the FRF is itself a parameter estimation F-16 [48,49], Schweizer Sailplane [48], CF-5 Transport
procedure [39] and random noise is removed through [50], Airbus A310 [15], Flll [51], X-31A [52], B1
the use of averaging. There are a wide variety of [53], the F-18 and other aircraft [47,54,55].
different possible approaches (eg, H1, H2, H_, HC)
[40,41,2] to estimate the FRF, each based on a 4.2 MDOF Frequency Domain Methods
different assumptions regarding noise corruption. Any In this category, the FRF is modelled as some form of
errors in the FRF estimation process will of course be rational fraction expansion that include contributions
passed onto the estimated modal parameters. from all of the modes. Therefore no problem arises

when close modes are analysed. As well as the
In flutter testing it can be difficult to produce smooth contribution of individual modes including complex
FRFs due to the levels of noise and also the relatively amplitude terms, upper and lower residuals should also
small amount of data that is obtained. Also, few be included to allow for modal behaviour outside the
averages can usually be taken, due to the difficulties of frequency range of interest. The majority of techniques
maintaining exactly the same flight condition. It has in this category [37,56-60] employ an iterative non-
been recommended [2] that the traditional H, estimate linear least squares curve-fit to the FRF model over the
is used although advanced methods such as the HC frequency range of interest. These methods require
estimate [42], which uses a third independent signal, initial frequency and damping estimates for the iterative
look promising. process and the convergence speed can be very

sensitive to the initial estimates. The alternative
When using parameter estimation methods, the engineer approach is to produce a linearised model and to find
has the choice of whether to use a simple SDOF the estimates using a direct procedure. Such methods
method or the more sophisticated MDOF methods. include the Rational Fraction Polynomial method [61]

and its improved implementation the Global Orthogonal
4.1 SDOF Frequency Domain Methods Polynomial [62,63] technique. The alternative approach
For a MDOF system with well separated modes, the used in the modal analysis field of isolating each SDOF
parameters of each mode on the FRF can be found by component by subtracting out the effect of the other
examining each circle on the Nyquist plot, or peak on modes on the FRF [64] appears to be seldom used for
the Bode plot, individually. It is usual to assume that flight flutter testing.
the damping is small enough so that the damped natural
frequency is the same as the natural frequency. The A number of techniques developed specifically for
damping values can be found from either the half power flutter testing applications fit into this category. The
points, or a number of points around the circle (or method developed by Nissim and Gilyard [65] uses a
peak), or by curve-fitting [43]. model that directly estimates the physical mass.,

stiffness and damping matrices in a similar manner to
The problems with using such methods is that the the Direct Parameter Estimation method [66,67]. A
mathematical model becomes invalid if the modes Maximum Likelihood approach has been developed [68-
becomes close (usually defined as the half-power 69] including both input (added to the input signals -
bandwidths overlapping) and poor damping estimates not turbulence) and measurement noise models.
will result. In the extreme case, one mode will Theoretically such an approach should provide the best
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statistical estimates of the parameters. However, there estimates if there is more than one mode in the
can be convergence problems when using such response even if the resonances are well separated. The
sophisticated methods on systems with low damping and Moving Block method [85,86] is often employed in the
high modal densities. An Instrumental Variables method helicopter industry. The Fourier Transform at the
that accounts for input noise through the structure is resonant frequency of successive 'blocks' of the
described in ref [70]. An alternative method [71,18] impulse response is calculated and the resulting straight
finds the spectra of an impulse taking the imperfect line fit leads to the damping estimate. It is possible to
impulse spectrum into account as well as accounting for employ the Moving Block method on MDOF data,
effects of close modes. however, no account is taken of coupling between the

modes, so errors will result as soon as the system
In the aerospace industry it is most popular to use the frequencies become close.
non-linear iterative curve-fit approach. MDOF
frequency domain techniques have been used to analyse The Log Dec method has been used to curve-fit the
flight flutter data from the F-16 [48], Airbus [72-74] , SDOF response from filtered FRFs .in a number of
the Mirage [75], BAe146 and BAe125 [76], Piaggio approaches [24]. The technique works well if the modes
P180 [77] and YF-17 [78]. A frequency domain version are separated. The Moving Block method appears
of the ML technique was employed on the DLC flap works well on simulated data [71] however, little use
system [79]. The rational fraction method was applied has been made on real flutter data.
to data from the Boeing YC-14 [80] and Y-12 [81], as
well as a frequency domain version of the instrumental 5.2 MDOF Time Domain Methods
variables technique [82]. Wind tunnel data from Curvefitting methods in this category model the impulse
various wing models has also been used to validate response as a summation of exponentially damped
some of these MDOF methods [56,83]. sinusoids. Often a least squares minimisation of a

difference equation representation relating the structural
5. TIME DOMAIN METHODS response at different time instants is used. This
Time domain parameter identification became feasible difference equation formulation gives rise to biased
with the development of the digital computer. Such estimates when the data is corrupted [87], the most
methods are based upon a time series representation of common remedy being to increase the number of modes
the system model, which can be related to the State in the fitted model. Although such an approach removes
Space model, often used in the Control field. Although most of the bias, the user then has to distinguish
it is possible to develop methods based upon a model between the system modes and the spurious modes
relating inputs and outputs, the modal analysis [88,89]. On real structures such as aircraft, this
community has tended to use methods that curve-fit the differentiation can be difficult, and a fair amount of
impulse response function calculated from either: the user interpretation is required in order to get the best
inverse Fourier Transform of the FRF, the time out of the methods.
response to an impulse, or generated from the response
to an unknown random input. There is a bewildering The Polyreference technique [90] is possibly the best
number of time domain system identification methods, known in the modal analysis field, and uses a MIMO
however, in general those used for modal analysis model. Its corresponding SIMO or SISO version is the
perform a single step least squares minimisation of a Least Squares Complex Exponential algorithm [91].
difference equation (autoregressive) model. A large The method follows a three stage procedure estimating:
number of mathematically rigorous time domain the coefficients of the difference equation, the
techniques exist in the Signal Processing [28,29] field frequencies and dampings, and finally the mode shapes.
however, the direct application of such methods to The final stage is most effectively undertaken in the
modal analysis or indeed flight flutter testing is fraught frequency domain. The Ibrahim Time Domain (ITD)
with difficulty due to high modal densities and low [92] technique was the method that generated the
damping values. One inherent problem with the use of interest in time domain system identification of modal
all time domain methods is that it is not possible to testing in the 1970s. An eigen problem is formulated
model residual effects directly, and the resulting from which the eigenvalues lead to the frequencies and
leakage errors due to filtering modes outside the dampings, whereas the eigenvectors give the mode
frequency range of interest can cause problems. shapes.

5.1 SDOF Time Domain Methods A similar approach, but based upon system realisation
Two time domain techniques exist for analysing SDOF theory, is the Eigensystem Realisation Algorithm [93].
impulse responses. The Logarithmic Decrement The main difference with the above two methods is that
technique [84] uses a single exponentially damped the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) is a
sinusoid model. The method will give incorrect fundamental element, and theoretically all of the
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spurious modes can be eliminated following inspection parameter estimation is to directly minimise the
of the resulting singular values. However, in practice, difference between the transient data and a summation
procedures to distinguish system modes from spurious of exponentially weighted sinusoids. The resulting
modes are still required. The Matrix Pencil method is techniques [108,109] are iterative, require starting
a comparable technique developed for flutter testing estimates of frequencies and dampings, and can be time
[94] and other similar methods can be found in refs consuming. The major advantage of such approaches is
[95,96]. that spurious modes are not required to obtain unbiased

estimates and the estimated frequencies and dampings
Rather than using an increased model size to reduce the are usually of a very high quality. Such methods have
bias on the estimates, an alternative approach is to been used to curvefit impulse responses from control
formulate the problem using terms that are not affected surface excitation of drones [109,110].
by any noise corruption. The Instrumental Variables
[28,29] technique is found in many guises ranging from 6. PARAMETER ESTIMATION USING
simple direct methods to very complicated iterative RESPONSES TO TURBULENCE
algorithms. The Correlation Fit (CF) method [97,87] is The difficulties and expense of installing excitation
one such approach that considers the curve fit in terms systems for flight flutter testing have often led aircraft
of the data correlations that are used. By using those manufacturers to try to extract frequency and damping
correlations that are uncorrupted, it is possible to find values using only the response to turbulence. Common
unbiased estimates. As the number of correlations used instances are the testing of light aircraft, and following
is arbitrary [87], unlike the least squares based minor structural modifications, including different
methods, a much smaller amount of model combinations of stores, where the flutter characteristics
overspecification is required than the least squares are not expected to change. There are a number of
based techniques. An early application of the Least significant problems with this process. Firstly, the
Squares and Correlation Fit methods was made using frequency content of the turbulence is unlikely to excite
Concorde data [14]. The Eigensystem Realisation a wide range of modes, and secondly, the analysis upon
Algorithm using Data Correlations (ERA/DC) [98] which the methods stand makes the assumption the
combines the philosophies of the ERA and CF methods turbulence is a Gaussian white sequence, which does
resulting in a mathematically rigorous technique that not occur in practice.
takes noise corruption into account. Both ERA and
ERA/DC methods have been used on stick jerk data of By far the most widely used technique to obtain a
the BAe146-300 [99] and the ITD method has been transient response from random response data is the
applied to flutter data from the space shuttle [100]. Random Decrement method developed by Cole [111].

It is often erroneously stated that the Random Dec
An alternative approach to the above methods is to try method provides estimates of the frequencies and
and model the noise by including noise terms. Such dampings, it does not. The technique is used to find a
approaches are very common in signal processing scaled impulse response. Frequently, single DOF time
[28,29] however they are generally applied to systems and frequency domain methods have then been used to
of a low order (= 1 or 2 modes) with very high find the modal parameters [24,112,113]. What has not
damping (= 50 % critical). The minimisation process often been recognised is that the Random Dec signature
then becomes non-linear and computationally intensive can be analyzed using any of the MDOF time domain
methods such as Maximum Likelihood and the methods. Examples of this approach are where the lTD
Extended Kalman Filter [71] must be used. Gruman method was used to find the modal parameters from
have devoted a lot of effort into using such techniques random decrement signatures on a number of aircraft
for flight flutter testing [17,101]. Initially a least [114,30].
squares method was employed [102], but this was
replaced by the Maximum Likelihood / Kalman Filter A number of other methods exist for estimating modal
type approaches on aircraft such as the F-14 and X29 parameters from the response to an unknown random
[103,17,104]. input [115-117]. The autocorrelation technique has been

shown to require much less data than the Random Dec
An implementation of an ARMA model relating technique. Other approaches include the Maximum
measured input to output is described in ref [105]. The Entropy Algorithm [118] which uses a least squares
technique employs a so-called 'backwards model' [106] based algorithm and is often used to find the auto-
that helps the differentiation between system and spectrum, although frequencies and dampings can be
spurious modes. This approach can be used for the calculated using the estimated auto-regressive
analysis of impulse response data as well [107]. coefficients. An approach to deal with a coloured

random input is described in ref [119].
One further approach to MDOF time domain modal
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Gruman have used some of their advanced MDOF time random contribution does not have to be averaged out.
domain algorithms to tackle the problem of obtaining Recent investigations have involved the development of
modal parameters from the response to unknown the Discrete Modal Filter in an on-line formulation
random excitation [17,104]. [136,137] and an on-line estimate of the system stability

using the envelope function [131]. It is somewhat
7. FLUTTER PREDICTION surprising that little work appears to have been devoted
A number of techniques exist to estimate the speed at to developing the approach of Walker et al [138-139]
which the onset of flutter occurs. The classic flutter whose methods produce direct on-line estimates of
margin approach [120] tracks a function based upon the frequency and damping rather than requiring further
estimated frequency and damping values of the two manipulation of the AR coefficients. One recent area of
modes involved (known a-priori). An extension of this research interest applicable to time varying parameter
method [121,122] for the trinary flutter case has been identification is the use of Time-Frequency methods
shown to be superior on data from certain aircraft. A [140].
different approach [56,65] involves taking
measurements from at least two flight cases so that an The requirement for on-line estimation techniques is
estimate of the aerodynamics as well as the structural likely to increase in future years, however, the
response can be made, and then the critical flutter speed difficulties that have to be overcome in order to identify
is estimated. The bi-spectrum method has also been accurately lightly damped, time varying systems with
used for this application [123]. The accuracy of these high modal densities from noisy data are considerable.
methods depends on how well the parameter estimates
have been found. 9. NON-LINEARITIES AND

AEROSERVOELASTICITY
A further technique is to monitor the system stability. The presence of structural and aerodynamic non-
Either Jury's stability criterion [124,125], or the linearities can have a major effect on flutter behaviour
envelope of the impulse response [126], is estimated [141-151]. Currently, where a linear approach is
and the resulting function plotted against speed or Mach usually adopted, non-linearities would often appear to
number and extrapolated. The advantage of this type of be a convenient explanation for unpredicted aeroelastic
method is that the individual modes do not have to be behaviour . Structural phenomena of interest include
estimated, however, they should be used in addition to, friction (joints or hydraulic control actuators), backlash
rather than instead of, the parameter estimation or free-play (control linkages), impact (physical limits
techniques described above, of vibration) and hardening stiffness (stores attachment)

whereas non-linear aerodynamic effects involve
8. TIME VARYING SYSTEMS quadratic aerodynamic damping, apparent damping in
On-line, or recursive, parameter estimation methods are the transonic region, shock and flow separation effects.
used to identify systems with time-varying parameters Non-linearities can result in unpredicted coupling
[127,128]. Such an approach is attractive to the flutter between modes due to frequency addition or subtraction
test engineer due to the difficulties sometimes effects, asymmetries in the modes affecting the flutter
experienced in maintaining a steady flight condition, or speed, apparent damping, chaos, non-harmonic
even for the tracking of frequencies and dampings over response, limit cycles as well as flutter. Variations in
varying flight speeds or altitudes. Such techniques are frequencies and dampings are often found for the same
formulated in the time domain. The alternative off-line flight case with excitation from different sources
approach of dividing up the time data into small [152,49], and this can be explained by non-linearities.
segments, and assuming that the modal parameters The non-linear aerodynamic effects are particularly
remain constant over each segment is not considered difficult to predict, for instance there can be problems
advisable; however such an approach has been applied distinguishing between unpredicted limit cycle
to space shuttle data using the Maximum Entropy oscillations and classical mild flutter [150].
algorithm [129] and also a drone aircraft [130].

Aeroservoelasticity (ASE) [152-157] involves the
A few investigations have been undertaken to track interaction of the flexible structure, aerodynamic forces
modal parameters using on-line techniques on data from and the flight control system [153]. This interaction
the F-16, X-29A [48]. Most work in this area has been tends to result in non-linear behaviour which can be
concentrated on using either Autoregressive (AR) or difficult to predict, particularly when the frequencies of
Autoregressive Moving Average (ARMA) models to the control law are close to those of the aircraft. For
detect on-line estimates for turbulence input [131-135]. example, the E6 aircraft suffered a partial loss of the
Such techniques can also be used for a measured tail even though the linear ASE analysis did not predict
forcing signal and the ability to track modal parameter a flutter problem [158]. Additional non-linearities added
changes is then improved greatly as the unknown to those discussed above include: non-linearities in the
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control laws, time delays due to signal processing, an 0 Application of phase resonance methods to
increase of free-play and hysteresis, resolution used for flutter testing
the digital feedback and unsteady airloads acting on the 0 Non-linear estimation methods
control surfaces. 0 On-line estimation methods

* Benchmark sets of linear, non-linear and time
In the modal community there has been a large amount varying flutter test data to be developed and
of research in recent years devoted to developing made readily available to researchers working
techniques for the detection, quantification and in these fields
modelling of non-linearities [159,160]. The reader is
referred to methods such as: the Hilbert Transform Further developments in the Signal Processing and
[161] and Corehence [1621 used primarily to detect the Modal Analysis fields eg, Time-Frequency Methods and
presence of non-linearities, higher order FRFs[163] and Neural Networks, should be monitored to determine
Volterra Series[164] that model non-linear systems their suitability for flutter testing applications.
completely, restoring force surfaces[165] that are
particularly useful for dealing with systems not easily 11. CONCLUSIONS
modeled by polynomials (eg, backlash) and also Since Koenig's work in 1983, the use of modal
determining what type of non-linearity is present, parameter estimation methods has increased
NARMAX models[166] that are very similar to the tremendously world-wide. However, the use of the
time domain AR and ARMA methods but with extra more advanced methods by the aerospace industry is
terms included to model the non-linearities, and higher still limited. It is by no means clear whether these more
order spectral analysis[167] which is particularly useful sophisticated techniques are superior for flutter testing,
for the case where the input is not measured. One given the poor quality of the data that can occur. Non-
significant difficulty in using such methods is their linear parameter estimation in particular needs to be
sensitivity to noise. developed to a level so that aeroservoelastic systems

can be identified accurately with confidence.
There has been little application of such techniques to
analyse non-linear flutter data, and usually a linearised The state of the art of linear modal analysis is certainly
approach is used. Exceptions to this rule include the use more practised, and indeed better, than it was twelve
of the bi-spectrum [168] and the Hilbert transform years ago. However, due to the scatter of estimates still
[169,150]. The number of different flight cases that found from the analysis of flutter test data, it is still
have to be considered increases quite dramatically with impossible to say that modal parameter estimation is
the use of active control technology. Also, smart now sufficient for flutter testing. It is recommended that
structures technology is expected to play a much greater the following exercises are undertaken:
role in the future, increasing the need for accurate non- 0 a survey to establish which analysis methods
linear parameter estimation techniques. and excitation methods are actually used

world-wide
Further work is required in this area. Indeed, it has 0 a round robin exercise to identify modal
been stated recently that ..'the inability to detect parameters on real flight flutter data sets
nonlinear behaviour ... is a deficiency of major involving as many different investigators and
significance and a grave source of concern ... ' [170]. analysis techniques as possible.
The ability to make the methods robust in the presence
of noise, especially those methods used to identify some 12. ACKNOWLEDGMENT
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CF-18 Flight Flutter Test (FFT) Techniques

M.Dickinson
Department 775

Canadair Administrative Center
400 Cote Vertu Road West

Dorval Quebec H4S 1Y9
Canada

SUMMARY has involved the CE-133 (T-Bird), CF-5, and
CF-18 aircraft. The flight flutter test pro-

The paper describes Canadair's role in the grams are flown from AETE Cold Lake Alberta,
flight flutter testing of the CF-18 aircraft and are a partnership between Canadair and
for the Canadian Forces. The flight test AETE. Canadair's CF-18 FFT responsibilities
programs are flown from AETE Cold Lake are typically; (a) pre-flight flutter analy-
Alberta, and are a partnership between Cana- sis predictions; (b) FFT plan; (c) safe
dair and AETE. The 1992 category II 480 gal- flight envelope expansion; (d) post-flight
lon EFT FFT program is used as a detailed data reduction; and (e) FFT report (includ-
example of this Canadair role. The paper ing any flutter clearance recommendations).
emphasizes the FFT techniques currently
employed, and the difficulties encountered FLIGHT TEST FACILITIES
due to non-linear modal behaviour and a
transonic EFT buffet condition. The test AETE's CF-18 FFT facilities provide for
program marked the first FFT application of real-time data monitoring and post-flight
AETE's LMS frequency analysis system. The data reduction. The aircraft is excited
paper describes the user programs developed through the primary flight control systems.
to tailor and automate this system for CF-18 The FECU is capable of generating a range of
FFT use. The programs are written in the LMS control surface (aileron, stabilator, or
UPA language and were largely developed as rudder) inputs. Up to 15 pre-programed
the FFT program progressed. The results from inputs can be stored in memory. These pro-
two separate FFT data reduction techniques grams specify; (a) the type of excitation
(dwell-decay PSD, and FRF / MLE curvefit- (random, or sinusoidal .sweep / dwell); (b)
ting) are directly compared with the pre- the selected control surfaces; (c) the phas-
flight FEM predictions. The differences in ing (symmetric or antisymmetric); (d) the
the two sets of FFT results are explained by oscillatory amplitude; (e) the DC bias; and
studying a simple Log-Dec analysis of a (f) the frequency range or time duration. NB
response decay. The wing / store flutter flight test pro-

grams employ aileron excitation. The air-
LIST OF SYMBOLS frame response to the FECU excitation is

measured by 12 wing strain gauges and vari-
ADC Analogue to Digital Converter ous fuselage / under wing store accelerome-
AETE Aerospace Engineering Test ters.

Establishment
AIM-9 Sidewinder Air-to-Air Guided The FTCR and test aircraft are in constant

Missile radio communication and data telemetry link
AOBSPIT Antisymmetric Outboard Store Pitch throughout a flutter mission. The telemetry
AWlB Antisyrmmetric Wing First Bending data is rebroadcast from the PLER tracking
A0  Initial Decay Amplitude station. The data is displayed in the FTCR
AN Decay Amplitude after N cycles on various strip chart recorders and digital
d, Damping of Mode 1 (1/sec) displays. The data is also recorded on two
d2 Damping of Mode 2 (1/sec) magnetic tapes (one on-board the test air-
EAS Equivalent Airspeed craft and a second in the FTCR).
EFT External Fuel Tank
FECU Flutter Exciter Control Unit The post-flight data reduction uses LMS fre-
FEM Finite Element Model quency analysis software installed on a HP
FFT Flight Flutter Test 9000 series 375 workstation. AETE's copy of
FM Flutter Margin LMS is currently at version 2.8 (ie., pre-
FRF Frequency Response Function windows). The HP / LMS system is connected
FTCR Flight Test Control Room to the FTCR data stream via a 40 channel
GVT Ground Vibration Test DIFA Scadas ADC. Typically, 16 channels of
HP Hewlett Packard data are acquired real-time using the FTCR
LMS Leuven Measurement Systems lissajous displays inputs. NB If this real-
MLE Maximum Likelihood Estimator time data acquisition is successful, an ini-
N Number of Cycles tial cut at the test point modal data can
PLER Primrose Lake Evaluation Range often be presented at the post-flight brief-
PSD Power Spectral Density ing.
q Aerodynamic Pressure (psi)
UPA User Programing and Acquisition FLIGHT TEST PROCEDURES
wI Frequency of Mode 1 (rads/sec)
W2 Frequency of Mode 2 (rads/sec) Flight flutter testing should be viewed as

involving an inherent element of danger. The
BACKGROUND flight test procedures must be first and

foremost concerned with flight safety. The
Canadair has been providing flutter analysis most critical portion of the test program is
and test support to the Canadian Forces for the acceleration from a currently cleared
over 25 years. In recent years, this support EAS to the next test point. It is important

Paper presented at the Structures and Materials Panel Specialists' Meeting on "Advanced Aeroservoelastic Testing
and Data Analysis", held in Rotterdam, The Netherlands, from 8-10 May 1995, and published in CP-566.
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to assess the critical flutter mode damping ters) with a 100 Hz sample rate (ie., 16
during these EAS accelerations. This is times a 16384 channel blocksize). The suite
often done with stick-rap inputs. The CF-18 of programs is controlled by an executive
flight flutter testing employs a Program 15 program stack, which can be accessed by the
test point build-up technique. Here, a 1 command upa stack in the Fourier Monitor.
second dwell at the critical flutter fre- The programing currently provides the fol-
quency is placed in Program 15 of FECU mem- lowing analysis capabilities:-
ory (as this last FECU program can be
repeatedly executed by the pilot without 1 Aileron Inputs
cycling thru the other programs). The criti- 2 Time History Play-Back
cal flutter modes can thus be readily 3 Log-Dec
excited during the test point accelerations. 4 PSD
Each dwell is CLEARED by the lead flutter 5 Automated PSD
engineer in the FTCR. A qualitative check on 6 FRF Generation
the critical flutter mode damping can thus 7 MLE FRF Curvefitter
be obtained at 4 or 5 second intervals 8 Flutter Margin Prediction

The CF-18 flight flutter testing is typi- Each capability is described in turn. The
cally performed without a pre-flight GVT. Aileron Inputs program is the key to auto-
The under wing store to pylon swaybraces are mating the data reduction. This program
manually tightened to remove all perceptible searches through the aileron motion sensor
free-play. The initial flight is used to time histories to find the FECU excitation
establish the flight test procedures and the inputs. The program can distinguish between
low speed modal data (in lieu of a pre- symmetric and antisymmetric aileron sweeps
flight GVT). The straight-and-level flight and dwells. Figure 1 presents a typical out-
test points are then flown in order of put from the program. Each line summarizes
increasing dynamic pressure (ie., EAS). The an aileron input. These summaries give the
test points are typically grouped at con- symmetry, the type of excitation (sweep or
stant Mach No's (say, .75 and .95) to allow dwell), the frequency or frequency range,
for flutter margin extrapolations (Ref 1). A the start record, the end record, and the
series of demonstration dives then explore time duration. This data is displayed to the
the supersonic regime. user and stored internally as program vari-

ables.
The capability of the FECU to apply a DC
bias to the ailerons is of particular inter- The Time History Play-Back program simply
est. It appears that this was originally allows the user to easily replay any section
incorporated into the FECU to accommodate of a THROUGHPUT time history session. The
free-play in the ailerons themselves. Early user simply enters the blocksize and start
CF-18 flight flutter testing revealed that time. The data is displayed with the Figure
the outer wing panels are aerodynamically 2 static display format.
unloaded in certain flight regimes, and that
this can lead to wing fold hinge free-play The Log-Dec program performs a logarithmic
problems. A judicious choice of aileron bias decrement analysis on selected dwell-decay
can thus pre-load the outer wing and mini- time history channels. If the wing strain
mize this problem. The current flight test gauges are selected, the program analyses a
technique is to use positive (trailing edge left hand wing channel, the corresponding
down) aileron bias at low speeds, and nega- right hand wing channel, and a symmetry
tive (trailing edge up) bias at high speeds, enhancement (say, LHS-RHS). The program

actually performs several log-dec analyses
LMS UPA PROGRAMS per channel; estimating the modal frequency

and damping based on 1 cycle of decay, 2
A suite of LMS UPA programs has been written cycles, ... up to a maximum of 10 cycles.
to tailor and automate the LMS software for The frequency is simply estimated from the
CF-18 FFT use. The programing is quite time between cycles, and the damping from:-
extensive with around 25 programs or subrou-
tines and 20 display or plot files. The pro-
grams operate on LMS THROUGHPUT ACQUISITION 1 ,A 0
time history sessions. These sessions typi- Damping(G) = -in
cally contain 164 seconds of time data for Nnt
16 channels (2 aileron motion sensors, 12 where, (over N cycles), the amplitude decays
wing strain gauges, and 2 store accelerome- from A0 to AN.

A-Sweep 5.0->12.0 Hz - Records: 196 to 2578 (23.82)
A-Sweep 5.0->12.0 Hz - Records: 2690 to 5074 (23.84)
A-Dwell 8.0 Hz - Records: 5420 to 5728 (3.08)
A-Dwell 8.2 Hz - Records: 6106 to 6412 (3.06)
A-Dwell 8.4 Hz - Records: 6916 to 7228 (3.12)
A-Dwell 8.6 Hz - Records: 7628 to 7936 (3.08)
A-Dwell 8.8 Hz - Records: 8344 to 8652 (3.08)
A-Dwell 9.0 Hz - Records: 9030 to 9336 (3.06)
A-Dwell 9.2 Hz - Records: 9736 to 10044 (3.08)
A-Dwell 9.4 Hz - Records: 10404 to 10708 (3.04)

Figure 1 Aileron Inputs - Typical Output Statistics
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Figure2 Time History Play Back- 8.4 Hz Dwell-Decay.

Note that, parabolic interpolation of the ment. Several PSD analyses are performed per
decay cycle peaks and troughs is performed channel; based on different lengths of the
to improve the accuracy of the analysis. time decay (typically, 1.0 (0.2) 2.0 sec-
Clearly, this log-dec technique is mainly of onds). A frequency resolution of .01 Hz is
use if a response channel (or a linear com- obtained by using a 8192 byte analysis
bination of response channels) can be found blocksize. The peak frequency record and two
where the dwell-decay is essentially in a adjacent records are parabolically interpo-
single mode. Indeed, Canadair has occasion- lated to give additional peak frequency
ally set-up modal enhancement factors based accuracy. The half power point damping cal-
on GVT mode shape data (spatial filtering). culation is split into upper and lower damp-
The program summarizes the analysis results ing estimates. The half power point
in the Figure 3 plot file format, frequencies are linearly interpolated

between adjacent frequency records. NB Sepa-
The PSD program performs a power spectral rate upper and lower damping estimates can
density analysis on selected dwell-decay be very useful when two closely spaced modes
time history channels. The program is the are present in the decay. The analysis
frequency domain counterpart of the Log-Dec results are summarized in the Figure 4 plot
program. Again, if the wing strain gauges file format. The six curves are distin-
are selected, the program analyses a left guished by a maximum amplitude calculation
hand wing channel, the corresponding right (normalized to unity).
hand wing channel, and a symmetry enhance-
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Mid Wing Bending Strain Gauges (LHS-RHS)

+2.0350 I I I. ... Lo9g-Dec Rnalysis

Frequency Damping

Cycles Rmplitude (Hz) (G)

1 4.648-3.300 8.47 0.109

2 4.648-2.300 8.51 0.112

3 4.848-1.846 8.52 0.110

4 4.648-1.270 8.57 0.103
Real 5 4.648-1.014 8.51 0.09?

6 4.648-0.790 8.63 0.094

? 4.648-0.623 8.67 0.091
8 4.648-80.525 8.71 0.0187

9 4.6148-0.448 8.69 0.083

10 4.648-0.390 8.71 0.079

configd~t

Start Time: 72.28 secs

--2,23. Date: 95-03-02
000 e~e6 e2.5000 Time: 08:43:4

Figure 3 Log-Dec Analysis - 8.4 Hz Dwell-Decay

Mid Wing Bending Strain Gauges (LHS-RHS)

+47.814u ,-PSD Analysis

Decay

Time Freq Damping (G) Max

(secs) (Hz) Lowter Upper Rmp

1.0 8.62 0.127 0.118 0.81

1.2 8.66 0.114 0.101 0.88

Rmp 1.4 8.68 0.104 0.090 0.93

1.6 8.70 0.101 0.082 0.96

1.8 8.70 0.097 0.078 0.98
V2

2.0 8.70 0.094 0,076 1.00

conigdlt

Start Time: 72.28 secs

Peak Freq Search: 8.0 - 9.0 Hz

+3.31E-0 Date : 9:5-03-02
3.0000 Hz 12.000 Time: 08:37:21

Figure 4 PSD Analysis - 8.4 Hz Dwell-Decay
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The Automated PSD program is very similar to 14 FRF's. The user specifies the frequency
the PSD program. Both programs share common range and number of modes. Modal frequency
analysis subroutines (eg., peak frequency and damping estimates are produced. The Fig-
and half power point damping calculation). ure 6 plot file summary can be obtained for
The additional automation allows the analy- each FRF. The curvefit is superimposed on
sis of up to six dwell decays; giving the the FRF.
symmetry enhancement of all six wing strain
gauge pairs (ie., a 6 by 6 analysis matrix). The Flutter Margin Prediction program
The decay time and peak frequency search applies the Ref 1 flutter onset prediction
range can be specified by the user. The equations to the sub-critical flight test
analysis results are summarized in the Fig- modal frequency and damping trends. The
ure 5 plot file format (one plot for each method assumes a binary flutter mechanism
wing strain gauge pair). and constant Mach flight test data. The fol-

lowing FM equation is obtained by applying
The FRF Generation program calculates 14 the Routh stability criterion to the charac-
FRF's based on the Hv estimator with Hamming teristic equation of the system:-
windowing. The FRF's are the 14 response
channels with respect to the left hand aile-
ron motion sensor. The FRF's are calculated 2 2 2 .2
for aileron sinusoidal sweep excitation w2-wl -(typically, two 24 second back-to-back FMF(1) = 2 +-+
sweeps). The user specifies the analysis

blocksize (say 1024), number of averages
(say 9), overlap (say 50%), and start time.
The resulting FRF's typically have a .1 Hz
frequency resolution. NB It is important to
overlap the FRF's in order to maximize the 2 2 2-1
test point data. 4dl2 +21 d + all

The MLE FRF Curvefitter program applies a F =2V

maximum likelihood estimator (Ref 2) to the
FRF's. This frequency domain (single input /
single output) curvefitter is applied to all

Mid Wing Bending Strain Gauges (LHS-RHS)

+47.082u 0 i ....

yE -
V2• -

4+6.2E-O8 2E 0

3.0000 Hz 12.000

Dwell Frequency 8.0 8.2 8.4 8.8 8.8 9.0 Hz LJ1 1-LMI 1
Decay Time 1.B 1.80 1.80 1.80 1.88 1.80 secs 3.0->12.0 Hz

Peak Frequency 8.73 8.75 8.70 8.73 8.71 8.78 Hz

Lower Damping O.081 0.097 0.097 0.107 0.135 0.179 G

Upper Damping 0.077 0.079 0.078 0.084 0.084 0.083 G 95-02-15

Max Hmplitude 0.651 0.859 1.000 0.973 0.671 0.391 Norm 14:41:03

Figure 5 Automated PSD Analysis - 8.0 to 9.0 Hz Dwell-Decays
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Left Hand Mid Wing Torsion Strain Gauge

+150.0 _-"_ MLE Curvefitter

Phase 2 Mode Search: 7.91-> 9.57 Hz

deg
__ 2 Mode Found:

-120.00
+ I Freqcuency Damping

* (Hz) (G)

1 8.23 0. 102

mp .2 . 11 0.074

configbit

Date: 95-02-16

+1S. 550m _T_5?

5.0.00 Hz i Time: 07.

Figure 6 MLE FRF Curvefitter

bombs). Both configurations exhibit the
established CF-18 8.5 Hz antisymmetric flut-
ter mechanism; where the AWIB and AOBSPIT

2 a 2 modes (at around 8 and 9 Hz, respectively)F-di w2 - d2+dl couple in a binary wing / store flutter
FM(3) = Ld,+d x +2rjJ2 mechanism. The more critical Mk-83 configu-

ration was flight tested at three EFT fuel

states (25, 50, and 100% full). The remain-
der of the paper describes the Mk-83 flight

FM =FM(1) +FM(2) -FM(3) testing in some detail.

Ten flights were required to complete the
Mk-83 testing. Thirty-six test points (ie.,

The Ref 1 paper calls for a parabolic twelve per EFT fuel state) were flown. The
extrapolation of FM against q. The predicted aileron bias was switched from +5 to -5
flutter onset speed is at FM = 0. Subsequent degrees following test point #5 (of 12) in
Canadair work has shown that this method is order to minimize the wing fold hinge free-
quite sensitive to errors (or uncertainty) play problems. The safety-chase aircraft
in the frequency data. This is particularly video-taped the flight #10 test point fly-
true when the two modes are quite close ing. The tape confirmed that the 480 gallon
together. It is thus generally accepted that EFT's exhibit a strong transonic buffet con-
a least squares linear extrapolation of FM dition (EFT shock-waves, flapping main land-
against EAS (or q) gives a more reliable ing gear doors, etc). Indeed, the test
estimate of the flutter onset speed. The LMS aircraft lost a small fuselage access panel
program currently employs a linear extrapo- and experienced main landing gear door dam-
lation against EAS. The results are pre- age, as a result of the flight. It was later
sented in the Figure 7 plot file format, concluded that the fuselage damage was exac-

erbated by the removal of the centerline 330
CATEGORY 11 480 GALLON EFT FFT DATA gallon EFT for this flight.

The 1992 category II 480 gallon EFT FFT pro- Figure 8 presents the flight test modal fre-
gram assessed the flutter stability of the quency and damping trends from the Mk-83
CF-18 aircraft with 480 gallon EFT's on the testing with 100% full EFT's. The results
inboard wing pylons and the AIM-9 wing tip from two separate data reduction techniques
missiles off. Two outboard store loading (dwell-decay PSD, and FRF / MLE curvefit-
configurations were flown (symmetric car- ting) are shown. The FFT data is directly
riage of single Mk-82, and single Mk-83 compared with the pre-flight FEM predictions
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Flutter Magin Prediction

Least Squares Linear v EAS

PSD Data Reduction

Input File: margin/test.psd

Mode 1 Mode 2
Freq Damp Freq Damp Veas 0 FM

# Hz G Hz G kts psi %

1 8.75 0.094 10.36 0.089 572 7.70 100.0
Real 2 8.22 0.099 10.13 0.092 591 8.22 125.1

3 8.82 0.086 9.90 0.077 611 8.78 83.9

4 8.89 0.069 9.93 0.083 631 9.37 58.4

5 8.59 0.087 9.99 0,078 642 9.69 74.2

6 8.61 0.092 9.92 0.081 852 10.00 68.3

7 8.69 0.081 9.84 0.086 662 10.31 55.4

8 8.689 0.104 9.92 0.081 673 10.65 65.5

Flutter Onset Speed: 781 kts ERS

+0.0000 L I II I, I Date: 95-02-21

500.00 800.03 Time: 13:50:02

Figure 7 Flutter Margin Prediction - Example Test Case

(G=.05 structural damping). Test points 1 to the antisymmetric enhancement of the left
4 are at a moderate Mach number, while 5 to and right hand mid wing bending strain gauge
12 cover a higher Mach. The modal trend channels is presented as Figure 3. The decay
plots have therefore been left unconnected is essentially in a single mode (AWlB). The
between test points 4 and 5. The results modal frequency and damping estimates vary
from the two FFT data reduction techniques (from cycle to cycle) in a fairly monotonic
are quite different and deserve further dis- fashion. The initial decay frequency is
cussion. The dwell-decay PSD analysis capa- quite low with high modal damping (8.47 Hz /
bility was programed early in the flight G=.109). After 10 cycles, the average decay
test program, and thus became the routine frequency is 8.71 Hz with G=.079 damping
post-flight data reduction tool. The FRF / (ie., a modal frequency shift of 0.24 Hz and
MLE curvefitting capability was programed a damping reduction of G=. 03). Figures 4 and
later during the normal down-time between 5 present the corresponding PSD analyses.
flights. It soon became apparent that the Here, the modal non-linearity is not quite
FRF / MLE analyses produced lower modal fre- as evident, as all the analyses include at
quency estimates. It was thus decided to least 1 second of decay (ie., at least 8
separate the two analyses, so that the flut- cycles). Indeed, the post-flight PSD analy-
ter margin predictions would not be cor- ses were typically based on 1.5 to 2.0 sec-
rupted by these arbitrary frequency shifts. onds of decay. The PSD modal frequency
NB The final FFT report used the dwell-decay estimates are thus close to the 10 cycle
PSD results to set the recommended clearance Log-Dec results, and can be characterized as
envelopes. low amplitude values. NB It is important not

to overly truncate the decay signal as the
The reason for the different modal frequency resulting PSD modal damping estimates will
estimates became apparent fairly recently be artificially high. Finally, the Figure 5
when the Log-Dec capability demonstrated the FRF / MLE analysis of the left hand mid wing
full extent of the non-linear modal behav- torsion strain gauge response to the 2 anti-
iour. Figures 1-6 of the paper actually symmetric sweeps gives quite low frequency
present test point #1 data from the Mk-83 and high damping estimates for both modes
100% full EFT testing. Figure 1 gives the (AWIB and AOBSPIT). The FRF / MLE modal
test point excitation; two 5-12 Hz antisym- estimates are thus close to the 1 cycle Log-
metric sweeps, followed by eight 3 second Dec results, and can be characterized as
antisymmetric dwells (8.0 (0.2) 9.4 Hz). high amplitude values.
Figure 2 presents the 8.4 Hz dwell-decay
time history data. The Log-Dec analysis of
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Mk-83's Outboard - 100% Full EFT's

MODERATE MACH HIGHER MACH
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Figure 8 Category 11 480 gallon EFT - Modal Trend Pilots
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CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions are drawn:-

1. A suite of LMS UPA programs has been
developed to tailor and automate the LMS
frequency analysis system for CF-18 FFT use.
The programs currently provide the following
analysis capabilities; (1) aileron inputs;
(2) time history play-back; (3) Log-Dec; (4)
PSD; (5) automated PSD; (6) FRF generation;
(7) MLE FRF curvefitter; and (8) flutter
margin prediction.

2. The CF-18 FFT modal data is quite non-
linear. The modal frequency and damping val-
ues vary with amplitude. For high ampli-
tudes, the modal frequencies are low and the
modal dampings high. As the amplitude
decreases, the modal frequency increases and
the modal damping decreases. For closely
spaced flutter modes, these frequency shifts
can become significant compared with the
actual frequency separation of the modes. In
these situations, it is extremely important
to use consistent flight test data reduction
techniques. This is particularly true, if
the Ref 1 flutter margin equations are used
to extrapolate the modal frequency and damp-
ing trends to a predicted flutter onset
speed.
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A MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD PARAMETER ESTIMATION TECHNIQUE TO ANALYSE MULTIPLE INPUT/
MULTIPLE OUTPUT FLUTTER TEST DATA

H. Van der Auweraer P. Guillaume
LMS International Vrije Universiteit Brussels
Interleuvenlaan 68 Pleinlaan 2

3001 Leuven B-1040 Brussels
BELGIUM BELGIUM

INTRODUCTION Since atmospheric turbulence is always present even when
using artificial excitation, these FRF data will always be

To analyse aircraft flutter characteristics, resonance contaminated by a large amount of noise, and robust

frequencies and damping ratios of the appropriate flight estimators for extracting the system model parameters are

vibration degrees of freedom must be measured at various required.

wind-tunnel or flight test conditions within the flight
envelope. Although an aircraft in principle has a large In addition, both for safety and economical reasons, one does
(infinite) number of degrees of freedom, there are usually not always have the possibility of taking long data records.
only a limited number (two or three) that contribute When this situation arises, the auto-, and cross-power
significantly to the particular flutter mechanism and, averaging and subsequent FRF estimation cannot be
consequently, only these modes need to be tracked as a performed, requiring that the parameter extraction process
function of the flight conditions. [1]. should start from the raw, unaveraged frequency spectra of

excitation and response signals. This not only puts further

The actual flutter test can be performed with or without demands on the robustness of the parameter extraction

artificial excitation. In the latter case, the structural algorithms, but it also implies that the estimation methods
excitation from atmospheric turbulence is used to analyse the must have this specific capability of starting from

dynamic behaviour. In the former case, the structural unprocessed frequency spectra.

excitation can be applied, for example, through inertial
shakers, aerodynamic vanes, or with control surfaces, stick- MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD ESTIMATION
jerks, or explosive bonkers. It is important to note that with
some of these methods, the excitation (force) signal is often It is recognised that maximum likelihood (ML) parameter
not available as a measured signal. identification techniques have the potential to provide a

significant breakthrough in flight flutter test analysis [5]. In
In the case of using stick jerks or bonkers, the excitation ref. [6], the applicability of a single input-single output
signal type is intrinsically transient. In other cases, random, (SISO) maximum likelihood estimator (MLE) in the
sine sweeps or sine dwells may also be applied. With frequency domain, which takes into account the disturbing
excitation from atmospheric turbulence, a white noise noise on the input as well as on the output, has been
random excitation signal is assumed. An overview of a demonstrated. It was shown that, compared with methods
number of these techniques can be found [2,3,4]. which only consider the output noise, there is a considerable

gain in accuracy, especially when the measurements are very
The variety in testing and data acquisition methods also noisy. Moreover, the convergence is excellent and there is a
implies that the way to process and analyse data is highly significant reduction in the calculation time compared to the
dependent on the nature of these data (Fig. 1). Markov estimator. In addition, the method is capable to start

directly from the raw input/output spectra instead of FRFs,
The present paper will further focus on the class of methods and it allows to generate confidence limits for the obtained
where artificial excitation is applied and the forcing signals modal parameters.
are measurable.

Thus, the two conflicting requirements of flight flutter tests,
In this case, both excitation and response signals can be namely maximal reliability and in minimal time, are well
transformed into the Fourier domain. This is generally done satisfied by the proposed method. A limiting factor, however,
through the application of the Discrete Fourier transform, remains the restriction to the SISO case. It is generally
When sufficiently long data segments can be observed, the known that the positioning of the shaker and the response
data can be reduced to a set of auto-, and cross-power transducer plays an important role in the determination of the
functions by means of overlapped segment averaging. From modal parameters of a mechanical structure. If either the
these data, Frequency Response Functions can be estimated excitation or the response co-ordinates happen to coincide
between the forcing excitation functions and the induced with a node for one of the modes, then that mode will not
acceleration responses. appear as a resonance on the frequency response function

(FRF). One obvious way to decrease that risk is to use

Paper presented at the Structures and Materials Panel Specialists' Meeting on "Advanced Aeroservoelastic Testing
and Data Analysis", held in Rotterdam, The Netherlands, from 8-10 May 1995, and published in CP-566.
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additional transducers and/or exciters. Generally, single coefficient b0 of the denominator equal to one. The
excitation is used in flutter tests, and the transfer functions parameters to be estimated are then
between the input and the different outputs are analysed one
by one. A considerable improvement towards a consistent a (4)
parameter set would already be to combine all responses in a cC = b2...b, I
global, SIMO (single input/multiple output) way. all m

However, by using multiple input excitations, the amplitude
of the vibration across the structure will typically be more The perturbations induced by the measurement and the

uniform, and thus, all parts of the structure can be excited process noise are represented by the following frequency

with a smaller probability of having non-linear effects. If the domain error-in-variables (EV model)

input signals are uncorrelated, a SISO estimator can still be
used to estimate the transfer functions among the different r XM (k) = x (k) + v (k ) (5)

force and response transducers one by one. However, we will
see that a multi-input, multi-output (MIMO) estimator offers YM (k) = H")x (k)+w(k)
supplementary advantages and is to be preferred.

where x (k) and XM (k) are m X1 vectors respectivelyIn the following section, the basic formula for the MI1MOIn te fllowng ecton, he asicforulafor he IMOthe exact and the measured Fourier coefficients of the in puts,
estimator is summarised, a more in-depth explanation of the

SISO version can be found in [6-8]. By means of simulations YM (k) represents a p X 1 vector with the measured

the superiority of the MIMO estimator over the SISO Fourier coefficients of the outputs as entries, and the vectors
estimator is demonstrated. Finally, flight flutter data will be V (k) and W (k) stand for noise on the input and output
processed by both estimators. coefficients respectively. All these quantities are evaluated at

the frequencies fk (k1l,2,-..,F).

THE MIMO ESTIMATION ALGORITHM

The parametric frequency domain estimator presented in this Assuming that the noise on the real and imaginary part of the

section estimates the unknown coefficients of the spectra of the input and output signals are independent, zero

polynomials occurring in the transfer function matrix of the mean, Gaussian random variables, it can be proven that the

device under test (DUT). Maximum Likelihood (ML) estimate 6 ML of the modal

H(s) = N(s) 
parameters is found by minimising the cost function

d(s) (K) 2 (6)

N(s) is a p X m polynomial matrix with m the number of

inputs and p the number of outputs of the DUT. The entries
n~ () o th matix ~s)are ive bywhere (.)H represents the complex conjugate transposenij (s) of the matrix N (s) are given byop rtradoperator and,

ni (s) = a" +a s + ... + a, s (2) em(K) = N(k)xM(k)-d(k)yM(k) (7)

Note that all the denominators of the transfer functions in The matrix C1 (k) in equation (6) is found by inverting the

H(s) are set equal to the polynomial following Hermitian matrix

d(s) = bo +b, s+...+b so (3) C,(k) = N(k)C"(k)NH (k)+Id(ktCy(k) (8)

which is the least common multiple of the denominators of

the entries of H(S). The zeros of d (s) correspond with the
natural modes of the system. The indices Oaij (V/i,j) and whrC ()adCk)epsnthecvrne

matrices of the perturbation noise of the inputs and the
P stand for the order of polynomials nij (s) and d (s) outputs respectively at the frequency fk [9]. These can be

respectively, determined from a priori measurements [7,11].

The number of unknown coefficient occurring in the transfer A critical step in the estimation process is the selection of he
functions is __c + mp + P since one of the order of the numerator and denominator polynomials. This

can be done from a visual inspection of the FRFs, or through

ai + mp + 0 + 1 coefficients in the numerators and the application of more advanced analysis tools such as
i ri multi-frequency singular value decomposition [14]. Using the

denominator is redundant. For instance, one can set the property that the expected value of the cost function, when no
model errors occur, equals [13].
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signal-to-noise ratio per spectral line of 17 dB, are shown in
Ek = pF(9) Fig. 3. Note that, due to the addition of noise, the first pole

2 and the zero of the second transfer function are no longer
apparent in the plot.

with n the number of unknown parameters, the validity of
the suggested model can be tested and order modifications For the SISO and MIMO estimations, 25 spectral lines,
can be done if necessary. uniformly distributed between 15 and 60 Hz of the noisy

input and output signals are selected.

Notice that the cost function is a strong non-linear function of
the unknown parameters. Solving the equations requires an The model orders for the SISO estimations are given in Table
efficient and accurate iterative procedure. It has been 2.

observed that the Gauss-Newton method can be useful to
determine the minimum of the cost function. The least Note that due to a pole-zero cancellation, the model order of

(LS)s the transfer function had to be reduced in order to obtain
squares Ssolution 0L [12], obtained by setting good estimates [6]. The results of the SISO estimator,

Ce (k) (V (k)) equal to the identity matrix in equation (6), averaged over 100 experiments, are shown in Table 3. The

can be used as a start value for the iterative Gauss-Newton standard deviations are given in parentheses.

process. The results of the MIMO estimator are summarised in Table
4. Polynomials of order two were used for the numerator of

COMPARISON OF THE SISO AND MIMO MLE BY all the transfer functions (a1 = a 2 1 = ( 31 = 2) and the
MEANS OF SIMULATIONS

order of the polynomial d (s) was set equal to four
The estimates of the MIMO method described in the previous 4
section will now be compared with these of the SISO (I 4)
algorithm for the estimation of linear systems (ELiS) [6-8].
Thereto, synthetic data for a DUT with one input and three Notice that the MIMO estimator is able to find good
outputs is generated. The exact parameters of DUT are given estimates of the closely positioned pole and is zero in the
in Table 1. second transfer function where the SISO estimator failed.

The good results of the MIMO estimator have to be attributed
Table 1 Exact modal parameters to the fact that all the measurements of one experiment are

processed together, and to the addition of links among some
Numerator of Zero Natural Damping ratio (%) of the parameters (e.g. equal denominators). The introduction

transfer frequency of links among the coefficient of the different transfer
functions 01Z) functions not only reduces the number of parameters to be

estimated, its main purpose is to relate the infornation
Re 1im present in the input-output data as closely as possible to each

other. Without these links, the MIMO estimator loses a lot of
1 -0.8 ± 250.0 39.78893949 0.32999836 its power.

2 -1.2 ± 180.5 28.72810208 0.66480525 The simulation results given in this section clearly illustrate

3 -0.5 ± 150.0 23.87337409 0.33333148 the role of the links. By stating that the denominator of all
transfer functions are equal to d (s) , it is even possible to

Denominator of Pole Natural Damping ratio (%) estimate accurately the zero of the second transfer function.
transfer frequency We found -1.27628 ± j180.552 which is close to the exact

functions (Hz) value -1.2 ± j180.5. Indeed, the input-output data of the three

Re Im transfer functions are used together to estimate the
coefficients of d(s). From the first and the third FRF of Fig.

1, 2 and 3 -1.5 ± 180.0 28.64888446 0.83330440 3 it is clear that there is a pole around 28.7 Hz. So, the
MIMO estimator knows that the second subsystem must also

-1.0 ± 300.0 47.74674817 0.33333148 have a zero in the immediate vicinity of that pole to obtain a
flat course of its FRF plot in that region. The SISO estimator,
on the other hand, processes the input and the output Fourier
coefficients of the different transfer functions one by one. So,

The exact FRFs are shown in Fig. 2. Note, in the second the data of the other transfer functions do not contribute to
transfer function, the presence of a pole and a zero which are the improvement of the accuracy of the estimated transfer

very close to each other. As the input signal we use a multi- function parameters.

sine formed by summing sine waves with equal amplitudes
and with frequencies uniformly distributed in the range of
interest. To simulate the measurement inaccuracies, zero
mean coloured Gaussian noise is added to the exact Fourier
coefficients of the' input signal and the three output signals.
The FRFs derived from these noise signals, with a mean
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Table 2 SISO model orders Table 4 Results of the MIMO estimator

Transfer Order Order denominator Numerator of Zero Natural Damping
function numerator transfer frequency ratio (%)

functions (Hz)

1 2 4
Re hm

2 0 2--------------------------
1 - 0.819 ± 249.943 39.7799 0.328 (0.013)

3 2 4 (0.032) (0.032) (0.0050)

2 -1.276 ± 180.552 28.7364 0.707 (0.022)
In Tables 3 and 4, the standard deviation of the SISO and (0.040) (0.041) (0.0065)
MIMO estimates are given between parentheses. It is
noticeable that the standard deviation of the SISO estimates 3 -0.443 ± 149.946 23.8648 0.296 (0.020)
are on average 25% larger than for the MIMO case. Thus the (0.030) (0.031) (0.0050)

SISO estimator is no longer efficient when used to estimate
the MIMO system. Notice, however, that the estimates of the Denominator Pole Natural Damping

denominator, obtained with the SISO estimator, can be of transfer Frequency ratio (%)
functions (Hz)

averaged over the different transfer functions to obtain better functions______

estimates. Re Im

Table 3 Results of the SlSO estimator 1,2and3 -1.537 ±180.012 28.6509 0.854(0.020)
, (0.036) (0.036) (0.0057)

Numerator of Zero Natural Damping
[ ransfer frequency ratio (%) -1.007 + 299.983 47.7440 0.336 (0.016)

functions (Hz) (0.048) (0.047) (0.0074)

Re Im The standard deviation will not however decrease with the

square root of the number of samples as is the case for1-0.792 +249.919 39.7761 0.317 (0.019)(0.048) (0.047) (0.0074) stochastic independent variables. To be more specific,
consider the following example. Take for instance two

3 -0.468 + 149.972 23.87337409 0.312 (0.026) stochastic variables U1 and U2 with standard deviation G .
(0.040) (0.039) When the two variables are uncorrelated the standard

Denominator Pole Natural Damping deviation of the sample mean u equals - but when
of transfer Frequency ratio (%)2
functions (Hz) correlations exist, the standard deviation of U" is given by

Re Im

Y2 +cov (u1 ,) (10)
1 -1.525 ±180.016 28.6515 0.847 (0.024) stdiu = 2

(0.045) (0.044) (0.0070)N 2

-1.006 ± 299.968 47.7416 0.335 (0.021) Thus, if the positive correlation exists, the standard deviation
will decrease less or possibly not at all if the variables are

2 -1.040 ± 299.970 47.7419 0.347 (0.018) totally correlated rCOV (U1, U2) = a2]
(0.056) (0.054) (0.0086) L

3 -1.534 ± 180.013 28.6511 0.852 (0.022) Due to the fact that the same input signal is used to excite the
(0.039) (0.039) (0.0061) three subsystems, positive correlations are introduced among

the different SISO estimates. Even when averaged, the
0.978 + 300.025 47.7507 0.326 (0.020) standard deviation of the SISO estimates will not become

(0.060) (0.057) (0.0090) smaller than the MIMO ones.

COMPARISON OF THE NATURAL FREQUENCIES
AND DAMPING RATIOS WITH THE SISO AND THE
MIMO ESTIMATOR WHEN APPLIED TO REAL
MEASUREMENTS

In this section flutter data is processed by the two estimators
and the results are compared. The data was obtained by
shaking a wing of an aeroplane and recording the applied
force and the response signals at several points. A burst sine
excitation was applied. The signals are given in Fig. 4. The
Fourier coefficients are determined with a DFT algorithm
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(see Fig. 5). Only the 36 most significant spectral lines, estimator can extract more information out of the
which all lie between 7.8 and 8.8 Hz, are used for the measurements than the SISO estimator. The gain obtained by
estimations, using the MIMO estimator is essentially due to the

assumption of global parameters in the transfer function
Via an a priori noise analysis, it is found that the power matrix. The result is independent of the estimation method
spectra of the input and output noise are approximately flat used. Usually it is assumed that the transfer functions of the
[8,10]. transfer function matrix equation (1) all have common poles.

The more links the better the interaction among the
A transfer function matrix model, with numerators and measurements. In one of the test cases, it was therefore
denominators of second order, is used to estimate the DUT. possible to estimate a pole-zero pair which was completely
All the denominators are assumed to be equal during the hidden by the noise thanks to the information present in the

MIMO estimation. Table 5 summarises the results of the input-output measurements related to the other transfer

estimated poles. The standard deviations are given in functions.
parentheses.

Due to the relatively large amount of data processed by the

Notice that the standard deviation of the SISO estimates are MIMO estimator, the asymptotic properties of the ML
approximately 50% larger than the MIMO standard estimators are reached sooner. When the input signals are
deviations. Notice also that, due to the smaller ratio of the correlated, the SISO estimator cannot be used without
number of unknown parameters to the number of processed introducing supplementary errors.
input-output data, the MIMO estimator is more likely to have
reached its asymptotic behaviour than the SISO estimator.
Thus, the bias on the MIMO estimates is suspected to be less
important than the SISO ones. [1] C.W. Skingle, 1981, "Practical Applications of System

Identification in Flutter Testing", DGLR Bericht 82-01,
Table 5 Flutter data results Proc. Int. Symposium on Aeroelasticity, Nurnberg

(FRG), Oct. 5-7, 1981, pp. 121-129.
SISO estimator applied to input 1 and output 1

- ---- ----------------------- [2] H. Zimmerman, R. Destuynder, 1982, "Flight Flutter
Re (Pole) -1.013 (0.078) Testing with Emphasis on the Tip Vane Method",

AGARD Conf. 339 on Ground Flight Testing &
Im (Pole) 50.679 (0.070) Correlation, 1982.

fA 8.067 (0.011) [3] K. Koenig, 1990, "Flight Flutter Parameter
Identification", presented at the AGARD meeting,

coo 50.689 (0.071) Spring, 1990.

0.0200 (0.0015) [4] H. Van der Auweraer, K. Ishaque, J. Leuridan, 1990,
"Signal Processing and System Identification
Techniques for Flutter Test Data Analysis, Proc. 15-th

MIMO estimator applied to all the measurements Int. Seminar on Modal Analysis, K.U. Leuven, Mech.
- ------------------------- - Eng. Dept., Leuven (B), Sept. 17-21, 1990, pp. 517-
Re (Pole) -1.015 (0.051) 538.

Im (Pole) 50.991 (0.046) [5] G.L. Ghiringhelli, M. Lanz and P. Mantegazza, 1987,

"A Comparison of Methods used for the Identification
A 8.1171 (0.0074) of Flutter from Experimental Data", Journal of Sound

and Vibration 119, 39-51, 1987.

51.001(0.046) [6] R. Pintelon, J. Schoukens and P. Guillaume, 1989,

"Parametric Frequency Domain Modelling in Modal
0.0199 (0.0010) Analysis", Mechancial Systems and Signal Processing

3, 398-403, 1989.

CONCLUSIONS [7] J. Schoukens, R. Pintelon and J. Renneboog, 1988, "A
ML Estimator for Linear and Non-Linear Systems - A

In this paper, the formulation of the Maximum Likelihood Practical Application of Estimation Techniques in
SISO (Single hiput / Single Output) estimator, (ELiS) is Measurement Problems", IEEE Transactions on
generalised for MIMO (Multiple Input / Multiple Output) Instrumentation and Measurement, IM37;10-17, 1988.
systems. The behaviour of the two ML estimators is
compared when applied to real and synthetic data. The [8] R. Pintelon, 1988, "Analysis and Application of A
following conclusions can be drawn: Maximum Likelihood Estimator for Linear Systems",

PhD Dissertation, Vrije Universiteit Brussels, 1988.
When a mechanical structure is excited at different places
or/and the response is monitored at several points, the MIMO
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Figure 4 Flutter data - Time histories Figure 5 Flutter data - Spectra
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ADVANCES IN THE ANALYSIS OF FLIGHT FLUTTER TEST DATA

J.E. Cooper, M.J. Desforges, P.R. Emmett & J.R. Wright

School of Engineering
University of Manchester

Manchester M13 9PL, UK.

1.SUMMARY approach is also described that produces confidence
A number of methods developed with the aim of bounds on the frequency and damping estimates that are
improving the analysis and interpretation of flight flutter obtained [6].
test data are described. The approaches are divided
into improved curvefitting techniques and methods for The second section of this work describes a number of
enabling increased confidence in the flutter clearance methods that are intended to improve the confidence in
procedure. Real and simulated flight flutter data are the overall flight flutter testing process. The 'envelope
used to illustrate the various approaches. function' is a tool for assessing the overall stability of

the aircraft without explicitly performing any curve-
2.INTRODUCTION fitting [7]. An approach for automating the tracking of
Flight flutter testing [1,2] is a critical stage in the modes making use of the Modal Assurance Criterion
development of any prototype aircraft. The [8], and an approach utilising a force appropriation
requirement is for a flight envelope to be cleared safely method [9] to enable modes with very close natural
and with confidence; however, the flutter clearance frequencies to be excited individually, are also
needs to be completed in as few flights as possible. The described.
data analyzed in flight flutter tests is often corrupted
significantly with the effects of turbulence and also It is intended that these developments can be used to
tends to suffer from inadequate excitation of the improve the confidence in flight flutter testing
aircraft, a limited number of transducers and problems procedures, thereby not only making the process safer,
with maintaining a steady flight condition at the but also enabling the test schedule to be carried out
extremes of the flight envelope. It is therefore critical more efficiently.
that high quality system identification methods are
employed to produce accurate frequency, damping and, 3. CURVE FITTING
possibly, mode shape estimates. Damping is the most Due to the difficulties associated with obtaining good
critical parameter for flight testing; however, it is the flight flutter test data, it is imperative that robust
most difficult parameter to identify accurately, parameter identification methods, able to deal with
especially where modes are very close in frequency. noisy data from systems with high modal densities, are
Hence, the analysis of flight flutter test data is seldom used. In this section, two curve-fitting techniques are
straightforward. described that meet these criteria, together with a

method for obtaining statistical error bounds on the
The usual approach to flight flutter testing is to test at parameter estimates.
a particular point in the flight envelope and to
extrapolate frequency and damping trends in order to 3.1 Eigensystem Realization Algorithm using Data
establish whether it is safe to proceed to the next test Correlations (ERA/DC)
point. Traditionally this process has been performed
manually, depending greatly upon the test engineer's 3.1.1 Introduction
experience and interpretation of the results. The ERA/DC method [3] is a time domain system

identification technique that can be used to estimate the
This paper is divided into two sections. The first parameters of a state space model from decay response
section deals with advanced system identification time data. These parameters can then be used to
methods employed for the analysis of flight flutter data. estimate the natural frequencies, damping ratios and
One method, the Eigensystem Realisation Algorithm mode shapes. The technique can produce accurate
using Data Correlations (ERA/DC) [3,4], is based in modal parameter estimates for systems with very close
the time domain whereas the other, the Instrumental natural frequencies, and is a global identification
Variables Output Error Method (IV/OEM) [5], method in that multiple responses from a number of

performs a curve-fit in the frequency domain. An separate input cases can be analyzed simultaneously to

Paper presented at the Structures and Materials Panel Specialists' Meeting on "Advanced Aeroservoelastic Testing
and Data Analysis", held in Rotterdam, The Netherlands, from 8-10 May 1995, and published in CP-566.
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provide a single set of damping and frequency (2m*2m) system matrix, and C and B are the (no*m)
estimates. The method has been compared with a output and (m*ni) input state space matrices
number of different system identification approaches respectively. The technique finds a realisation (i.e.
and performed very well in terms of accuracy and estimate) for matrices A,B and C.
computational requirements.

Define the block Hankel matrix Hk as
For flight flutter testing, the decay response used can
be one of the following:

-Yk Yk ~ Yk++

1. Inverse Fourier Transform of the Frequency I

Response Function (FRF), Yk+2 Yk+3 Yk+n+2
2. response to an impulse such as a stick jerk or Hk =

pyrotechnic device, or
3. decaying response function generated from the

response to an unmeasured random input Yk+ý+l Yk+-+2 Yk+,+ý+l
using, for example, the Autocorrelation or (2)
Random Dec methods.

Unlike the original Eigensystem Realisation Algorithm where and 77 determine the number of data points

(ERA) approach, where the fundamental component of involved. Then the correlation matrix Rk can be defined

the method is a least squares minimisation of a as

difference equation response model, the ERA/DC
method permits the user to perform the curve-fit using R k H H
response data correlations. Those correlations Rk = k (3)
considered most likely to cause bias errors can be
eliminated from the curve-fitting process. Compared to and block correlation Hankel matrix Uq constructed
the ERA approach, it has been found that the ERA/DC
method enables accurate estimates to be found for
modes close in frequency using smaller model orders,
as well as requiring smaller matrices to be manipulated, q R R R
thereby reducing the required computational time. q q q+flr

Rq~ Rqr Rq(+r

A key element in the ERA/DC method, that differs q+r q2r

from other popular time domain system identification Uq=
methods such as Polyreference, is the use of the
Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) in order to R R R
produce a 'minimum order realisation' which, Rq+ar q+(al)r k+(a+13)r

theoretically, enables all of the spurious modes to be (4)
eliminated during the estimation process rather than
attempting to eliminate them once the modal parameters
have been found. In practice, it is not feasible to where a and f determine the size of the matrix.
discard all of the spurious modes; however, a large Parameter q is set so that the low lag value correlations
proportion of them can be rejected through the use of that rise to biased estimates can be omitted from the fit.therset SVD.stmts a e mtedfo teft
the SVD. The r parameter enables the Uq matrix to be set up

3.1.2 Mathematical Model without any overlap between the Rk blocks.

The ERA/DC method models the response of an m The SVD of matrix Uq is found in the form
mode system to an impulse for (ni) input and (no)
measurement stations at time instant (k+1) as

Y k+1 CAkB Uq = PDQT

(1) where the matrix D of singular values has been
truncated to only contain those singular values that are
non-zero (i.e. significant); thus zero, and in practice

where Y is an (no*ni) block data matrix, A is the
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very small, singular values are ignored. The P and Q approximated by the following relation
matrices of singular vectors have dimensions consistent
to those of the D matrix. The realization can be shown
to give the following expression for the system matrix

Y(M) = P°+PliCO...+P'(iC)"P U(Mo) + N(co) (6)

A D-1/2 p T Uq+1 Q D-1/2  1+qlico.. +qq.i0)"q

where p and q are coefficients of the numerator and
and the eigenvalues of this matrix lead to the system denominator polynomials, np and nq define the
frequencies and dampings. polynomial orders and the term N(wo) represents the

total influence of errors due to measurement noise and
3.1.3 Application to Flight Flutter Test Data the response to unmeasured aerodynamic excitation.
Over a number of years the ERA/DC technique has By multiplying through by the denominator polynomial,
been applied successfully to the analysis of flutter test the set of such equations obtained for each frequency of
data of both commercial and military aircraft [4], using interest may be written,
both stick jerk data and also impulse response functions
generated from FRFs between measured input and b = [Aix + v (7)
output time signals.

where bk A Y(cok) is the kth element of b, and the
As an example, consider the stick jerk response and parameter vector x A (ql,q 2 ..... qnq, p0,ql ...... pp)T.
corresponding Spectrum Amplitude of flight flutter test The kth row of [A], which will be denoted 6 k, is
data from a four-engined commercial aircraft, shown in defined by
Figures 1 and 2. Figure 3 shows the resulting
stabilisation diagram from the analysis for differing 6 k A ( -iwCkY, -(wok) 2 Y ...... .(iCk)nqY,
amounts of truncation in the number of singular values U, iCkU..... , (ik)P U) (8)
used in the analysis; the stabilisation diagram shows
how estimates from different model orders converge in The method of linear least squares, commonly applied
frequency and damping. It can be noted how little to solve for the unknown polynomial coefficients x in
overspecification of the mathematical model is required (7), may be shown to produce parameter estimates
before stabilised results are achieved. Finally, Figure 4 which do not approach the true values, even with an
shows the estimated damping trends for a number of infinite amount of data; the estimates are then said to be
flight speeds indicating that the aircraft remains stable biased. In order to overcome this problem, a method
and that results are consistent between flight points, of solution known as instrumental variables may be

employed; the solution of equation (7) now becomes,
3.2 Instrumental Variables Output Error Method
(IV/OEM) =v ([Z]T [.'[A] )-= ([z] [•] (9)

3.2.1 Introduction where an instruments matrix [Z] and filter, or
An ideal modal parameter estimator for use in flight weighting, matrix [,] are chosen so that,
flutter testing would possess a number of qualities. The
method should be fast in application, make efficient E ( [ZIw ] ) =0

statistical use of data, and provide the test engineers
with a reliable assessment of the accuracy with which and Rank (E ( [ZIT[,I [A] = n
each modal parameter has been identified. The
Instrumental Variables Output Error Method (IV/OEM) where n is (nq +np + 1), ie, the number of parameters
approach, used in conjunction with the confidencing in x. It may be shown that xi, is unbiased. In addition,
techniques described below, performs well in terms of it may be shown that in order for the method to make
these criteria when compared to methods in current use. optimum use of the data (i.e. be efficient), the
The method is formulated in the frequency domain. A weighting matrix [,] should be diagonal, with
full description and assessment of the approach is elements,
presented in [5]. Xii = (E(I P(wi2) I ))- for some frequency w,, where

E represents mathematical expectation. If, in addition,
3.2.2 Theory [Z] obeys the relation [Z] = E([A]), the method will be
The response Y(&o) of a transducer to a measured input optimally efficient among all unbiased estimators. The
signal U(w) in the frequency domain may be question remains how to construct matrices [S] and
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[Z], in a manner suitable for use in flight flutter testing. = k2 = 9(X 2r)/wr r=1,2 ... (12)

It is possible to employ standard spectral analysis where it has been assumed that the roots Xj are ordered
methods to obtain optimal Xi, but such an approach in complex conjugate pairs. Similar assignments may
brings attendant problems. In order to circumvent be made for real roots (non-oscillatory modes). The
these, the IV/OEM method employs a matrix whose associated (complex) modal amplitudes are found via
diagonal elements are of the form polynomial division.

Xi= k())2 (10) 3.2.3 Evaluation using Simulated Data
A mathematical model of a four-engined commercial

where Q(co) is the polynomial denominator in equation aircraft was used to test the method. The response of
(6). the model to a linear chirp was simulated 300 times,

each time including randomly generated total noise
All parameters associated with this matrix are contained contributions of atmospheric turbulence and transducer
in the transfer function, and so there is no additional noise set at 14% of signal levels. The FRF exhibiting
labour involved in its construction. Little statistical the dominant modes in the region of interest is shown
efficiency is lost when this simplification is applied to in Figure 5. Modal parameters for the 4-7 Hz range
the analysis of flight flutter test data; the benefits are were estimated using the IV/OEM approach and the
considerable. It may be shown that this approach is standard Least Squares method. There are four modes
still unbiased, and is in fact optimal if the noise N(oi) is in the region, and two out-of-range modes with strong
white; however, whilst measurement noise may be residual effects; in practice, these model orders are
nearly white, the response to turbulence will not be. often not known a-priori, and so the estimators were

applied using various numbers of modes in the fit.
A good set of parameter estimates may be obtained
using an iterative process in which the instruments The mean prediction error is defined as
matrix [Z] is updated based on predictions of the
response using the current model. On data from the N (Yr4±,k)-Y(cok)) 2IN , where if denotes
flight flutter test of a twin-propeller light passenger

aircraft, exhibiting noise to signal ratios of the predicted output based on the estimated modal

approximately 30%, it was found that 30-40 iterations parameters and YT is the response to the deliberate

were sufficient to ensure good efficiency. excitation only. The mean prediction error for the two
estimators, averaged over the 300 simulated responses,

Modal parameters may be obtained from the polynomial is presented in Figure 6. It is clear that the IV/OEM

coefficients by a number of means. Experience has results are considerably more accurate than those for

shown that the best of these is the companion matrix the standard Least Squares, for the same model order;

approach. In this method, the roots of the denominator a zero prediction error corresponds to correct parameter

polynomial are found as the eigenvalues, Xj, of the estimates.

companion matrix, 3.3 Errors and Confidence Intervals

3.3.1 Introduction
As well as estimating the modal parameters, it is also

-q q-1 -qq- 2  -ql -q 0  of interest to calculate the confidence intervals, thereby
qq q .q qq qnw enabling the flutter test engineer to decide how much

reliance can be put on a particular damping value. It
1 0 ... 0 0 is possible to arrive at estimates of the statistical errors

0 1 ... 0 0 on the modal parameters by a variety of methods. An
approach which is simple to compute, and has beenS.. ifound useful in practice, is to assume that the estimated

0 0 ... 1 0 parameter, i, is reasonably close to the true vector, xT.
(1) The method is outlined here for the case of natural

frequencies and dampings, but is easily expanded to

The natural frequencies co, and dampings ' of the account for modal amplitudes.

modes contained in the transfer function are obtainable
from the following relationships,
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3.3.2 Mathematical Background obtained from 200 realisations) respectively for the
We seek the first order term in the Taylor series natural frequencies (co) and bandwidths (2gw) are
relating the estimated modal parameters to the noise v compared. The difference between these two values (A)
in (7). This term is simply the product of those first expressed as a percentage indicates that the method
order terms arising from the operations, (9), the shown is promising. Application to data from the flight
eigenvalue solution of [0], and (12). The term arising flutter test of a twin propeller commercial aircraft
from (10) is simply given by supports this finding.

[T] = ([ZIT[f][A])'[Z]T[E]. 4. CLEARANCE
The ability to estimate frequencies and dampings

Since the matrix of eigenvectors, [L], of [fl] is accurately is only part of the testing process. The
available, the first order terms in the Taylor series are addition of other techniques to the conventional flight
given by flutter testing methodology that can be used to: obtain

good quality data, to detect whether there has been a

____ - L(13) significant change in stability without performing a
O L .u v curve-fit, and also to improve the mode tracking

procedures will be of immense value. In this section, a
number of approaches is discussed that are intended to

The matrix of such terms is denoted [S]. The first improve the confidence with which flight flutter testing
order Taylor terms associated with (12) are easily found can be carried out.
by differentiation, and the matrix of such terms is
denoted [R]. Hence, if the deviation from xT is small, 4.1 The Envelope Method - A Tool for Detecting the
the variance matrix associated with the estimated modal Onset of Flutter
parameters is given by

Whilst much effort has been expended towards
[VI = RSTaPTTSHRn development of more sophisticated analysis methods, it

is often difficult to identify modal parameters accurately
where [I'] = E(vvT). T is known, and R and S are (especially when modes are close in frequency and data
obtained using estimated parameter values, since xT is noisy). Therefore damping against speed trends are not
not known in advance. [*'] may be estimated using always very illuminating. Sometimes the analyst has to
standard times series methods. For some purposes, for revert to visual inspection and comparison of time
example selection of model order, the assumption that histories (especially responses to stick jerk and
N(w) is white is found to give perfectly acceptable pyrotechnic devices) to see if the overall stability is
results. changing between two flight conditions.

If the number of data points is very large, then the The envelope method [6] associates an overall stability
estimates will be Normally distributed about their true parameter with a particular decaying response without
values, with variance matrix equal to [VI. Standard attempting to extract modal parameters. The approach
statistical methods may therefore be used to obtain any is seen as an aid to flutter clearance, not a substitute for
confidence interval desired for any given parameter. In traditional methods.
practice, data capture times are limited and the
distribution is not Normal. In such circumstances, a The idea is to obtain the envelope for a particular decay
different approach may be taken which accounts for the using the Hilbert Transform (HT). If y(t) is the
fact that the precise distribution is not known. measured decay then the HT is given by,

The above approach may be applied to obtain error
bounds on modal parameters arising from estimation of *

rational polynomial coefficients obtained using any yH(t) = Y ()dr
estimator, as long as the errors on the coefficients are 7r t-r
calculable. (14)

3.3 Application to Simulated Flight Test Data and the signal yH(t) is essentially the same as y(t) with
The above approach was applied to the estimation of all frequency components shifted in phase by 90". It
two modes in the system shown in Figure 5. Results are may then be shown that the envelope function YEt is
shown in Tables 1 and 2 for 20% and 40% noise. The given by
actual and estimated standard deviations (a and ae -
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speed is apparent. Because the flutter occurred at a
YE(t) - [y(t) 2 + YH(t)] low frequency then displacement rather than

(17) acceleration data were used in order to enhance the
An envelope function for a system with a single mode critical behaviour. The method has been applied to real
is shown in Figure 7. data but not yet where flutter is encountered.

It would be possible to overlay the envelopes from The best choice of tmax and any preprocessing (e.g.
different speeds in order to check for changes in exponential weighting to deal with noise) need further
stability, but the presence of multiple modes makes consideration but the method shows some promise.
interpretation of the envelopes difficult. Instead, any
reduction in the overall stability of the aircraft modes is 4.2 Mode Tracking using the Modal Assurance
likely to lead to a reduction in the rate of decay of the Criterion
envelope; a measure of this effect can be obtained via The tracking of the modes of an aircraft through
the shape factor changing flight conditions can prove difficult; this is

particularly the case if the modal density is high, as is
S = l/t often the case with aircraft, or if the modes cross in

(18) frequency. A method of comparing the modes at
where consecutive flight test conditions using mode shape

information and the Modal Assurance Criterion (MAC),
is presented to help alleviate some of the problems of

- YE(ttdt mode tracking.

t Natural frequencies and damping ratios can be

YE(t)dt estimated from multiple response flight test data at a
single flight condition using any of a wide range of
time or frequency domain identification techniques.

is the time centroid of the area under the envelope Mode shape vectors can also be estimated by an

between 0 and tmax as shown in Figure 8. Note that extension of the curve-fitting approach used. Note that
the modes are complex due to the aerodynamic

t could be estimated directly from the sampled time coupling present.

values of y(t) without needing to obtain the envelope The moment (or weighted correlation) between two
function. For a single mode of natural frequency wn mode shape vectors relating to modes q and r,
and damping ratio ', it can be shown that S is the decay estimated at flight conditions c and d respectively, is
rate (C'On) if trx = oo. For finite tmax, then S tends to given by
2/tm.x when damping is zero so the shape factor will
clearly not cross zero at flutter; instead, it will simply mom(q,r) = O(c,q)WOH(d,r) (19)
drop in value and reach a threshold. When more
modes are present, this threshold will differ and will where k is an (no) row vector of mode shape terms,
not be known but a significant reduction in S provides and no is the number of response transducers used. W
a warning of a reduction in stability, is a weighting matrix allowing the relative confidence

in each response measurement to be included. The
Using simulated impulse response data for a two mode Modal Assurance Criterion (MAC) between the two
flutter system with dampings plotted in Figure 9 , the modes is calculated from
variation in shape function in Figure 10 shows the onset
of flutter without any curvefitting having been
performed. MAC(q,r) I mom(qr) 12

The method has also been applied to simulated data mom(q,q) mom(r,r) (20)
obtained from the theoretical aeroelastic model of a
four-engined commercial aircraft, having an artificially A value of MAC(q,r) equal to one implies that the
low flutter speed of around 390 knots (flutter frequency shapes of the two modes compared are identical. A
4 Hz). A typical noisy displacement impulse response value of zero indicates two orthogonal mode shapes.
and envelope are shown in Figure 11 and the wing tip
shape parameter is shown in Figure 12 for noise-free Under the assumptions that the aircraft mode shapes are
and noise-corrupted data; the reduction in stability with distinct - implying that sufficient response positions are
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used to define distinct modes - and that the mode 4.3.1 Introduction
shapes vary only slightly between the changes in flight During flight flutter testing, it is essential that the
conditions used during flutter testing, the value of the damping ratios of all significant modes be estimated as
MAC alone can be used to 'pair-off' the modes accurately as possible. The aeroelastic behaviour of
estimated at consecutive sets of flight conditions. aircraft often leads to a high modal-density which
Displaying the MAC values between all possible pairs makes system identification difficult, particularly in
of modes as a greyscale grid, where black indicates a cases when modes are badly excited or response data
MAC value of one and white indicates zero, allows the are corrupted. In traditional modal testing, such as
degree of similarity between any pair of modes to be aircraft Ground Vibration Tests, normal mode force
clearly visualised for the purpose of mode tracking. appropriation is used to alleviate the problems of high

modal density and poor excitation.
Table 3 shows the natural frequencies of six modes of
the four-engined commercial aircraft model used 4.3.2 Force Appropriation
earlier, relating to airspeeds of 130 and 150 m/s. Force appropriation is a method of exciting a single
Figure 13 shows the comparison of the estimated mode normal mode of a structure, by applying forces in a
shapes derived from 17 responses using the MAC certain pattern at the particular natural frequency. The
approach. Despite the closeness of modes 3 and 4 in natural frequency and the ideal pattern of excitation for
frequency, the modes are clearly distinguishable by a given mode are estimated by a procedure such as the
their mode shapes. Figure 13 also shows that modes 1 Multivariate Mode Indicator Function (MMIF) [10].
and 2 cross in frequency, an effect which would Once a suitable pattern of forces has been obtained, an
complicate a mode tracking procedure based on natural estimate of the modal damping can be made by exciting
frequencies alone. Furthermore, the coupling of modes the mode at a set of frequencies around resonance.
1 and 3 - the flutter modes - is indicated by the higher
MAC values between these modes. A normal mode is defined as one for which all the

responses to excitation at the natural frequency are in
Figure 14 shows the MAC values derived between the quadrature with the excitation signal. Thus, if we
four modes estimated from real flight test data at assume a purely real input F(o) at the natural
constant Mach number and increasing airspeed using six frequency, the response of a normal mode Y(co) will be
response transducers. The clear pairing of the modes purely imaginary. A normal mode can thus be
between consecutive flight conditions demonstrates the identified by minimising the magnitude of the real part
robustness of the MAC approach in mode tracking with of the response with respect to the magnitude of the
flutter test data over realistic changes in flight total response. After some simplification, the
condition. minimisation of the ratio X = II YR 12/ YR+iY1 II

results in the eigenvalue problem,
The MAC approach [8] is capable of tracking modes up
to the flutter condition on the basis of mode shapes [HJTHj] F = [HRTHR + HITHI] F X (21)
alone. However, as the flutter condition approaches, the
coupling of the two flutter modes increases and high where HR and H, are the real and imaginary parts of the
MAC values occur between the two less distinct mode FRF matrix H(co). The frequencies at which eigenvalues
shapes at consecutive flight conditions. Also, the reach a minimum value are sought. A plot of the
change in modeshapes between flight conditions is solutions for the eigenvalues (X) against frequency (co)
significantly greater near to the flutter condition. The will thus drop to zero at the natural frequencies of the
combination of these effects at conditions close to system. The corresponding eigenvectors at these
flutter could lead to a failure of the mode-tracking, if frequencies give the force patterns which can be used
based on the MAC value alone. In reality, the small to best excite the normal modes.
changes in flight condition considered at the extremes
of the flight envelope would tend to prevent the MAC The Modal Purity Indicator (MPI) is a method of
approach from breaking down; also, a suitable choice evaluating numerically the degree to which a normal
of weighting matrix could place particular emphasis mode is appropriated. The MPI is found by summing
upon transducer locations where mode shapes were the responses over all measurement points, thus
different. Additional consideration of modal frequency
and damping estimates would reinforce the
mode-tracking procedure.

4.3 Use of Force Appropriation in Flutter Testing
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nose and wing-tip only. The MMIF was estimated from
nr excitation response measurements corrupted by white

E N[Y(k)] IY(k) noise and is shown on Figure 16. The frequencies were
MPI 1 - k=1 estimated to the resolution of the FRFs obtained (0.01

I Y(k) 12 Hz), and the force vectors reapplied for estimation of
k=1 the modal damping. All results are given in Table 4. It

(22) was not possible to appropriate mode 3, a predomi-
nantly tailplane mode, due to the lack of a tailplane

An MPI value of 1 indicates a perfectly appropriated exciter and its proximity in frequency to mode 4. The
normal mode such that all points on the modeshape will remaining five modes were estimated with reasonable
be in quadrature. accuracy.

4.3.3 Extension to Flutter Testing The application of force appropriation to flight flutter
The theory introduced above applies to the aircraft on testing is theoretically possible, and would improve the
the ground at zero speed. In flight, the aerodynamic accuracy with which modes could be estimated.
effects cause the net damping and stiffness matrices to However, in order to appropriate all of the aircraft
be non-symmetric. It is still possible to excite the modes, this technique requires the simultaneous
aircraft at a single frequency with a particular force application of excitation at several positions, which is
pattern with quadrature phase. However, this condition not currently common practice. Such a process would
will occur at frequencies of the undamped aircraft but tend to be slow, and would probably only be used in
with aerodynamic stiffness effects included. The practice for particularly difficult and important modes.
corresponding modes will not be classical 'normal' It is worth pointing out that classical modal testing
modes, but will be essentially the modes of interest at leans heavily upon the use of multiple exciter methods
that flight condition. Thus, force appropriation may be because of the close mode problem. It may be argued
applied as a means of enhancing the response of a that flutter testing is considerably more difficult than
particular mode [9]. modal testing and has a severe penalty for error;

perhaps flutter testing should follow suit.
In such an application, it is no longer practical to excite
the aircraft at several frequencies around resonance. An extension of the approach is to perform the force
Instead, damping may be estimated by exciting at appropriation process upon data obtained separately
resonance (i.e. resonance dwell) and then allowing the from several excitation positions (often available),
response to decay. This decay will tend to include some determine the proportion of each excitation required in
contribution from other modes due to damping coupling order to enhance a particular mode and then to linearly
effects. combine the FRFs rather than excite the actual aircraft.

This approach is analogous to modal filtering.4.3.4 Application to Simulated Aircraft Data

A model of the four-engined commercial aircraft was 5. CONCLUSIONS
used to demonstrate the application of force A number of methods for curve-fitting and clearance
appropriation to flutter testing. The optimal positions have been described that can be used to improve the
at which it would be realistically possible to excite the confidence with which flight flutter testing can be
aircraft were found to be the nose, wing-tip and carried out.
tailplane. The MMIF was estimated between using
these three excitation positions and 17 response 6. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
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Mode ] Parameter Ue I A % J a/parameter(%)

1 W 1.54E-02 1.63E-02 +6 3E-01

1 2ýc 2.94E-02 3.04E-02 +3 6E-00

2 1.06E-03 1.06E-02 +0 2E-02

2 2ýw 1.93E-03 2.04E-03 +5 2E-00

Table 1. EPT Estimates. 20% Noise.

Mode Parameter I a _I q I A % a/parameter(%)

1 C 8.65E-02 7.70E-02 -10 2E-00

1 2 1.10E-01 1.04E-01 -5 2E+01

2 w 2.48E-03 1.88E-03 -20 4E-02

2 2•w 4.50E-03 4.14E-03 -8 4E-00

Table 2. EPT Estimates. 40% Noise.

Mode Frequency (Hz) Mode Theoretical Appropriation Simulated Flight Test

130 m/s 150 m/sco (Hz) j (%) MPI w (Hz) ) (%) MPI

1 3.2524 3.3652 1 3.116 4.275 0.8610 3.106 3.603 0.8076

2 3.2919 3.2841 2 3.297 1.069 0.9758 3.301 1.245 0.9226
3 3.6348 3.6101 3 3.634 2.407 0.8887

4 3.6530 3.6467 4 3.658 0.629 0.9727 3.662 0.638 0.9019

5 4.5078 4.4969 5 4.515 1.662 0.8917 4.512 1.729 0.8957

6 4.8446 4.8334 6 4.845 2.861 0.8434 4.834 2.128 .07807

Table 3. First Six Natural Frequencies Table 4. Appropriated Modes From Aircraft Model.
of Aircraft Model
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efficiency and weight minimization resulted in very

1. SUMMARY flexible structures which satisfied aeroelastic and strength

Over the past quarter century, the NASA Langley Research requirements. In the technical discipline of flight controls,

Center (LaRC) and the NASA Dryden Flight Research the use of ACT to improve stability, maneuverability, ride

Center (DFRC) have played major roles in the comfort, etc., resulted in higher frequency actuator

development, demonstration, and validation of bandwidths. There were also advancements in fly-by-wire

aeroservoelastic modeling, analysis, design, and testing and digital FCS technologies that further increased the

methods. Many of their contributions resulted from their performance and capability of ACT. As a result of these

participation in wind-tunnel and flight-test programs aimed advancements, the previously separated natural frequencies

at demonstrating advanced active control concepts that of the aircraft structure (originally high frequencies) and

interact with and/or exploit the aeroelastic characteristics those of the FCS (originally low frequencies) began to

of flexible structures. Other contributions are a result of approach and then overlap each other. Through the

their interest in identifying and solving adverse interaction of the third technical discipline, unsteady

aeroservoelastic interactions that allow unique flight-test aerodynamic forces, the now overlapping modal

demonstrations or flight envelope clearance programs to frequencies had the potential to, and at times did, couple to

be successfully completed. This paper provides an produce large magnitude adverse aeroservoelastic responses

overview of some of the more interesting aeroservoelastic and instabilities.

investigations conducted in the Transonic Dynamics Figure 2 attempts to illustrate some of the complex
Tunnel (TDT) at LaRC and in flight at DFRC. Four wind- relationships that exist in ASE. At the top of the figure is
tunnel and four flight-test projects are reviewed in this ACT, below which are listed five of the many possible
paper. These test projects were selected because of their types of active'control systems (ACS). The dots suggest
contributions to the state-of-the-art in active controls other types of ACS not listed here. The broad shaded
technology (ACT) or because of the knowledge gained in double-headed arrow near the top of the figure represents
further understanding the complex mechanisms that cause the continuum of aircraft natural modes and suggests that at
adverse aeroservoelastic interactions. one end of the continuum rigid-body modes play a more

important role in the ACS design and, at the other, elastic
2. INTRODUCTION modes are more important. Below each control system are
Aeroservoelasticity (ASE) is a multidisciplinary listed a potential problem and the major benefit associated
technology that deals with the interactions of an aircraft's with that particular control system. Adverse ASE
flight control systems (FCS), its flexible structure, and the interactions is the common potential problem for all ACS.
steady/unsteady aerodynamic forces resulting from its
rigid-body and flexible motions. The disciplinary terave encmany dumente c eferse Ainteractions encountered during flight; Reference 2interactions commonly associated with ASE are describes a few cases that occurred in the 1960s and 70s.summarized in the diagram shown in Figure 1 (Ref. 1). The impetus that spurred significant interest in the adverse-
These interactions can be either adverse, ranging from side of ASE interactions came during the United States Air
being mild (an annoyance) to serious (affecting flight
safety), or beneficial, resulting in improvements in aircraft Force (USAF) Lightweight Fighter (LWF) Program.
performance and/or reductions in aircraft weight. The USAF contracted General Dynamics and the Northrop
The factors that determine the difference between adverse Corporation to design and build two prototype LWF

and beneficial are the ability of the FCS designer to take aircraft, the YF-16 and the YF-17, for a fly-off

properly into account many complex modeling issues and competition. The YF-16 (Ref. 3) was the first of the two

the designer's ingenuity in exploiting ACT. prototypes to be flight-tested. Although detailed ASE
analyses were performed prior to first flight, at what was

Historically, the recognition of ASE as a serious design thought at the time to be the most critical flight
issue evolved as a result of advancements within conditions, the YF-16 encountered two unexpected ASE
independent technical disciplines, all aimed at improving instabilities in flight at conditions not analyzed.
the performance of flight vehicles. For example in the Post-flight analyses for these conditions accurately
technical disciplines of structures and materials, structural predicted the instabilities. With the YF-16 experience in

Paper presented at the Structures and Materials Panel Specialists' Meeting on "Advanced Aeroservoelastic Testing
and Data Analysis", held in Rotterdam, The Netherlands, from 8-10 May 1995, and published in CP-566.
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hand, ASE analyses on the YF-17 prototype were successful tunnel tests unexpected "adverse ASE interactions" were
in predicting ASE adverse interactions (Ref. 4) prior to first sometimes experienced, and usually eliminated, these
flight and in defining modifications to the vehicle to avoid occurrences will not be discussed herein.
the instabilities. This side of ASE was perceived by the With one exception, the flight-test projects discussed in
aircraft designers as problems that needed to be identified this paper had significantly different emphases than the
and corrected; the other side offers opportunities to wind-tunnel test projects. Three of the flight projects
improve aircraft performance. involved systems designed to improve the flight control

By the 1960s, researchers began to investigate the and maneuvering capabilities of the aircraft. Since these
feasibility of using ASE interactions in some positive control systems were designed to interact with the rigid
fashion for increasing the capabilities of military aircraft. body modes of the aircraft, they generally fall in the modal

Since then many researchers, too numerous to mention, frequency band that begins to far left side of Figure 2 and
have investigated and demonstrated the usefulness of ACT extends toward the middle. An "ASE success" for such

for favorably modifying the aeroelastic response flight-tests would be the elimination of the adverse ASE
characteristics of flight vehicles. As a result, ASE has interaction so that the flight-test could resume.
entered the limelight as a viable tool for answering some Although each flight project was successful in its primary

very difficult design questions and has the potential for purpose, those details are beyond the scope of this paper
obtaining further structural weight reductions, optimizing and may-be found in the appropriate references.
maneuvering performance, and satisfying the multimission For each program discussed herein, the objectives of the
requirements being imposed on future military and effort, the testing techniques, the test results, any
commercial aircraft designs. significant findings, and the lessons learned with respect

ASE today is becoming even more multidisciplinary, to ASE testing are presented.
expanding beyond its original technical disciplines of
controls, structures, and aerodynamics into the disciplines 3. DESCRIPTION OF TEST FACILITIES
of structural fatigue, thermodynamics, and propulsion. 3.1 NASA LaRC's Transonic Dynamics Tunnel
New issues to resolve and/or opportunities to exploit The TDT (Ref. 5) is a "National Facility" dedicated almost
include: control laws designed to suppress flutter, alleviate exclusively to identifying, understanding, and solving
loads, improve ride quality, or provide other benefits that, aeroelastic problems. A photograph of the TDT is shown
at the same time, affect fatigue life; high surfacetemperatures during flight at hypersonic speeds that result in Figure 3. The TDT is a closed-circuit, continuous-flow
in changes in material properties and thus vehicle stiffness wind tunnel capable of testing at stagnation pressures from

near zero to atmospheric and over a Mach number range
and flutter; and ACT concepts that use thrust vectoring as from zero to 1.2. The test section of the TDT is 16 feet
the closed-loop force producer. Another technical
discipline ripe for inclusion in ASE is smart materials. square with cropped corers. Varying the pressure in the
dltunnel simulates variations in flight altitude. One feature
The unique feature of smart materials is that under certain of the TDT which is particularly useful for aeroelastic
stimuli (voltage, temperature, etc.) the structural properties testing is a group of four bypass valves connecting the test
of these materials can be altered. If these properties are section area to the opposite leg of the wind-tunnel circuit
properly tailored, the resulting internal structural downstream of the drive fan motor. In the event of a model

interactions can be very beneficial for reducing vibrations instability, such as flutter, these quick-actuating valves are
or alleviating undesirable aeroelastic responses. opened, causing a rapid reduction in the test section Mach

Over the past quarter century, NASA LaRC and NASA DFRC number and dynamic pressure. Other features that make the

have played major roles in developing ACT through their TDT uniquely suited for aeroelastic and ACT testing include:

participation in many wind-tunnel and flight-test high visibility of the model from the control room; a
programs. These programs were conducted for the purposes highly sophisticated computer-controlled data acquisition

of: (1) establishing concept feasibility; (2) demonstrating system; oscillating vanes upstream of the test section that
proof of concept; and (3) providing data for validating new can be used to generate sinusoidal gusts; a variety of model

modeling, analysis, and design methods. This paper mounting and suspension systems ranging from cantilever
provides an overview of some of the more interesting ASE sidewall mounts for component models to a two-cable
investigations conducted in the TDT at LaRC and in flight suspension system for full-span "free-flying" models;

at DFRC. Four wind-tunnel and four flight-test projects are safety screens that protect the tunnel fan blades from debris
reviewed in this paper. These projects were selected in case of a model failure; state-of-the-art instrumentation
because of their contributions to the state-of-the-art in ACT and test equipment; and a full-time staff of experienced

or because of the knowledge gained in further understanding aeroelastic research engineers and technicians.
the complex mechanisms that cause adverse ASE
interactions. Tests can be performed using air as the test medium,

however, the most distinguishing feature of the tunnel isFor the wind-tunnel test projects, the ACS investigated the use of a heavy gas, presently R-12 refrigerant, as the

could all be placed in the modal frequency band near the prim a test medium. R-12 ifo rimes anse as arn

middle and right side of Figure 2, implying that the primary test medium. R-12 is four times as dense as air and
deliberate beneficial interaction of the elastic modes of the has a speed of sound half that of air. These properties of
wind-tunnel model and its ACS was an important aspect of R-12 have beneficial effects on the design, fabrication, and
the test. An "ASE success" for such tests would be a strong testing of aeroelastically scaled wind-tunnel models.

the est An"ASEsucess fo suc tets ouldbe stong Other advantages of using R- 12 are a nearly three-fold

indication that the appropriate "primary benefit" would be

possible in a flight vehicle. Although during the wind-
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increase in Reynolds number and lower tunnel drive mass distribution) to match the first nine symmetric elastic
horsepower. vibration modes of the flight vehicle (frequency range from

0 to 25 Hz). The model was equipped with active ailerons3.2 NASA DFRC's Flutter Test Laboratory and elevators and demonstrated in the wind tunnel what had

DFRC traces its origin to the early post World War II period already been demonstrated in flight: the ability of active

and the first attempts to fly faster than the speed of sound. cnrols to aevaestrutua dnamic respon cause
Sinc tht tmeDFR ha sered s afocl pintforcontrols to alleviate structural dynamic response caused bySince that time, DFRC has served as a focal point for turbulence.

flight-test activities associated with all aspects of

aeronautical research and development (Ref. 6). In the early 1970s, the U.S. Air Force Flight Dynamics
Within DFRC is the Western Aeronautical Test Range Laboratory (AFFDL) initiated a research program with the
(WATR) which consists of a highly automated complex of Boeing Company to further develop and demonstrate ACT.
computer-controlled tracking, telemetry, and This program was named the Controlled Configured
communications systems and control room complexes that Vehicles (CCV) Program (Ref. 9). For this program the
are capable of supporting any type of mission. B-52E vehicle reported on in Reference 8 was modified to
Each control room provides the research engineer with fast serve as the testbed to evaluate several advanced control
and complete access to communications data, tracking data, concepts through analyses and flight-testing. One such
telemetry data, timing data, and video data. This provides concept was active flutter suppression (AFS), attractive
real-time analysis of test results to assure flight safety and because of its promise of requiring smaller structural weight
that data is of sufficient quantity and quality to meet penalties to meet flutter margin requirements.
research objectives. In parallel with the CCV flight-test program, an
The need frequently arises to monitor the aeroelastic and investigation sponsored by AFFDL with Boeing and in
ASE characteristics of new or modified aircraft and control cooperation with NASA LaRC was initiated to: 1) develop
systems designs to ensure that no undesirable resonant active control concept evaluation techniques through wind-
modes or instabilities exist within the intended flight tunnel testing; 2) demonstrate that aircraft ACS can be
envelopes. The WATR's Spectral Analysis Facility (SAF) simulated with wind-tunnel models; 3) obtain experimental
is intended to assist the engineers in analysis tasks data for validating analysis results and methods; and
associated'with these investigations. The SAF provides a 4) obtain data for correlation with the B-52E flight-test
combination of hardware and software designed to results. The impetus behind this investigation was the
minimize the amount of flight-test time needed to safely availability of the previously tested 1/30th-scale B-52
test an aircraft throughout a specified flight envelope. aeroelastic wind-tunnel model. This program was the B-52
Normally, the aircraft's modal characteristics are monitored CCV wind-tunnel test program (Ref. 10), and the remainder
by exciting the structure and measuring the response of the of this subsection of the paper addresses this program.
structure. These responses are received in real time on the
ground, decommutated, and displayed on strip charts and theB2intunnel modeltwashmodifedstoldynamcallymatch equivalent changes made to the full-scale aircraft.
spectrum analyzers. Monitors also provide graphics, In addition, to properly represent the AFS and the vertical
numeric, discrete, and flight mode annunciator displays. ride control (VRC) systems being evaluated in flight, the
The telemetered data are also processed by parameter wind-tunnel model was further modified to include new
identification algorithms to estimate the vehicle'sideroeatificatond al ms tsta ime toutboard ailerons, flap segments, and horizontal canards.aeroelastic and ASE stability. These control surfaces were driven by an electromechanical

4. WIND-TUNNEL TEST ACTIVITIES system consisting of d.c. torque motors mounted within the
In the past 25 years there have been about a dozen active fuselage and crank-pushrod linkages and shafting from theIontrols t empa str25e s e thave bn abot madzny, amotors to the control surfaces. Figure 4 shows the B-52
controls demonstrations in the TDT, too many,widtnemolisaldinheTTnteto-be

unfortunately, to describe in the limited space of this wind-tunnel model installed in the TDT on the two-cable
mount system.

document. This section of the paper contains a selection,

spanning the entire 25 years, of four of the more The AFS system consisted of two independent feedback
noteworthy of these demonstrations. A common thread loops: an aileron loop and a flaperon loop. Since both
among these four projects is that each has had a significant systems were designed to separately provide a 30 percent
impact on the state-of-the-art of ACT. Recall from earlier increase in flutter speed, they were considered redundant
comments, this section emphasizes the performance gains systems. With the exception of scaling differences, the
that can be realized through beneficial ASE interactions and AFS systems on the wind-tunnel model and on the B-52E
deliberately omits any discussion regarding adverse ASE aircraft were very similar over the frequency range of
interactions. interest.

4.1 B-52 CCV Full-Span Model Program The wind-tunnel test data, scaled up to corresponding
The success oACT flghtinvestigations iflight-test conditions, are compared with flight-test resultsThe success of ACT flight investigations in the 1960s to in Figure 5. Concentrating first on the wind-tunnel results
reduce the dynamic response of the XB-70 (Ref. 7) and the ony(pnsm l),icabeenththeA -ntss

B-52E (Ref. 8) aircraft due to gusts opened the gateway to a only (open symbols), it can be seen that the AFS-on tests
multitude of ACT studies and applications that continue to were performed to conditions only slightly above themthitudey. InofnACTjsudien tionswith thaB-52Ef t copen-loop flutter point of 253 m/s. However, at the
this day. In conjunction with the B-52E flight highest velocity for AFS-on, the damping in the flutter
investigation, a 1/30th scale, full-span, free-flying B-52 mode showed a large improvement compared to that for

aeroelastic wind-tunnel model was constructed and tested in Aoff and alsshe tepotent for a fia

the TDT. The model was dynamically scaled (stiffness and AFS-off and also showed the potential for a significant
increase in flutter speed. Comparing, now, the AFS-on
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wind-tunnel results (open square symbols) with the AFS-on characteristics (flutter frequency, modal coupling, and

CCV flight-test results (closed square symbols, taken from flutter-mode violence) were also available.
Reference 11) the damping trends are seen to agree quite The first series of wind-tunnel tests was conducted in three
well. These comparisons provided further encouragementthat dynamically scaled wind-tunnel models may be useful entries: June, August, and December of 1977. For these
thatbedynamicalnvestigaleingdpotental mes maystemusefull- tests, a different AFS control law, each employing a single
testbeds for investigating potential AFS systems on full- control surface, was developed for each external store

scale flight vehicles. configuration. These wind-tunnel tests were quite

The VRC system on the full-scale aircraft was designed to successful, particularly for AFS systems that used the

reduce, by at least 30 percent, the gust-induced vertical leading-edge surface. For the configuration with the most

acceleration at the pilot's station. This system used violent flutter characteristics, the model was tested 18

vertical acceleration, sensed at the pilot's station, and the percent above the unaugmented flutter dynamic pressure

horizontal canards. The VRC system on the wind-tunnel without incurring an instability. Based on damping trends

model was a scaled-down version of the actual flight at this condition, the model was projected to be stable up to

system. Test results indicated that the VRC system reduced about 29 percent in dynamic pressure above the

the magnitude of the 6th and 8th mode peaks on the model unaugmented flutter condition (Ref. 13). This program

by about 60 percent and 75 percent respectively, and on the demonstrated that active suppression of wing/store flutter
airplane by about 56 percent and 73 percent respectively, was a feasible and practical application for ACT.

The program also demonstrated for the first time that
The most significant finding that resulted from the B-52 l ne sura c alone ar e viabl e A sa c

CCV ullspa moel pogrm ws te knwlege hatleading-edge surfaces acting alone are viable AFS surfaces.
CCV full-span model program was the knowledge that

dynamically scaled, actively controlled wind-tunnel models For the second series of tests, conducted during October

were extremely useful in studying and developing advanced 1979, the use of multiple loops with multiple control

active control concepts. From that time forward, wind- surfaces acting simultaneously was investigated. For this

tunnel models were destined to play the following series of tests only the wing/store configuration with the

important roles in the development of active-control most violent flutter mode was available as a testbed.

concepts: increase the confidence level in these concepts To reduce the risk of losing the model during flutter or other

by providing data to verify analytical models and methods; unexpected ASE instabilities, the store was modified to

and eliminate the risks and lower the costs associated with include an internal electro-mechanical system that served

flight-testing these concepts. as a flutter stopper. This system would passively suppress
flutter by moving an internal mass yery rapidly, thereby

4.2 YF-17 Semispan Model Program changing the wing/store structural frequencies in such a

During the early 1970s McDonnell-Douglas Corporation, manner as to decouple the critical elastic modes.

under AFFDL sponsorship, performed analytical studies Whenever an instability was encountered the system could

(Ref. 12) to define the feasibility of applying AFS be triggered either automatically or manually.

concepts to flutter problems associated with military Research organizations from three European countries were
aircraft. The elimination of flutter placards associated with invited to participate in the second series of tests through
the carriage of wing-mounted external stores on fighter- the auspices of USAF data exchange agreements or
attack aircraft was identified as the most promising information exchange programs. These organizations
application of AFS because of the significant payoffs in included British Aerospace and the Royal Aeronautical
aircraft performance. As a direct result of these studies, Establishment from the United Kingdom, the Office
AFFDL in cooperation with NASA LaRC, began an National d'Etudes et de Recherches Aerospatiales from
aggressive series of wind-tunnel test investigations, France, and Messerschmitt-Bolkow-Blohm GmbH from
spanning about 10 years, to develop and demonstrate West Germany. Control laws from each of the
wing/store AFS. organizations varied greatly in their design philosophy,

The Northrop Corporation was contracted by AFFDL for the and in the number of sensors and control surfaces used.

first wind-tunnel demonstration of wing/store AFS. All control laws were highly successful in suppressing

The objective of this program was to perform several series flutter (Ref. 14). One control law was tested to a dynamic

of tests to evaluate a multitude of control concepts based on pressure 70 percent above the passive flutter condition.

different design philosophies. These concepts began with Post-test evaluation of damping trends indicated that this

simple nonadaptive analog controllers and evolved into control law could have stabilized the model up to about 131

digital adaptive controllers. For this program, a percent above the passive condition.

30-percent-scale, semispan, aeroelastic model of the YF-17 Some "firsts" demonstrated in this portion of the program
aircraft was designed for testing in the LaRC TDT. included the ability to switch from one control law to
The wind-tunnel model consisted of a wing, a fuselage, and another above the unaugmented flutter condition and the

a horizontal tail. The model was very unique in that it was ability to switch from a control law that used a trailing-
side-wall mounted using cables and a set of bars and edge control surface to one that used a leading-edge control
linkages that simulated rigid-body pitch and plunge surface above the unaugmented flutter condition.
degrees-of-freedom. The horizontal tail, attached to an The ability to switch control laws above flutter without
electric motor located within the fuselage, was used for experiencing any noteworthy transient motions on the
trimming the model at various tunnel conditions. The wing model laid the groundwork for adaptive control. In addition
had leading- and trailing-edge control surfaces powered by to the test demonstrations, advancements in test procedures
electro-hydraulic actuators. Three different external store and measurement techniques were also accomplished.

configurations having widely different flutter Procedures to calculate model open-loop characteristics
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from measured closed-loop transfer functions were The objective of the first test conducted in February 1979
demonstrated at conditions below and above flutter. was to demonstrate the ability of flaperons for suppressing
Also, techniques developed and used to extract system gain antisymmetric flutter (Ref. 16). Other research issues
and phase margins from Nyquist plots provided a measure included: the effects of asymmetry between left and right
of model stability and were useful in identifying ways to wing sensor signals and actuators; the simultaneous
improve the control law performance. implementation of symmetric and antisymmetric control

laws; switching of control laws above open-loop flutter;
The next step in the logical progression of AFS was to and determining if open-loop frequency response functions
transition from analog nonadaptive systems to digital (FRF) could be measured accurately enough to provide
adaptive controllers. The demonstration of an AFS digital useful information. Important accomplishments from the
adaptive controller was accomplished in two phases. first test included: successful modifications to control laws
During the first phase, several of the analog control laws (gain/phase changes and sensor changes) during testing to
tested previously were digitized and implemented on a maximize AFS effectiveness; successful switching of
digital controller. These control laws were then retested control laws above the unaugmented flutter condition
during November 1981. The performance of the digital without experiencing any threatening transient motions;
control laws and the improvement in flutter speed and testing closed loop to a dynamic pressure 100 percent
demonstrated was comparable to the metrics obtained above the unaugmented flutter dynamic pressure (with
during the analog control test demonstrations. flaperon displacements never exceeding 0.6 degrees).
Although sampling time was identified as a critical
parameter, the control laws performed adequately down to a The second test was accomplished in October 1981
sampling rate of 100 samples per second (Figure 6), which (Ref. 17). The objectives of this test were to: determine
was typical of sampling rates for aircraft digital FCS under the accuracy of measured FRF and define approaches for
development in the late 1970s. improving the accuracy; investigate the feasibility of

suppressing flutter with a single flaperon while simulating
During the second phase of these tests, a relatively simple a failure in the other; and demonstrate the ability of
adaptive controller was developed and tested during April flaperons for suppressing symmetric flutter. The accuracy
1982 (Ref. 15). The first level of adaptation consisted of of the measured FRF was determined by actually varying
discriminating between possible flutter modes (based on gain and phase angles and measuring the gain and phase
apriori knowledge) and selecting the appropriate control margins up to an unstable condition. Both gie direct
law; the second level consisted of adapting the control law (actual measurement of open-loop data) and the indirect
to changes in flight condition. In addition, the ability of methods (extraction of open-loop data from closed-loop
the controller to adapt rapidly following a store release .was responses) of obtaining FRF were found to provide
demonstrated. For this unique demonstration, a wing-tip reasonable measures of model stability. The AFS was found
mounted store was abruptly released transforming the to perform satisfactorily with one flaperon locked out;
model from a stable condition to a violent flutter however, the gain margin was reduced by a factor of one-
condition. The adaptive controller recognized the unstablestabiized half. Finally, AFS systems employing flaperons
behavior, implemented a new control law, and stabilized performed equally well for both symmetric and
the model in a small fraction of a second. antisymmetric flutter modes.

4.3 F-16 Full-Span Model Program With successful conventional AFS wind-tunnel test
To assist in identifying a large number of critical demonstrations on the F-16 wind-tunnel model and
wing/store flutter modes for the F-16, a 1/4-scale, full- successful adaptive AFS test demonstrations on the YF-17
span, free-flying flutter model was designed and fabricated model in hand, the AFWAL, General Dynamics, and NASA
by General Dynamics for testing in the TDT. This model LaRC team became directly involved in developing and
was tested successfully many times in the 1970s and 80s to demonstrating a totally digital adaptive (no prior
support the USAF F-16 flutter clearance program. knowledge of the aircraft configuration) system.

The objectives of this investigation included:
General Dynamics took advantage of the existing 1/4-scale demonstrating digital adaptive flutter suppression for three
flutter model, by then a mature and reliable testbed, to different external store configurations, each having widely

investigate the potential of applying AFS to the F-16. different flutter-mode characteristics; demonstrating a 30-

A new set of wings, equipped with accelerometers

positioned at key locations and flaperon surfaces powered percent improvement in flutter speed with the AFS
byohydrauion actukyatiors, wa fabricated.oIn sradditiowed boperating for each store configuration; and demonstratingby hydraulic actuators, was fabricated. In addition, ballast the suppression of flutter following the separation of a

in the fuselage was replaced with a hydraulic pump to power store from the wing. These tests were accomplished during

the wing servoactuators. For the next 8 years the F-16 December 1986, and the results are summarized in

model (Figure 7) with the new wings became a testbed for Reference 18. These tests demonstrated, for the first time,

evaluating AFS systems that ranged from analog to tefeasblt of usi a digi ta ate f S system
compex igial dapiveconepts Ths pogrm, he -16 the feasibility of using a digital adaptive AFS system

complex digital adaptive concepts. This program, the F-16 having no prior knowledge of the wing/store

full-span model program, was carried-out by a team of conguratio r onedte rn the adaptor o
reserchrs romGenralDynaics th U.. Ar Frceconfiguration. For one test run, the adaptive controller

researchers from General Dynamics, the U.S. Air Force updated the control law over 2500 times without losing
Wright Aeronautical Laboratories (AFWAL), and NASA control of the flutter mode. The controller also performed
LaRC and involved three wind-tunnel test entries in the satisfactorily during simulated single actuator failures and
TDT. with rapidly changing test conditions. In addition, the

system performed very well in adapting and stabilizing the
model following the release of a wing-tip missile that
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immediately resulted in a post-flutter condition. In this The model was tested on four different occasions (1986,
unstable condition, the system was able to identify the '87, '89, and '91). The first two tests involved Rockwell,
unstable plant, design a nominal control law, and suppress the Air Force, and NASA and focused on demonstrating the
flutter in less than a second. AFW Concept. The results from these tests are reported in

References 19. The second two tests involved only
Besides successfully demonstrating adaptive control of Rocel and NAS and fo te deonsi

Rockwell and NASA and focused on the demonstration of
wing/store flutter, some of the more significant aeroelastic control (consistent with the AFW concept)
acontrlslaw nts deveopedb the p ramdaied cotrler ase a through the application of digital ACT. For these tests the

model was fitted with wing-tip ballast stores to lower the
backup analog safety system; the launching of missiles model flutter speed into the operational capabilities of the
from a free-flying model at conditions below and above the TDT. Active control concepts considered during these tests
unaugmented flutter boundary; and the use of advanced included AFS and rolling maneuver load alleviation
computer architecture employing multiple processors and (RMLA). These ACS were designed to be compatible with
multitasking to permit high speed asynchronous parallel each other such that they could be tested simultaneously,
processing. even at conditions above the passive flutter speed of the

wind-tunnel model.
4.4 Active Flexible Wing Full-Span Model
Program The design goal of AFS control laws was to penetrate the
In the early 1980s Rockwell International Corporation passive flutter boundary and proceed to the tunnel
developed a concept it named the Active Flexible Wing operating limit. For the wind-tunnel model in the fixed-in-
(AFW) Concept (Ref. 19), and in 1985, in cooperation with roll configuration symmetric and antisymmetric flutter
AFWAL and NASA LaRC, Rockwell undertook a research boundaries had to be penetrated to demonstrate anything
program to demonstrate this concept. The AFW concept more than a trivial increase in flutter dynamic pressure.
exploits, rather than avoids, wing flexibility by Maximum test dynamic pressures (26 percent above the
employing active leading- and trailing-edge control antisymmetric flutter condition and 17 percent above the
surfaces, up to and beyond control-surface reversal, symmetric flutter condition) were limited by high dynamic
A high-performance aircraft designed using the AFW response of the wing surfaces, however, analysis of the
concept achieves its high roll rates using wing control experimental measurements indicated that the control law
surfaces only, thereby eliminating the need for a "rolling was still stabilizing both flutter modes at these maximum
tail" and, consequently, eliminating the additional conditions.
structural weight associated with a rolling tail. In an AFW An important goal of the AFW Program was the
design an active roll control (ARC) system is required to demonstration of multiple-input, multiple-output,
efficiently manage the rolling of the vehicle. An ARC
system monitors flight conditions and, based on those mulipe- trol law stingThs oal wasaccomplished through the simultaneous operation of AFS
conditions, chooses the most effective control surfaces to and RMLA control laws. The design goal of RMLA control
roll the vehicle and also chooses the proper sign for
control-surface deflections (one sign if below reversal, the lawsuwas o redeor controwng dsin rollingmaneuvers of 90 degrees. Important design considerations
opposite if above). In an AFW design further weight were to maintain stability, acceptable control-surface
savings can also be achieved by the additional use of active deflections and rates, and constant roll performance.
controls. Taken alone or in combination, flutter These control laws were implemented with the wind-tunnel
suppression, gust load alleviation, and maneuver load model in the free-to-roll configuration, for which only one
control all have the potential for further reductions in flutter boundary (symmetric) was within the tunnel
vehicle weight. By taking full advantage of ACT and the operating envelope. For these demonstrations, aggressive
AFW concept, Rockwell predicted that, compared to roll maneuvers were performed and wing loads were
conventionally designed high-performance vehicles, controlled at conditions 17 percent in dynamic pressure
weight savings of at least 15 percent of take-off gross above the open-loop flutter condition. The results of these
weight could be achieved for an advanced fighter tests are summarized in Reference 20.
configuration.

An AFW Program grew out of the AFW Concept. 5. FLIGHT-TEST ACTIVITIES
The testbed for the AFW Program was a full-span, Out of the many ACT related flight-test programs conducted
aeroelastically scaled, wind-tunnel model (Figure 8) of an at DFRC during the last 25 years, four have been selected
advanced fighter configuration. The model, referred to as for discussion in this section. These four programs span
the AFW wind-tunnel model, was designed and built by the entire range of ACT applications. The first program
Rockwell for testing in the LaRC TDT. The model was involves an active control system that was intentionally
sting-mounted utilizing an internal ballbearing designed to interact with the flexible modes of the vehicle;
arrangement, allowing the model freedom to roll about the the emphasis in this discussion is on the performance of
sting. A roll degree-of-freedom brake was employed for the AFS rather than the adverse interactions of the system
those cases when a fixed-in-roll condition was required. with other rigid body or elastic modes of the vehicle.
The model had two leading-edge and two trailing-edge For the other three programs, the systems were designed to
control surfaces on each wing panel driven by rotary-vane, interact only with the rigid body modes of the vehicle; the
electro-hydraulic actuators powered by an onboard emphasis in this discussion is on the adverse ASE
hydraulic system. A variety of sensors were available interactions encountered in flight and the modifications
including accelerometers, strain gages, rotary variable performed to the FCS to allow testing to continue and
differential transducers, and a roll rate gyro. objectives of the test to be met.
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Between the second and third flights of the test vehicle the
5.1 DAST Drone Program control laws of the AFS system were updated and reinstalled
In the early 1970s NASA embarked on an ambitious high- on the vehicle. Inadvertently and unknowingly to the

risk flight-test program (Ref. 21) whose primary entire test team, during this update a very serious error

objectives were to validate analysis and synthesis methods occureed: an errneous facto o oe-a seinserto
for he ctie cotro ofaerelasic espnse nd nalsis occurred: an erroneous factor of one-half was inserted into

for the active control of aeroelastic response and analysis the control law, effectively halving the gain in both
techniques for aerodynamic loads prediction. This program symmetries of the AFS system, and thereby lowering the
was called DAST - Drones for Aerodynamic and Structural closed-loop flutter Mach number at all altitudes. During the
Testing. It was conceived and implemented at LaRC with tidfih h eil a ob lw ta liueo

flight-tests conducted at DFRC. The flight-test vehicle was 15,00 feet the AFS syst on ase on
an umaned irebe I taget ron whse sandrd ing 15,000 feet and tested with the AFS system on. Based on

an unmanned Firebee II target drone whose standard wing experimental data from the first two flight-tests, the open-
had been replaced with an aeroelastic research wing (ARW). loop flutter Mach number at this altitude was estimated to
The flight-tests associated with the DAST Program were be between 0.76 and 0.77. Based on analysis, and using
referred to, at the time, as "a wind tunnel in the sky" the nominal values of AFS gain, the closed-loop flutter
because these tests retained some of the best features of thnoiavlusf Fgitecoedopfutr
beca-tusnel these testsretainedsome ofwthile btresmofg Mach number at this altitude was predicted to be above 1.0,
wind-tunnel and piloted-flight-testing while removing considerably higher than the highest Mach number to be
some of the limitations of each. The DAST flight-tests: tested. As the vehicle was accelerating from Mach 0.8 to
achieved realistic combinations of Mach number and its next test point at Mach 0.825, it encountered
dynamic pressure; achieved more realistic Reynolds destructive symmetric closed-loop flutter, resulting in the
numbers; included realistic inertial effects; removed the separation of the right wing from the vehicle and the
restriction of small model size; eliminated any questions complete destruction of the vehicle after ground impact.
concerning tunnel interference effects with walls and model An extensive post-test analysis and investigation
mountings; and eliminated the risks to the test pilot determined that the inadvertent factor of one-half in the
associated with flutter testing. AFS control law was the primary cause of the flutter

The DAST flight-tests were conducted after an air launch incident (Ref. 22).
from a B-52 and were concluded via a parachute recovery As stated earlier, from its inception the DAST Program was
system and helicopter mid-air retrieval. Because of recognized as an ambitious flight-test program with a high
limitations on the fuel capacity of the Firebee II test degree of risk accepted as part of the program. In spite of
vehicle, these means of launch and recovery allowed the the fate of the ARW-1 test vehicle, valuable data was
maximum amount of flight-test time (typically 15-30 acquired and valuable lessons were learned from the DAST
minutes) per flight. During a flight the test vehicle was Program. The last flight was video taped from a chase
controlled by a test pilot located in a ground cockpit. plane and NASA has in its archives the only known video

The ARW-1 wing was designed to have both symmetric and tape of in-flight, destructive, bending-torsion flutter with
antisymmetric classical bending-torsion flutter modes the wing separating from the vehicle. A flight-test
within the flight envelope. It had a supercritical airfoil, an technique and a "wind tunnel in the sky" flight-test facility
aspect ratio of 6.8, and a cruise Mach number of 0.98. were successfully developed and demonstrated.
The primary objective of the ARW-1 flight-tests was to Lessons learned the hard way from the DAST experience are
verify transonic flutter prediction techniques and to the critical importance of end-to-end checks, which would
validate predicted AFS system performance (Ref. 21) have revealed the erroneous factor of one-half prior to the
Figure 9 is a planview of the ARW-1 flight-test vehicle ill-fated flight and the critical importance of accurate on-

showing the major features of the vehicle. The AFS system line predictions of damping in the flutter mode, which
consisted of analog compensation, feedback signals from would have alerted flight-test engineers of the impending
both wing and fuselage accelerometers, summing and danger.
differencing networks to obtain both the symmetric and
antisymmetric components of the wing accelerations, and 5.2 X-29A Program
trailing-edge control surfaces driven by hydraulically The X-29A aircraft is a single-seat fighter-type vehicle
powered rotary-vane actuators. For safety purposes, an with thin, supercritical airfoil, forward swept wings.
ejectable ballast was installed on the trailing edge of each The wings are covered with aeroelastically tailored,
wing tip to serve as a flutter-stopper safety device, graphite-epoxy, composite skins for controlling the

Six flight-tests were originally envisioned, but only three divergence of the forward swept wing. For improved
maneuverability, the aircraft was designed to be 35-percent

werefonduted. athre differealtight-tess were t , havestatically unstable in the longitudinal axis. The aircraft is
performed et) thr diffegrent io alitudesk (10,1, acontrolled using active, all-movable canards, strake flaps,
thprouacind f the aprn-loogflueresonindarik from sand flaperons commanded by a triplex redundant, high-
approaching the open-loop flutter boundary, to slightly gain, digital, fly-by-wire control system. During the
deeply penetrating (20 percent in Mach number beyond) flight-testing of the X-29A aircraft during the 1980s,

deepy pnetatig (0 prcen inMac nuberbeynd) several unexpected ASE interactions were observed as

the boundary. As described in Reference 22, during the derie ine te nExte raaphs.

second flight, at an altitude of 25,000 feet, the vehicle was

flown, with AFS off, to Mach 0.91. At this altitude both Buffet-Induced StructurallFCS Interaction:
symmetric and antisymmetric flutter were predicted to occur While conducting flight-tests to investigate the flying
at Mach 0.92. characteristics of the X-29A at high angles-of-attack,

unexpected ASE interactions were encountered.
During envelope expansion up through 45 degrees angle-
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of-attack, an ASE interaction occurred between the which consequently allowed the structural response of the
buffeting on the aircraft, the structural mode response, and canards to become larger. This increase in structural
the FCS in the lateral-directional axis (Ref. 23). response amplitude was sensed by the canard linear variable
Power spectral density (PSD) plots of the rudder trailing- displacement transducer, aliased to a frequency of 13.5 Hz,
edge accelerometer signal, the roll and yaw rate outputs, and then amplified in the FCS. The overall effect was to
and the rudder and flaperon control surface positions have more power at a frequency of 13.5 Hz in both the
indicated the presence of three structural modes: an canard position feedback path and the canard command
antisymmetric wing bending mode at I 1 Hz, a fuselage path. For ship 2, the tightness of the new seals was found
lateral bending mode at 13 Hz, and a vertical fin bending to add damping to the canard structure thereby reducing the
mode at 16 Hz. The PSD plot of the roll rate gyro showed response of canard pitch mode.

•considerable energy in the frequency range from 11 to 16Hznwhiletheyawratleenery signa thesame frequency bande froThe canard structural response was also found to be affectedHz, w hile the yaw rate signal over the sam e frequency band b h a ad a r d n m cl a i g lg tt s e utwas approximately three orders of magnitude less. by the canard aerodynamic loading. Flight test results
showed that structural response was largest when the

This difference was partially attributed to a structural notch
filter at 11.2 Hz in the yaw rate path. The PSD plots of the normalized canard lift coefficient was
rudder and flaperon control surface positions also showed decreased as th normalied ca t coefiint sincreased. This data suggested that ASE testing should be
considerable response over the 11 to 16 Hz frequency band. accomplished at an angle-of-attack for which the surface of
This ASE interaction contributed to the control surface ccernlis at or ngleroft.
actuator commands being miscompared in the hydraulic
logic of the flaperon actuator. This miscomparison Based on these X-29A experiences, the lesson learned is to
resulted in a reconfiguration of the flaperon actuator recognize how essential it is to consider all changes to
settings during the flight. Although this interaction did aircraft subsystems, however insignificant. These changes
not produce an instability, increased flight-test time was may directly or indirectly impact the structural dynamic
required to repeat maneuvers already accomplished with the characteristics of the vehicle and have a significant effect
earlier flaperon setting. This occurrence was one of the on ASE interactions. Also, the correct placement of the
catalysts for implementing a notch filter into the roll rate FCS antialiasing filter break frequencies is important.
gyro path of the FCS. The lesson was that subsystems of Incorrect placement can cause aliasing of structural
an airplane can be adversely affected by ASE. Although response signals that result in unwanted forced excitations
this flight incident did not result in significant changes in of the aircraft structure.
the way ASE testing is performed, it did add another data
point to our knowledge base dealing with the complex 5.3 AFTI/F-16 Program
mechanisms associated with ASE. The F-16 aircraft was a testbed for the Advanced Fighter

Canard/FCS Interaction: After completing the Technology Integration Program (AFTI) (Ref. 25).

envelope expansion tests without experiencing further ASE The modifications made to the airplane provided improved

interactions, several changes in the FCS were made to weapon system effectiveness and survivability in air-to-air

improve the airplane handling qualities. On subsequent and air-to-surface combat situations. There were eight

flight-tests a higher-than-expected response at 13.5 Hz was pilot-selectable digital flight control modes and one

observed on the canards (Ref. 24). This response was also analog back-up mode. Structural modifications included the

observed in the time history signals of the canard position addition of canards under the engine inlet duct and the

feedback, the canard command, the flaperon command, and addition of a dorsal structure on the upper fuselage.

the strake command. Other longitudinal feedback paths, One pilot-coupled ASE instability was encountered during
such as pitch rate and normal acceleration, and the lateral- the flight-test program. The resultant unstable oscillation
directional axis did not contain any unusually high was limited in amplitude and involved the antisymmetric
response at 13.5 Hz. It was determined from analytical and missile pitch mode (5.8 Hz) coupling with the lateral-
test data that the lowest canard mode (canard pitch) was at directional axis of the FCS. This oscillation was induced
26.5 Hz, and that this mode was aliased to the lower by a roll command from the pilot and was sustained when
frequency of 13.5 Hz by the FCS. The A/D converter the pilot applied more than 0.7 pounds of lateral stick
sampling rate was 40 samples/second and, therefore, force. When the pilot reduced the lateral stick force, the
provided a Nyquist frequency of 20 Hz. The FCS was oscillation dissipated. The oscillation occurred at altitudes
somewhat prone to aliasing because the 32 Hz antialiasing of 10,000 to 30,000 feet and between Mach numbers of
filter break frequency used in the off-the-self flight 0.78 and 0.90. Efforts to excite the oscillation at 45,000
computer hardware was not modified for the X-29A feet were unsuccessful. A time history of the oscillation at
airplane. Mach 0.85 at an altitude of 20,000 feet is shown in

It was also determined that amplitude of the forced response Figure 11. Note that when the lateral stick force was less

at 13.5 Hz was a function of the amount of wear on the than 0,7 pounds, the oscillations on the flaperons

canard aerodynamic seals fitted between the canard root and decreased. The oscillation was a result of a high-gain, but

the fuselage. The canard responses for ships 1 and 2 are low-authority, roll-command channel in the lateral-

shown in Figure 10 for Mach numbers of 0.40, 0.60, and directional axis that bypassed the roll-notch filter designed

0.80 at 15,000 feet. The data for ship 1 is with worn seals to filter out the 5.8 Hz antisymmetric missile pitch mode.

(174 hours) while the data for ship 2 is with new seals (2 This loop was activated with lateral stick forces equal to or

hours). Each airplane had identical control laws in the greater than 0.7 pounds.

FCS. It is thought that as the canard seals for ship 1 wore,
less force was exerted between the canards and the fuselage
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This program illustrated the need to thoroughly model the frequencies. Subsequent flight-testing revealed that the
FCS architecture in the ASE analysis. The analysis in this -oscillation was eliminated.
case had not modeled stick inputs, resulting in the loop not
being accurately represented, which, in turn, resulted in 6. THE NEXT QUARTER CENTURY
inaccurate analytical predictions of closed-loop stability. As the next quarter century begins, there are several
In addition, this program illustrated that ASE instabilities ongoing or planned NASA wind-tunnel and flight-test
can occur in any portion of the flight envelope and not projects that have the potential for making significant
only at the high speed, high dynamic pressure extremes. contributions of their own to the state-of-the-art of ACT.

5.4 F-18 HARV Program Several wind-tunnel test projects are now underway to
An F/A-18 aircraft was modified at DFRC to perform flight develop and demonstrate new avenues for exploiting ASEAn FA-1 aicrat ws mdifed a DFC t pefor flght interactions. One project is investigating the use of
research at high angles-of-attack using thrust vectoring. ieractio Oneuprojecteis in the use oControl law concepts for agility and performance piezoelectric actuators embedded in the structure to
enhancement were also incorporated to provide data for suppress undesirable subcritical aeroelastic response and to
correlation with computational fluid dynamics solutionsr prevent flutter. With the advent of neural network
This vehicle is referred to as the High Angle of Attack technology and its promising role of providing significant

Thisvehicle (R Meferrto dHios included o tthk advances in future ACT concepts, these tests will include
Research Vneural-network-based AFS concepts. Neural networks can
addition of vanes in each engine exhaust for thrust provide the adaptation required to change control laws to
vectoring and a research FCS containing high angle-of- not only changes in flight condition but, more
attack control laws (Ref. 26). importantly, for reconfiguring the FCS following a failure

During the aircraft ground tests, considerable freeplay in of an actuator or a feedback sensor. Other wind-tunnel test
the turning vane assembly mechanism in the engine was projects are underway to investigate the feasibility of using
identified. The freeplay was a concern, and frequency spoilers for flutter suppression and for using aerodynamic
response and fatigue analyses were performed to determine and/or smart materials to alleviate the structural response
the effect of the vibration levels on the aft fuselage associated with buffeting tails.
structure. Analysis results indicated that the fatigue life of
the structure was adequate for the number of flight hours investigation utilizing a high performance fighter is
required to complete the flight research program. The air- required to demonstrate the benefits of AFW technology.
craft was initially flown with the standard F-18 FCS. Successful completion of a flight-test program is required
For these tests, the thrust vectoring turning vanes were
positioned at the edge of the engine exhaust plume. In this to mature the basic technology and provide aircraft
position, the vanes were found to have considerable designers with the confidence to use the technology on
positin the tthfuture air vehicles. A program, using an F-18 airplane at
movement due to the freeplay since they were not DRi rsnl en rpsdadavctdb h

aerodynamically loaded. However, no unusual problems DFRC, is presently being proposed and advocated by the

were encountered due to vane movement. USAF Wright Laboratory. Flight testing is expected to
begin in 1999.

After these initial flight-tests, a set of research flight
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SYSTEM OF AEROSERVOELASTIC EXPERIMENTAL AND NUMERICAL INVESTIGATIONS
FOR AIRCRAFT DESIGN AND CERTIFICATION

M.Cli. Zitchenkov
V.I. Dovbishchuk

V.N. Popovsky
Central Aero-Hydrodynamic Institute (TsAGI)

Zhukovsky, 140160
Moscow Region, Russia

SUMMARY The following ASE study directions should be noted:
- ensuring flexible structure/FCS

Solving practical problems of modern aeroelastic stability;
aeroservoelasticity (ASE) presumes accomplishing - estimation of FCS influence on aircraft loading
reasonable synthesis and reliable analysis of nonlinear and aircraft structure flutter;
analogue-digital multi-dimensional electromechanical - synthesis and development of special
objects characteristics in frequency and time domains, active control subsystems (ACS) for
The paper describes shortly the system of experimental load alleviation, flutter characteristic improvements,
and analytical research and certification used in Russia and vibration level decrease.
aircraft industry to ensure aircraft safety from vibrations
of various types due to interaction between airframe The flexible structure/FCS aeroelastic stability ensuring
and flight control system as well as active control of was historically the first significant problem requiring
aeroelastic dynamic deformations. The system provides practical solution. Active control application for
qualitative determination and analysis of ASE improvement of aircraft technical and strength
characteristics for all aircraft development stages. Some characteristics has lately become quite urgent.
real results obtained in ASE research programs on wide
body civil and aerospace aircraft are presented as an 2. AEROELASTIC INTERACTION SCHEME
illustration.

Flight and investigation experience shows that at the
1. INTRODUCTION unfavorable combination of aerodynamic, elastic,

inertia structural characteristics and dynamic control
The experience of flying technique design and system parameters (Fig. 1) in the multi-connection
production shows that ASE is an important general closed-loop "flexible aircraft - FCS" self-oscillations
aeroelasticity problem considered together with flutter, occur that may result in control malfunction and
control reversal, divergence, buffeting, etc. All dangerous stresses generating in the structural elements.
phenomena coimected with influence of automatic As a rule oscillation forms at ASE instability differ
flight control system (FCS) on aircraft structure greatly from the forms of common airframe flutter. In
aeroelastic behavior for different operating regimes some cases the instability in the loop "flexible structure
compose ASE subject of interest. The significant - FCS" can take place due to inertia-kinematics
amount of different publications and reports at the connections in the ground regimes where airspeed is
international conferences was devoted to this problem equal to zero. The general scheme of aeroelastic
and, in particular, in recent years. Some foreign interaction of the structure with control system can be
publications are given as examples below in the presented in the following way. Kinematics parameters
reference. of elastic structural oscillations are responded by FCS

sensors and transformed by the flight computer (digital
As flexible aircraft/FCS interaction is a complex or analogue) in accordance with the given control
problem including aeroelasticity and flight control algorithms and then transferred to the input of
dynamics, expert cooperation and adequate actuators deflecting control surfaces which in turn
understanding of theoretical/technical aspects in both affect the structure both aerodynamically and by inertia
scientific subjects is required for successful solution of (Fig. 2). The structure is also affected by different
ASE problems as far as a specific aircraft is concerned, commands from the pilot and external disturbances due
Thanks to a great amount of practical activities in this to air gusts. In general practice two types of problems
field in TsAGI, Flight Test Institute, design bureaus are to be solved, i.e. defining stability degree of closed
and other organizations of Russia since the 50th system and its response to the external disturbance.
(starting point of applying hydraulic actuators in
aircraft) up till now, ASE has been formed and Mathematical model describing the dynamics of
developed as aircraft applied scientific direction, modern aircraft having nmulti-function FCS in the
A team of experts in ASE was brought up developing frequency range of elastic oscillations is rather
theoretical models, software, hardware and complicated. For example, wide body passenger aircraft
methodology of solving ASE problems for different structure with engines on the under-wing pylons can
types of flying technique. Some results of such research have about 20 closely spaced symmetrical and
are presented in references [1+9]. antisymmetrical elastic modes (Fig. 3) in the

transmissibility range of control system. When the ASE
parameters of modern highly maneuverable aircraft are

Paper presented at the Structures and Materials Panel Specialists' Meeting on "Advanced Aeroserioelastic 7esting
and Data Analysis", held in Rotterdam, The Netherlands. from 8-10 May 1995, aud published in CP-566.
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investigated it is necessary in some cases to consider characteristics of FCS of the first production aircraft
the problem of aeroelastic interaction at large are defined.
disturbances (maneuver, gust), so the united model of
aircraft trajectory movement and its elastic vibrations is Experts have various data containing all kinds of results
required. in ASE that help to outline investigation program at the

early stage of development and to define reasonably the
The distant analogue-digital system of automatic study volume considering structural and control
control realizes the control algorithms and parameters peculiarities of every specific aircraft.
depending on flight conditions. It is significantly non-
linear in the common case and uses different sensors ANALYTICAL METHODS AND SOFTWARE.
and control surfaces. Non-linear control relationships Theoretical model of flexible aircraft/FCS movement
valuable for aeroelastic interaction analysis are often includes the definition of aerodynamic forces affecting
caused by the parameters of actuators and vibrating deformed surface, elastic-mass structural
servoactuators like the dead zone, deflection rate scheme, mathematical models of actuators and
limitation, loading effect (hinge moment). Including analogue-digital control elements. The problems are
the digital computer into the control contour also solved of stability boundary definition, response to the
causes the specific properties in the oscillatory external disturbance, optimal synthesis of active control
processes that are defined by discrete control signals by systems, identification of structure and control
time and level. The effect of transposition of higher parameters. The developed software enables to
hannonics into the low-frequency domain (in the case effectively solve the problemrrs of aeroelastic interaction
of relatively low sample frequency) enables the using test results in the frequency and time domains by
interaction of elastic modes with dispersed frequencies means of various general-purpose computer complexes
and their great influence on the dynamics of aircraft including personal computers.
trajectory movement.

PHYSICAL SIMULATION.
Considering the difficulty of the problem a complex of The problem of simulating ASE phenomena on physical
experimental and analytical investigations is developed models in wind tunnels can be separated in three parts:
and operated for its practical solution. These studies are generating a dynamically similar model of flexible
performed during the whole period of aircraft aircraft structure, control system simulation, and flight
development and include the analysis, physical conditions simulation, including gust effect. Widely
simulation and full-scale tests, used flutter models are utilized, assembled by miniature

electrohydraulic fast actuators and control linkage,
3. SYSTEM OF COMPLEX INVESTIGATIONS providing the deflection of the required control surfaces

( ailerons, spoilers, elevators, rudders, etc.). Control
Many years of activities in ensuring the required ASE linkage is manufactured so that it could not influence
parameters for many airplanes of various types and the rigidity of structural elements. The sensors of
applications resulted in the modern system for accelerations, angular speed, bending and torsion
investigations and certification including the following moments are mounted on the model. To realize the
sections. models of active control system (ACS) and control law

algorithms a mobile analogue-digital computer
CERTIFICATION REQUIREMENTS, laboratory is used also equipped with measuring and
RECOMMENDATIONS AND DATA BASES. test result processing system. Atmospheric turbulence
The requirements to aeroelastic stability including the effect is simulated by means of profiles controlled by
structure/FCS interaction are formulated in the section hydraulic actuator and mounted at the entrance of wind
C - "Strength" of Aviation regulations (AR-25.629) tunnel test chamber.
[10]. As a rule certification materials are prepared and
analyzed together with design bureaus, thereafter the GROUND AND FULL-SCALE AIRCRAFT/FCS
TsAGI Department of aeroclasticity prepares the TESTS.
specific conclusion. Aviation regulations (AR-25.302) The methods are used enabling to get frequency
also prescribe to consider the effect of control systems parameters of non-linear analogue-digital FCS channels
on the strength parameters. and elements during the ground tests of full-scale

aircraft or at the control bench in the frequency range
The recommendations contain the proposals dealing of elastic structural oscillations. To determine these
with the methods and the volume of investigations that parameters special facilities are used simulating FCS
are to be performed at various stages of aircraft sensors oscillations and measuring laboratories with
development. In particular, at the technical proposal data acquisition and processing system.
stage it is recommended to evaluate the validity of
using special active load alleviation systems; at the FLIGHT TESTS.
conceptual design stage the analytical and/or model During the flight tests the following problems can be
studies in wind tunnel are to be can-ied out to select the solved:
control structure and parameters, efficiency and - determination of structural frequency characteristics
stability evaluation; during the detailed design the by the signals of FCS sensors at the forced
margins of aeroelastic stability are specified together oscillations of control surfaces;
with dynamically scaled model tests (in the presence of - confirmation of aeroelastic stability margins;
active control system) and bench tests of FCS - efficiency evaluation of active control systems for
elements; then the experimental aircraft with FCS is loads and elastic oscillation damping.
tested on the ground and sometimes (see below in
section 4) in a specific flight; and finally, frequency During these activities recommendations are given and

necessary changes are introduced. Investigations and
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analysis resulted in generating the whole analytical- in active control loop at the frequency of the vibration
experimental model of ASE. It should be noted that
though analytical methods and tools are highly
developed, the direct experiment is still very valuable gain is governed by the system functions and stability
for receiving final certification papers. requirements.

4. FREQUENCY RESPONSE METHOD AND 5. WIDE BODY CIVIL AIRCRAFT ASE
ASE REQUIREMENTS INVESTIGATIONS

The experience in design of aviation technique had The ASE experimental and numerical investigations for

shown the frequency response functions (FRF) analysis IL-96-300 were conducted beginming from technical
to be the most reasonable and suitable method for proposal stage aiming active reduction of loads in root

structure/FCS aeroelastic stability investigations. The and middle parts of the wing and also meeting the

aircraft FRF connect amplitude and phase of the requirements to aeroelastic stability margins. Special
structure frequency response (displacement, angle small aileron end sections having the ability of
velocity, acceleration) in FCS sensors locations with symmetrical and antysymmetrical deflections as well as

harnonical deflections of control surfaces. On the other the elevator were provided for active control.

hand FCS frequency response functions are defined as
relationships between amplitude and phase of control During the first stage of dynamically scaled model

surface oscillations and harmonical deflections of FCS (length scale 1/10) tests in the subsonic wind tunnel,
sensors. For solving the flexible aircraft/ FCS stability the possible ADS algorithms and parameters were

problem FRF must be determined in the whole chosen with preliminary efficiency/stability estimations.

frequency range where ASE interaction can take place. Multi-loop digil nonlinear ADS that is now installed

One of the frequency response method advantages, that on fuUl-scale aircraft for actual operation was simulated

is important for practical applications, is the possibility during the second stage of these tests (after aircraft and
of independent determination of structural FRF control system detailed design). Fig. 5 illustrates ADS

model efficiency in decreasing wing root bending
Sik (jo) and those of the FCS -L ki(J0o)), where i is moments under random turbulence disturbances, the

a serial number of sensor and k is a serial number of influence of control surfaces (ailerons) rate limit on
control surface. Some part of arrays Sik (j0)) and ADS efficiency and the satisfaction of ASE stability

requirements.
LkI (jO)), for example, may be determined by

Lki~~o) forexaple maybe eterine byThe open-loop FRF of one aircraft/FCS configuration
calculations, another part - by bench tests or in the Thopn-lo FRF of one air orat/ ngwind tunnels and the third part - by ground tests of full is shown in Fig. 6 for the case of operating

windturnel an thethid prt bygroud tstsof ull conventional autopilot and rigid body stability
scale aircraft. Then all FRF may be used together to covinal aiotand rigid bod iity
determine these functions of open-loop contour improving system. The aircraft structure FRF in this

W C (jo) ~Si, (io)Lki CO ) (where C is the contour case was calculated for the maximum flight speed (VD),number) and to analyze general multi-loop ASE and control system frequency response was obtainednumber) and active control efficiency. experimentally in ground full-scale tests. For providingstability aaeroelastic stability special additional filters in FCS

The special certification standards which act in Russia sensor channels were introduced. The aircraft

for providing aircraft structure/FCS aeroelastic stability structure calculated FRF were confirmed by flight test

are formulated in Aviation regulations (AR-25.629 results. The total open-loop FRF considered as an

[10]). The basic principle is the absence of aeroelastic example meets to ASE stability certification

instability (continuous oscillations) for all possible requirements.

aircraft configurations and flight regimes and the
presence of essential stability margins. To ensure 6. AEROSPACE AIRCRAFT DYNAMICALLY
aircraft safety and stability from the ASE point of view STABILITY
the open-loop FRF should meet the following
requirements (Fig. 4): within the phase range from The significant amount of analytical/experimental

investigations was performed in cooperation of several
-60° to 4-60' amplitude of response should not organizations and numerous specialists to provide

exceed 0.5 (here the (+1,0) point is considered as sufficient ASE stability characteristics for Russian
critical). If it is found out by numerical analysis or in aerospace aircraft (ASA). The scheme of ASA preflight
ground tests that open-loop FRF is situated in the right investigation and certification procedure is shown in
semi-plane and, simultaneously, the amplitude of Fig. 7. The relatively high gains in multi-regime remote
response exceeds 0.3 (the 2nd zone in Fig. 4), the digital FCS channels and four heavy unbalanced
stability margins should be confirmed by flight test elevons ( and rudder) were the main reasons of ASE
results, stability problem for ASA being complicated and urgent

in the ground and flight regimes.
The criterion to define a control law of active damping
system (ADS) used for load alleviation and aeroelastic The detailed ground structure/FCS vibration tests of
stability characteristics improving, may be formulated in full-scale ASA were carried out (simultaneously with
the frequency domain as for the above stability modal vibration tests) with the following objectives:
requirements. For the effective operation of ADS (in - confirmation of the correspondence between
accordance with Nyquist criterion) it is necessary to experimental FCS control channel dynamic

provide maximum phase stability margin (K ph =1800) characteristics and technical requirements;
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changes of structure and control system, as well as wide 1011 TRISTAR 500 System. - Convention Proceedings.
application in solving the neighboring problems in the The Royal Aeronautical Society, 1987.
field of strength and flight dynamics. Study methods
and certification requirements are continuously
improved and modified with aircraft becoming more
complex and acquiring new functional possibilities. The
agreement of requirements and methods for producing
certification documents, aeroservoelasticity problems at
transonic speeds, active control concept developments
seem to be advanced directions for investigations and
cooperation among experts from various countries and
organizations today and in the future.
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Determination Modal vibration FRF determination
of structure FRF tests of full scaled of FCS elements
on model analog with FCS in bench testsin wind tunnel

V
SStructure with FCS

Ground modal Full model •,Ground and

vibration of system flexible flight tests of

test s strucure/FCS ASA analogs

I/

ASA structure/FCSEsiaonfAS

ground dynamicEsiaono S
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for first flight

I Fig. 7 Procedure of ASA preflight ASE investigations.
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Fig. 8 Scheme of ASA structure/FCS ground vibration tests.
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Essais en vol de flottement sur avions de transport civil
munis de commandes de vol 6lectriques

M. Lacabanne
AEROSPATIALE

A/BTE/EG/ST/D - M0132/2
316, route de Bayonne

31060 Toulouse Cedex 03
France

RESUME - La v6rification d'absence d'instabilit6 a6roservo6lastique
Le d~veloppement sur avions civils de comnmandos dc par couplage entre a6rodynamnique, structure et lois de
vols 6lectriques a eu pour cons6quence de faire 6voluer commande de vol est devenue la r~gle. De nouveaux
la stratdgie d'ouverture du domaino de vol pendant los essais, compl6mentaires dos essais classiques de
essais en vol de flottemont, mais a 6galement pos6 de flottoment, ont donc Wt inclus dans les programmes
nouveaux problmes relatifs ý la stabilit6 a~ro6lastique d'essais en vol d'ouverture du domaine.
de l'avion assorvi par les lois de pilotage ou par des lois -Les lois de pilotage sont con~ues de fa~on ý minimiser
agissant sor la dynamnique de la structure. linteraction avec les modes de structure, dooc ý 6viter

les instabilit~s a6roservo6lastiques.Mais, dans certains
Cette pr6sentation a pour but de montrer l'int~rft do cas, les ordres 6labor6s par los lois de commande de vol
l'utilisation des commanides de vol 6lectriques (CDVE) modifient la dynamniqoc des modes de structure pour
pendant les essais en vol de flottement et d'illustrer h assurer, par exemple, des fonctions telles quo
partir d'exemples la stratdgie d'essais de vibrations en l'att6nuation des charges do rafale oo l'amdlioration do
vol sur avions h~ CDVE. confort dos passagers en turbulence.

L'exermple du CIT (Comfort In Turbulence) sur A330
Quelques rdflexions sur la strat6gie d'ouverture du illustrera la strat6gie d'essais dans le cas do lois
domaine de vol d'avions sobsoniques futurs do trbs agissant sur la dynamniquo do la structure.
grande capacit6 sont faites.

Malgr6 toute l'exp6rience acquise dans la conduito des
1. INTRODUCTION essais do flottement des avions Airbus et, depois 1987,
Les essais en vol do flottement soot une 6tape sur los avions h commandos do vol 6lectriques, do
essentielle dans le processus do certification des avions nouvelles questions so poseront pour los avions
civils. Los r~glements JAR/FAR 25 qui s'appliquent subsoniques futurs do tr~s grande capacit6. A la fin do
aux avions do type Airbus pr6cisent quo ces essais cetto pr6sontation, nous essaierons do mettre en &'dence
doivent ftre conduits jusqu'ý VDF/MDF lorsque MD est los difficult6s propres a l'ouverture du domaine do vol do
sup6rioor ou 6gal Ai 0.8, 00 qui est le cas pour tous los 005 avions et nous nous interrogerons sur Ia strat6gie ~
avions do transport civils actuels do capacit6 sup6rioure adopter pour los essais do flottement.
i~100 places.

2. MOYENS D'EXCITATION EN VOL
Le constructour doit donc d6finir une strat~gie Los vols do flottomont ont pour objoctif do dbterminer los
d'ouverture du domaino do vol garantissant la s6curitb fr~quenccs et amortissemonts des modes structuraux en
des 6quipages d'essais dans tout le domaine. Cette diff6rents points do domaine do vol. La progression dans
strat6gie doit tenir compto des problkmes classiques do Ie domnaine do vol pout &tre conduite ý Mach constant en
flottement mais aussi des problmes do stabilit6 augmontant pas h pas la vitesse.
a6roservo6lastique.

La meilleure m6thode pour obtenir los fr6quonces et
Pour los avions do type Airbus, cette strat6gie a 6volu6 amnortissements consiste ýi exciter la structure, ýi calculer
en raison do l'introduction des CDVE. Les changoments los fonctions do transfert entre los r6ponses et l'entrde
do stratdgie sont apparus ý partir do l'A320, so sont excitatrice enfin, a faire one analyse modale des fonctions
poursuivis sor los A340/A330 et A321 et ont do transfort.
essentiellement port6 sur los points suivants:

Dans cc procossus, l'excitation do la structure est
11I est deveno naturel do sollicitor l'avion par los ossentielle. La comparaison des diffbrents moyens
goovernes en injectant des ordres calibrds sur los d'excitation en vol a fait l'objet do nombreux articles (1),
servocommandes dans la gammne des fr6qucnces des (2) et je no. revicndrai pas dans cot expos6 sur la revue
modes structuraux ý analyser. Cette possibilit6 compar6e. des mhthodes dexcitation en vol. J'expliqoerai,
d'excitation calibr6e do la structure par los gouvernes par contre, l'6volution dans le choix des moyens
est complbmentaire dos moycos d'excitation doexcitation en relation avoc lintroduction des CDVE.
traditionnels et est facile in ettro en oeuvre.

Paper presented at the Structures and Materials Panel Specialists' Meeting an "Advanced Aeraservoelastic Testing
and Data Analysis", held in Ratterdam, The Netherlands, frani 8-10 May 1995, and published in CP-566.
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2.1 Excitation en vol sur avion Les signaux d'excitation utilisds le plus souvent sont les
"conventionnel" balayages sinusoYdaux •i fr6quence variable et les
Sur les avions dits "conventionnels", pour lesquels il y impulsions. La figure 3 montre l'6volution en fonction
a transmission m6canique des ordres de pilotage vers les de la vitesse des acc6l6rations obtenues en extr6mitd
gouvernes, les adro6lasticiens ont essentiellement eu d'empennage et de gouverne de profondeur pour une
recours a des excitations appliqudes par le pilote sur les impulsion sym6trique sur les gouvernes de profondeur de
organes de pilotage, a des excitations par impulseurs et 1'A320.
a des excitations calibr6es par des surfaces auxiliaires
congues sp6cialement pour les essais de flottement. Les figures 4a et 4b montrent, sur l'Airbus A321, les

r6ponses temporelles obtenues par balayage sym6trique
Parmi tous ces moyens, l'excitation par des surfaces sur les ailerons, et sur la profondeur entre 2 et 8 Hz. Ces
auxiliaires telles que les palettes d'extr6mit6 de surfaces exemples montrent que l'excitation par les gouvernes sur
portantes est, pour un avion nouveau, la plus avion ý CDVE donne des niveaux de r6ponse tr~s
satisfaisante. En effet, ce moyen d'essai utilis6 pour satisfaisants, tout "i fait adapt6s pour extraire les
l'excitation d'une voilure par exemple, modifie peu les parambtres modaux par analyse modale.
caract6ristiques dynamiques de la structure ; il permet
une excitation calibr6e dont le niveau de forces est 3. ANALYSE MODALE
r6glable et mesurable ; il permet de d6velopper une force Les essais en vol de flottement des Airbus ont lieu sur le
d'excitation de niveau a peu pras inddpendant de la site d'essais en vol de Toulouse. Depuis 1'A320, ces vols
fr6quence d'excitation sur une grande plage de fr~quences. sont suivis et analys6s en t6l6mesure. La description des

m6thodes d'analyse des essais en vol de flottement par
2.2 Excitation en vol sur avion a CDVE suivi t6l6mesure sur Airbus a fait lobjet de pr6sentations
Sur ce type d'avion, les moyens d'excitation des avions (3), (4). Nous rappelons que lidentification des fonctions
"conventionnels" peuvent Utre utilis6s, mais aussi, de transfert et l'analyse modale sont effectu6es en temps
l'excitation par ordres calibr6s sur les servocommandes. r6el. La validation de lanalyse modale et la synthase
Cette 6volution est li6e ý la d6finition des commandes modale sont faites par les sp6cialistes en temps diff6rW en
de vol. En effet, bien que l'excitation calibr6e de la attribuant un crit6re de qualit6 ý l'analyse.
structure soit possible sur avion conventionnel en
injectant un ordre au travers du servomoteur, lui mrme La figure 5a montre les r6sultats de lidentification des
actionnant la timonerie m6canique puis la fonctions de transfert sur les capteurs de voilure, moteur
servocommande, cette technique n'est g6n6ralernent pas et fuselage avant en vertical pour t'excitation par les
retenue par l'adro6lasticien A cause de la limitation en ailerons en symftrique sur 1A321.
bande passante de lensemble servomoteur-timonerie
m6canique-servocommande. La fonction de transfert La figure 5b montre ces r6sultats pour l'excitation par la
entre la position de la gouverne de profondeur et l'ordre profondeur.
inject6 sur le servomoteur (figure 1) illustre sur un
Airbus A300 cette limitation. Le tableau 1 donne les r6sultats de lanalyse modale sur

les capteurs ci-dessus pour les deux types d'excitation. Le
Par contre, sur avion a CDVE pour lequel les ordres crit6re de qualit6 de lidentification est donn6 avec la
peuvent Utre transmis directement aux servocommandes, signification suivante:
les bandes passantes sont plus 6lev6es et permettent ** bon
d'envisager l'excitation de la structure par ordres calibrds * acceptable
sur les servocommandes. La figure 2 montre les moyen (amortissement non retenu)
fonctions de transfert des servocommandes d'aileron et de
profondeur sur A320 et met en 6vidence une bande Certains "modes" ne sont pas retenus A cause d'une
passante suffisante pour l'excitation des modes mauvaise identification. Ils n'apparaissent pas dans le
structuraux jusqu'a environ 10 Hz. L'attaque directe de tableau.
la servocommande a de plus lavantage de rdduire
linfluence des non lin6arit6s (jeux, hyst6r6sis) apport6es
par la timonerie m6canique.
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Excitation Mode 1 2 3 4 Capteur
f (Hz) 3.42 4.09

Aileron A (%) 8.4 3.6 Voilure
_ C _

f (Hz) 4.15
Prof'ondeur A (%) 4.3 Voilure

_ *

f (Hz) 3.13 4.11 4.89 Moteur
Aileron A (%) 4.3 3.8 4.4 en Z

**g*

f (Hz) 4.12 4.93 Moteur
Profondeur A (%) 4. 4.1 en Z

_______ CQ* *

f (Hz) 3.16 4.11 4.92 Fuselage
Aileron A (%) 3.7 3.9 3.5 avant

* * *

f (Hz) 4.12 4.91 Fuselage
Profondeur A (%) 4.5 4.1 avant

Synth~seII
modale f (Hz) 3.14 3.42 4.11 4.91

sur 3 A( 4.1 I 4.0 3.8
capteurs _____ __________ __________

Tableau 1 : Analyse modale sur A321 avec excitation par les gouvernes.

Ces r6sultats montrent la compl6rnentarit6 des 4. STRATEGIE D'OUVERTURE D U
excitations permettant d'identifier 4 modes entre 2 et 8 DOMAINE DE VOL SUR AVION A CDVE.
Hz avec seulement 3 capteurs pour 5 modes pr6sents Les avions ý CDVE sont asservis par des lois intdgrdes
dans le mod~e a6ro6lastique. La synth~se de l'analyse dans les calculateurs de vol et qui assurent un grand
modale donne 4 modes: nombre de fonctions. Nous distinguerons, pour
f = 3.14 Hz amorti A 4.1 %, f = 3.42 Hz simplifier, les fonctions de pilotage et celles con~ues
f = 4.11 Hz amorti ý 4 %, f = 4.91 Hz amorti ýi 3.8 % pour agir sur la dynamnique des modes de structure.

La synthse de l'analyse modale avec excitation aileron La strat6gie d'essais en vol a6roservodlastiques est
sur 22 capteurs donne 5 modes: diff6rente selon les fonctions int6gr~es dans les CDVE et

les caract6ristiques g6om6triques, inertielles et de rigidit6
de l'avion. Ces diff6rences seront expliqudes dans les
exemples d6crits ci-dessous.

S ynth~se 4.1 Essais sur avions avec couplage CDVE -

su 2 (z) 314 343 410 491 74 structure faible.
sur 2 f(Hz 3.1 3.3 410 491 .44 Dans le cas oii les CDVE int~grent des fonctions de

capteurs A () 4.4 8.6 3.7 3.7 pilotage sur des avions pour lesquels les modes de la
Excitation micanique du vol et les modes de la structure d6tectds.par

aileron I___ - les capteurs utilis6s pour les retours des lois CDVE nont
pas des frdquences tr~s proches, le couplage entre lois
CDVE et structure peut Wte minimis6 par filtrage passe
bande des modes structuraux sans d~gradation des
caract6ristiques de pilotage. Un 6eart supdrieur A 2 Hz

On retrouve done par analyse modale sur l'ensemble des permet de rdduire simplement le cooplage par filtrage.
capteurs, les 5 modes du mod~le adrodlastique. Le mode
Ai 7. 44 Hz est difficile A identifier car cest le mode de Les solutions de filtrage sont 6tudides et validdes sur le
coplanaire voilure. moddle adroservodlastique reboucld par les lois CDVE.

L'inthr& de lexcitation en vol par les CDVE ayant Wt 11 faut ensuite vdrifier par essais en vol que la stabilit6
montr6, nous allons traiter les probldmes spdcifiques ~iadrodlastique nest pas remise en cause par le bouclage des
louverture du domaine de vol sur ce type d'avion. lois CDVE.
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La procedure d'essais est la suivante: La figure 9 montre sous forme de Nyquist le transfert
- la premi6re phase consiste ý 6tudier le comportement a6ro6lastique acc6l6ration fuselage/ordre g6ndrateur et le

adro6lastique en lois directes, c'est i dire le transfert ordre loi/ordre g6ntrateur. Pour une loi mono-
comportement en flottement de lavion entr6e mono-sortie, on peut done juger en temps reel des
"conventionnel". marges de stabilit6 de la loi. On peut done, si le r6glage

de la loi parait satisfaisant, effectuer, au cours du m~me
- la deuxihme phase consiste ý 6tudier linfluence des vol, des essais en boucle ferm6e. Sur Lexemple ci-dessus,

lois CDVE sur la stabilit6 a6ro6lastique. Dans la les essais en boucle ferm6e ont 6t6 faits dans le mWne vol
mesure o6 linteraction CDVE-Structure est faible, et on a pu comparer, sur excitation de palette d'extrdmit6
une simple v6rification en vol de la stabilit6 est faite de voilure, les fonctions de transfert boucle ouverte et
pour lavion reboucl6 par les CDVE h plusieurs boucle ferm6e pour 2 valeurs de gain diff6rentes (figure
points du domaine de vol. Ces verifications sont 10).
faites ý grandes mais aussi A basses vitesses en raison
de la variation des gains de retour en fonction de la I1 est important de noter que l'addquation de la loi aux
vitesse. objectifs visds et la rapidit6 de sa mise au point d6pend de

la qualit6 du modhle a6ro6lastique utilisd pour la
La figure 6 compare sur 1'A321 les fonctions de conception. Pour juger de la qualit6 de ce mod6le, la
transfert obtenues par excitation de la gouverne de figure 11 compare les Nyquist ordre loi/ordre g6n6rateur
profondeur en lois directes et en lois normales pour quatre cas de masse donnant des rdponses
reboucl6es en croisihre. Ces r6sultats confinnent que les dynamiques caract6risdes par des glissements de fr6quences
solutions de filtrage passe-bas des modes de structure et des amplitudes diff6rentes. Cette comparaison prouve la
sont satisfaisantes et garantissent la stabilit6 de lavion qualit6 du modhle a6roservodlastique dans la gamme des
reboucl6 par les CDVE. On peut ndanmoins noter une fr6quences utiles pour le contr6le.
petite influence de la loi de pilotage longitudinal sur le
mode de flexion du fuselage A 4.1 Hz. I1 est done indispensable, pour valider des lois de

commande actives sur la structure, de mesurer en vol,
4.2 Essais sur avions avec lois agissant sur aussi bien "i basses qu'ý grandes vitesses, les rdponses
la dynamique structurale. dynamiques des capteurs de retour sur des sollicitations
Pour illustrer les essais en vol d'a6roservo6lasticit6 dans par les gouvernes utilisdes pour la commande. IL faut
le cas de lois con~ues pour agir sur la dynamique des ensuite comparer les fonctions de transfert mesur6es sur
modes de structure, nous prenons 1'exemple du C.I.T. 1'avion a celles donnees par le modele a6ro6lastique pour
(Comfort In Turbulence) sur A340. plusicurs points de vol et plusicurs cas de masse. Le

r6glage final ne pourra Wtre obtenu qu'aprhs validation du
Le C.I.T. a pour objectif de r6duire les r6ponses le long modale a6ro6lastique avion et des modales
du fuselage en turbulence (ref. 5). Dans le cas servocommandes. Le r6glage final de lois actives doit 6tre
longitudinal, la loi C.I.T. dlabore un ordre sur la effectu6 en temps diff6r6, en particulier dans le cas multi-
profondeur A partir de l'acc6l6ration verticale mesur6e au entrdes multi-sorties.
fuselage avant (figure 7). La conception de ce type de
lois est faite ý partir du modale a6roservo6lastique Dans le cas du C.I.T., les ajustements de la loi ont W
constitu6 du modale a6ro6lastique de lavion et du minimes apr6s essais en vol. En effet, le C.I.T. 6tant
modale de servocommandes. mono-entrte mono-sortie, la d6finition et la validation des

lois est plus simple que dans les cas multi-entr6es multi-
Une premiere validation du mod6le de servocommandes sorties ; de plus, la qualit6 du modale a6ro6lastique n'a pas
est faite A partir de mesures de r6ponses en frdquences au conduit " modifier significativement les lois dafinies
sol. Le comportement a6rodlastique de lavion est avant vol.
identifi6 en vol en mesurant, dans lo cas de
sollicitations sur les gouvernes utilisdes pour la Dans la proc6dure d'essais de lois actives, on peut
commande, les rdponses dynamiques de lavion sur les 6galement 6tudier le comportement de lavion dans le cas
capteurs de retour des lois. On peut 6galement v6rifier de modifications programm6es de gain et de phase crdant
que les ordres num~riques 61abor6s par la loi et inject~s une instabilit6 dynamique. Ce type d'essais a montr6
sur les servocommandes sont conformes aux qu'une oscillation i cycle limite, dont lamplitude
specifications. correspond ii la limitation de lordre C.I.T., apparait et ne

met pas en cause la s6curitd (figure 12).
Dans le cas du C.I.T. longitudinal, qui est une
commande mono-entree mono-sortie, l'excitation sur la En r6sum6, la validation et la mise au point de lois
servocommande de profondeur entre 2 et 4 Hz donne en actives sur la structure n6cessite d'exciter la structure par
boucle ouverte les r6ponses de la figure 8 sur la position les gouvernes, de mesurer la r6ponse dynamique sur les
de la gouverne, lordre C.I.T. et lacc~ldromrtre de retour capteurs de retour, de comparer les fonctions de transfert
au fuselage avant. Au point de vol et pour le cas de mesur6es h celles du mod6le a6ro6lastique, de modifier les
chargement consid6r6s, les fonctions de transfert en lois si n6cessaire pour atteindre les objectifs de stabilit6 et
boucle ouverte essentielles pour la validation du mod6le performances vis6s et de procder A la validation finale par
a6roservo6lastique sont calcul6es en temps r6el. essais en vol et A laide du modale a6ro6lastique.
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5. Essais a~roservo~lastiques sur avions II faudra aussi, h cause d'un risque de couplage CDVE-
subsoniques futurs de tr~s grand capacit6. structure vraisemblablement plus difficile h r6soudre que
Ces avions auront des caract6ristiques g6om6triques et sur avions actuels, sp6cifier des essais
inertielles telles que les fr6quences des modes d'a6roservo6lasticit6 dans le but d'analyser le
structuraux se rapprocheront des modes de la m6canique comportement de lavion avec CDVE vis ý vis des
du vol. Les avions de tr~s grande capacitd (600 places et objectifs de stabilit6, performances et robustesse.
au delI) 6quipds de CDVE prdsenteront tr~s certainement
des couplages CDVE-structure forts. Les lois CDVE I1 faudra donc faire preuve d'imagination afin d'aboutir A la
auront donc un effet sur les modes structuraux et il devra d6finition optimale de lois CDVE sans trop augmenter le
Wtre 6tudi6 sur le plan thdorique mais aussi pendant les nombre d'essais, tout en garantissant la s6curitd.
essais en vol. I1 devrait &tre plus difficile que sur les
avions actuels de r6duire ces couplages. 7. REFERENCES

1. H. Zimmermann, R. Destuynder
Afin de distinguer les probl~mes de flottement "Flight flutter testing with emphasis on the tip vane
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6. CONCLUSION
Le concept de commandes de vol 6lectriques a fait
6voluer, sur avions civils, les essais d'ouverture du
domaine de vol, dits de flottement, en rajoutant des
essais dits d'a6roservo6lasticit6.

L'exp6rience acquise sur les avions h CDVE depuis
1'A320 doit permettre de d6finir une strat6gie d'essais
a6rodlastiques adaptfe aux avions de transport
subsoniques de tr~s grande capacitd.

Une grande part de ces essais sera bien stir consacr6e aux
essais de flottement pour dtudier la stabilit6
a6rodlastique de lavion en lois directes. Les excitations
calibr6es par les gouvernes devront Wtre utilis6es en
compl6ment des moyens d'excitation traditionnels.
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Figure 4a: A321 -Acc~Ibrations voilure~moteur~fuselage sur excitation ailerons en symbtrique
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Figure 4b: A321 -Acc6l6 ations voilure~moteur~fuselage sur excitation profondeur en symbtrique
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SUMMARY 2.1 Measurement of Masses
The paper gives a short review of all flutter-relevant tests These are the first tests. Each individual part, instrument,
of an a/c and discusses differences between the wanted and assembly and the finished a/c are weighed.
the reached reliability of the measured data. The accuracy of the measured data is out of question. But
This includes weight measurements, stiffness tests, actua- weighing confirms just the masses. The moments of iner-
tor impedance tests, tests of the electronic flight control tia are only measured for some individual units such as the
systems (EFCS), ground vibration tests (GVT), flight control surfaces but not for the complete a/c.
vibration tests (FVT), in-flight measurements of unsteady That is the first deficit to be mentioned.
airloads and safety tests for active control systems. Compared with the predictions, an accuracy of about the
The conclusions are that most of the tests need some im- following is reached:
provements, some tests should be better exploited and at - less than 1% (down to 0.2%) for the total a/c weight
least one test - the in-flight measurement of unsteady air- - less than 1% of the mean aerodynamic chord for
loads - should become standard practice to close a gap in the centre of gravity position of the complete a/c

the logic of flutter certification. - about 5% for the moments of inertia of control
surfaces

1. INTRODUCTION That should be a rather reliable basis for flutter computa-
The proof of the freedom from flutter for an aircraft (a/c) tions if the available mass distribution were consequently
type is eventually based on computations. This is possible used.
due to the "assumed" reliability of the computation and About 100000 local masses and also about 100000 indi-
caused by the huge number of cases to be demonstrated. vidual grid points in the finite element (FE) model of a

Of course the reliability of the computation must be larger a/c are available. But a reasonable allocation of all
substantiated by hardware checks allowing to confirm or the masses to all the grid points and a subsequent reduction
to correct the mathematical model used for the computa- of the degrees of freedom is often substituted by a sepa-
tions. rated mass condensation and a separated stiffness con-
Due to the contribution of different elements to the physics densation down to about 1000 points where masses and
of flutter, logic requires to check the individual elements stiffnesses are brought together. This may be a waste of
and their interaction for a complete and reliable substanti- available information and may reduce the accuracy of the
ation. If only component tests were performed, one could computation. So it may be another difference between pre-
not conclude that the coupling is correctly modeled and if tension and reality.
only coupling tests were performed, one could not con-
clude that different failures of the elements don't compen- 2.2 Stiffness of the Structure
sate each other in just the tested configuration but become Contrary to the masses, often no separately measured stiff-
critical in another one. nesses are used for the substantiation of the final flutter
Fig. 1-1 shows the different elements of the computation calculations.
and all the relevant tests. This is a large number of tests but There may be several reasons for this but in the opinion of
with one or two exceptions they are usually executed. The the author it is an unacceptable deficit since :
classical flight vibration test is only the final and crucial - The logic of flutter-relevant tests requires also the
test. So, if one wants to discuss advanced aeroelastic test- measurement of the stiffness.
ing, if seems reasonable to have a look at all the tests men- - Static strength tests are done anyway so that the
tioned. They all are flutter-relevant and contribute to the hardware costs for the test specimens, the instru-
reliability of aeroelastic demonstrations. mentation and the test execution are already paid.

- The local stiffness is as important as the mass
2. REVIEW OF FLUTTER-RELEVANT TESTS distribution.
In the following, a short review of the different tests is - Stiffness tests can be performed at separated parts
given to reveal differences between pretension and reality (such as pylons, horizontal tails etc.) so that the
of aeroelastic testing, corrections of the theoretical data most often
For each test the following questions are of interest and necessary can be much more precisely localized than
will be discussed in more or less detail. with test results from the GVT.
[J Are all the necessary data measured? - Local stiffnesses of special importance e.g. attach-
[ Is the accuracy of the measurement sufficient? ment points of actuators may be better taken from

1] What is the difference between measured and measurements than from crude FE models.
predicted data? - If intelligently arranged, stiffness test results should

be available earlier than GVT test results.

Paper presieted (it the StrItlitres a(1d Materials Pallel Sp)ecialisls' Mcelinlg oIl "AdvaImed Aeroservoelaslic Tesilino
and Data Analysis ", hhl iln Rotierdam, The Nelherlallds, .rn/lo 8-10 May 1995, and tmIblished inl CP-566.
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- Non-linear stiffnesses, frictions or other non-linear n,, ny, cc, 0, a, p, q, r with aileron, elevator and rudder ac-
behaviour may be recognized much more simply tuators.
and precisely. The total number of different control laws to be distin-

So it may be worth considering some improvements espe- guished for flutter analyses may be in the order of 20 (nor-
cially if one realizes that corrections of the FE model stiff- mal, flare, direct, autopilot, load alleviation, comfort law
ness by up to all depending on velocity, Ma-number, altitude, payload,
40%for engine pylon sideward fuel, pilot command and other conditions as failures). This
20%for wing fore & aft may sum up to about 300 different transfer functions be-
10%for wing vertical and fuselage sideward tween pick-ups and actuators to be covered. Fig. 2.4-1

are not unrealistic. shows an example of a normal pitch law.
All of the laws are well defined by the theoretical control

2.3 Actuators of Control Surfaces laws. Nevertheless, their realization should be checked by
The mathematical description of actuators deals primarily tests for several reasons:
with three variables: the (nowadays often electrical) com- - the general safety, to eliminate simple errors
mand signal u, the actuator deflection ZA and the actuator - to compare the measured non-linear test results
load PA. with the linearized approximations used in the flutter
A simple equation could read calculation

zA = HzA,u -u + HzA,pA ' PA - to measure the time delay caused by signal
were H.. are transfer (frequency response) functions. This processing in the EFCS and its computers.
equation already implies that signal and load influences With respect to the last reason, it must be mentioned that
are separable which is, of course, already a linear approxi- data transfer, computation time and other delays may sum
mation. up to about 150 or 300 ms in normal or failure case as was
But actuators are highly non-linear mainly (due to the explained in ref. 1. These delays cause phase shifts which
throttle equation p -X' 2) and show a large scatter range. are additional to the well defined control laws. The
The influencing parameters are: amount of the additional phase shift may reach complete
"o temperature sign changes and -what is the most important- they may
"o supply and return pressure have a scatter of the same order in failure cases. This is of
"o servo control law (gain) fundamental importance for the flutter calculations espe-
"o activated mode cially if active control laws intend to interfere with the
"o amount of mass to be moved modal damping. So the measurement of control law trans-
o constant load in working point fer functions is a must.
"o static position in working point Usually the measurement is performed in the iron bird
"o amplitude and frequency of command signal anyway for the safety of the control laws themselves but
"o amplitude and frequency of externally the results must also be checked by the flutter specialists

exciting loads what may be a new requirement for them. Therefore there
"o backlash, wear and/or ageing is not much experience available but it seems that the pre-
o failure conditions as dicted data are confirmed by the test results.

a supply pressure decrease
-leakage 2.5 The Classical GVT
" wrong activation status The classical GVT is the GVT without EFCS feed back.

" desynchronisation of multiple actuators In this test for the first time the complete a/c is tested and
" mechanical blocking or fractures reveals the result of stiffness and weight coupling. Mea-

Fig. 2.3-1 gives an example of the influence of some of surements are to be made of: frequency, generalized mass,
these parameters. The envelope of all these curves and mode shape and modal damping of all modes up to about
more must be covered in the demonstration of freedom 50 Hz. The reliability should be sufficient at least up to the
from flutter. This means that not only one but several tests control surface torsion modes which may play an impor-
are necessary to measure the actuator characteristics. tant roll in the flutter mechanism and which reach perhaps
In addition, it must be mentioned that the importance of 20 to 25 Hz in a larger a/c.
reliable actuator data has increased in the last years with For the execution of the test the a/c must be suspended in

the introduction of the "fly by wire" and active control a weak suspension for a sufficient separation of rigid body
technology as can be imagined, and structure frequencies. This can not always be realized

but can be compensated if the suspension is included in the
2.4 Transfer Functions of EFCS eigenfrequency calculation so that no deficit should result.
The electronic flight control system (EFCS) comprises a For the mode shape measurement, the a/c is equipped
larger number of control laws. with accelerometers. Their number must be large enough
Accelerations, velocities and deflections together with to allow comparison with heave, pitch and roll movement
other signals are measured, combined in the EFCS com- of all the individual aerodynamic panels used in the
puter and finally given to the actuators of the control sur- theoretical flutter calculation. So for a larger a/c about 700
faces. The control laws define the modifications of the pick-ups are used. This is in the same order as the number
measured signals between the connection points "pickup" of panels and means that pitch and roll angles of each
and "actuator". The total number of flutter-relevant con- panel must be interpolated from the heave values of the
nections may be in the order of 15 connecting pick-ups of neighboured panel - which should be just sufficient but
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gives no redundancy in case of pick-up failures. For more On the other hand, it is cheaper to perform the tests with
details of the GVT execution, reference should be made installed and activated actuators from the beginning. This
to the literature like for example ref. 2 . But at least one should work if the actuators mainly behave as springs (as
further question should be mentioned. It concerns the exci- for smaller amplitudes due to the overlaps of the control
tation. Usually it is the intention to measure the real modes valves) or if complex modes are acceptable already in the
of the conservative system, that means those modes of the GVT. Up to now for larger flexible civil a/c the second
a/c structure which would occur without damping. This is method together with the excitation of real modes worked
realized by a mode excitation with up to 6 or even more without major problems.
harmonically driven shakers acting at the same time in For mechanically controlled actuators, the influence of the
phase at different locations on the a/c structure to compen- elastic deformations on the control signal positioning ele-
sate the energy dissipation and the complex movement ments must be checked. It could cause problems if, for ex-
with different phases at different locations. ample, fuselage bending would result in an actuator ac-
Whether the "true" real mode shape is really measured by tivation due to control cable movement.
this forced vibration is at least dependent on the careful-
ness of the test team. So it should be allowed to ask 2.7 Measurement of Damping in GVT
whether modern test and computation facilities don't sug- Nowadays the measurement of the structural damping in
gest to aim at the complex modes in GVT. Perhaps only an the GVT is more important than in the past due to the con-
aged tradition has to be overcome. tribution of the damping to the magnitude and phase of the
The accuracy of the test results of a GVT reachs only 20% active control feed back. Fig. 2.7-1 shows the unwanted
for the generalized masses and the modal dampings but signal content of the classical rigid body control signals
should be very good for most of the frequencies. Nz, Ny, P, Q, R at higher frequencies due to structural
Unfortunately for some important modes such as the con- vibration. The magnitude of each peak is inversely propor-
trol surface rotation modes there are sometimes some tional to the square root of its modal damping and the
larger non-linear influences causing a frequency scatter of structural damping may contribute to a larger extent to the
about 20% for different vibration amplitudes, amount of the total damping.
If the measured frequencies are compared with the com- Unfortunately, the scatter of the measurement of modal
puted ones larger differences are found and massive stiff- dampings in GVT reaches about ± 20% (s. ref. 2) depend-
ness corrections become necessary. After these correc- ing on the modes. That is not very good but what is even
tions an average difference of about ± 5% may remain - worse is that the amount of damping depends strongly on
which is not an excellent result. the load distribution and this means that the modal damp-
The necessary corrections are large as already mentioned ings of an airborne a/c in flight shape may differ consider-
in chapter 2.2 and their introduction on the basis of the ably from the values measured at the a/c while standing on
GVT test results is a blind one since one can no longer dis- the ground.
tinguish between the influence of the mass and the influ- The necessary consequence is that the structural damping
ence of the stiffness or other reasons. during GVT must be measured for different loading condi-
In general, most often the mode shapes themselves are not tions to get a feeling of their influence but, additionally,
sufficiently exploited for the correction of the FE model one must try to measure also at the flying aircraft during
though theoretical methods are available. As a conse- FVT - which is not usual, and at least difficult.
quence, there is also no value of the deviation of the mea-
sured mode shapes from the predicted ones available. 2.8 The Extended GVT
The most common application of the measured mode For a/c with fly by wire technique the classical GVT must
shapes is just their direct introduction into flutter calcula- be extended the check the coupling of structure and flight
tions to allow a comparison of such flutter results with control already on ground and before first flight. This is
pure theoretical ones. the first time the coupling can be checked and it is the last

chance to find a coupling which is too strong or other fail-
2.6 Actuators in the GVT ures without possible catastrophic consequences.
The non-linear actuators are special elements so they need The absence of airloads is of course a deficit for these tests
special attention. but nevertheless their significance for the safety and reli-
There are different possibilities of dealing with the actua- ability of all the further work and tests cannot be rated
tors in the classical GVT. First, one can substitute each ac- highly enough.
tuator by a piece of steel during the basic tests to avoid the This coupling test should include frequency sweep excita-
influence of the non-linearities. The stiffness of the substi- tions by electrical signals in the EFCS and by loads on the
tute can be fitted to the equivalent stiffness of the actuator. control surfaces with open and closed EFCS.
Later the actuators can be installed and especially the con- The efficiency of the inertia loads excited by the elec-
trol surface modes can be excited once more to see the dif- trical signals is large enough to give reasonable response
ferences. values so that a good comparison with the theoretically
This more expensive method reveals the influence of the predicted transfer functions can be performed (s. for ex-
local connection stiffnesses in the basic test and should ample Fig 2.8-1).
show the influence of the actuator characteristics in the Such tests are simply to be performed but they are new and
additional tests. So this method is recommended in critical therefore there is still some resistance against them which
cases. must be overcome.
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2.9 Unsteady Airload Measurement more extensive, dangerous and more difficult to analyse
Tests to measure the unsteady airloads in flight on the real but requires more precise test results.
a/c are unusual. But a rational analysis of the necessary The FVT has different purposes:
steps to demonstrate the freedom from flutter of a newly - to confirm that the aircraft really is free from flutter
developed a/c type reveals that such a test is a necessary - to measure the amount of damping - thefinal
link in the logical chain of duties as already shown in Fig. criterion of safety
1-1. - to prove that the mathematical model used predicted
Unsteady airloads are sometimes measured on a/c models what was later measured so that this model may be
in wind tunnels. But the deficits of such test results are well used also for predictions in other cases not tested.
known. Therefore, the FVT first of all needs some excitation of
Therefore usually these loads are only computed and later vibrations with larger amplitudes to show that these ampli-
on corrected on the basis of measured frequencies and tudes really decrease without further excitation.
damping values from the flight vibration test.
If one proceeds in such a way it is once again neither The tests should cover the whole envelope of flight condi-
proved that the correction is applied in the right place nor tions and a/c configurations which are required for justifi-
that, in case no correction seems to be necessary, two fail- cation and/or which are possible. Furthermore, in the tests
ures don't compensate each other. This fact is not only of all modal data, such as frequency, damping and mode
theoretical importance. The author remembers a case shape of all relevant modes should be measured at least up
where the mass of bonkers installed in the tail plane of an to the control surface torsion modes like in the GVT.
a/c to excite it during FVT, hid the deficits of local That is the pretension. But practice is much more modest.
unsteady airloads. All the FVTs were finished without
problems, no tendency of flutter was found. But then 2.10.1 The Scope of the Classical FVT
another a/c of the same newly developed type but without In principle, critical failure cases are excluded from the
flight test equipment installed showed real flutter to the tests even if their justification is required since they are
surprise of the crew expecting no evil. One may imagine possible with a probability of being in failure state of more
the resulting danger, the problems for a/c certification and than 10-9.
the amount of work, time and money to find the true reason In addition, the total number of combined flight conditions
of this flutter case. The repair later on was simple: about and a/c configurations is too large to test all of them. A rep-
8 kg of mass placed in the right location. resentative and conservative selection is necessary. This
Typical cases of necessary corrections of unsteady air- should include minimum and maximum payload, and fuel
loads computed, for example, by the doublet lattice cases as well as other important conditions. At least the
method are known from the measured hinge moments of configuration which is known from calculation as the most
control surfaces. Though there are examples of good critical one should be tested.
agreement of predictions and test results, sometimes The flight envelope - velocity and Mach number - must
correction factors of 0.5 are necessary to meet the mea- be completely covered up to VD/MD at least for one mass
sured hinge moments on the control surfaces of larger civil configuration. Fig. 2.10.1-1 gives an example of test
a/c in the transonic region. points. Other configurations are most often only checked
Such large corrections indicate the amount of uncertainty at VMO/IVIMO and VD/MMO if possible in stationary flight.
and they are really a strong reason to perform unsteady Unsteady flight conditions are of course flown but most
pressure measurements. often without special measurement or excitation of vibra-
Further the correction of the hinge moment alone is not tions.
sufficient. As one can see from Fig. 2.9-1 taken from ref.
3. The airloads arise not only on the control surface itself 2.10.2 The Excitation of Vibrations
but in its whole neighbouring area. An effective excitation is especially important for the suc-
Fig. 2.9-2 shows for another theoretical example the influ- cess of a FVT since the quality of excitation is fundamen-
ence of these neighboured loads on flutter results if the tal for the quality of the test results. Different methods
corrections are only applied directly on the control sur- have been used. A survey is given in Table 2.10.2-1. Typi-
face. cal hardware is shown in Fig 2.10.2-1,-2,-3.
The modal damping of a fuselage mode modified by an ac- Modern a/c use mainly the control surfaces or externally
tive control system can be influenced even if the loads on installed devices as tip vanes (Fig. 2.10-1) or rotating cyl-
the active elevator itself are set to zero as indicated by the inders (Fig. 2.10-3). A detailed comparison of wing
modal damping of the elevator rotation mode. A rather un- mounted tip vane and control surface excitation as used on
realistic result. a large civil a/c is given in Table 2.10.2-2.
Finally, it should be mentioned that for transonic wings This table shows that both methods have their advantages
such measurements are more important since precise and disadvantages. But if the actuator transfer functions
shock positions or local disturbances of the airflow are allow to excite with a sufficiently high frequency the con-
more difficult to predict. trol surfaces are recommended.

2.10 The Classical Flight Vibration Test In Fig. 2.10.2-4 one can see of course that both methods
The FVT is the highlight of the flutter analysis, its crucial excite the different modes at different locations with dif-
test. For large modern a/c, the FVT is becoming more and ferent intensity but there is no fundamental difference. All
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the tests were performed within one flight and at the same once more the number of modes within the cluster. The
velocity and Mach number. (By chance the bandwith of analysis may be rather cumbersome since the additional
the tip vane excitation was not quite identical with the unintentionally excited modes are not well excited. They
bandwith of the control surface excitation). show a poor noise-to-signal ratio but nevertheless disturb
Fig. 2.10.2-5 shows the results of the modal analysis of the response (example s. Fig. 2.10.4-1).The resulting reli-
these tests. All modal data could not always be analyzed ability of the analyzed frequency and damping values may
from the control surface excitation but no principal differ- be rather poor.
ence is visible which could be allocated to the excitation The modal deformation as the third modal data is becom-
method. ing more and more important nowadays and is included in
The maximum excitation frequency applied in these tests the LMS analysis method - offered on the market. Experi-
was 16 Hz for both the exciters (not shown). But the qual- ence with the reliability of the measured modal deforma-
ity of test results reduces with increasing frequency at least tions is not available. The only fact that is known is that
if sweeps with constant sweep velocity [octaves/sec] are their accuracy is even worse in comparison with the accu-
used. Harmonic excitations may be more effective but racy of frequency and damping.
they are also more expensive. So the accuracy of the FVT So one can conclude that FVT results are not the best ones
and its analysis reduces with increasing frequency under with the consequence that firstly there is no really reliable
normal circumstances. proof of the accuracy of the theoretical flutter model and
From the principles of the flutter mechanism it is known secondly that there is still a larger danger for the prediction
that control surface torsion modes may play a role which of the flutter boundary during the FVT.
is not negligible. But the above-mentioned upper excita- Some further improvement is obviously necessary. The
tion frequency of 16 Hz does not reach these torsion fre- question is only how to get it. In the opinion of the author
quencies which are at about 20 to 25 Hz for larger a/c. This there are at least two things which could be done. First
shows one of the largest and most dangerous gaps between each analysis could be performed by basically different
pretension and reality in FVT. methods, for example the one in time, the other in fre-

quency domain. This would allow immediately to judge
2.10.3 Pick-Ups in FVT the individual reliability of the test results. Since the prin-
An opposite situation is often found for the pick-ups. Most ciple failures introduced by the different analysis methods
often more accelerometers are installed (s. Fig. 2.10.3-1) are different a good agreement of the results should indi-
than could or should be used for the test analysis. This is cate a larger reliability.
due to the difficulties of a subsequent installation in case Secondly, available knowledge of the a/c under investiga-
of problems during the test phase and by the necessity of tion could be better exploited i.e. coupled with the pure
redundant pick-ups to avoid expensive test doubling in mathematical analysis method. Systematic information
case of pick-up failure. given as a priori knowledge to the analysis program should
Up to now, not much profit can be gained from this situa- help to improve the test results. In other words the evalua-
tion because the inclusion of pick-ups which are not well tion of the results performed after the analysis by the test
excited into the modal analysis does not increase the reli- engineer should at least partially be transferred to the com-
ability of the analysis result. On the contrary, additional puter. If, for example, one knows that there are n modes
mathematical computation effort is needed to eliminate within the tested frequency range the program should
the measurement deficits of these pick-ups. know this also and should at least try to find them.

Another question concerns the so-called lag states of the
2.10.4 Modal Analysis of Test Results airloads and the actuator modes. If they exist and if they
Several theories and softwares are available for the modal contribute to the test result they should be visible in the
analysis of FVTs and there have been some improvements analysis result or at least their existence should be taken
in the last years but the reliability of the test results is still into account by the analysis method.
not sufficient. Fig. 2.10.2-5 gave an example of scatter. Finally and as already mentioned in chapter 2.7 the ana-
One can read about 0.1--5% for the frequencies and lysis should distinguish between the structural and aerody-
7-:60% for the dampings. These data resulted from "multi namic portions of the modal damping.
output" analyses of a test in 1993. About 10 years ago a This perhaps could be done by measurements at high and
more detailed study of the author (s. ref. 4) resulted in a low flight velocities and by extrapolation to the zero ye-
scatter of about 2% for frequencies and 35% for damping locity - again requiring an increasing amount of flight, test
values. So the progress was obviously not too large. The and analysis expense.
comparison of different analyses results of one single test
as given in ref. 4 but now extended to 16 different analy- 2.11 The Extended FVT
ses is shown in Tab. 2.10.4-1 as a reminder. This example For modern a/c using EFCS, the FVT must be extended by
was a rather simple one. Conditions where clusters of a large amount.
nearly equal eigenfrequencies are to be analyzed are more The EFCS signals given to the control surfaces always
difficult. This may occur, for example, at a/c with four contain information of the structural vibration since this
equal engines on four equal pylons and the situation may information is included in some measured input signals.
be even worse if, in addition, the a/c is slightly asymmetric Even low pass filtering can not avoid this totally. So the
so that a symmetric excitation excites both the "symmet- closed loop feed back may cause a flutter instability due
ric" and the "antisymmetric" modes. That would double to coupling of structure and EFCS and the danger of cou-
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pling increases especially for large and flexible a/c with equipment which must be installed if critical failures of
closer rigid body and structural eigenfrequencies. the active control law can not be excluded with a probabil-
To check this, additional tests and measurements on top of ity of being in failure state of less than 10-9.
the classical FVT are necessary. Fig. 2.12-1 shows an example. The C law was intention-

The additional tests are: ally modified by an increase of gain and phase so that it
- tests with and without EFCS to check the influence should lead to a flutter instability as in failure case. As one

of EFCS part of the safety device the C law signal is limited so that
- checks of the large number of different control laws no really critical vibration can occur and the C law can be

or law conditions, which may even change during or switched off.
after the FVT phase due to law development. During the test at a constant altitude the a/c speed was

- checks of flight conditions at lower speed and/or carefully increased up to a level where flutter was ex-
with deflected flaps where the control law gain pected. But first it did not occur.
-that means the electronical coupling- is larger The pilot tried to excite it by stick jerks, failed two times,
than at higher speeds. but initiated an explosive vibration with the third and larg-

The additional measurements are: est jerk. After a certain amount of elevator signal ampli-
- the main EFCS signals (at least the final commands) tude was reached, its limitation became active and the

which are, in principle, digital while classical vibration remained constant up to the final switch off of

acceleration signals were analog (besides, it may be the device.
difficult to build transfer functions So the safety could be proved and the related maximal

between digital and analog data) amount of disturbance could be measured.
- the open loop Nyquist diagrams (most often Such tests should increase the confidence in the a/c and it

measured in closed loop from control surface may be appropriate to check a case which is not com-

actuator input to law command output) for pletely improbable with test pilots on board instead of with

evaluation of robustness margins, paying passengers.
- the in-flight signal transfer function of the actuators

as a last check under real flight conditions 3. CONCLUSION
- the modal deformation at the position of feed back The reality of flutter-relevant tests does not fit completely

pick ups since this defines the strength of the to its pretension. Most of the tests could win by some pos-

coupling between EFCS and structure (and that sible improvements. For the GVT, the question of complex
means the third modal data, the residuum can no mode measurement should be discussed again. For the

longer be neglected in the modal analysis and is of FVT the reliability of modal data analysis needs continu-

fundamental importance) ous updating and for fly by wire a/c the new EFCS tests

Fig. 2.10.2-4 and 2.10.2-5 included three different laws need special attention. Furthermore, the exploitation of

the "direct" law (D) with nearly no feed back, the normal static stiffness tests is strongly recommended. But mea-

EFCS law (N) and the autopilot law (A). As one can see surements of unsteady airloads on the flying a/c and espe-
in this case there is not much influence; only one of the an- cially on its control surfaces should be a must.
tisymmetric modes gets a reduction of damping due to
EFCS and autopilot. Fig. 2.11-1 shows another example REFERENCES
from an other a/c with a larger influence. The intention of I. Koenig, K.
these laws was to modify only the rigid body behaviour of "On the New Quality of the Flutter Problem due to
the a/c. But in these a/c there were additional ride comfort Coupling of Structure and Electronic Flight Control

laws (C laws) which were intended to increase the modal in Modern Large and Flexible Aircraft"
damping of some of the fuselage modes. These laws Forum International Aeroelasticite et Dynamique de
coupled strongly as one can see in Fig. 2.11-2 where trans- Structures 1993, Strasbourg p131-150

fer functions from input signals of a control surface actua-
tor to accelerometers in the fuselage with C law open and 2. Niedbal, N.

closed are shown. "Survey of the State of the Art in Modern Ground
As a further example of the actuator scatter, in-flight mea- Vibration Testing" DGLR-Bericht 82-01, 1982
surements of the transfer function HA,u (from signal input
to actuator deflection) are compared with rig test results 3. Roos, S. and Zwaan, R.J.
(s. Fig. 2.11-3). The differences are remarkable and indi- "Calculation of Instationary Pressure Distributions
cate the amount of accuracy of computations of the EFCS and Generalized Aerodynamic Forces with the

feed back influence. Doublet-Lattice-Method" NLR-TR-72037U

2.12 Safety Tests for Active Control 4. Koenig, K.

As already mentioned it was not usual to test critical fai- "Problems of System Identification in Flight
lure cases in FVT. But with the introduction of active con- Vibration Testing" AGARD-R-720 (1983)
trol laws as the C law described above, it should be dis-
cussed whether it is necessary to do some tests of the safety
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elevator elevator . Tip Vane Control Surfaces
ro ta tio n ro tatio n -. . ...

additional costs - large + small
- ~fuselage -" - - i b en ding eig - actuator + constant in - gain reduction

... - transfer function gain and phase and phase shift
""7 7- .•i _ .[ with frequency

disturbances caused + small - larger
__ by backlash

changes due to - additional masses - aerodynamica installation or use loads of

elevor vloci'ty, steady state flow

elevator airload * 1 elevator airloadno active controle with active controle sample rate + high - smaller; limited by
.t sample rate of control

f_ . interference of + no - possible due to non-
elage excitation and control linear effects

fuselage bending
bending useful for establishing of not applicable + mandatory

. - ._ .open loop Nyquist dia-

elevator elevator grams
.rotation rotation ' flexibility of use during + flexible fixed to predefined

-one flight program for safety
reasons

.. d excitation + close to response remote from response
." '*.."" Ci '" v o.t.i measurement (load by strain (signal)t-ocity - gauge)

elevator airload * 0 elevator airload * 0
no active controle with active controle No. of excited modes + sometimes larger sometimes smaller

with one even withFIG. 2.9-2 INFLUENCE OF AIRLOAD measurement 2 measurements

CORRECTIONS I I (e.g. aileron + rudder)

signal-to-noise ratio - independent influenced at
resonances of
control law feed back

"MD Table 2.10.2-2
DETAILED COMPARISON OF TIP
VANE AND CONTROL SURFACES

3,k,

1.0 ... FIG. 2.10.1-1
FVT - CONDITIONS WITHIN
FLIGHT ENVELOPE

6.• 36 050 a(

TAS Me

typ: natural control surface movement bonkers inertia loads aerodynamic loads from added
turbulence devices

additonal device no no rocket mass + motor movable vane + rotating
to be installed: motor cylinder+ motor

(+ hydr.pipe)

additional mass: 0 0 moderate heavy moderate moderate

typical energy turbulence hydraulical gunpowder electrohydraulic hydraulic electric
supply: +a/c velocity or electric

typical excitation random pulse sweep of pulse harmonic sweep sweep
mode: (stick jerk) electr. signal

excitation no yes yes difficult yes yes yes
measurable?

main .dependent -restricted .gain reduction -restricted No. of -too large, -costs .costs
disadvantages: on weather excitation and phase shift tests within one too heavy -no variable

.small ampli- -poor analysis with increasing flight -location in amplitude within
tudes frequency -response sensitive to fuselage flight

°restricted burning time
analysis -poor analysis

main -no costs -no costs -cheep -most locations *excitation level -effective .good analysis
advantages: -mandatory for -excitation level in dependent .good analysis

fly by wire a/c independent on flight on flight velocity
velocity

TAB. 2.10.2-1 SURVEY OF DIFFERENT EXCITATION DEVICES
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RESULTS OF MODAL ANALYSIS FROM

EXAMPLE OF FREQUENCY CLUSTER FIG. 2.10.2-4
(maino y vertical and lateral engine (influence of different laws D,N,A
modes of a 4 engine a/c) and excitations ail. TV, rud.)

mode

No of 1.WZ EY EZ 11Z 2.FZ 2.WZ
method analysedE remarksoutputsignals frequency [Hz] damping [ % of critical I

1 1 1.75/6.2 2.08/7.2 - 3.89/2.9 4.24/1.2 5.01/4.6 HP single mode analy-
sis

2 1 1.88/5.8 1.95/10.8 - 3.98/4.2 4.22/2.6 5.00/4.4 Gan Rad

3 1 1.79 / 7.3 2.04 / 5.0 - 3.94 / 4.9 4.24 / 1.9 5.03 / 4.5 Nicolet

4 1 1.84/11.2 1.97/4.3 - 3.99/3.9 4.23/2.5 5.01 /4.3

5 1 1.84/10.7 1.93/4.5 - 3.87/4.3 4.24/1.6 5.00/3.8

6 2 1.84/8.9 1.96/6.8 - 3.95/2.9 4.29/2.6 5.01 /4.8 one transferfunction
as No.1

7 1 1.75/10 1.99/5 - -- 5.07/5

8 1 1.82 / 7.0 1.98 / 7.7 - 3.95 / 4.7 4.20 / 2.7 5.04 / 4.2 author, transff.ot No.1

8.1 1 1.84 / 8.3 1.97 / 7.4 - 3.98 / 6.4 4.21 / 3.5 5.05 / 4.4 auth. other transff.

9 1 1.82/10.3 1.92/7.5 - 3.98/5.0 4.29/3.0 5.02/5.0

10 >2 ....- 3.97/4.5 4.25/2.7 5.01 /4.7

11.1 1 1.87/7.2 2.03/7.8 - 4.01 /3.0 4.25/2.0 5.02/4.3 LMS; MLE

11.2 1 1.81 / 6.2 2.03 / 6.3 - 3.95 / 4.2 4.24 / 2.5 5.02 / 4.5 LMS; LSCE

11.3 8 1.90/9.1 2.00/6.1 3.12/3.4 3.95/4.5 4.25/2.8 5.01 /5.0 LMS; LSCE

11.4 1 1.81 /9.2 1.99/6.3 - 4.02/3.3 4.27/2.2 5.03/4.4 LMS; OPOL

12 5 2.01 /16.7 1.82/2.9 - 3.98/4.9 4.28/2.7 5.06/4.6

a mean 1.84/8.9 1.98/6.4 3.96/4.2 4.25/2.4 5.02/4.5

6x stan.dev. .06 / 2.7 0.06 / 1.8 0.04 / 0.9 0.03 / 0.6 0.02 / 0.3

8x [% of 1 3.3/30 3.0/29 1.0/22 0.6/23 0.4/7

max scatter -4.9/9.2/-35/88 -8.1/5.1/-55/69 -2.3/1.5/-31/52 -1.2/0.9/-50/46 -0.4/1.0/-16/11
-/+ [%ofx I I I I

TABL: 2.10.4-1 COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT ANALYSES OF ONE SINGLE FVT
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FLIGHT FLUTTER TESTING OF COMBAT AIRCRAFT

R.B. Ramsay

British Aerospace Defence Ltd (Military Aircraft Division)

Warton Aerodrome, Preston

Lancashire, England PR4 lAX

UNITED KINGDOM

SUMMARY Such interactions, from any initial disturbance caused by a
gust or turbulence, could result in vibration and coupling of

A computer system for analysis and display of flutter structural modes resulting in the destruction of the airframe.

parameters during flight flutter testing of an unstable
digitally controlled fly-by-wire combat aircraft is presented. To avoid encountering this phenomenon, known as flutter,

flight tests are performed to establish the aircraft frequency

The system is being developed by BAe in conjunction with and damping characteristics. A number of accelerometers

Parsytec GmbH, a computer company specialising in are positioned on the airframe and their response to specific

parallel processing hardware and software and applied to excitation monitored in-flight and analysed to assess the

the Eurofighter 2000 (EF2000). The benefits will increase stability and give a basis for clearance to a higher airspeed
aircraft safety by identifying critical parameters involved in or Mach number test point.
the flutter mechanisms during flight flutter testing, by
increasing the visibility of data to the test engineer. Previous in-flight flutter analysis has been restricted to

performing analysis on two accelerometers, from a possible

The Parsytec system, which is part of the Flight Test ground twenty transmitted, to determine frequency and damping,
station, is fully integrated with the telemetry facility and is using a Hewlett-Packard 5451C Fourier analysis system.
capable of analysing, confidencing and displaying test data Results were hand plotted to identify airspeed and Mach
for comparison with prediction in near-real time. This number trends to compare with prediction.
facility, which includes parallel processing transputers
combined with high performance digital signal processing The analysis is supported by analogue pen playouts of the
devices, will enable the engineer to assess analysed data twenty accelerometers to visually check structural responses
quickly and efficiently in order to decide whether or not the resulting from known excitation inputs. Full analysis of all
aircraft can safely progress the envelope expansion. parameters was carried out post-flight.

In addition, an aircraft excitation system is being developed As a result of these restrictions, flight envelope expansion
which will permit predefined waveforms, generated within was slow to progress due to the limited number of test
the Flight Control Computers (FCC) to be summed into the points achieved per flight, because it became necessary to
Flight Control System (FCS) actuation loops under cockpit analyse the recorded data prior to issuing a clearance for an
control. increase in airspeed or Mach number.

The overall clearance philosophy for identifying critical The introduction of a parallel processing capability into the
flutter parameters through calculations, ground testing and analysis facility enables twenty accelerometers to be
flight testing is also presented. analysed simultaneously instead of sequentially, as

previously. The use of parallel processing will therefore
result in an increased efficiency in flight clearance and

1. BACKGROUND reduce the costs of flutter clearance by reducing the number
of flights, time scales and manpower requirements.

During the initial stages of flight flutter testing a new type
of aircraft, the flight envelope is opened progressively in Included in the specification for the parallel processor was
terms of Mach number and airspeed. The rate of expansion the requirement to reduce the time taken for the analysis of
is determined by the need to establish that the aircraft is twenty accelerometers by 80-90%.
safe and free from potential interactions between
aerodynamic forces and structural servoelastic The timescale for implimenting and commissioning of the
characteristics, computer system was based on the EF2000 flutter test

programme.

Paper presented at the Structures and Materials Panel Specialists' Meeting on "Advanced Aeroservoelastic Testing
and Data Analysis", held in Rotterdamn, The Netherlands, firom 8-10 May 1995, and published in CP-566.
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This paper describes the computer system which is capable key configurations will then be flight tested to an agreed
of analysing, confidencing and displaying telemetered test schedule.
flutter test data in near-real time.

The overall clearance philosophy for identifying critical 3. FLIGHT TEST GROUND STATION
flutter parameters through calculations, ground testing and
flight testing is also presented. 3.1 Flutter Ground Station

In conjunction with the flutter ground station an aircraft A computer system is being developed by BAe
excitation system is being developed which will permit Aerodynamics in conjunction with Parsytec GmbH, a
predefined waveforms generated within the FCC's to be computer company specialising in parallel processing
summed into the FCS actuation loops under cockpit control. hardware and software, to analyse, confidence and display
This development work is presented in Reference 1. telemetered flight flutter data for comparison with

predictions in near-real time. A post-flight facility is
available for analysis and display of data.

2. CLEARANCE PHILOSOPHY
The system enables the engineer to access analysed flutter

For flutter it is necessary to provide evidence of data following continuous and impulsive excitation within
qualification or verification of fitness of purpose to ensure seconds of completion of a test point in order to decide
safe flight, adequacy for the flight testing task and whether or not the aircraft can safely progress to the next
verification against the specification. test point.

In general, qualification is to demonstrate that the aircraft In order to demonstrate the system, results from flight
shall be free from flutter or aeroservoelastic instabilities at flutter testing of the Experimental Aircraft Program (EAP)
all speeds up to 1.15 (airspeed limit) for all flight have been used. The EAP was used to develop a flutter
conditions. excitation system suitable for use on EF20,00. The results

are from impulsive and frequency sweep excitation,
Flutter qualification is achieved by :- covering subsonic and supersonic flight conditions.

- Theoretical calculations, including the The results in the form of plots of frequency and damping
characteristics of the FCS supported by against airspeed have been compared directly with

predictions matched to GRT results.
- Ground tests: static stiffness, actuator

impedance, groumd vibration and structural 3.2 System Structure Overview
coupling testing.

Figure 2 shows the general layout of the Flight Test ground
- Wind Tumnel tests : Flexible and rigid model station designed primarily for EF2000 flight testing

testing.
Telemetered PCM data is received, calibrated and

- Flight Flutter tests, elaborated by the ADYIN front end computer. The data is
then passed to the APTEC input/output computer which acts
as a databus for peripheral display and analysis devices.

Figure 1 shows schematically the flutter qualification route
to flight clearance. Calculations are performed using The flutter station is hosted by a MicroVax 350,0 which
component finite element models which are assembled into provides a user interface for control of the Parsytec
a total aircraft model with inputs from ground testing. transputer system. The front end processor of the transputer

system is located within a Sim-server linked directly to the
Sensitivity studies are performed on components and total APTEC. The processor accesses data for analysis by the
aircraft to identify the critical parameters involved in the transputer system either from the real-time PCM data
flutter mechanisms, including the effects of the FCS. stream, or from a disc file on the MicroVax 3500
Results from aircraft ground resonance testing (GRT) are (post-flight analysis mode).
used to update the model and flight clearances issued,
subject to flight flutter testing. 3.3 System Components

The flight flutter test requirements are integrated into the Figure 3 shows schematically the flutter ground station
overall envelope expansion programme and testing system and the interface with Flight Test. The Parsytec
performed to identify the critical flutter parameters. Flight system comprises of a transputer system, supporting three
testing and analysis is performed in near-real time on the monitors, and controlled by a MicroVax 3500.
flutter designated development aircraft and a formal flight
clearance issued following completion of the envelope 3.3.1 MicroVax 3500
expansion flying.

The MicroVax 3500 runs the VMS operating system and
Formal clearance will apply to all other aircraft with the supports a menu driven workstation. The MicroVax
same design build standard and configuration. Additional provides the user with an interface for control of the
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transputer system. Via the MicroVax, the user inputs flight
instrumentation details, analysis display order, test point 7. Trend display.
conditions, excitation type, analysis parameters, filters and
data storage file names. The start of data acquisition is also The code is written in a mixture of C and Occam for the
controlled through the MicroVax. transputers and exclusively in C for the VAX.

3.3.2 Transputer System 3.4.1.1 MicroVax User Interface

The transputer system comprises one BBK-V2 VMEbus The code running on the MicroVax has two functions
T800 board for data input located in the Sun-server, one
DBT-8 T800 piggy-back board for data buffering, one 1. Booting of the transputer system.
TPM-SIG T800 ZORAN DSP (digital signal processing)
board for data analysis and three GDS-2 T800 G300 boards 2. User control of the transputer system.
for graphics output, each with a piggy back board for mouse
control. The control of the system is via a menu driven user

interface. This enables the user to easily set up the system
The network of the transputers, except the front end board, by input of textual and numerical information. Runs are
which is located in the Sun-server, are housed in a started from the menu system, at the time the relevant
dedicated expansion cabinet. set-up information is forwarded to the transputer system.

Three 19 inch EIZO Flexscan colour monitors are used for 3.4.1.2 Front End
display of analysed data.

The function of the front end module is to accept, reformat
Figure 4 shows the transputers aranged in a pipeline and precondition the raw data from the APTEC system and
configuration with overall control of the system maintained to pass it on to the buffer processor. For testing and
by a program running on the MicroVax. Individual control post-flight analysis the front end can be run in a mode
of the graphical processors is via a mouse pointing device where it reads data from the VAX disk instead of the

and a "pop-up" menu system. APTEC system.

3.4 Software The front end converts the data from the APTEC system (or

VAX disk) to 32-bit floating point format and then the data
The user has access to all stored data on the system. The is checked for "drop out", "dc-offset" and "dead channels".
data is filed under analysed data, flight data, prediction data Each block of data has a header block associated with it and
and VAX set-up data (Figure 5). In addition, there is the results of the data checks are stored in this header for
separate controlled access to the source code of the Parsytcc forwarding to the analysis screen where warning messages
system. are displayed.

Entry into the system is controlled by a menu driven 3.4.1.3 Data Buffering Module
"command file" program which gives the user a series of
options, which control access to executable code (e.g. flutter The function of the module is to buffer the data stream from
analysis) and provides other "utility" functions (e.g. tape the front end system and feed the data into the analysis
transfer). Inputs to this menu system are by keyboard input module. There are three components in the module which
as either numerical selections from a list or character string nin in parallel with each other : the input process, the buffer
to select other options. The three main options are flutter manager and the output process.
analysis, data conversion and analysed data review.

The input process maintains a separate buffer for each
3.4.1 Flight Flutter Analysis channel. It informs the buffer manager when data has been

received for a channel. The buffer manager keeps track of
Each transputer, and the MicroVax, run a separate software the data in each channel data buffer. The output process
component of the system responsible for a separate function, sends blocks of data for each channel in turn to the analysis
The software components are module (cycling through each chamnel, up to a maximum of

20, sampling at 512 samples/second).

1. MicroVax user interface. 3.4.1.4 Analysis Module

2. Front end data receiver. The main analysis of the flight data is performed by this
.Data buffer. module. The analysis module can accept and analyse up to

twenty channels of digital time history data for random,

4. Data analysis. continuous and impulsive excitation methods. For
continuous excitation one of the channels contains the

5. Analysis display. excitation signal, with the remaining 19 chammels containing
the responses. For impulsive and random excitation the

6. Auto data monitor. channels contain just the response signals.
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For random excitation (e.g. atmospheric turbulence) the showing frequency and damping against airspeed for two
autocorrelation technique is used. This technique assumes ranges of confidence level (Figure 7). When new data is
that the random forcing applied to the structure has a flat acquired the traces on the plots are extended to include the
power spectrum over the frequency range of interest. Thus, new data. Colour coding of the symbols and lines plotted
an approximate transfer function and power spectral density on each trace will take place to separate modes and show
(PSD) is obtained for each channel by correlation of the warning levels".
response data only.

The monitor runs grouping and warning algorithms. When
For continuous excitation, transfer functions for each new data points are calculated it is necessary to assign them
channel are calculated using a block-overlap technique: the to an existing mode (from previous test points). The
data are segmented into overlapping blocks and the average grouping algorithmn does this by comparison of frequency
frequency response is calculated from the Fourier values with previous data to determine whether the new
Transforms of these blocks. The response is data can be grouped with an existing mode. Once the data
cross-correlated with the excitation frequency to generate has been assigned to modes the warning algorithm
the PSD and the coherence is then calculated. For examines damping values and gradients and frequency
impulsive excitation the PSD is calculated, but with no need separation to determine what colour code warning is
to use block-overlapping or cross-correlation, displayed.

From the PSD the dominant modes of oscillation for each The operator has the capability to display different
channel are extracted using the following technique. The confidence levels and save displayed data in a plot file for
mode with the largest power is extracted, re-scaled and all confidence levels. Access to predicted data for display is
re-phased with respect to the original complex frequency also available.
domain transform and subtracted in the frequency domain.
This process is repeated until no more significant modes 3.4.1.7 Trend Display
exist (based on the PSD), up to a maximum of four modes.
The damping of the modes is then calculated by fitting a The trend screen monitors the analysed data independently
line to the logarithm of the time progression of the mode. of the main analysis chain. It has essentially the same

functionality as the auto data monitor (Figure 7). However,
After the modes have been extracted, the confidencing level it can display theoretical and acquired data for different
for each mode is calculated (see section 3.6), and the surfaces to those being analysed in the main data
frequency, damping and confidencing values are passed to acquisition, giving the operator the opportunity to review
the analysis screen for display. critical surface or other test cases. It also gives the

capability to look at Mach number and altitude trends and
3.4.1.5 Analysis Screen compare data from different excitation cases.

The analysis screen has a layout as shown in Figure 6. It 3.4.1.8 Data Conversion
displays data for four channels at a time showing the
impulse response, PSD, Argand plot and the frequencies This section of the system gives the user access to
and logarithmic damping of the four extracted modes. programmes which convert previously stored digital flight
Numeric values for the frequency, damping and data (from the I-HP9000) into a format which can be read by
confidencing are written to the screen for each mode. the transputer. Note that the digital data could have been

created by analogue data being converted to this form. This
Continuous display of selected air data (e.g. altitude, Mach would enable analysis of data from non-digital sources, e.g.
number, airspeed) are available in order to check the test Panavia Tornado flight flutter test data.
point conditions against that scheduled. Multiple test points can be processed at the same time and
The display is menu controlled with a menu bar being the options are selected from a menu system. The user can
displayed at the top of the screen. Scrolling backward and store data on a TK70 tape in a backup format. Use is made
forward through the 20 channels is performed using the of the Flight Test programmes and a C programme which
mouse. Using the mouse on the extracted modes on the interfaces with the transputer system.
screen causes the screen to "zoom in" and display the data
for that mode. 3.4.1.9 Analysed Data

The user has the capability to change the confidencing level This section of the system gives the user access to data
of a particular data point in the "zoomed" screen and, when previously analysed using the flight flutter analysis
the data are deemed acceptable it can be passed to the auto programme. Options to browse a specific test point (i.e.
data monitor, frequencies, dampings and confidences for each channel),

edit a file, print a file and save a number of files onto the
3.4.1.6 Auto Data Monitor TK70 tape drive are controlled via a menu system. The

browse facility uses a simple C programme and the other
The monitor is used for displaying the results of the analysis functions are controlled by a "command file".
along with the results from previous test points andalon wih th reultsfro prviou tet pontsand As further post-flight facilities become available they will
theoretical data. The monitor display comprises four graphs A

be added in under this menu item.
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3.5 Main Vax Menus 3.5.4 Prediction Data Files

The Vax main menu is shown in Figure 8. Each test case Prediction data can be stored on the VAX and accessed and
needs a specific set up which defines all textual and plotted using the options available on the auto data monitor
numeric parameters required for analysis, display and and trends screen. It is recommended that flutter critical
storage of the data. This set up file has a unique identifier surface modes involved in the flutter mechanism only are
which is used to call up all the relevant information for the plotted for clarity when comparison is made with measured
test "user program", prior to "initialise the transputer data.
system" and "start acquisition".

Prediction data is stored for a particular Mach number and
3.5.1 Test Definition Files called up independent on the current test point Mach

number.
This is the primary menu which identifies other menu files
for input to the Parsytec system for analysis, display and 3. 6 Confidence Algorithm
storage. Each test definition file represents a flight test
point and is identified with a file name (e.g. E2451216: An algorithm has been developed to assess analysis output
E=EAP, 245=flight number, 12.16=schedule item). A data and assign a confidence level (0 to 5) to each response
typical test definition file is shown in Figure 9. accelerometer. In any trial the weighting functions in the

algorithm can be changed to reflect the quality of data being
The primary menu identifies the flight test instrumentation analysed due to different excitation inputs and covering a
(FTI) group, FTI analysis group, excitation type (impulsive wide airspeed and Mach number range.
or continuous) and plot file directory names.

Algorithm changes are based on the expected quality of data

3.5.2 Instrumentation Files from predictions due to the position and type of
instrumentation, effect of airspeed and Mach number and,

In order to perform the flutter analysis the aircraft flight test in particular, transonic effects. Results using this algorithm
instrumentation used to measure input excitation and output have been compared to previously analysed data which uses
structural response signals is required to be input via the the same method for extraction of the modes from the power
Parsytec menus. spectral density and engineering experience in deciding

confidence levels.
The FTI channels in the order transmitted or recorded on
the aircraft are input in the form of an identifier number, The algoritlnm confidence values are made up from a
calibration, measurement units and description. This number of factors for continuous and impulsive excitation:
information is stored under an aircraft and FTI group
number identifier (e.g. EAP3). Continuous Excitation.

In addition to the FTI group, the order in which the channels Confidence:-
are analysed and displayed have to be identified. The ((1.9xCA)+(l.2xCsEP)+(0.9XCLD))XCcoH XCM
analysis group is identified as a group letter and therefore
the complete FTI input file can be described (e.g. EAP3A). Impulsive Excitation:-

It is recommended that the FTI channel analysis order is ((1.9 x CA)+ (1.2 x CSEP)+ (1.9 x CLD)) X CM

arranged to display the expected maximum structural
responses for the particular surface being excited. For 3.6.1 Modal Amplitude Factor (CA)
near-real time analysis a limited number of analysis
channels should be displayed, sufficient to identify the The extracted modes are confidenced, based on the
modes involved in the flutter mechanism. This will enable maximum absolute value in the mode compared with the
the engineer to quickly assess the analysis data for the maxinmm absolute value in the original signal.
important accelerometers.

3.6.2 Frequency Separation Factor (CSEP)

3.5.3 Analysed Data Files
The confidence factor is based on three frequency checks,

Following analysis of the flight data, frequency and these are
damping versus airspeed (Mach number and altitude are
also available) plots are displayed for the test point analysed I. The frequency of the peaks above a specified
together with previously stored data. The current data being amplitude in the PSD are identified.
displayed can be stored on a plot file which is identified by
the type of excitation and surface being excited e.g.
symmetric wing impulsive excitation 2. The frequency separation, in terms of frequency
(EAPPHASEI .SYMWG.IIMIP). resolution, of all extracted peaks is calculated.
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3. The minimum frequency separation for each also indicates the command control surface selection and

identified peak with respect to all other peaks is safety protection functions that control the interaction of the

determined, excitation system with the primary actuator functions.

5. FLUTTER EXCITATION SIMULATION

3.6.3 Logarithmic Decrement Line Fit (CLD) In order to optimise the amplitude profile of the frequency

The confidence factor is based on how well a straight line sweeps to be used for flight flutter testing an aircraft

fits the peaks of the logarithmic decrement of the extracted response model formed from a structural model and actuator
mode(its .the perro of the logarithmic squresmelnoml fit). eforcing function is used to assess the aircraft structural
mode (i.e. the error of the least squares polynomial fit). response at various flight conditions.

3.6.4 Coherence Factor (CcoH) The forcing functions represents the actuator inputs into the

structure and use of the actuator stifthess and a
The coherence at the modal peak is used to calculate the displacement function which represents the ram output
coherence factor (0 to 1) for continuous excitation only. demand of the actuator. The actuator output demands are

determined from rig and aircraft ground testing by injecting
3.6.5 Signal Magnification Factor (CM) into the FCS known input demands.

The factor is based on the ratio of the maximum absolute 5.1 Aircraft Predicted Responses
value in the original signal compared to the full scale
deflection for that channel. This ensures that channels with Figure 14 shows a typical wing response at two
a small response are given a lower confidence than channels accelerometer positions due to symmetric outboard trailing

accleomte position durtesmmtrcoubordtrilnwith larger response. edge flap excitation. The accelerometer positions represent
a wing tip pod rear position in the vertical sense and an

SThe decision to manually over-ride the calculated outboard underwing missile nose in the lateral sense. The
confidence values can be made via a menu on the analysis wing bending and torsion mode responses increase with
screen. airspeed for the same forcing input, due to the effect of the

aerodynamics. The tip missile yaw mode is easily identified
4. FLUTTER EXCITATION SYSTEM due to symmetric excitation.

The problem of developing and qualifying a suitable
excitation system to measure the frequency and damping of 6. LIGHT TEST INSTRUMENTATION

modes of vibration during flight flutter testing on flying
surfaces with small thickness/chord ratios was part of the The instrumentation used to record structural vibration in
development of the EAP in support of the EF2000 the range of interest are piezo-electric accelerometer
programme, Figure 10. transducers with a power unit amplifier. The

instrumentation requirements are defined by Aerodynamics
The excitation system developed on EAP (Ref.1) is the and they include the positioning of the accelerometers and
basis of the EF2000 system which has been extended to the expected response range. Aircraft installation drawings
include all primary control surfaces with input functions have to be approved by the originator to avoid local
suitable for assessing flutter, structural coupling, air data structural responses and non-linearities.
calibration and inter-manoeuvre stability assessment for a
number of aircraft configurations. Figure 10 shows the typical positioning of the

instrumentation on the aircraft to measure structural
Figure 11 sumrumarises the excitation types available. The responses in the fimdamental modes for the wing, foreplane
bias function operates for a fixed period of time and when and fin. In addition to accelerometer responses the FCS
complete the aircraft control surfaces will be offset at the primary actuator input demands are recorded in order to
commanded position. The general time functions (3-2-1-1, perform transfer function analysis.
doublet, impulse, frequency sweep) operate for a predefined
time, directing the selected function to the injection points 6.1 Instrumentation Positioning
selected through the test specification. The test
specification identifies the injection points and the test data Modal predictions based on the configuration to be tested
(amplitude and frequency break points), are the basis for deciding the instrumentation positioning to

record the structural response. In particular, the mode
Figure 12 summarises the available functions and injection shape and position of the nodal line of the modes involved
points. For flutter excitation single impulses and frequency in the flutter mechanism are used to define the position of
sweeps are available for individual surfaces, symmetric and the instrumentation.
differential pairs and full flaps. Combination of controls are
available for impulses and double frequency sweeps. In addition the structural response of a mode together with

its frequency due to a known input demand (impulse or
The excitation system structure is shown in Figure 13. The actuator sweep) will define the instrumentation calibration
injection point is within that part of the forward path of the and recording range.
outer actuation loop that is computed at 320 117. The figure
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7. FLUTTER TEST ANALYSIS steadily worse on mechanisms with progressively closer
modes.

7.1 Flight Trials Data
In order to compliment the existing method, two advanced

The flight test data used here were measured during system identification teclmiques are being developed in
dedicated flight flutter testing and the flying concerned with conjunction with the Victoria University of Manchester
the development of the in-flight structural mode excitation (VUM), for incorporating into the existing flutter suite.
system on EAP. Frequency and damping trends with
airspeed are presented for impulsive and continuous 8.1 Time Domain Methods
frequency sweep excitation inputs to the wing and
foreplane. Two time domain methods are being considered, these are

the Eigensystem Realisation Algorithm (ERA) and the
Impulsive and continuous transfer function analysis have Eigensystem Realisation Algorithm using Data Correlations
been performed on the data to extract frequency and (ERA/DC).
damping for the modes involved in the flutter mechanisms.

8.1.1 ERA Method
7.1.1 Wing Impulsive Excitation

The method was developed by Juang and Pappa at NASA
Figures 15,16 show the symmetric wing frequency and Langley in the mid 1980's. The technique is based in the
damping trends versus airspeed for M=0.9 and 1.2 due to time domain and uses decay responses, which may be
impulsive excitation. generated either: by applying an impulse to the structure, by

inverse Fourier transforming the frequency response
The frequency trends for the bending and torsion modes function, or generating the decay response from the
show good agreement with prediction. The torsion mode response to an unknown random input using methods such
frequency (WTI) at M=l.2 identifies both port and as random decrement.
starboard wings. During the aircraft ground resonance
testing individual port and starboard wing torsion The fundamental element of the algorithm is the Least
frequencies were measured. Squares technique applied to a difference equation model

and therefore over-specification of the mathematical model
The damping trends for the bending mode show good is required to eliminate any statistical error due to noise.
agreement with prediction. The torsion mode damping The ERA technique incorporates the Singular Value
shows quite separate port and starboard wing trends, Decomposition (SVD) in its formuilation and therefore
particularly at M=1.2. Within the separate component produces a so called Minimum Order Realisation.
damping there is minimum scatter even at high airspeed. Therefore, most of the theoretical computational modes
Any scatter shown is the result of the analysis of a number resulting from the over specified solution can be eliminated
of accelerometer responses which respond differently, during the calculation.
depending on the mode being excited and the position on
the wing. 8.1.2 ERA/DC Method

7.1.2 Foreplane Continuous Excitation Thie method was developed by Juang, Cooper and Wright in
1987. The method follows a similar formulation to the

Figures 17,18 show the symmetric foreplane frequency and standard ERA approach except that the analysis is
damping trends versus airspeed at M=0.9 and 1.2 due to performed on correlations of the impulse response rather
continuous frequency sweep excitation of 2-25 Hz and than the impulse response data itself Effectively, the Least
25-80 Hz. Squares element in the ERA is replaced with another

technique, the Correlation Fit method, that reduces the
The frequency trends for the bending and torsion modes statistical error problem.
show good agreement with predictions.

As well as producing a Minimum Order Realisation, the
The damping trends, in general, for both bending and technique has the advantage in that the amount of model
torsion modes show good agreement with prediction. At order over-specification that is required is reduced greatly.
M=0.9 and 1.2 individual port and starboard foreplane
torsion mode damping has been identified. This is probably 8.2 Frequency Domain Methods
due to the different amounts of backlash in the system
between port and starboard foreplanes. This effect is quite Two frequency domain methods are being considered,
significant at M=1.2. developed by British Aerospace Civil Aircraft Division, and

referred to as the Plot and Prediction Analysis (PAPA) and
the Instrumental Variables (IV/OEM).

8. ANALYSIS METHOD DEVELOPMENT 8.2.1 PAPA Method

At present the flutter identification method used was The PAPA or Transfer Function Analysis (TFA) in its
developed by Potter (Ref 2). With this method estimates of implementation, is an estimator of a class known as the
frequency and damping, in particular damping, become "Output Error Methods". It works on the principle that the
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turbulence and transducer noise components are not
correlated with the input signal. A transfer function is fitted
to the data in such a way that it fits the data as closely as
possible.

If the noise is white, then this approach is almost
statistically efficient. In practice, turbulence noise has been
filtered through the aircraft structure, and so is non-white.
The fact that the noise is not white means that PAPA is not
optimal, but in practice the loss of efficiency is not very
great, partly because noise is never ideal anyway.

Because the transfer function is a non-linear function of the
modal frequencies and dampings, PAPA must solve the
least squares problem iteratively. Hence the algorithm
which estimates the modal parameters has some undesirable
properties. Principal among these are a requirement for
starting estimates for the modal frequencies and dampings,
and the fact that the algorithm is not guaranteed to converge
within a reasonable time.

8.2.2 1V/OEM Method

The Instrumental Variables approach attempts to perform
exactly the same operation as PAPA, and is called the
Instrumental Variables/Output Error Method algorithm.
The IV/OEM approach attempts to overcome the problems
associated with an iterative solution to the least squares
minimisation. It does this by linearising the problem, and
using a compensating procedure (Instrumental Variables) to
overcome the undesirable statistical effects of the
linearisation. Because the heart of the approach is linear,
start-up estimates are not required, and convergence is
guaranteed.

In comparisons on flutter test data the IV/OEM approach
was found to be on average 15-30 times faster than the
PAPA method.
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The Evolution of Flight Vehicle System Identificationt

Peter G. Hamel and Ravindra V. Jategaonkar
Institut fiir Flugmechanik

Deutsche Forschungsanstalt fir Luft- und Raumfahrt e.V., (DLR)
Lilienthalplatz 7, 38108 Braunschweig, Germany

1. SUMMARY Although Gauss used the maximum likelihood principle,
Aircraft parameter estimation is probably the most out- the earliest reference to it is found in a paper "The most
standing and illustrated example of the system identifica- probable choice between several discrepant observations
tion methodology, which provides answers to the age-old and the bormnation therefrom of the most likely induction"
inverse problem of model determination and validation by Bernoulli in the year 1777 [2]. The terms 'likelihood
given a set of observations. After providing a brief function' and 'maximum likelihood' were not explicitly
account of historical background, the paper traces chro- introduced; also no rigorous proof, a hallmark of today's
nologically the evolution of flight vehicle system identifi- approach, was provided, but clearly these concepts
cation starting from determination of aircraft frequency together with the solution obtained by differentiating the
and damping ratio from flight data in the early twenties likelihood function were introduced thus providing the
to the present day advanced applications such as estima- foundation for the evolution of the system identification
tion of high fidelity aerodynamic data bases for flight methodology.
simulators or evaluation of highly augmented unstable
flight vehicles of unconventional configurations. Through Even though the ideas of likelihood function were intro-
selected examples, it is demonstrated that the system duced by Bernoulli and Gauss during the 18th century,
identification methods have reached a maturity level that the method of maximum likelihood was first introduced
makes them a powerful and useful tool to support not as a general statistical parameter estimation method by
only research but also industry activity in model vali- Fisher in the year 1912 [3]. Until the early forties, much
dation, handling qualities evaluation, control law design, of the work on parameter estimation was deterministic in
and flight vehicle design, and thus contribute significant- nature. With the work of Wiener in 1942 and that of
ly to risk and cost reduction in the optimal deployment Kolmogorov in 1941, however, the focus essentially
of the existing aircraft and in the development of new changed from deterministic to stochastic estimation [4,5].
generation aircraft. Although the paper focuses mainly on Following the pioneering work of Wiener, it was in the
the applications in the area of flight mechanics, some year 1960 that Kalman provided a recursive solution to
aspects of interdisciplinary flight vehicle modeling, for filtering problem [6]. The recursive solution being direct-
applications such as aeroservoelasticity or high band- ly amenable to digital computations, the Kalman filter
width rotorcraft modeling, are addressed as well. quickly became popular and is today the most widely

used approach to stochastic estimation.
2. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
System identification, as it is termed today, is a scientific It was in the year 1965 that Astrbm and Bohlin first
discipline which provides answers to the age-old inverse- implemented the maximum likelihood method on a digi-
problem of obtaining a description in some suitable form tal computer and applied the same to estimate parameters
for a system given its behaviour as a set of observations, of an industrial plant based on the difference equation
The inverse-problem and, hence, system identification representation [7]. This marked the beginning of the
has been fundamental to the evolution of human being, modern era of system identification methodology for
who is characterized by his inquisitive nature not only to which Zadeh had already provided a classical definition
know more about the principle underlying (i.e. model in 1962 [8]:
formulation of) the process he is observing but also in
adequate details (i.e. analysis and parameter estimation). "Identification is the determination, on the basis of

input ar!d output, of a system within a specified
In a very broad sense, several of the physical laws are class of systems, to which the system under test is
outcome of system identification methodology. For equivalent".
example, the inference of the acceleration due to gravity
by Newton was an outcome of his exploring an answer Today, the fascinating field of system identification
to the observation he had made, namely that of a free- covers applications in the areas of biology, chemical
falling apple. Although this example may appear less jus- processes, economics, geology, materials, mechanical
tifying, the roots of the modern system identification can systems, flight vehicles et cetera. A cursory glance at the
definitely be traced back to the 18th century. In the year published literature makes it evident that the aircraft
1795, Gauss invented the Least Squares method to com- parameter estimation is the most outstanding and illus-
pute the orbit of a planet from astronomical observations trated example of system identification methodology.
[1]. Gauss applied Bayes rule and the method of mnaxi-
mum likelihood, as it is called today, to derive the least The highly successful application of system identification
squares principle. to flight vehicle is possible partly due to the advances in

measurement techniques and data processing capabilities
provided by the digital computers, partly due to the inge-

f Interpanel AGARD-FVP contribution nuity of the engineers in advantageously using the devel-

Paper presented at the Structures and Materials Panel Specialists' Meeting on "Advanced Aeroservoelastic Testing
and Data Analysis", held in Rotterdam, The Netherlands, faonz 8-10 May 1995, and published in CP-566.
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opments in the other fields like estimation and control
theory, and partly due to the fairly well-understood basic Reality & Technology

physical principles underlying the flight vehicles enabling Acceptance
adequate modeling and possibility of carrying out proper Prototype

flight tests [9-11]. Today, these tools have reached such Demon

a level of maturity that they are an integral part of any In-Flight
Simulation

aircraft development and assessment program, Fig. 1. Rel-io
Simulationm

3. PARAMETER ESTIMATION IN FLIGHT Win tun

MECHANICS p Computer Simulation

Flight mechanics is that branch of engineering which Analytical Models

deals with motion of a flight vehicle. The central issue in Now Method, ond
flight mechanics is to predict and evaluate the perfor-
mance and dynamical characteristics of a flight vehicle, Application Spectrum: Complexity & Effort

be it a conventional transport aircraft, highly augmented a Data Base Generation for 0 Flight Control System Optimization

unstable aircraft flying at high angles of attack, rotorcraft - Flight Vehicle Design

or missile. Representation of motion of a flight vehicle, - Flight Simulator Development 0 Structural Modeling, Flutter Testing

which is in general free to move in any direction, 0 Flying Qualities Evaluation 0 Aeroservoelastic Model Validation

involves coupled equations of motion. The basic equa- 0 Flight Envelope Expansion

tions of motion are derived from the Newtonian mechan- Fig. 1: The key role of system identification
ics, usually considering flight vehicle as a rigid body.
These equations, defining the characteristic motion, Stokes flow solvers [13,14]. Experimental methods are
involve the fundamental assumption that the forces and essential to corroborate the analytical predictions. Wind-
moments acting on the flight vehicle can be synthesized. tunnel techniques, which are relatively inexpensive, have
Validity and utility of the mathematical models depend provided in the past a huge amount of data on innumer-
to a large degree on the adequacy and accuracy with able flight vehicle configurations and are, as a rule, a
which these external forces and moments acting on the basis for any new design. These techniques are, however,
flight vehicle can be modeled. often associated with certain limitations of validity aris-

ing out of, for example, model scaling, Reynold's num-
Various forces and moments acting on a flight vehicle ber, dynamic derivatives, cross coupling and aeroservo-
can be broadly classified into: i) aerodynamic, ii) inertial, elasticity effects. Moreover, these measurements could
iii) gravitational, and iv) propulsive forces. Determination also be affected by tunnel unsteadiness or model support
of the aerodynamic forces, the problem recognized in the vibrations and interferences. Determination of aerody-
early 20th century, constitutes the most difficult problem namic derivatives from flight test measurements is, there-
in flight mechanics even today in spite of the significant fore, important and necessary to reduce limitations and

advances made in the field of modeling. The present uncertainties of the aforementioned two methods [15]. It
challenge to flight vehicle system identification is the is for this reason that this paper focuses on aircraft para-
determination of an aerodynamic model of high perfor- meter estimation from flight data, although the other two

mance, highly augmented vehicle from rapid, large techniques have contributed in ample measure to the

amplitude maneuvers. Such a model is, in general, of objective of flight vehicle modeling.
unknown structure, highly nonlinear and affected by
elastic modes, unsteady aerodynamics and erroneous air 4. ESTIMATION TECHNIQUES OF THE PAST
data measurements. The importance of obtaining flight derived aircraft para-

meters was recognized early. A couple of years after
The aerodynamic modeling, which provides a means to introduction of the classical stability approach by Bryan,
obtain relationships between the three forces X, Y, Z Glauert's work in 1919 on the analysis of phugoid
along the three cartesian coordinates and the three motion and that of Norton et al during 1919-1923 on
moments L, M, N about these axes as functions of linear estimating a number of derivatives such as (L,, Y0, L0 ,
translational motion variables u, v, w and rotational rates N,, M.) marks the beginning of experimental investiga-
p, q, r was introduced by Bryan in the early 20th century tion of dynamic stability in actual flight [16-18]. The
[12]. This marks the beginning of evolution of flight interest in dynamic behaviour of aircraft grew steadily

vehicle system identification. The developments over the over the period. During the late forties and early fifties
last nine decades have led to three different but comple- several techniques were introduced, such as steady-state
mentary techniques of determining aerodynamic coeffi- oscillatory excitations by Milliken [19,20], pulse-input
cients, namely i) analytical methods, ii) wind-tunnel methods incorporating Fourier analysis by Seamans et al
methods, and iii) flight test methods. [21], and weighted least-squares [22]. Although Shinbrot

had introduced during this time the response curve fitting
The first two techniques are employed to generate basic method [23], which is equivalent to the today's output
information about the flight mechanical parameters. The error method, it was then found to be impracticable due
analytical estimations, however, have doubtful validity to the lack of adequate (digital) computational means.
and also have disadvantage of being based on inadequate The time-vector method which also became popular dur-

theory. Nevertheless, computational fluid dynamics have ing this period of time [24-28], was first applied to ana-
in recent years positively influenced the analytical sce- lyze the aircraft dynamic stability problem by Doetsch
nario by providing numerical solutions of total configu- through his familiarity with electrical engineering [27].
ration via sophisticated and advanced Euler and Navier- The analog matching techniques were also applied
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towards the end of this era [29,30]. An excellent account
of dynamic stability and control research during this
early period is found in Ref. 20 and a survey of methods
for determining stability and control derivatives from
dynamic flight measurements in Ref. 31. The techniques
of the forties to early sixties were frequency response
methods, and either limited to estimation of incomplete
sets of coefficients, to simple motions, or restricted due
to other reasons [32].

The aforementioned sketch of the historical background
is, by no means, exhaustive. Nevertheless, in view of the
authors, they represent the important milestones in the
history of aircraft parameter estimation prior to the Fig. 2: Test aircraft JN4

advent of digital computers. Nostalgically, a brief (Photo: Courtesy NASA Ames Research Center)
account of some of these early methods, which have
practically become techniques of the past, is provided 0 -

here. A brief discussion of these techniques in compari-
son with the modern methods of system identification
may also be found in Refs. 33-34. ---

4.1 First Dynamic Flight Test
During the investigation of dynamic stability in flight, 1-0, __,__ _

which had started during 1919-1923 [17,18], flight tests
were carried out applying specific control inputs, either
generated by the pilot or by some additional device -300 1
mounted on the aircraft. For example, Norton used a
step function' generated by dropping sand boxes from a V
the wing tips. In other application, applied known - _5__

moments were generated by parachutes at the wing tips. As, sd,.r H,.

It is interesting to point out that the ideas behind apply- (4vdi°•d

ing specific inputs to excite the characteristic aircraft Fig. 3: Damping-in-roll from JN4h flight test
motion for parameter estimation were well appreciated (Reproduced from Ref. 17)

even in those early days. As will be discussed later, theaspct f ptial onrolinutsis neof ourimortnt 4.3 Pulse Method of Dynamic Response Testing
aspect of optimal control inputs is one of four important As an alternative to the time consuming and in some
aspects for successful application of modern system cr
identification techniques (see section 5). The test aircraft sient responsebmethodswasaintroduced during the erlysient response method was introduced during the early
JN4 (Fig. 2) on which this pioneering work on dynamic
flight testing was carried out at N.A.C.A. is of equal his- fifties [21]. The technique was based on the evaluation
torical importance as the estimates of the damping-in-roll of performance function, which is the ratio of the Fourier
obtained fromn flight data shown in Fig. 3. Transform of the aircraft response to that of the input.

Approximation of a continuous function by a series of

4.2 Longitudinal Oscillation Method delayed triangular functions provided a convenient means
to obtain the necessary information from the oscillograph

This test technique was first used during the late forties tirecords. Although an electro-mechanical Fourier Synthe-
to determine the full-scale aerodynamic stability and rsizer was developed at M.I.T., the method was well
control data from flight tests [19,20]. The test procedure suited for paper and pencil computation.
consisted of stabilizing the aircraft at a given flight con-
dition and establishing steady-state pitching oscillations
of small amplitude at a chosen frequency by applying 4.4 Time-Vector Method
continuous sinusoidal input to the elevator. Several oscil- During the fifties and sixties, the Time-Vector method

was one of the commonly applied graphical procedureslation cycles, typically five or more, were recorded with wof deemnn meodnlamic edriatives [58Tedtest
the help of a strip-chart recorder or an oscillograph. At of determining aerodynamic derivatives [25-28]. The test
the help oflastrip-charodtireder pocure aosc grapheated procedure consisted of stabilizing the aircraft at a given
the same flighit condition, the procedure was repeated C
typically 25 times for several frequencies up to about 8 flight condition and initiating a free oscillation by an
rad/s. This sequence was then carried out at different abrupt pulse. With the controls held fixed, the resulting

flight conditions. free-oscillation was allowed to damp out. The time-
vector decomposition, carried out separately for each

The recorded data enabled to check between the moment or force equation, required substituting the

measured response and the conventional theory in terms amplitude and phase relationships, which were obtainedmeasredresons andtheconentonalthery n trms from the locations of the peaks of the oscillatory motion.
of frequency response characteristics. Further analysis or

fairing of the experimental response data with the so-cae CTo illustrate the method, consider the yawing momentcalled "Circle Diagram" led to determination of the eqain

effective damping and spring constants. However, more
significantly, the analysis method also provided a means Iz -xzIj = qSb (C,,1 3 + C,,, pb/2V +
to directly obtain the aerodynamic derivatives, which 1 rbI2V + C
could then be inserted into the classical equations. b/2V + C,,,,. 8)
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For the free-oscillation portion of the recorded flight and straightforward, providing the operator an insight
data, neglecting the contribution due to the control input, into vehicle response characteristics.
Eq. (1) can be reformulated in terms of the amplitude
ratios and phase relations as: To briefly state, mathematical model, in several instances

I, "I -' 1" 113 1 if b 11) 1 the decoupled equations of aircraft motion, was pro-
S--b e I In - C e I ' grammed on an analog computer, incorporating theoret-

Sb Irl Sb Ir "I 2V Irl (2) ical or wind-tunnel predictions of the stability derivatives

11 IeC b I1 e 01 as first approximations. The flight recorded control
I r - 2V I rl inputs, duplicated through function generators incorporat-

ing diodes, amplifiers etc., were fed to the simulation.
where, for example, IpI/Iri is the amplitude ratio and 0p,, Comparing qualitatively the simulated response with the
is the phase angle between the variables p and r. The actual aircraft response, the stability parameters were
first two terms on the left hand side of Eq. (2) do not manually tuned to reduce the differences.
involve any unknown derivative, and assuming that the
derivative C,,1, is known, the third term can be computed. The analog matching technique, although appealing, had
Starting from yaw rate, r, the contributions due to these several shortcomings, namely i) the success or failure

three terms are plotted as shown by solid lines in Fig. 4. depended on the ingenuity of the operator in adjusting

The vector polygon satisfying Eq. (2) is now completed the proper parameter, ii) time consuming, iii) restricted
based on the other two phase angles. The lengths of by the quality of the flight data, iv) involved qualitative
these two vectors shown by dotted lines yield the contri- judgement of the operator, and v) limited to a few num-
butions of the last two terms. From the known amplitude ber of primary derivatives.

ratios I/ I1I- and 131/Irl the unknown parameters C,,
and C -,C c can now be obtained by simple arithmetic. 5. MODERN METHODS OF AIRCRAFT

e" PARAMETER ESTIMATION

The method provided an insight into the comparative The automatic data processing capability provided by the
contributions of the various terms to the particular mode. digital computers dramatically changed the focus of the
It was also amenable in the absence of sideslip angle flight data analysis from frequency domain methods to
measurement. It was, however, associated with certain time domain methods. It became possible to obtain sig-
disadvantages: i) as discussed in the above illustration, nificantly more number of stability and control deriva-
the method allowed estimation of only two of the three tives from a single flight test. A coordinated approach
derivatives in the lateral moment equation, ii) as is the based on the flight test techniques, flight test instrumen-
case with any graphical procedure, the method was time tation and methods of data analysis gradually evolved for
consuming in generating consistent set of results, and iii) flight vehicle system identification. Research activities at
it was difficult to apply it to a heavily damped aircraft. several organizations, like NASA Dryden and Langley

RC, US Army Aeroflightdynamics Directorate at NASA
4.5 Analog Matching Ames RC, USA; Institute of Flight Mechanics, DLR,
Prior to the advent of digital computers, in the early Germany; NLR and TU-Delft, The Netherlands; DRA,
sixties analog matching was a popular technique of England; NRC, Canada; et cetera, have culminated into
updating and validating wind-tunnel predictions of stabil- the present state of maturity. During this evolution,
ity derivatives based on flight tests [29,30]. It provided a AGARD played a significant role through dissemination
means of determining stability derivatives that was simple of information, see Appendix 1. Many individuals con-

tributed to the progress, and although it may be unjust to
. _mention a few names, in view of the authors, Fig. 5 pro-

-i~ Cr-a - - l vides a retrospective of important contributions during
the last three decades.

Equation error method
with state estimation

Getah, 1966)

U IrK@1=0 /i8 3  Output error me thod Oulp- . . .. ,t.,wh.d
.ab In (La,,rson/Fleck. 1968; NL y- .,

IC 0 -- --/ T,•b "aylor/la Io ff, 1969) 198 (Tra k ll... l. .S -OHMt19G9) 97
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Fig. 5: Retrospective of important first contribu-

Fig. 4: Time vector diagram for yawing moment tions to the advancements of flight vehicle
(Reproduced from Ref. 28) parameter estimation methods
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The coordinated approach to flight vehicle system identi- Maneuver Measurements

fication can be divided into three major parts [35]: irnizd t >1,7h . Data ColleCtioni" P It vohicle & -- l Corpatila"< t
- Instrumentation and Filters which cover the MeahAoadsss ResponseMethodsEroentire flight data acquisition process including Ideeticotion ,deetifistine Error

adequate instrumentation and airborne or -round- torit in Criteria

based digital recording equipment. Effects of all . . "Models PFt [

kinds of data quality have to be accounted for. A Priori
Values _' _ Mothem atic al Model Response
CFD-Data? Model

o Flight Test Techniques which are related to the WT -Data. I. ?:,_ _

selected flight vehicle maneuvering procedures. The

input signals have to be optimized in their spectral C-
Com plementary Model

composition in order to excite all response modes Flight Data Validation
from which parameters are to be estimated.

Fig. 6: The Quad-M basics of flight vehicle
o Analysis of Flight Data which includes the system identification
mathematical model of the flight vehicle and an
estimation criterion which devises some suitable
computational algorithm to adjust some kind of Throughout the history of flight vehicle system identifi-

starting values or a priori estimates of the unknown cation this has been, in essence, the guiding principle in

parameters until a set of best parameter estimates is designing a proper flight test maneuver for extracting
obtained which minimizes the response error, aerodynamic parameters.

Corresponding to these strongly interdependent topics, The early developments in the mid-forties and early

four important aspects of the art and science of system fifties led to design of input signals such as continuous
identification have to be carefully treated, Fig. 6. sinusoidal input, step input, or pulse input. These designs

were mainly governed by the method of analysis applied

- Design of the control input shape in order to to extract stability and control derivatives from flight
excite all modes of the vehicle dynamic motion. data. In the general field of system identification, the

theoretical developments on input design were started
- Selection of instrumentation and filters for high during the sixties by Levin [37], Litmann and Huggins

accuracy measurements. [38], and Levadi [39]. Around the same time, optimal
input design for flight vehicle system identification

o Type of flight vehicle under investigation in order started with the work of Gerlach [40,41]. In the
to define the structure of a possible mathematical seventies, Mehra, Gupta, Koehler, et al have significantly

model. contributed to the optimal input design [42-46]. Con-
sidering the aircraft as a linear multi-variable system, the

* Quality of data analysis by selecting the most inputs were optimized with respect to the information or

suitable time or frequency domain identification covariance of the parameters, the design carried out
method. either in time or frequency domain. The work on optimal

input signals for aircraft parameter estimation continued
These "Quad-M" requirements must be carefully inves- in the following decade as well [47-50].
tigated for each flight vehicle from a physical standpoint,
and is the key to the successful flight vehicle system References 48 and 49 provide a thorough comparison of

identification. These requirements fall within the frame- five input signals, namely i) Doublet, ii) Multi-step 3211,
work of the contemporarily and widely accepted defini- iii) Mehra, iv) Schulz, and v) DUT signal. With regard
tion provided by Zadeh [8]. A systematic treatment of to the accuracy of parameter estimates, it was conclu-
these key-issues has been provided by Maine and Iliff sively established that the 3211, Mehra and DUT signals
[10], Klein [II], Hamel [9], and Mulder et al [36]. A have the same efficiency. The more recent Langley-input
survey of contributions to flight vehicle system identifi- design also compares favourably with these inputs [150].

cation up to 1980 has been provided by Iliff 133]. Fig. 7 shows the 3211 input and its spectrum in compari-
son to the other two commonly applied input signals.

6. OPTIMAL INPUT DESIGN The multi-step input signal developed by Koehler at
The accuracy and reliability of parameter estimates, DLR is, however, easily realizable and relatively easy to
obtained applying either the recent modern methods like fly manually by pilots, see Fig. 8 [9]. In addition, the
maximum likelihood or the methods of the past such as frequency contents could be readily adapted to match the
forcing function, depend heavily on the amount of infor- changing flight conditions.
mation available in the vehicle response. This fact was
recognized early during the evolution stages as evident Although sporadic developments on optimal input design
from the Milliken's statement in 1951 120]: have been reported since then, for example as recently as

in 1992 [51], as evident from Table 1, the 3211 signal
"It would appear that the optimum input in a given remains todate as the one most accepted worldwide and

case is that which best excites the frequency range utilized by the international flight test community, main-
of interest, and hence the harmonic content of the ly because of its two aforementioned advantages. An
input should be examined before the test ,o i•re overview on optimal input and maneuver design is also
that it is suitable". provided by Mulder et al [52].
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The frequency sweep test techniques, although rarely time any unmeasured flow variables. Based on the high
used for fixed-wing aircraft, has found renaissance in the quality data, the subsequent aerodynamic modeling
field of rotorcraft system identification during the recent carried out in those institutions is mostly based on the
past through the work of Tischler and few others [53]. regression analysis, which is the simplest of various
These techniques are useful and necessary not only for parameter estimation methods discussed next. Although,
the next generation specification requirements [54], but more recently flight instrumentation systems based on
are also an integral part of the interdisciplinary modeling commercially available sensors and standard signal pro-
aspects discussed later in this paper (see section 14). cessors have been developed, the flight instrumentation
Critical flight incidences have, however, occurred while is a laborious and time consuming job. In addition, par-
sweep testing due to, for example, exceeding the ticularly when the full-fledged data gathering for the
aeroservoelastic range or the flight permissible maximum purpose of high-fidelity flight simulators is desired, more
loads [55]. Proper coordination is, hence, necessary often than not, flight certification of the installed hard-
through careful preparation, buildup, real-time monitoring ware through proper authorities is necessary.
and analysis to prevent possible structural damage and to
avoid any increase in the risk factor.

Period Flight Vehicle Organization7. FLIGHT TEST INSTRUMENTATION
The accuracy of the parameter estimates is directly Fixed Wing
dependent on the quality of the flight measured data, and 1974 - 83 HFB 320 FLISI DFVLR
hence high accuracy measurements of the control inputs 1974 - '76 CASA C-212 INTA
and of the motion variables is a pre-requisite for success-
ful application of the modern methods of flight vehicle
system identification. Classical information on flight test 1978 - '80 Tornado P11 E-61
instrumentation for parameter identification is provided 1980 - '81 Alpha Jet TST E-61
by Wolowicz [30] and also found in, for example, Ref. 1980 - '81 CCV F104 G MBB
56. Furthermore, the V/STOL flight test instrumentation 1981 - '83 DO-28 TNT Dornier
requirements have been described by Hill et al [57]. Dur- 1983 - '84 Alpha Jet DSFC E-61
ing the seventies the various aspects of flight test instru- 1984 F-8 DFBW NASA
mentation have been investigated in detail [58]. The 1984 A 300-600 AI
pioneering work carried out at NLR and DUT, The Neth- 1984 - '86 Do-28 TU, BS
erlands, has resulted into a sophisticated level of flight 1985 - '90 VFW 614 ATTAS DLR
instrumentation. The measurements are further refined
through a data pre-processing, generating at the same 1987 A 310-300 Al

1987 Cessna Citation 50,0 NLR
1990 Dash 8 Series 100 NRC

INPUT SIGNALS: _______Sre R
I -- STEP 1991 Dash 8 Series 300 NRC

1992 - '93 C160 'Transall' DLR
S,/• / --. (,, _ .-DOBLE41993 Convair VV580 NRC

-MULTISTEP 1990 - '95 X-31A RIIDASA

(,3 2 11 1994 Challenger CL601/3 NRC
0 TM1994 Gulfstream G IV NRC

1', 1994 A 300/600 "Beluga" SATIC
1ANDWIDTH 1994 - '95 EF 2000 WTD-61

---- --- WT Models"0 NORMALIZED FREQUENCY -9t 5 1980 - '82 Do-28 TNT, OLGA DFVLR
Fig. 7: Frequency domain comparison of 1980 - '82 DO-28 TNT IMFL

input signals

Rotorcraft
1977 BO 105 S3 MBB

WITHOUT PRACTICE WITH PRACTICE 1978 - '87 BO 105 S123 DFVLR

0.50- 1980 - '87 BO 105 ATTHeS DFVLR

1 N ý ' '982 UH 60A US-Army
1 0s 10 1983 CH-53 A US-Army

- S 1983 RSRA NASA
1985 Bell 206A NRC

0.5 1986 Be11205A-lI NRC
05e r10 ý -I / 'N U 1986 PUMA RAE

-0.50 s/l0 s 10 1986- '87 XV-15 US-Army
1992 Bell 412HP NRC

Fig 8: Pilot flown 3211 input signal (CASA C-212) Table 1: Application statistics of 3211 input signal
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8. METHODS OF DATA ANALYSIS The main advantage of the regression technique is its
The various parameter estimation methods can be broad- simplicity. For a given model structure, the least-squares
ly classified into three categories: i) equation error estimates are obtained with minimal computation in one
methods, ii) output error methods, and iii) filter error shot. One of the regression techniques is the stepwise
methods. Choice of a particular method is generally regression. This method, including statistical evaluation
dictated by the model formulation and assumptions made of the residuals, is particularly helpful in efficiently
regarding the measurement and process noise, both of arriving at unknown aerodynamic model structure
which are unavoidable in practical cases. The above through successive augmentation of the postulated model
three methods belong to a class called "direct approach". [601. Several aspects of model structure determination
The other approach to aircraft parameter estimation is have been discussed by Hall, Gupta and Tyler [61] and
called the "indirect approach" in which a nonlinear filter by Klein, Batterson and Murphy [60,62]. Furthermore,
provides estimates of the unknown parameters which are since the method does not rely on the temporal relation
artificially defined as additional state variables. The between the data points, several separate maneuvers can
equation error methods represent a linear estimation easily be concatenated to estimate a single set of deriva-
problem whereas the remaining methods belong to a tives common to all the time segments [63]. Based on
class of nonlinear estimation problems. The equation this property, the 'Data Partitioning' approach can be
error and the output error methods are deterministic applied to analyze large amplitude maneuver by dividing
methods whereas the other two are statistical. More the maneuver into several smaller portions to which a
recently the neural network approach to aircraft parame- simplified model can be fitted [11,64,651.
ter estimation has also been investigated.

The main disadvantage of the regression method, how-
8.1 Equation Error Method ever, is that in the presence of measurement errors in the
Synthesis of aerodynamic forces and moments acting on independent variables, the least-squares estimates are
a flight vehicle through Taylor series expansion invari- asymptotically biased, inconsistent and inefficient [59].
ably leads to a model that is linear in parameters. To this Nevertheless this method has found several applications
class of problems, the classical regression techniques can to aircraft parameter estimation, providing acceptable
be conveniently applied [11,36,591. Application of the results compared to the more complex methods intro-
regression technique requires measurements of the depen- duced later in this paper. It is mainly because of two rea-
dent variables, for flight vehicle they are the aerodyna- sons. First, the high quality sensors and instrumentation
mic forces and moments. Though these variables are not system minimize these errors. Secondly, prior to apply-
directly measurable, they can be computed with relative ing the regression method, more reliable signals can be
ease from the measurements of the linear and angular generated through a data pre-processing step. The well
accelerations. defined kinematic equations of aircraft motion provide a

sound basis for this step, which is often called as flight-
At any instant of the time tk, the dependent variables, in path-reconstruction or aircraft state estimation [66-68].
this case the aerodynamic forces and moments, y(t) can The separation of the state estimation and aerodynamic
be expressed in terms of the independent variables, x(t), modeling is called in the literature as Two-Step method
for example the angular rates, flow variables etc., as: [52] or Estimation Before Modeling, EBM [69,70]

y,(k) =0 x,(k)+ + .... +Ox,(k) + e1(k) (3) 8.2 Output Error Method

where e, denotes the stochastic equation-error, and hence The output error method is a nonlinear optimization
the synonymously used name "equation error method" method which has been most widely used for aircraft

From N discrete measurements of the dependent and in- parameter estimation ever since its introduction around

dependent variables, for N>r the unknown parameters the seventies. The modified Newton-Raphson method

can be estimated applying the Least-Squares method. introduced by Taylor and Iliff in 1969 [71] is equivalent
to the quasilinearization method applied by Larson and

= (X rX)-' X Ty (4) Fleck in the year 1968 [72]. A schematic of the output
error method which accounts for measurement noise onlywhere 0 is the rxl vector of parameters, Y is the Nxl

vector of measured values of y', and X is the Nxr matrix is provided in Fig. 9.

of independent variables. Considering one dependent The equations of aircraft motion are formulated in state
variable at a time, the parameters of the three aerody-
namic forces and three aerodynamic moments acting on space as:

the aircraft are estimated separately. 2 (f) = A (3) X (t) + B (13) 11(t) + b, (6a)

Alternatively, concatenation of the three forces and three y(t) = C(13) x (t) + D13) i (t) + b (6b)
moments, which anyway dependent upon the same set of
independent variables, namely the aircraft motion vari- c(k) = y(k) + v(k) (6c)
ables, Eq. (3) can be extended to the following form:

y(k) = E x(k) + e(k) (5) where x is the state vector, y the observation vector, and
i the control input vector. The matrices A, B, C, and D

Eq. (5) is exactly in the form of an observation equation contain the unknown parameters 13, which represent the
characterizing a dynamic system in state-space. In this stability and control parameters, and bx and b, are the
case the parameters for the six dependent variables can bias terms accounting for the nonzero initial conditions
as well be estimated simultaneously applying the output and possible systematic errors in the measurements of
error method described in the next subsection. output and control variables [73-75].
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The estimates of parameter vector O"=[Oi, b7, brT] are Measurement
obtained by minimizing the cost function [73]: noise

A' Input ( Measured

z =-z (k)-y(k)]RT' [z (k)-y (k)] +N In IR (7) Aircraft
2+

where R is the measurement noise covariance matrix. Eq.
(7) is the negative logarithm of the likelihood function [ Mathematical model Computed ±+

(probability density of the measurement vector) which, > State computation by r
for a given R, reduces to the output error cost function. Integration error
Starting from suitably specified initial values, the new Sensitivtien
updated estimates of 0 are obtained applying the Gauss- Parameter update
Newton method [73]. by optimization of

)+1. 0+ AO (8a) likelihood function

AE) =- ' (k) IR -R A -(k Fig. 9: Schematic of output error method

k [d (8b) ond approach, although more justified, was limited in the
[ T l }kscope of application since it often involved modifications

(k) R-1 [z(k) -y(k)] in the estimation program for different nonlinear terms
considered. In the presence of measurement errors, the

whee te sbscipti idicte th i-h ieraion Th fist first approach of pseudo-control inputs yielded biased
te subscript i indicates the i-th iteration. Thc firast estimates. Thus a more complete approach to aircraft

term in braces on the right-hand side of Eq. (8b) is an parameter estimation based on the use of nonlinear equa-
approximation of the second gradient d2 1/d0 2 suggested tions of motion and/or aerodynamic model postulates
by Balakrishnan [76]. This approximation helps to reduce with nonlinear terms was still necessary.
the computational costs without significantly affecting
the convergence ]77]. The difficulty of applying the output error method to

nonlinear systems was one of practice. Any time the
Inplementation of the output error method requires comn- structure of the postulated nonlinear model was changed,
putation of the state variables, x, of the response vari- Cit entailed tedious and laborious algebraic derivtion and

ables, y, and of the response gradients dy/dO based on software implementation of the sensitivity equations. The
the postulated model of Eq. (6). The computational sensitivity coefficients are essential in the optimization of
aspects of the maximum likelihood function and of the the cost function. A numerical approach investigated for
sensitivities are discussed by Gupta and Mehra [78] and Levenberg-Marquardt method by Trankle et al [89] and

by Maine and Iliff [73]. The state space approach and fo r Modified N n ethod by Jat egank

the matrix representation readily enable computation the an d a e 190] prov muchnd solution

of states using the state transition matrix. Computation of to this geea problem dre
to this general problem during the early eighties.

the response variables is then a simple matter of plug-
ging the right quantities in Eq. (6b). Computation of the Ina eneral case, the dynamic system is represented as:
response gradient is little more complex requiring the
sensitivity equations dxi0O and dy/0O obtained by partial (t) =-f[x(t), I(t),O ] x(to) =Xo (9a)
differentiation of the system equations with respect to the
unknown parameters. Linear representation facilitates Y W = g [X(t), t (t), 01 (9b)
solution of dxi0O using the same state transition matrix
already computed for state variable computations. where f and g are general nonlinear real valued vector

functions. Numerical integration methods, for example a
8.2.1 Extension of output error method to general fourth order Runge-Kutta, are now required to compute

nonlinear systems the state variables. The response gradients are approxi-
During the seventies the output error method developed mated by finite-differences. The procedure is fairly
for linear systems became much popular due to its sirm- straightforward. Perturbing one parameter at a time, and
plicity. A number of estimation software packages were each time solving the perturbed state equations by nume-
developed the world over [74,75,77,79-82] and applied to rical integration, the perturbed response variables y1,(Oi)
a multitude of cases, for bibliography see Ref. 83. Dur- are computed. The response gradient for this parameter
ing this period the need for estimation of nonlinear aero- can be approximated as [90]:
dynamics was also developing. Logically, it was
attempted to extend the then well established output error F dv 1 v y(k) - y.(k) (10)
method for linear systems to nonlinear system as well. (k d) "' -60

The two most commonly adapted approaches were: i) to
consider the nonlinear terms in aerodynamic coefficients Concatenation of these response gradients yields the
such as w2, u', ... c(x, as pseudo control inputs, comput- sensitivity matrix. Several estimation packages catering
ing these prior to estimation and thereby retaining basi- to general nonlinear systems have been since then devel-
cally the linear system representation [84-87] and ii) aug- oped based on the aforesaid approach of numerical-
mentation of the state vector with nonlinear terms Uy2, approximation of the sensitivities [91-93]. An alternative
u6, using the computed variables, which principally approach based on surface fitting is also possible to
retains the nonlinear equations of motion [88]. The sec- approximate the sensitivities [94,95]. The Modified New-
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ton-Raphson method with numerical approximation of invariant systems, it is often adequate to use a steady-
the sensitivities is found to be far more efficient than the state filter for state estimation [73]. This simplification
derivative free direct search methods [96,97]. results in significant reduction of computational burden.

Even under this assumption, computation of the gain
8.3 Filter Error Method matrix K is the complex part of the filter error method.
Filter error method is the most general stochastic
approach to aircraft parameter estimation, which accounts Partial differentiation of Eq. (11) yields the sensitivity
for both process and measurement noise, and was pro- equations in this case, which can be solved using the
posed by Balakrishnan [98]. With the pioneering work of same state transition matrix (D and its integral T. This
Mehra [99-101] and of Iliff [102] during the early computation requires computation of the gradient of
seventies, these techniques provided capabilities to esti- covariance matrix, which requires solving Lyapunov
mate aircraft parameters from flight data in turbulent equations. It would suffice here to mention that in the
atmosphere, Fig. 10. Several applications have been since case of linear systems the Riccati equation and Lyapunov
then reported [103-106]. equations can be solved efficiently, although with some

computational complexity. The algorithmic details are
The dynamic system is assumed to be described by the found in Ref. 105.
following stochastic equations:

S= A (f3) -(t) + B (P) u(t) + F w(t) + b, (a) 8.3.1 Extension of filter error methods to general
nonlinear systems

Difficulties of extending the aforesaid filter error method
y(t) = C(3)x(t) + D(P) u(t) + b (I lb) to nonlinear systems are twofold: i) efficiently imple-

menting the computations which provide flexibility to

z(k) = y(k) + G v(k) (1 lc) handle conveniently different model structures without
software modifications and ii) to derive a suitable filter

where w and v represent the process and measurement for nonlinear state estimation. The numerical approach of
noise respectively and F and G represent the noise dis- finite-difference approximation, which was already found
tribution matrices. to be working efficiently in the case of output error

method, can be extended to the filter error method to
In this case, the cost function, Eq. (7), gets modified to: compute the response gradients. Since optimal filters for

= Is N/ -N ( nonlinear systems are practically unrealizable, an Ex-
J [z(k)--/(k)] [z(k)-y(k)+n (1 2) tended Kalman Filter based on a first-order approxima-

2 = tion of the state and measurement equations can be used
for nonlinear filtering; flexibility for different nonlinear

where . is the filter predicted observation vector and for nonlartering; fexiiity forfferen nonliea
is the covariance matrix of the innovations. Computation model ptates withoutmrequirin softarpoga
of ý requires the predicted state vector T. The Kalman ring changes being, implicit in the implementation.
filter, which is an optimal state estimator for linear sys- Without goin into any further detail, it can be statedte rn s, p ro v id e s p red icted state v ariab les: W i h u 0o n n o a y f r h r d t i , i a e s a e

that the algorithmic development is on the similar lines

k(k+1) = (if(k) + P B u (k) + Tl b (13a) as that of linear systems. It turns out that the algorithm
in this case requires numerical integration of perturbed

(k)= C (k) + D u (k) + b (13b) state equations and additionally the computation of the
perturbed gain matrices for each unknown parameter.

(13c) These extensions proposed and validated by Jategaonkar
x(k) = 4k) + K [z(k) - 4k) and Plaetschke are found to work well for practical pur-
where 5 and ý denote the predicted and corrected state poses of estimating stability and control derivatives from
vectors respectively, K denotes the Kalman filter gain flight data in the presence of process and measurement
matrix, [z(k)-y(k)] is the residual (innovation), and (D and noise [107,108].
T are the state transition matrix and its integral respec-
tively. In many applications, particularly for time- 8.4 Estimation in Frequency Domain

Although since last three decades the time domain
Process Measurement methods have dominated the field of aircraft parameter
noise noise estimation, there are a few cases, for example rotorcraft

Meu + response identification, in which frequency domain approach dem-
+ F Aircraft -onstrated by Klein may be preferable [109].

M Applying the Fourier transformation, the system equa-
noiasrem Mathematical model Estimated _ tions get transformed into:.I respons f

State estimation by resons (
linear/nonlinear filter Filterror jo x (o) = A (3) x (w) + B (13) W() (14a)___________________F__lterro

P Sensitivities

Parameter update S< iy(t))i C(yo) x(Cx0))+D( + ) u(tO) (14b)

by optimization ot
likelihood tunction 1 (0), y(0o,) + v(t0)) (14c)

Fig. 10: Schematic of filter error method The cost function to be minimized is then given by:
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M and by defining an augmented state vector x,,'=[x`, 0 `],
[ (w yO,)] SJ [z(Cm,)-y(O,)] +log IS" (15) the extended system can be represented as:

where o1=2irl/T is the 1-th discrete frequency, M is the f< (t) = ' 1'0' +-, -F- I 0wJ t

number of frequencies to be evaluated, and S,,,, is the L 010 0

spectral density matrix of the measurement noise. Mini- W = g [x"t), i(1] (17b)
mization of Eq. (15) by the Gauss-Newton method yields
the maximum likelihood estimates of the system parame-
ters. The scope of the frequency domain method has z(k) = y (k) + v (k) (17c)

been extended to include non-periodic signals and to The Extended Kalman Filter yields the solution to this
enable multi-run evaluation [ 110,111]. combined state and parameter estimation problem [112].

The transformation of system equations into frequency As in the case of filter error methods for nonlinear sys-

domain leads to a set of algebraic equations, i.e. no inte- terns, a numerical approach to compute the first order
system matrices leads to a flexible software which can

gration is involved in frequency-domain. This makes the be easily applied to general nonlinear systems [108].
method suitable for unstable systems for which numeri-
cal integration in time-domain leads to numerical diver- The filtering approach to identification of aerodynamic
gence problems. Furthermore, without affecting the esti- derivatives was introduced at Calspan [84,113], but is
mation results the 'zero-ffrequency' can be neglected in only seldom used, mainly because the performance
the evaluation, which can be advantageous not only in strongly depends upon the statistics of the measurement
eliminating the need to account for a large number of and process noise, i.e. on the covariance matrices, which
bias parameters and thereby drastically reducing the totala, are in aeneral unknown. The approach is, however, well
number of parameters to be estimated but also to over- suited

come the problems of correlation between the bias para- unstable systems as well. It has found some application

m eters and the aerodynam ic bias term s. For m ulti-run witabl e intem s as tel. It recend [o e5,116].

evaluation, bias parameters often far exceed the number with renewed interest in the very recent [115,116].

of aerodynamic derivatives. The aforementioned advan- Recognizing early the need for adequate analytical tools
tages of the frequency-domain method are, however, for analysis of flight data from flight vehicles of increas-
associated with a substantial disadvantage of the method ing complexity, as a long term perspective the research
being applicable to only linear systems. and development work on aircraft parameter estimation

was initiated at the DLR Institute of Flight Mechanics in
8.5 Parameter Estimation by Filtering Approach the early seventies. In the eighties this developmental
In this indirect approach the parameter estimation prob- work was pursued jointly with the special research pro-
lem is transformed into a state estimation problem by ject SFB-212 of the Technical University, Braunschweig.
artificially defining the unknown parameters as additional This collaborative effort has resulted in several exten-
state variables. Considering the constant system parame- sively tested and validated estimation algorithms, see
ters 19 as output of an auxiliary dynamic system: Table 2, providing a sound foundation for advanced

6=0 (16) applications of aerodynamic modeling.

Time domain Frequency domain
Methods

State aug- Output Filter
ML Output error (*) ML Filter error mentation error error

DLR Software code LINHP7 NLHPIL KALML7 NLKAL (f) MLEKF XAEKF PIFREQ PIFRFF

Linear systems 0 @ 9 0 0 © © ©

Nonlinear systems @ © © ©

Measurement noise Q © 9 © © P © ©

Process noise Q © P P @

Multi-run evaluation © © © ©

Time delays © © © ©

Unstable systems 0 © © © © © © ©

@ • Features available; P : Pre-definition of covariances required.
Optionally enables least-squares estimation.
Optionally enables output-error and least squares estimation.

Table 2: Summary of aircraft parameter estimation programs
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8.6 Neural Network Based Methods unknown parameters of the postulated state space model
Artificial neural network (ANN), sometimes called as [119]. Conceptually, the recurrent neural network can be
perceptron, is an information processing system which compared with the Extended Kalman Filter in which the
can be made to learn through examples, and can be unknown system parameters are propagated in time by
adopted thereafter for other purposes such as prediction. defining them as additional states, see section 8.5.
Through a flexible set of basic functions, also called
hidden units, nodes or neurons, having certain properties Although the recurrent neural network is amenable to
the ANNs provide a means of nonlinear-mapping the state space models, its performance is found to critically
given input-output subspace, and thus provide an overall depend upon tuning of the sigmoid nonlinearity which
characterization of a system. There are two types of can, at best, be carried out on heuristic basis. It is partly
networks which have found some application in aircraft due to this reason and partly due to the fixed structure of
identification. They are: i) Feed Forward Neural Network the network that the applicability of the recurrent neural
and ii) Recurrent Neural Network [117-119]. network to practical cases of aircraft identification is

very limited in scope [119]. From this viewpoint, the
The feed forward neural network is, as implied by the feed forward neural networks, although leading to a
name, characterized by the unidirectional flow of the black-box model structure without physical interpretation
signals. Typically, it contains a number of hidden layers of the estimated weights, may prove to be more flexible
between the input and output layers. The input and out- and may have somewhat wider application than the
put layers define the given data subspace which is to be recurrent neural networks.
modeled, Fig. 11. In the context of estimation of aerody-
namic coefficients, the input variables are typically the 9. MODEL VALIDATION
variables pertaining to the aircraft motion such as angle As depicted in Fig. 6 the parameter estimation and the
of attack, angle of sideslip, or angular rates, and the model validation are an integral part of system identifica-
control inputs exciting the aircraft motion. The output tion. The parameter estimation methods provide an
variables are the aerodynamic force and moment coeffi- answer to the question:
cients. The size of the neural network is determined by
the number of hidden layers and by the number of nodes "Given the system responses, what is the model?"
in each layer, the nodes in the input and output layers
being fixed through the data subspace being modeled, whereas model validation tries provide an answer to the
The weights or parameters of the network, defining the related question:
forward and cross connectivities, are estimated by back
propagation method [ 120,121 ]. In contrast to the conven- "How do you know that you got the right answer?".
tional approach of aircraft parameter estimation based on
the well understood basic principles underlying the air- Several criteria, to be used in conjunction with each
craft dynamics and aerodynamic forces and moments, the other, help to validate the model: i) standard deviations
neural network approach leads to a black-box model to of the estimates (i.e. estimation uncertainties in terms of
which no physical significance can be attributed, either Cramer-Rao bounds), ii) goodness of fit (i.e. value of the
to the structure or to the weights [121-124]. cost function being minimized, for example, the deter-

minant of the covariance matrix of the residuals), iii)
In contrast to the feed forward neural network in which correlation coefficients among the estimates, iv) plausi-
the nodes represent some neural variables, in the recur- bility of the estimates from physical understanding of the
rent neural network the outputs of the nodes represent system under investigation or by comparison with other
the unknown parameters of the dynamic system. The predictions such as wind-tunnel or analytical methods,
outputs of the nodes are some nonlinear function of the and v) model predictive capability.
internal states of the network, which are evolved in time
through differential equation describing dynamics of the The predictive capability of the identified model is deter-
network. The recurrent neural network has a fixed num- mined by comparing the flight measured responses with
ber of mutually connected nodes equal to the number of those predicted by the model for the same control inputs.

r Hidden Layer Output Layer In this proof-of-match process, the aerodynamic model is
nput ay_-kept fixed. The initial conditions have to be suitably

I-I adjusted to match the flight conditions being tested. The

T _ f YIflighIt maneuvers used for model validation are, as a
I I general rule, not used in estimating the aerodynamic

Inputs model. The complementary flight data, often called as
"I validation test data, for which the model predictive capa-

0 I outputs bility has to be demonstrated is an important part of the
flight simulator certification and acceptance.

I .- ITo eliminate the subjective evaluation, the FAA (Federal

Aviation Administration) has specified guidelines in
I bias (1) bias (1) I terms of the tolerance values for each variable depending

t Unknown parameters the nature of the validation test [125]. For example,
Input-Output Subspace in the case of short period dynamics, the tolerances are

Fig. 11: Feed forward neural network ±20/s for the pitch rate, ±1.5' for the pitch attitude, and
with one hidden layer ±0.1 g for the vertical acceleration. For the roll response
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the tolerances are ±20 /s for roll rate and ±20 for bank 0.22-
angle. The flight measurements with these tolerances C-160

define a band within which the model predicted response n • 209

must lie to meet the specified accuracy requirement. 0 -1212

Although majority of the validation tests are verified in In, 219

time domain either through time histories or in terms of S2 16

period and damping ratios of the oscillatory modes such 0223

as phugoid or dutch roll, it is also possible to extend the 0.18
verification to frequency domain, which may bring out ,
more clearly the range of applicability of the identified o ____ _

model. This is particularly important for high authority 0.163 3
flight control systems or in cases where aeroservoelastic
effects may be dominant. Angle of Attack

a) Output error method
10. PRACTICAL UTILITY OF FILTER

ERROR METHODS 0.22

For flight data gathered in turbulence the filter error C
methods are inevitable, since the output error method is nlo
known to yield biased estimates in the presence of 0.20 Oo___
atmospheric turbulence [11,73]. Even in the case of flight
maneuvers in smooth air, the filter error method could [ o
lead to better estimation results, since some of the 0.18
unavoidable modeling errors are then treated as process
noise characterized by low frequency contents rather than
as measurement noise [105]. Moreover, although it is 0.6
generally argued that the flight tests for aircraft parame- -3 3 9 deg 15
ter estimation could be carried out in caln air, in any Angle of Attack
practical exercise one has no control over the prevailing b) Filter error method
atmospheric conditions or due to very tight time sched-
ules and due to cost factors involved in a time-bound Fig. 12: Flight estimates of weathercock stability
project very little choice of waiting for steady atmos-
pheric conditions. The filter error method, due to its formulation, contains

a feedback proportional to the fit error. This feedback
As a typical example, the estimates of the weathercock stabilizes numerically the filter error algorithm and also
stability, derivative C,,, obtained by applying the output helps to improve the convergence properties. The stabil-
error and the filter error method to the same set of flight izing property of the filter error algorithm, as will be
data are provided in Fig. 12 [126]. The C-160 data ana- discussed in this paper subsequently, makes it suitable
lyzed here was gathered from eight flights carried out for open-loop identification of unstable aircraft.
during a span of less than two weeks, the seven of them
being in seemingly steady atmosphere whereas one These few selected typical examples provide an answer
encountered moderate amount of turbulence. It is clearly to the question often raised regarding the practical utility
visible that the estimates provided by the output error of the filter error method. It can be pragmatically con-
method, particularly those for flight 223 during which cluded that these method can yield better estimates, are
moderate turbulence was encountered, differ much from no more limited to linear systems, and are indispensable
those for other flights at same nominal flight conditions, for many future applications such as high angle of attack
Moreover, a fair amount of scatter is observed in the identification or to unstable aircraft. These advantages
estimates from other flights in seemingly steady atmos- outweigh the disadvantage of higher computational over-
phere making the final conclusion regarding the nature of heads. Even in such a case it needs to be reminded that
the nonlinearity or fairing of data difficult. On the other in any exercise on parameter estimation the actual cpu-
hand, the filter error method yields clearly grouped esti- time is only a minor part of the total time, the major part
mates with much less scatter and the estimates from being consumed by mundane tasks such as checking of
flight 223 match well with the other estimates. The non- flight data, collecting and analyzing the results, and gen-
linear dependency of the weathercock stability on the crating plots etcetera.
angle of attack is now to be observed much better.

11. UNSTABLE AIRCRAFT IDENTIFICATION
Another example for which the estimation methods The demands of high performance characteristics have
accounting for process noise are essential pertains to X- led to aerodynamically unstable aircraft configurations.
3 1A identification. At high angles of attack, the forebody Although unstable aircraft can be flown only with the aid
vortices, which are shed stochastically from the aircraft of a flight controller, i.e., in closed loop, the determina-
nose, act as process noise exciting randomly the lateral- tion of aerodynamic characteristics of the basic unstable

directional motion. The results presented later in this aircraft, i.e., of the open-loop plant, is of primary interest
paper demonstrate that the filter error method was well in several instances.
suited for this application, whereas the output error
method provided estimation results which could not be The simplest approach to identification of unstable air-
completely resolved. craft is to use linear regression in the time domain or as
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already mentioned, the maximum-likelihood method in
the frequency domain. Application of the other time- Single maneuver
domain methods to such cases, however, needs some Cmsc Data partitioning
consideration. The most widely used output error methodPrdce

in this case encounters numerical difficulties of diverging 0.4 "." " " ' " "
solution. Some special techniques and modifications are,

hence, necessary to prevent the growth of errors intro-

and propagated by inherent instabilities of the system r. I.
equations. Several solution such as: i) S-plane transfor-
mation [127], ii) output error method with artificial sta-
bilization [128,129], iii) equation decoupling [130], and 0 ................... . ...
iv) a relatively new approach called multiple-shooting
based on efficient techniques for the solution of two-
point boundary value problems are possible [131]. These -0.2
approaches, although provided solutions in particular 20 40 60 deg 80
cases, were either found to involve engineering judge-
ment, or require considerable effort or the results could Angle of Attack
not be completely resolved [131]. On the other hand, the a) Pilot input maneuvers
filter error method having the stabilizing property due to
its formulation and the regression method appear to be
more readily applicable to unstable aircraft. The filter 0 Estimated
error method may have some advantages, particularly in Cmsc ..... Predicted
the presence of considerable measurement noise in which
case the regression analysis yields biased estimates. In 0.4 ---
any case, a method which accounts for process noise is
preferable, since the controller feeds back the measured
variables containing measurement noise, and thereby 0.2 1• .
introduces a component of stochastic input.

Apart from the choice of a suitable method, yet another
serious difficulty encountered in the unstable aircraft 0
identification is that of parameter identifiability. The 20 40 60 deg 80
controller tends to suppress the oscillatory and transient Angle of Attack
motion. This is what the controller is anyway designed
for. It is, however, detrimental to the identifiability and b) Separate surface excitation maneuvers

accuracy of the parameter-estimates, since the informa- Fig. 13: Estimates of canard control effectiveness
tion contend in the data is drastically reduced. Further- from X-31A flight data
more, the feedback results in correlated inputs and also
correlated motion variables. The combined solution to
both these problems is to introduce controlled inputs unstable aircraft, these issues are equally applicable to
directly deflecting the control surfaces. This is often stable aircraft as well.
called in the literature as Separate Surface Excitation.

Identification of open-loop unstable aircraft via closed-
As a typical example, Fig 13 shows the estimates of the loop identification, although feasible, is rather impracti-
canard control effectiveness oLtained from the X-31A cal. From such an attempt, to obtain the open-loop para-
light test data for two cases, namely the pilot input mneters of the basic aircraft, it would require incorporat-
maneuvers and the separate surface excitation 165]. As ing the models for the controller and actuator dynamics
evident from Fig. 13a, the pilot input maneuvers yield in the estimation procedure. The overall system being
estimates with a large standard deviations and moreover stable, any standard parameter estimation method can be
the scatter is also large. This is definitely attributed to applied without encountering any serious difficulty. With
the aforementioned difficulties of insufficient information the current state of the art, even the increased model size
content and of correlated variables. On the other hand, should not be a serious problem. The primary difficulty
the separate surface excitation maneuvers yield well is to obtain the exact models for the complex control
identifiable estimates, Fig. 13b. laws containing discrete nonlinearities, and that the

actuator performance and controller gains may be flight
As demonstrated, the separate surface excitation elimi- dependent. Moreover, this approach may result in open-
nates the problems due to the correlated inputs and corre- loop parameter estimates with low accuracy.
lated motion variables. The separate surface excitation is,
however, a complex procedure requiring hardware modi- 12. ON-LINE AIRCRAFT IDENTIFICATION
fications and often flight certification. The alternative The primary motivation for on-line identification is adap-
approach would be to attempt parameter-estimation based tive control, although other minor benefits can also be
on data-collinearity and biased estimation [11,132]. derived from the immediate knowledge of the aircraft

model. The adaptive control investigations in flight on
Although the aspects of parameter identifiability and the X-15 aircraft dates back to 1971 [133], which were
data-collinearity have been discussed in the context of
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based on the concepts of analogue computation. The tions can be analyzed simultaneously to arrive at corn-
modern methods of parameter estimation were investi- prehensive model. This general approach is followed in
gated by Stein et al and others during the year 1977 for both the examples presented below.
adaptive control of F-8 DFBW aircraft [134]. The scope
of identification was then restricted mainly to a sub set 13.1.1 Aerodynamic data base for ATTAS
of aircraft parameters from decoupled and simplified In-flight simulator
equations of aircraft motion. Recently, based on parallel The research aircraft ATTAS, Fig. 14, is an in-flight
processing Laban and Mulder have successfully extended simulator of the DLR. A comprehensive flight test pro-
the on-line identification capabilities to a complete set of gram covering the fly-by-wire operational envelope was
aerodynamic derivatives during the flight [34,135]. In carried out to enable identification of both the aerody-
other investigations the near real time approach has been namics and the actuation systems.
adopted to check the simulation accuracy and for flight
test planning purposes [136,137]. As a typical example of aerodynamic model identifica-

tion, the flight estimates of the lift due to the Direct-Lift-
13. SELECTED EXAMPLES OF FLIGHT Control (DLC) flaps are shown in Fig. 15. It is found

VEHICLE SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION that they are somewhat less effective than designed for,
Few selected applications presented in this paper pertain the difference being pronounced for larger positive, i.e.
to determination of aerodynamic data bases for high- the downward, deflections. Even for relatively smaller
fidelity simulators, verification of stability and control deflections of 10-15', the influence of flow separation is
characteristics of a commercial transport aircraft, identifi- evident, particularly for the landing flap of 140. More-
cation of highly augmented unstable flight vehicle, and over, apart from the static characteristics shown in Fig.
high bandwidth rotorcraft modeling. 15, the transient effects of the downwash generated by

the DLC-flaps due to the dynamic motion has a con-
13.1 Aerodynamic Data Bases for High-Fidelity siderable influence on the aircraft pitching motion (not

Flight Simulators shown here), both for small and large deflections [144].
Prior to the advent of digital computers, the accuracy of
aircraft simulation was marginal due to the inherent
limitations of analog computers. The development of
digital computers opened up new horizons not only in On-board Computers Data Aquisition, Rudder

the field of aircraft parameter estimation but also in the Computer Operator Recording, Avionic, Elevator

field of flight sim ulators [138]. W ith the evolution of "x\r m"te Telemetry Stabl ie

high performance modern aircraft and with the spiralling Experimene
developmental and experimental costs, the importance of
ground-based flight simulators and that of in-flight simtu- Safety Pilot :- /'

lators has increased significantly in the recent past. LiF

Simulators are increasingly used not only for pilot train-
ing but also for other applications such as flight Air Flow Sensor Flight Engineer Engines .. aperons

planning, envelope expansion, design and analysis of
control laws, handling qualities investigations, and pilot- Simulation Cockpit Data Acquisition System Operator

in-the-loop studies. Many of these applications demand Fl-b-Wire - Motivators

a high-fidelity flight simulator. It is generally known that
the fidelity of a simulation depends to a large extent on Fig. 14: ATTAS In-flight simulator
the accuracy of the mathematical model and of the aero-
dynamic data base representing the flight vehicle.

0.4

Although validation and update of aerodynamic data A estimate, f = 0.

bases derived from analytical predictions and wind-tunnel estimate, 15f 14'

measurements through flight test is a viable approach prediction

[139], such updates are possible only through repetitive 0.2
procedure involving considerable engineering judge-
ments. Moreover, incremental modifications of aerody-
namic predictions may not lead to a homogeneous data
base. On the other hand, system-identification methodol- DLC

ogy provides an alternative and efficient approach to L 0

derive flight validated data base covering the entire oper-
ational flight envelope [140-143].

Estimation of a comprehensive aerodynamic model suit- -0.2 f 0
able for a flight simulator is an iterative process, which 0
starts with point-identification at all the points flight
tested. Point-identification results in a model related to t o = 14'

specific trim conditions. Based on this bulk of the esti- -0.4

mation results, the aerodynamic model postulates can be -30 0 deg 30

extended to include angle of attack or Mach number [DLC

dependencies, coupling derivatives, and nonlinearities.
Through multi-point-identification several flight condi-
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It was also found that the wind-tunnel predictions of the 12 Input
pitch damping and roll damping derivatives are compar-
able to the flight estimates. On the other hand, the identi- V
fication results from flight data analysis indicate that the
sidewash effect (derivative C,), the effect which was
not accounted for in the wind-tunnel predictions, contrib- -12
utes significantly to the dutch roll damping [145].

The identification results indicate that the DLC flap 37 DLC-Flap Deflection
actuation system can be adequately modeled by a second
order system with rate and displacement limitation, see deg
Fig. 16. The possible maximum deflection is limited and 1s9 tOder Model

depends upon the landing flap position and aerodynamic
loads acting on the aircraft, see Fig. 17.

13.1.2 Aerodynamic data base for C-160 deg --

,flight simulator L2nd Order
The C-160 "Transall" is a military transport aircraft -A-j+ Rate Limitation
capable of carrying troops, casualties, freight, supplies, + Defi. Limitation

and vehicles, and serves the needs of the German as well -37--
as French Air Force. To meet the current demands of 0 sec 30
improved pilot training at reduced cost and increased Time
safety, as well as of optimal deployment of existing fleet Fig. 16: Modeling of DLC-flap actuator dynamics
of aircraft, a modern high performance flight simulator ( measured, - ...... estimated)

was required by the German Air Force. Although the
wind-tunnel measurements of the "Transall", made in the Wn Fla 1"K
sixties, are still available, this wind-tunnel generated data DLC Flap

base was found to be unsuitable for a flight simulator
which has to meet the Level D quality standards spec- DLC Flap. 15
ified by the FAA. Deflection deg r00 m/s

DLC
The complete Data Gathering program, carried out with Flap
the instrumented aircraft, Fig. 18, consisted of flight tests 25
for: i) Calibration of air data system, ii) Estimation of deg 0 deg 15
aerodynamic data base, iii) Ground tests (taxiing, ground T- K
acceleration/deceleration, stopping distances), iv) Valida- DLC

tion tests for simulator certification and approval accord- Flap . .- ___-"___----.

ing to FAA guidelines, v) Sound data, vi) C-160 specific
operational characteristics (load drop, landing and takeoff .__ ___ iK
on unprepared terrain and short field, single engine
flights), and vii) stall dynamics. Altogether 28 flights a t r _

0 - Quasi-stationary testswere carried out, totalling to a flight test time of 79 lAD Dynamicflighttest
hours. A total of 350 trim conditions and 964 system- 0o ...... Identified model _

identification maneuvers including 22 stall maneuvers 60 100 m/s 140
were investigated covering altitudes upto 26000 ft and Flight Speed Vc

Mach numbers upto 0.52. Test points were judiciously Fig. 17: Maximum deflection of DLC-flaps
chosen to span the entire operational envelope and pos-
sible configurations: i) Clean configuration (T5 = 0',
nominal CG of 28% MAC), ii) Landing flaps (TIK= 20', 10 control
300, 40°, 600), iii) CG locations (forward 23%, nominal
28%, and aft 33% MAC), iv) Landing gear, v) Ramp
door, and vi) Single engine.

A detailed description of aerodynamic modeling and of signals
all other pertaining issues is found in Refs. [142,146-
149]. For illustration purposes, the estimates of the 18 cockpit

dihedral effect, derivative C,, obtained by point-identifi- control signals 01
cation are shown for four landing flap positions in Fig. 10 air data

19. The estimates are clearly a function of angle of signals 12 laser gyro 12 landing gear and

attack and also of landing flap. The multi-point identifi-,• \- INS signals ramp door signals

cation results are also shown in the same figure [142]. 10 additional 9 accelerometer and
signals rate gyro signals

From the quasi-steady and dynamic stall maneuvers an
unsteady aerodynamic model for high-lift including flow Fig. 18: Instrumented C-160 "Transall"
separation and stall was identified. Based on the Kirchhoff's
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theory of flow separation, the wing lift can be modeled
as a function of angle of attack and flow separation point -0.12
X [150,151]. o y-Land ng.

C 1  ((x .X ) : C , {(1 +i [V -)/ 2}2  cx (18) al i' 7 / p

Based on an approximation of the Wagner or Theodorson oWo

function [152,153], the time-dependent flow separation /

point can be expressed as:
TX 40' Z'
.. .• . .. . ..i i. r .. .. ... . .. _ _. . .. .. .. .... ....... i ... .. .. , ............ .. .. . ............ .............

"C " +X=X (X,-(a 6) (19) d= o ,T1 =30' !.t ° 74dt -°

The steady flow separation point, X0, may be determined ..... 20oI......
from static wind-tunnel tests or can also be identified K 20 ______ 7--. :- I
from the flight tests from the approximation: -0.24

-6 0 6 deg 12
X0 = 1/2 {1 - tanh [a, ((x - cx*)]} (20) Angle of Attack

The model in terms of the two parameters (a1, cx) Fig. 19: Flight estimates of dihedral effect
appearing in Eq. (20) and two time constants appearing
in Eq. (19) yields the identified lift coefficient and the
separation point shown in Fig. 20 [1511.

1.9

Simulation of aircraft takeoff and landing is yet another _J
complex modeling aspect which requires combining of \
aerodynamic model, ground effects, and ground handling .
model. In addition, at low altitudes the aircraft perform- 1.6
ance is severely affected by the wind. In such cases it is ,
essential not only to account for the constant wind but
also for the wind profile [149].

The parameter estimation techniques were also applied to t 0 ,
identify the ground effects, which have a dominant influ-
ence on the landing and takeoff performance. In general, _
it is known that three main effects of the ground effectZýX(t, 0C,"

are: a reduced downwash angle at the tail, an increase in I - 0.4 C'1

the wing-body lift curve slope, and an increase in the tail
lift curve slope. Fig. 21 shows the identified ground- , I
effect parameters as a function of ratio of aircraft altitude 12 14 16 18 20 22

to wing span (h/b) and landing flap deflection rTK. A Angle of attack cc, deg
linear model was found adequate to model the flight Fig. 20: Estimated lift coefficient and
performance, since the altitudes for which the ground flow separation point
effect changes nonlinearly, (h<3), are not reached for the
top-wing configuration [1491.

The accuracy of the flight derived aerodynamic data base 0.3 - = "

is verified through predictive capability of the identified 92 =. 203
model. Typical results are presented in Fig. 22 for the A CL o. 4300

LGE R 0
short period dynamics. The model predicted responses 0o1 -
shown by solid lines are well within the specified band - --------

obtained from the flight measurement plus/minus the o L
tolerances defined by the FAA. For the same maneuver, -

the validation in frequency domain is shown in Fig. 23.
Matching of the long period phugoid dynamics, which A C 0.02 -

has to complete three full cycles of oscillation is one of EG
a more difficult task [154]. Even this objective was -0.04 m ainimum alutude

achieved within the margins specified for frequency and
damping terms. As evident from Fig. 24 pertaining to the - - - - -
validation test for stall maneuver, the identified model
yields acceptable match. For the same maneuver. AC 0.1

neglecting the unsteady aerodynamic effects leads to -GE-0.2 - {: "
discernible deviations in the response match, see Fig. 0-

24a. The model predictive capability in terms of plots -o.31 1 ' 1 I !
such as Fig. 22 is often referred to in the flight simulator 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6
context as the proof-of-match data. It demonstrates the h/b
suitability of the identified data base for a flight simula-
tor which has to meet the standards specified by the Fig. 21: Estimated ground effect (GE)
regulatory authorities, in the present case Level D.
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Starting from specification of a flight instrumentation turer with appropriate documentation, the complete Data
system, calibration and certification of the installed hard- Gathering project was carried out successfully within a
ware, proposing and carrying out the flight test program, short period of about 13 months. The broad spectrum of
analysing the huge amount of flight data, generating the C-160 system identification results demonstrate in ample
aerodynamic characteristics valid over the entire opera- measure that the system identification methods have
tional envelope, and providing the simulator manufac- reached a maturity level, which enables to generate

homogeneous data bases suitable for high quality flight

deg/s '.•, straints of time put by the industry, however, demand

_--_---', ... •C.____ ...... dedicated efforts from a group of engineers and are pos-
-z/ ..... sible only through a team work.

0eg10 -- 110

-2 __ dhas ---- -----

0 9__ -10" F I

degL__ 42  I• = __ __I0 radls

5 -=__ _ .. . . . . . . . .. .Frequency
_____ __ __ ____ Fig. 23: Proof-of-Match in frequency domain for

27 25 4.5 T in S 6.5 pitch rate (short period dynamics)
dynaics (- .... tolerance band of unnoticeable dynamic effects,

Fig. 22: Proof-of-Match for short period dynamics qc~re
-... measured ± tolerance; estimated) qsiae maue

m/s2j __ a

1000, ....
0 10 20 30 s 40 0 10 20 30 s 40

Time Time

a) Neglecting unsteady effects b) Accounting for unsteady effects

Fig. 24: Validation of C-160 "Transall" stall dynamics ( flight measured;-------estimated)
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13.2 X-31A System Identification
The U.S./German experimental aircraft X-31A (Fig. 25)
is a highly control augmented fighter with enhanced
maneuverability. Post-stall maneuvering is enabled by
applying advanced technologies like high angle-of-attack
aerodynamics and flight control system integrated thrust
vectoring [155,156]. System identification methods were
employed: i) to predict aerodynamic behaviour at new
flight conditions and ii) to validate and update the pre-
dicted aerodynamic data base [157]. The X-31A posed
several challenges in aircraft system identification mainly
because the uncontrolled basic airframe is aerodynami- Fig. 25: X-31A aircraft

cally unstable, because the integrated flight control laws (Photo: Courtesy NASA Dryden
lead to correlated deflections of the control surfaces and
of the thrust vector vanes, and because the flight tests the TV-effectiveness in pitch, C,,,,, in general follows the
were not optimized for system identification purposes. prediction. On the other hand, the TV-effectiveness in

The thrust vector (TV) system consists of three vanes yaw, C,,,, is somewhat lower than predicted, see Fig. 27.
Once again, as in the case of Fig. 13, the pilot input

which can be moved into the aircraft's jet engine exhaust maneuvers yield estimates which are scattered having

thus deflecting the thrust vector and thereby providing large uncertainty levels due to the problems of correla-

additional control in pitch and yaw. Two pitch doublet
maneuvers flown with TV-engaged are analyzed. To this tion and insufficient excitation, whereas the separate sur-

data with TV-engaged, applying the aerodynamic model face excitation maneuvers provide more accurate results.

obtained at the same flight condition without engyaging
otndnt io w t eAlthough the output error method with artificial stabili-

TV yields the response match shown in Fig. 26a (TE. zation was successfully applied to the TV-modeling and
Trailing edge deflection; CAN: Canard deflection; G: to the longitudinal case, the approach was tedious due to
thrust deflection angle in pitch). A discernible mismatchZD the iterations required to eliminate diligently the effect of

is visible in pitch acceleration, ý, pitch rate, q, and pitch stabilization on the estimates. Application of this method
attitude, 0, which is attributed to the thrust deflection in to the lateral-directional mode was, however, feasible
pitch. On the other hand, modeling of the thrust vector only on a part of bank-to-bank maneuver. Moreover the

influence on pitching motion yields the response match estimation results could not be completely resolved. A
shown in Fig. 26b. From the two figures, the effect of necessity for application of other methods was indicated.
thrust-vector modeling on the system-identification qual- The filter error method and regression analysis were
ity is apparent [158]. applied. It is interesting to note that the simpler approach

of regression and the more complex filter error method
The thrust vector control effectiveness in pitch and in yield approximately the same results, except that the

yaw were identified from flight data. It was found that

10 -10 -10

DEG TE . -.-- - --- ---- CA

10 10
DEG DEG

--20 , -- 20
50 50

DEG/S.-2 q . DEG/SO-2 - -

-50 -50
10 10

- ~DEG/S c

-20 - -20
30- 30

OEG0 -

0 0-

0 2 4 6 0 2 4 6
Time, sec Time, sec

a) Neglecting TV-effects b) Accounting for TV-effects

Fig. 26: Identification of thrust vector effects ( measured; ------- estimated)
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uncertainty levels are somewhat larger for regression System identification provided improved results for flight
[159]. The frequency domain method also provided test planning, expansion of flight envelope, and data base
viable approach to unstable aircraft identification [160]. for simulation and control law modifications and vali-

dation, and thus catered to actual needs of the aircraft
The results of X-31A system identification have been by industry.
and large used to validate and in several cases update the
wind-tunnel predicted data base. Two typical examples 14. SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION APPLIED TO
have been provided in Fig. 28 [65]. As evident from Fig. RELATED TOPICS
28a, the flight estimates did not confirm the wind-tunnel As set out at the beginning of the paper, having briefly
predicted large value of the dihedral effect between 30' traced the evolution of flight vehicle system identifica-
and 450 of angle of attack (SSE: Separate Surface tion and also having provided some typical examples in
Excitation). Similarly, considerable discrepancies were the area of flight mechanics, it is now attempted to illus-
also observed in the estimates of the directional stability, trate some applications in the related areas. This attempt
Fig. 28b (QT: Quasi Tailless configuration). neither traces the history in these areas nor is it claimed

to be exhaustive in nature. These examples serve the sole
In conclusion, diligent modeling and a wide variety of purpose of indicating some possibilities of applying sys-
estimation techniques provided flight validated aerody- tem identification methods, and hoping that these
namic characteristics, including post-stall regime and methods would also become in these and other related
thrust vector control. Furthermore, the crux of the prob- fields as popular, as successful, and as indispensable as
lem pertaining to highly augmented aircraft was the data they have become in flight mechanics.
correlation and insufficient excitation, and an efficient
solution to this problem was provided by separate surface 14.1 Aircraft Accident Analysis via Wind Estimation
excitation. The well defined kinematic equations of aircraft motion

can be effectively used not only for the classical purpose
0- ]of estimating unmeasured or poorly measured variables

Single maneuver like angle of attack and for checking instrument accu-

C" A Data partitioning racies, but also for more difficult applications such asn Predicted estimating winds along a flight trajectory.

-0.2- 5 0-1T

-1 1\ 11 SSEI

20 40 60 deg 80 - ...... I------ Original dataset

Angle of Attack Dataset u-date

a) Pilot input maneuvers -0.4
20 40 60 deg 80

Angle of Attack0
Esiated] [a) Dihedral effect

CnK Predicted

0.3 -___

C ___] ._

.... .. .............. .. . i . .. .... ............ .. ..............
0.2-

- - - - -- - - - -0.1 --- Predicted
0 Identified

S ..... Identified QT
Dataset update

20 40 60 deg 80 0.8 1 1.2

Angle of Attack Mach

b) Separate surface excitation b) Directional stability

Fig. 27: Thrust vector effectiveness in yaw Fig. 28: Some examples of X-31A data base updates
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Fig. 29 shows the concept of wind estimation as a differ-
ence between the aircraft velocities with respect to Earth
and air mass in the Earth frame. Although dedicated
flight test instrumentation, a basis for many investiga-
tions on estimation of stability and control derivatives, is
often not available with the commercial aircraft, a coin-
bination of digital flight data recorder (DFDR) and air-
traffic control (ATC) data provides sufficient amount of
information. These advanced applications of the state DFDR I ]
estimation methodology, reported by Bach and Wingrove RECORDS

[162,163], have proved to be useful in assisting the
analysis of aircraft accident. SYNCHRONIZE

14.2 In-Flight Estimation of Airload Parameters WINDS

Determination of airload parameters from flight tests of WINDS
a prototype aircraft is required not only for flight certifi-
cation of that particular aircraft by the regulatory bodies
but also for prediction of loadings on a new airplane of AIRCRAFTtDATA PERFORMANCE

similar design. The system identification methods have
been employed in the past to obtain airload parameters in
conjunction with identification of aerodynamic parame-
ters from the same set of flight test data. This combined Fig. 29: Wind estimation from airline flight records
approach leads to significant reduction in total flight test (Reproduced from Ref. 159)

time required for certification. A typical example of
estimating the aerodynamic parameters pertaining to thelateral-directional motion and the airload parameters is aeroservoelastic applications. The ASE dynamics include

found in Ref. 164. For such applications, however, in coupling due to structural, control, sensor, aero, and ac-
addition to the rigid-body motion variables the measure- tuator dynamics. Since accurate models can be obtained

ments of horizontal tail rolling moment, the vertical tail for structural dynamics through ground vibration tests,for the control dynamics through the design knowledge,
sideforce, and pilot rudder pedal force are necessary. f t,

and for the sensor dynamics through airdata calibration,
14.3 Flutter Testing the ASE-modeling uncertainties are predominantly dic-

The main aim of flutter testing is to identify the fre- tated by the actuator and aerodynamic models [167].
quency and damping of the structural modes either from0 'File aerodynamic models must include both the rigid
flight test on a prototype or from wind tunnel tests on a
scaled model. In several instances the wind tunnel flutter body modes as well as the unsteady effects. The typical
model testing has become an integral part of the aircraft examples presented in this paper clearly demonstrate thatdevelopment [165,166]. In the early days, classical the modern methods of system identification provide

methods of analysis like power spectral density, peak- adequate tools to obtain high-fidelity flight-mechanics
hold spectrum mnethod, or randomdec method were ap- models. Hence, it would be desirable to include suchholdli spectrum method, in termsde ofho aerdremi ap-
plied to measure the frequency and damping from model flight derived models in terms of aerodynamic deriva-
response assuming that the response can be approximated tives instead of those based on the generalized aerody-
by that of a single-degree-of-freedom system. During the namic forces.
last decade or two, however, the advanced system identi-
fication methods have also been applied to flutter test
data analysis. For example, Perangelo and Waisanen mostly restricted to equivalent models. Such flight

emaximum-likelihood method to the randomly derived models are usually low-order models, typically
excited fin response of F-14A aircraft, identifying a 13th second to fourth order, and are obtained either in fre-

quency domain by fitting a transfer function to measured
order model to characterize the power spectral density up
to about 70 Hz [165]. Tase__

Low - Order Dynamics Higher - Order Dynamics

Compared to the least-squares flutter analysis, the maxi- Functer

mum likelihood method yields more accurate estimates (Magnitude) Md P

and moreover can be successfully applied to flutter test Uncerainty Model True System,

data in the presence of atmospheric turbulence. The more Utainty

accurate estimates of the modal characteristics enable
better extrapolation of flutter margins. mosbe

" "True" system

14.4 Aeroservoelastic Modeling Flight Mechanics Modeling Frequency

In contrast to the purely flight mechanical models char- -__liht____roModeing

acterized adequately by low-order dynamics or purely Flight Dontrol Modeling

structural models by higher-order dynamics, the aero-
servoelastic (ASE) models cover both the low frequency Aeroservoelastic Modeling

as well as high frequency range. An interdisciplinary
flight vehicle modeling approach shown in Fig. 30 is, Fig. 30: Interdisciplinary flight vehicle modeling
hence, necessary to arrive at appropriate models for the
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data or in time-domain through state space representation
as shown in Figs. 16 and 17. However, for some appli- -5
cations it may be necessary to incorporate higher order Imaginary,
actuator models based on the physical properties of the rad/sec
system (main ram, servovalve, ram feedback etc.) and its Dutch Roll r

compliance with the structure [167]. Roll P tPhugiid
Rol Pitch 2 Pitch 1 •,Spiral

The structural modes, particularly in the case of an -10 -5 0 5
aeroelastic airplane, can influence the accuracy of the Real, rad/sec
flight mechanics models, i.e. of the stability and control
derivatives. Rynaski et al report such investigations dur- a) Rigid-body dynamics

ing the late seventies [168], and also others more recent-
ly [169,170]. Techniques based on removal of structural 1i10 Rotor

effects through filtering of data, pseudostatic structural Advancing X Lead/Lag

modeling and dynamic structural modeling have been Flap 90 Imaginary
discussed by Iliff [171]. Acree and Tischler report suc- Coning rad/sec
cessful identification of several structural modes from x
frequency sweep flight data of an XV-15 Tilt-Rotor 0 -20 010

aircraft [172]. X Body Roll/Rotor Flap

14.5 Rotorcraft System Identification
Another application which demands extended mathemat-
ical models pertains to helicopter in-flight simulator -5
incorporating modern concepts of active control technol-t, Body Pitch/Rotor Flap

ogy. The philosophy of model following control based X Dutch Roll

on feed forward regulation provides safer and more accu-
rate mode control; the performance, however, depends Pitch 1 Phugoid

strongly on the validated mathematical model of the host Pitch 1_\<Spiral

flight vehicle. The high bandwidth requirements of the -10 -5 0 5
rotorcraft flight control system demand augmentation of Real, rad/sec
rigid-body model through higher-order rotor dynamics
[173-175]. The flight test and system identification b) Rigid-body and rotor dynamics

results of Figs. 31 and 32 obtained with the BO-105 Fig. 31: Eigenvalues of different model structures

(BO-105 data)

Cyclic Control Input
10

lateral stick

-10}

Rigid Body DOF .Rigid Body & Rotor DOF
0.3- roll rate 0.3 roll rate

rad/s rad/s

-0.3I-1 •-•ZI -0.3-•

"2.0- 2.0

rad/s roll ac. 
rads 2roll ace.

-2.0 I I -2.0 -
0 2.5 5 s 10 .015 lateral flapping

radls
Measured
Rigid Body DOF5,

- - - Riqid Body & -. 015 II

RotorDOF 0 2.5 5 S 10
Time

Fig. 32: Comparison of B30-1,5 helicopter flight test data with 6 DOF rigid-body
"W extended model responses
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ATTHeS in-flight simulator clearly indicate the effect of the system identification methods have reached a high
unmodelled rotor modes on the identification quality level of maturity, making it a sophisticated and powerful
[176-177]. tool not only for the research purposes but also to sup-

port the needs of the aircraft industry. Since the quest for
Fig. 3 1 illustrates that the low frequency rotorcraft better understanding of aerodynamic phenomena will
eigenvalues (phugoid, spiral, clutch roll, and pitch) are continue in the future, it can be said that today the scope
the same for both the models, whereas the higher fre- of the flight vehicle modeling will mainly be limited by
quency behavior is characterized by the more refined the imagination and innovative approach of the analyst
description of the 9 DOF model. Fig. 32 compares the and little by the methods of parameter estimation.
roll axis time history responses for both the models to
the measured data. It can be observed that only the 9 16. ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
DOF model can match the amplitude peaks and the high The authors would like express their appreciation to V.
frequency lead-lag rotor dynamics of the roll acceleration Klein of the George Washington University, JIAFS,
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quency domain [177].
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Appendix 1: Review of AGARD publications
during the last two decades in field
of aircraft parameter estimation

Year Title Reference

1975 Methods for Aircraft State CP-172;
and Parameter Identification (1 to 29)

1976 Flight / Ground Testing Facil- CP-187;
ities Correlation (6,8,13)

1977 Flight Test Techniques CP-223;
(5,11,12,13)

1978 Rotorcraft Design CP-233; 20
1978 Dynamic Stability Parameters CP-235;

(14,15,17,18)
1978 Excitation and Analysis Tech- RP-672

nique for Flight Flutter Tests
1979 Aeroelastic Flight Test Tech- AG-160; 9

niques and Instrumentation
1979 High Angle of Attack Aero- CP-247;

dynamics 1,14
1979 Stability and Control CP-260; 16
1979 Aerodynamic Characteristics CP-262;

of Controls (2,3,16)
1979 Parameter Identification LS-104;

(1 to 10)
1981 Dynamic Stability Parameters LS-114; 10
1982 Advances in the Techniques AG-256; 7

and Technology of the
Application of Nonlinear Fil-
ters and Kalman Filters

1984 Flight Test Techniques CP-373; 5
1985 Identification of Dynamic AG-300-

Systems Vol. 2
1985 Unsteady Aerodynamics - CP-386;

Fundamentals and Applica- (24, S2)
tions to Aircraft Dynamics

1986 Identification of Dynamic AG-300-
Systems - Applications to Vol. 3,
Aircraft, Part 1: The Output Part 1
Error Approach

1991 Rotorcraft System Identifica- AR-280
tion

1991 Rotorcraft System Identifica- LS-178
tion

1991 Manoeuvring Aerodynamics CP-497; 14
1992 Flight Testing CP-519;

(14,29,30)
1994 Technologies for Highly CP-548; 18

Manoeuvrable Aircraft
1994 Identification of Dynamic AG-300-

Systems - Applications to Vol. 3,
Aircraft, Part 2: Nonlinear Part 2
Model Analysis and
Manoeuvre Design
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FLIGHT FLUTTER TEST SYSTEM

Introduction

"* Approach Dictated by Flight Test Requirements
- Integrated Test Blocks
- Real Time Point to Point Clearance
- Minimum Test Modifications to Air Vehicle

" Composed of Elements Utilized in YF-17 and F-20
Flight Flutter Test Programs

" System used in Flutter Clearance of B-2 Aircraft

FLIGHT FLUTTER TEST SYSTEM

Flight Test Approach

"* Vehicle Excited Via Control Surface Inputs
- All Surfaces
- Pre-Programmed Excitations
- Sinusoidal Sweeps and Random

• Frequency To 16 Hz.
• Deflections To 2 Deg.

"* Measurands
- Accels, Strain Gages, Control Surface Displacement
- Locations Chosen From Analysis & GVT

Considerations
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FLIGHT FLUTTER TEST SYSTEM

Flight Test Approach(Continued)
"* Flutter Data Acquisition

- Data Telemetered From Measurands on Vehicle
- Converted to Engineering Units
- Buffered Into Selected Data Blocks

"* Flutter Data Processing and Analysis
- Generate Frequency Response Function (FRF)
- Apply Parameter Estimation Techniques
- Interactive Curve-Fit of FRF's
- Compute And Store Estimated Frequencies and

Dampings

"* Point to Point Clearance (Near Real Time)

FLIGHT FLUTTER TEST SYSTEM

Description of Flutter Data Analysis System

* Composed of 3 Modules

- USER Program: Interface Between Host Computer
and Other Program Functions

- ACQUISITION Program: Acquires And Real-Time
Transforms Data Into FRF Format

- ANALYSIS Program: Three Techniques Available For
Fitting DatalEstimating Frequency And Damping

* System Installed At Edwards Air Force Base(Real-Time
Application) and At B-2 Division For Post Flight Analysis
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FLIGHT FLUTTER TEST SYSTEM

Acquisition Program

"* Acquires and Real-Time Transforms Data
"* Sets Acquisition Parameters

- Reference Input
- Sampling Rate of 100 SPS
- Set Block Size (Maximum 2048 Samples/Block)
- Noise Reduction Features

• Number of Averages
• Overlapping Blocks

"* Compute Fourier Transform and Power Spectra

FLIGHT FLUTTER TEST SYSTEM

Acquisition Program(Continued)

*Store Acquired Data in Data Files
- Auto Spectra, FRF, Coherence Function
- Time History Data

• Data May Be Reprocessed Post Flight(Time History File)
- Change Block-Size, Noise Reduction Parameters,

Filtering
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FLIGHT FLUTTER TEST SYSTEM

Data Analysis Program

Extracts Frequencies and Dampings via Three Methods
- Sanathanan Parameter Estimation Technique(SPET)
- Least Squares Complex Exponential Curve Fit(LSCEXP)
- Modal Parameter Estimation Technique(MPET)

SPET The Primary Analysis Tool
- Demonstrated Several Advantages Over Other Methods

> Fit Multiple Modes Over Wide Frequency Range
> Simultaneously Fit Closely Spaced Modes

- Important Under Time Constraints of In-flight Extraction
- Consistent Results

FLIGHT FLUTTER TEST SYSTEM

Sanathanan Parameter Estimation Technique

* Fits Polynomial Coefficients of FRF G(jo)

P(j0o)
FRF = G(joI) = ()

Q0(j0)

* Computes Coefficients Then Determines Roots of
G(jo) For Frequencies and Dampings

• Reference: Sanathanan, C.K., and Koerner, J.,
"Transfer Function Synthesis as a Ratio of Two
Complex Polynomials", IEEE Transactions on
Automatic Control, pp. 56-58, January 1963
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FLIGHT FLUTTER TEST SYSTEM

Typical ResultslApplications

"• Surface Deflection Auto Spectrum

"* Frequency Response and Coherence Functions

"* Fitted FRF

", Frequency and Damping Extraction Summary

FLIGHT FLUTTER TEST SYSTEM

Surface Deflection Auto Spectrum
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FLIGHT FLUTTER TEST SYSTEM

Frequency Response and Coherence Functions
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FLIGHT FLUTTER TEST SYSTEM

Frequency/Damping Extraction Summary
MEAS. I MODE 1 1 MODE 2 1 MODE 3 MODE 4 IEXCITATIONI ANAL

NAME I I I-------- METH
f l gI f g f gI f g ITYPE ISURFI

I I-------- I -------- I -------- I--------I-I---- I -----I
IBCO001GI 2.81 16.4 1 13.1 7.60 RAN RD I SPET
IBC0002GI 2.82 16.2 1 1 RAN RD I SPET
IBC0009GI 1 9.53 14.3 13.7 8.07 RAN RD SPET
IBC0010GI 2.79 16.0 7.71 8.92 RAN RD SPET
IBC0017SI 2.81 16.6 1 13.1 8.10 RAN RD I SPET
IBC0018S1 2.80 15.81 13.3 7.93 RAN RD SPET
IBDOOO1GI 2.82 15.9 1 13.1 8.27 RAN RD SPET
1BDO009GI 2.81 16.3 1 7.73 6.98 9.50 11.2 13.7 7.73 RAN RD SPET
IBDO010GI 2.79 16.3 7.71 9.04 RAN RD SPET
IBD0017SI 2.81 16.0 1 13.1 7.99 1 RAN RD SPET
IBDO018SI 2.81 16.01 1 113.6 8.631 RAN RD SPET I
IBC0004GI 2.82 16.2 1 13.4 12.8 1 RAN RD SPET
IBC0005GI 2.82 16.2 1 13.2 9.43 RAN RD SPET
I1C0015SI 2.81 15.7 7.60 9.84 1 13.4 8.54 1 RAN RD SPET
1BC0016S1 2.81 16.2 7.72 9.09 1 13.6 8.62 1 RAN RD SPET
IBC0020SI 2.81 16.1 1 7.57 7.68 1 1 RAN RD SPET
IBC0014G1 2.80 16.1 7.48 9.45 10.3 16.8 13.4 7.321 RAN RD I SPET
IBDOOO4GI 2.82 16.0 1 RAN RD I SPET
IBDO005G1 2.82 15.8 13.2 9.13 RAN RD SPET
1BDO006G1 2.83 15.9 7.69 6.86 10.4 7.14 RAN RD SPET
IBDO007G1 2.84 15.5 7.74 7.95 13.3 9.59 RAN RD SPET
IBDO011GI 2.81 16.1 1 7.67 9.62 9.89 8.48 13.1 11.6 RAN RD SPET
IBDO014G1 2.81 16.0 17.55 6.55 10.4 8.65 13.2 9.33 RAN RD I SPET
IBD0016Sf 2.81 16.0 17.72 8.79 13.4 8.27 RAN RD SPET
IBHOO020I 2.80 16.5 7.62 8.02 RAN RD SPET
IBHOO12GI 2.80 17.1 I 10.8 11.6 13.0 16.3 RAN RD SPET
IBI0105SI 2.81 15.6 17.68 7.06 RAN RD SPET
IBI0106Sf 2.82 15.5 17.71 7.58 RAN RD! SPET
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

IAVERAGEI 2.81 16.1 I 7.7 8.2 j 10.1 11.9 I 13.3 9.3
SIGMA [ 0.01 0.3 0.1 1.1 I 0.4 3.6 I 0.2 2.2 I

I N 33 33 21 21 9 9 23 231
------------ ----------- ----------- ---.- ------
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Aeroservoelastic Design, Test Verification and Clearance
of an Advanced Flight Control System

J. Becker V. Vaccaro
Daimler Benz Aerospace AG Alenia
Military Aircraft Devision Defense Aircraft Engineering
Postfach 80 11 60 Corso Marche 41, Turin, Italy
81663 Minchen, Germany

SUMMARY configurations and configuration changes, (missiles on,
The design of notch filters is based upon a model of the off, tanks on and off etc) That includes that all structural
aircraft describing the coupled flight dynamic, flight control coupling changes with configuration should be covered by
dynamics and structural dynamic behaviour and on ground a constant set of notch filters to avoid system complexity
and in flight structural coupling tests. The paper outlines due to configuration switches for different sets of notch
design procedures, design and clearance requirements, filters. In addition any scheduling of notch filters with flight
correlation between model predictions and structural conditions should be avoided in a wide range of the flight
coupling tests and model update for on ground and in envelope but not excluded for critical structural coupling
flight, areas. In order to avoid problems in the notch filter

design due to nonlinear unsteady elastic mode and

1. INTRODUCTION control surface aerodynamics and nonlinear actuator
The development of advanced digital flight control systems dynamics the elastic mode stability requirements should
for a modern military aircraft as shown in Fig. 1 is mainly be based on gain stabilisation of the flexible

strongely influenced by aeroservoelastic effects. The modes. Phase stabilisation shall only be applied to low

flexible aircraft behaviour especially for artificial unstable frequency elastic modes in order not to create too
aircraft con-figurations with outer wing missiles, tip pods complex design and clearance procedures. Phase

and heavy under wing stores and tanks has significant stabilisation of low frequency elastic modes might not be

effects on the flight control system (FCS). The signals of avoided, it is used as tool to meet handling requirements.
the inertia measuring unit (AMSU) - the gyro platform -
contain besides the necessary information of rigid aircraft The notch filter design can be based upon an analytical
rates and accelerations also flexible aircraft rates and model of the aircraft structure including a linear FCS

accelerations in the frequencies of the aircraft elastic model. The analytical model must however be verified
modes. The 'flexible' aircraft rates and accelerations through ground test results both from ground resonance

measured by the inertia measuring unit are passed through and structural coupling testing and from in flight flutter

the flight control system control paths, they are multiplied and struc" -al coupling testing. The model should be

by the FCS gains and FCS filters and inserted in the updated by the test results for different configurations.
control surface actuator input which then drives the Due to restrictions in the accuracy of the analytical model

controls in the frequencies of the elastic modes of the predictions on ground and in flight mainly at high
aircraft. The flexible aircraft is excited by the high frequency elastic modes where the prediction becomes
frequency control deflections and might also experience more and more unrealistic the analytical model data with

aeroservoelastic instabilities i.e. flutter can occur or limit respect to inertia shall be replaced by on ground

cycle oscillations may occur, and dynamic load and fatique measured data. In order to cover all possible sets of

load problems can arise. The FCS design therefore has to aircraft store configurations a selection of critical

minimize all structural coupling effects through the configuration has to be established by analytical model

available means like optiminium sensor positioning, notch investigation in advance.

filtering and additional active control. This paper describes
the major aspects, problem areas to be considered in the The critical selected configurations have to be introduced

FCS design with respect to aeroservoelastic effects, it into the design of the structural filters.
outlines notch filter optimisation technique and mentiones
possible flight verification procedures. Many of the design The notch filter design shall cover the full range of stores
and clearance aspects described here have been adressed and fuel states for the absolute worst case of FCS gain

in previous publications, see Ref.s 1 to 5. for trimmed aicraft conditions and shall also take into
account worst gain situations in out of trim conditions.

2. AEOROSERVOELASTIC DESIGN FOR AD- 2.2 Design Requirements

VANCED FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEMS
2.2.1 Stability Requirements

2.1 Design philosophy The design requirements are primarily stability

The FCS shall be designed to cover the full rigid, flexible requirements for all flight control rigid/flexible aircraft

aircraft frequency range with respect to aircraft rigid mode modes. The stability are achieved by the introduction of

and structural mode coupling stability requiremtents for notch filters.. The open frequency response requirements

each control system individual loop for on ground and in are demonstrated in Fig. 2 for the cases A and B.

flight. The structural coupling influences shall be mir'mised
by FCS notch filters.The FCS shall be designed to be as case A describes in a Nichols diagram the gain and

robust as possible with respect to all possible aircraft phase margin requirement for early prototype

Paper presented at the Structures and Materials Panel Specialists' Meeting on "Advanced Aeroservoelastic Testing
and Data Analysis", held in Rotterdam, The Netherlands, from 8-10 May 1995, and published in CP-566.
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flying and indicate that all elastic modes shall be 2.3.1 Analytical Model of the Flexible Aircraft
gain stabilised. with Flight Control System

The analytical model of the flexible aircraft with FCS
case B describes gain and phase margins for production consists of the linear dynamic description of the flight

aircraft for configurations which are flight tested mechanic equations of motion, the description of the
on prototypes including structural coupling flight flexible aircraft through modal description using
tests. The first frequency low flexible modes are generalized coordinates, generalised masses, stiffness
phase stabilised and higher frequency flexible and model structural damping and generalised
modes are gain stabilised. aerodynamic forces of the flexible modes and generalised

control surface inertia and unsteady aerodynamic terms,
a MIL Spec. MIL-F-9490 D FCS requirements shall be the FCS is described through linear differential equations.

met. In addition hardware and software, i.e. all sensors,

actuators computer characteristics are described by
2.2.2 Vibration Requirements/Dynamic Load Re- differential equations. The flexible aircraft with control

quirements FCS can be demonstrated in a matrix form, see below
In addition to the stability requirements for the structural
coupling unacceptable vibration levels must be avoided The equations of motion for the forced dynamic response
including noise levels. The vibration levels, induced by of an aeroelastic system can be written in matrix
structural coupling might create high fatique loads to differential equation form:
actuators and to aircraft structure. The notch filters
together with noise filters have to be designed to meet the
specific vibration requirements.

2.2.3 Flutter Requirements
The FCS design for elastic mode coupling reduction with mbMqq MqSR} bk_ Mr' gKqq 0sr .m.b'+notch filters has to fulfill the flutter requirements of the mrbr Mkq + K 0

aircraft without FCS. The aircraft with FCS shall meet the

15 % flutter speed margin as well as the minimum elastic
mode damping requirements as described in MIL SPEC p. 2 br ýC"qq C"q6i5 q Kqr 0

MIL-A-0087A. + v2 V SFs n-- c"q C' 6m + 0 Km6 +

2.3 Design Tools _c'qq c'q6 q
The FCS design for the flexible aircraft is possible with the +P2 V'Fsbr C'q Q(t) ,
assumption that the aircraft characteristics are predictable SR q C' 66  6

to the necessary accuracy to optimize notch filters which
meet the requirements. The characteristics of the
controlled flexible aircraft shall be described in the form of
open loop frequency transfer functions of the FCS control
path feedback loops to a sufficient high frequency, see where n,, b, and O)r are the reference mass, length and

blockdiagram in Fig. 3. In detail for the longitudinal control frequency and M, K and C are referred to as the

system the pitch rate, the normal acceleration and the flow generalized mass, stiffness and aerodynamic matrices

sensor cc open loop signal at the control opening point has which are nondimensional. The generalized mass and

to be known. For the lateral control the roll rate -, yaw stiffness matrices are calculated using a finite element

rate-. lateral acceleration - and flow sensor signal P - mode (FEM) of the total aircraft, see Fig. 4. For dynamic

open loop signal has to be described. The open loop signal response calculation the FEM is reduced, see Fig. 5. The

consists of the transfer function of the aircraft due to true airspeed V and semispan s, of the reference plane

control surface input sensed at the inertia measuring unit are used to form the reduced frequency k = (cosR)/v. F is

(rates and accelerations) and sensed at the flow sensors the area of reference plane and g is the structural

and the transferfunction of the FCS from the sensor to the damping of the elastic modes. The generalized forces Q

opening point and from the opening point to the actuators. are equal to zero for the conventional flutter problem. The
generalized coordinate q describes the amplitude of the

The individual transferfunction can be derived from two elastic airplane modes including elastic control surface

different methods the first using the analytical dynamic modes for a system with actuators whereas 5o denotes

model calculation, the second using on ground measured the rotation of the rigid control surface according to the

sensor to actuator input transfer functions from the complex actuator stiffness represented by the impedance

structural coupling test superimposed with calculated function of equation (2).

magnitudes of unsteady aerodynamic transfer functions.
The applicability of the analytical dynamic model
calculation pends on the accuracy of the modelling and its Ksos0 = K'608o + iK"6 0 .

verification. Both methods depend on the accuracy of the
unsteady aerodynamic transfer functions which are in both

methods derived from theoretical predictions of unsteady
aerodynamics for elastic modes and control surface
deflection.
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For the controlled aircraft the servo-induced control
deflection AS has to be introduced as an additional degree
of freedom for each control surface. The generalized forces
generated by the servoinduced con-trol deflections A8
can be described as the right-hand term of equation (1) by Rigid aircraft equations with flexible compling terms

Normal Force equations

yZ -- Q/2 V2
F [C~za (-)4 - + ,c 5 ()4i

- mvcosao, -0/2 V2 FZ [c'zq (€J)(,y I C'•q ('))6y,]

SMq,, l

k v jc"6 04 16.3  % 6- / V 2  F [l -c *.j(w l)q , + 1j 4qj1W ) qJ 0 ;

P V'FR br C'qU6 A.Elastified 'rigid' aircraft equations
_;Z = - IQ/ V2 F c,, (a) a - mVcosaw

1y- 9/2 V
2 

FZ czq wy

- mgsina 9

-/ 2 V
2

F. Cz 6 (a)6 - 0;

Assuming normalized rigid control surface modes S. and
AS, the rotation of each control surface can be
superimposed by

8 = S. + AS

8 is used here as abbreviaion of foreplane and inboard
and outboard flap or for rudder and differential inboard and
outboard flap Pitch Moment equatlon witch flexible compling terms

The state-space-description of (1) is as follows: Q/ 2 FZcme((i)) + Cma(w).a]

- ly 6y

{x} = [A]{x) + {B}x, - e/2VFa2[C'mq()Wy, + c.(w) y]

- p/2V2FV[cFrnb()6 + c40.•(w)/, -Mma6
The matrix in equation (1) describing the flexible aircraft -qFs[-jemg(w)qj+C /]-o

with FCS is enlarged by linearized rigid flight mechanic
equations. For example the state vector for longitudinal
control includes then rigid aircraft state variables Elastifled Pitch Moment 'rigid' aircraft

XM- / 2 V
2

FZ cma +a+ly ;)y - %2V2
F17 Cm6(a) 6

X = LAv/V, A(t, A6y, AO, q, S,, AS. q, 6o, AS - ,/2V
2

Fi.2 Cnq Oy
- Q/2 V2

FZ2 Cmh . 0;

The flight mechanic equations may in a first approximation
contain elastified aerodynamic derivatives as function of
incidence, Mach number and they are for low frequency
assumed to be decoupled from the flexible aircraft
equations. In another approximation the flight mechanic
equations are fully rigid and theoretical inertia and
unsteady aerodynamic coefficients are introduced.

The flight mechanic equations for longitudinal control are Real part of calculated aerodyn, coefficient

described below: c" Imag. part of calculated aerodyn. coefficient
p/2 V2 dynamic pressure

F reference area

a,s reference length

qj generalized coordinate
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Conservative Assumptions supersonic aerodynamics derived by linear theory or
numerical Euler code calculations in the linear range is

The assumptions to be made for dynamic modelling believed to be conservative throughout the full flight
including hardware have to be conservative in order to envelope.
cover any system failure.

The magnitude for the unsteady aerodynamic forces is
Actuator Characteristics: sufficient for the design of high frequency elastic mode

notch filters, because only a gain margin requirement is
The transfer function of the actuators shall meet the upper requested.
gain boundary. The actuator phase characteristic shall It shall be stated that the unsteady forces must be
include both extremes for minimum and worst phase calculated for a number of reduced frequencies to cover
boundaries. Nonlinear actuator characteristics with ampli- the full frequency range.
tude reduce structural coupling.

The actuator phase characteristic is important for the The Phase of the Unsteady Aerodynamic forces:
phase stabilisation concept. An example of actuator trans-
fer function is shown in Fig. 8. For the phase stabilisation of low frequency flexible

modes like the first wing/fin bending the unsteady
Inertia Measuring Unit: aerodynamic phase shall be represented in a

conservative manner. A reasonable approach for the
The transfer function of the sensor platform has to describe phase of the first elastic mode is again the application of
the upper gain boundary and the minimum and maximum linear theory. The argumentation is that at high incidence
phase boundary. Only the upper linear boundary is neces- and combined high FCS gains the aerodynamic damping
sary to be represented. is increased compared to low incidence from experience

found for different wing configurations. In terms of phase
Flow Sensors: stability margin Ref. 3. explains the difference in a

Nichols diagram, where linear theory shows the more
Approximated measured flow sensor transfer functions critical condition..
shall be used.

FCS Modelling:
Structural Modelling:

In order to design in a robust manner the calculation of
Consideration of the full travel of the flexible mode open loop transfer functions shall consider the worst FCS
frequencies with flight condition, fuel contents and actuator gain conditions. The worst trimmed end to end gain
failure cases is necessary. The minimum experienced conditions have to be included into the model
structural damping shall be applied. In order to be calculations. Special consideration shall be also put to the
accurate, the analytical model has to updated from ground maximum out of trim gain conditions with respect to
resonance test results mainly with respect to mode structural coupling criticality.
frequencies.

In addition the aircraft identification test results from 2.3.2 Ground Test Result
structural coupling test shall be adopted. Flexible mode Ground vibration test results and structural coupling tests
frequency shifts with actuator demand amplitude shall be are needed to verify or update the calculated results from
adopted to the modelling to represent minimum and dynamic model predictions. In general the total aircraft
maximum possible mode frequency. structural dynamic model consisting of subcomponents

can be updated by updating the subcomponent stiffness
Unsteady Aerodynamic Modelling: and damping using the results from component ground

resonance tests and aircraft ground resonance and
The unsteady forces used in the dynamic model calculation structural coupling tests. The update of the analytical
shall be represented in a conservative manner. model is described separately in the ALENIA paper, see
The magnitude of the unsteady aerodynamic forces: Ref. 6.
The magnitude (modulus) of the unsteady forces of the A typical result of the comparison of ground test to
flexible moct-s and of the control surface defection shall be prediction is shown in Fig. 9
predicted io represent a realistic high value for all Mach
numbers and incidences. Since flow separation at higher 2.3.3 Flight Test Results
incidences is leading to alleviation in the motion induced Flight test results from structural coupling/flutter tests are
pressure distributions of the flexible modes and of the needed to verify or update the predicted results of open
control surface deflections the introduction of unsteady loop frequency response functions by the update of
aerodynamic forces from pure linear theory is regarded to unsteady aerodynamic forces used in the dynamic model.
be conservative. Special attention has to be put to This can be achieved through the comparison of
transonic effects on the unsteady aerodynamic forces. predicted and flight test measured closed loop converted
Since however the structural coupling critical conditions into open loop frequency transfer functions.
which are related to the worst gain condition of the FCS
are high incidence conditions, because the FCS gains The comparison there is not only restricted to loop
result from low control surface efficiencies at high signals, also predicted accelerations at significant aircraft
incidence, the assumption of linear unsteady subsonic and locations are compared, i.e. outer wing, front, rear
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fuselage upper fin. coupling the well known dB increase of advance
filters at higher frequencies shall be minimized.

The flight test results are derived through frequency sweep The optimisation of phase advance filter should be
excitation of the control surfaces which should be possible combined with the notch filter optimisation. This
through a special software in the FCC's. might be performed in a iterative manner or in a

combined optimisation with the frequency
response functions including rigid aircraft

2.5 FCS Design with Optimisation of Structural response.
Decoupling
Different means are available to minimize structural Optimisation of notch filters:

coupling effects in the Flight Control System. The practical The notch filter optimisation is the major tool for

usable tools are to minimize structural coupling are: decoupling the aircraft control from aero-
servoelastic influences. Since the coupling is of

optimum sensor location severe impact on the FCS on delta wing unstable

The AMSU shall be put to the antinode of the first aircraft a mathematical filter optimisation had to be

fuselage bonding mode, the elastic pitch-yaw developed in order to achieve flight dynamic

angle/pitch-yaw rate is there minimum. Optimum requirements. The optimsation is described here.

sensor location is meaningless for first wing bending

mode coupling since, the fuselage counteracts with In order to optimize the filters it is necessary to establish

a linear pitch, see Fig. 6, 7. the open loop frequency response functions at the
opened summation points of the longitudinal and lateral

Stiffening of the AMSU platform: control S, S, and SA, SA2, see Fig.

A very high stiffness of the sensor platform is
favourable, since local medium to high frequency For example the open loop frequency response function

elastic rates will not occur. A frequencies optimum at the longitudinal open loop point S,1 can be formulated

shall be as high as possible using the seperate transfer functions of the loop
response without notch filters due to flap and canard

Actuator transfer function: excitation (S. closed) and by putting for each separate

A strong decay in the actuator transfer function at flap or canard excitation the gains of the loops in a

medium to high frequencies would minimize sequence to zero

coupling effects. Actuator frequencies at medium
frequencies (10 - 30 Hz) shall be well damped, see a) Gnz = 0, G,, = 0, Gq + 0

Fig. 8. Actuator phase shifts at low elastic mode
frequencies shall be known for the absolute al) flap excitation only to generate F,1 at SLI
minimum and maximum value

a2) canard excitation only to generate Fc9  at SLI
Minimum weight/inertial of control surfaces,
High frequency 20 - 80 Hz structural coupling b) Gnz = 0, G. + 0, Gq = 0

effects are small using light weight controls.
bl) flap excitation only to generate FF" at SL

FCS Optimisation:
Fig.'s 3 demonstrate schematically the feed-back b2) canard excitation only to generate F." at SL
paths for the longitudinal and laterial stabilisation.
After the measurement of the vertical, laterial c) G-, F 0, G,, = 0, Gq = 0

accelerations, the pitch rate, the roll rate and yaw
rate, the flow sensor signals ax and f3, these signals cl) flap excitation only to generate FF"' at SL
are filtered first in the AMSU by notch filters which
minimize the signals at high frequencies, then the c2) canard excitation only to generate F." at SLI
signals are filtered by the flight control computer
notch - and phase advance filters. After The total open loop transfer function F at S, can be

multiplication with the FCC gains the signals are formu-lated

passed to the different control surface actuators. In
front of the actuator input the signals are filtered by F(f) = [FFq FNF + FCq F•J *FA

flap, canard and rudder notch filters. A certain
optimisation is achieved by putting a number of + [FF" FNF + Fc' FNC] FAD"

notch filters in the feedback paths and to use also
in the paths to the control additional filters. With this + [FF"n FNF + Fcn" FC] * FA"n

concept a better minimization of phase shifts at low

frequency, which is necessary to meet the handling where

criteria, is possible.
FNF = Flap notch filters transfer function

Optimisation of phase advance filters:

Phase advance filters used in the FCS shall be FNc = canard notch filters transfer function

configured that low frequency phase shifts due to
notch filtering and other delays are put to zero at FAq AMSU notch filters transfer function

low frequency. In addition to minimize elastic mode
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FAn' AMSU notch filters transfer function The aliasing is included in the analysis by a folding back
procedure.

FA,' Flow sensor signal notch filter transfer function
The notch filter coefficients are optimized using a notch
filter optimisation programme. The computer programme

A similar formulation can be derived for all other is based on the Schittkowski FORTRAN subroutine
summation points S[2 , SAI and SA2 . solving constrained nonlinear programming problems, see

Ref. 7 A finite difference gradient approach is applied.

The open loop frequency response functions FF and F, can From the total open loop frequency response function the
be calculated at arbitrary frequency steps using the phase shift at low frequency due to notch filters can be
dynamic model response programme or the dynamic derived which shall be minimized.
model response programme for the aerodynamic open loop

response functions calculation only which are then min Phase (F(f = 1Hz))
superimposed to the relevant frequency response functions
measured during structural coupling tests on ground
factorised by the FCS path gains and filter transfer The total open loop frequency response function including
function, optimized notch filters shall meet the stability

requirements, -9 dB for gain stabilisation or the
Digital effects in the design. gain/phase requirements described in 2.2.
The notch filter transfer functions are designed and
specified as second order numerator and denominator With these requirements the constraints of the
functions in the continuous Laplace domain but take into optimisation can be formulated. The total number of

account frequency warning effects, constraints is defined by the number of frequencies at
which the requir-ement has to be fulfilled.

2 &L T
6)z - tan - L is the Laplace domain The number of variables is known from the number of

T 2 frequency notch filters. Initial guess of the solution is prescribed in
the input and used after initial optimisation runs. Lower

6. is the digital domain and upper bounds of the variables are prescribed.
frequency

Notch filter numerator, denominator frequencies are
T is the sample period selected using the frequencies response peak

characteristic for the selection of numerator frequencies,
the asymtotic behaviour of the notch filters at high
frequencies for the denominator frequency and the
denominator critical damping for each notch filter. The

1+ As + Bs
2  notch filter critical damping for AMSU filters is prescribed

1+Cs+Ds' to be > 0.25 for FCC the minimum value is prescribed to
be > 0.1 A scaling matrix is used for the variables.

The notch filter transfer function In Its analog form Is

Examples of optimisation:
1+ as + bS 2  The result of a optimisation of notch filters is
1 n CS + dT2  ) demonstrated in Fig. 10. The Bode- and Nichols diagram

A = a 2tnT ; = b ( n T) show the open loop frequency response with and without
2tan(--•-) •2tan - ,-) notch filters for special configurations and flight

conditions.

C-c 01nT D - d T The figure also includes variation in parameters for which
2tan( -nT) ý2tan (-ýT) the notch filters are applied but not optimized. This

2 2 situation due to the following circumstances may happen

the structural coupling test on ground shows different

The notch filter transfer function in its prewarped frequencies of the elastic modes than assumed in the
specification is design (for instance a special configuration was not

included in the design etc.)

the in flight structural coupling test shows different

The frequency in the continuous domain corresponds to a db's and different phase of the low frequency elastic
downward frequency warping in the digital domain, modes than assumed during design, see for example

Fig. 11
The digital effects caused by AMSU sensor signal
processing transmission delay and sampling of the AMSU the on aircraft actuator characteristics are different
output by the FCC's is represented in the dynamic model from design assumptions
by AMSU hardware assumptions using a defined transfer
function. Redesign of structural parts local weight changes,
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change of pylon stiffnesses etc. during development 3. J. Becker
phase Aeroservoelastic Stability of aircraft at high Incidence

68th AGARD Fluid Dynamics Panel Specialist
It is the task of the structural coupling/notch filter design Meeting, May 1991
and clearance procedure to treat this situation.

4. B.D. Caldwell
The FCS-Structural Coupling problem and its

4. DESIGN AND CLEARANCE PROCEDURE solution, AGARD Conference Proceedings on Active
Fig. 12 shall explains the design and clearance procedure Control Technology,
which is based upon a series of on aircraft tests and on rig FMP Symposium held at Turin, May 1994
tests for identification and clearance and consequently a
series of dynamic model updates from testing and from 5. H. H6nlinger, H. Zimmermann, 0. Sensburg,
updated FCS definitions. Reiteration of the full process of J. Becker
ground tests, prediction model updates and notch filter Structural Aspects of Active Control Technology
optimisation is necessary for new configuration etc. AGARD Conference Proceedings on Active Control

Technology, FMP Symposium held at Turin, May
5. CONCLUSIONS 1994
The structural coupling/notch filter design and clearance
procedure as described has demonstrated the complexity 6. V. Vaccaro, J. Becker
in the dynamic modelling resulting from the finite element Ground structural coupling testing and model
modelling technique and its update resulting from aircraft updating in the aeroservoelastic qualification of a
component tests, aircraft ground vibration tests and on combat aircraft AGARD 80th SMP Meeting on
ground structural coupling tests and also from updates of Advanced aero-servoelastic testing and data
actuator impedance and frequency response functions from analysis, Rotterdam 7th 12th May 1995.
rig and on aircraft tests as well as unsteady aerodynamic
modelling of elastic modes and of control surface rotations 7. Schittkowski, K., NLPQL: AFORTRAN
at all flight conditions and its validation by structural Subroutine solving constraint nonlinear programming
coupling flight tests. problems, Annuals of Operations, 5, 485-100 (edited

by Clyde L. Mouna)
It was demonstrated that a robust FCS notch filter design
has to be adopted which includes the description of all
worst case assumptions for the structure, the FCS gains
and FCS minimum and maximum phase at low elastic
mode frequencies, and worst case assumption for actuator
and sensor hardware. Digital effects have to be fully
included.

In order to achieve a realistic clearance procedure the
notch filters coefficients shall not be dependent on flight
condition and aircraft configuration.

To design a common notch filter set for configurations and
flight conditions the design concept of phase stabilisation
of low frequency flexible aircraft modes has to be applied
in order to meet the requirements for aircraft handling. In
addition if this concept is not fully sufficient notch filter
scheduling with flight condition for extreme flight condition
shall be considered.
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FIG. 4 FINITE ELEMENT MODEL OF THE AIRCRAFT
(STATIC ASSEMBLY)

FIG. 5 STRUCTURAL GRID FOR DYNAMIC CALCULATIONS
(DYNAMIC ASSEMBLY)
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GROUND STRUCTURAL COUPLING TESTING AND MODEL UPDATING
IN THE AEROSERVOELASTIC QUALIFICATION OF A COMBAT AIRCRAFT

V. Vaccaro
Defence Aircraft Engineering

Alenia Aeronautica
Corso Marche 41, Turin, Italy

J. Becker

Military Aircraft Division
Daimler-Benz Aerospace

Hugo Junkers Strasse, Ottobrunn, Germany

1. SUMMARY 3. INTRODUCTION
This paper is concerned with the role played by the ground The new generation of high performance fighter aircraft rely
Structural Coupling Test (SCT) and the update of the upon digital controls, which improve their handling and
aeroservoelastic model in the qualification process of a modern manoeuvre capabilities, and allow unstable aeroplanes to fly.
combat aircraft. To achieve these performances the aircraft FCS is designed to

Most of modem combat aircraft are equipped with fly-by-wire generate a feedback based on the analysis of signals comingMostof oden cmba aicrat ae euiped ithflyby-ire from AMSU sensors. Since the AMSU is fitted to the elastic

and electronic flight control systems (FCS). The problem of fram its sensors, Side the a irafttgd bo motio

interaction between the dynamic response of the airframe and arame, its senso the airc ratiody motion

the FCS is usually solved through an appropriate set of notch parameters, pick up also the structure vibrations. The concept

filters, designed to attenuate the level of structure vibrations of system stability must be therefore extended to the full
system, including the aerodynamic and mass characteristics of

pickd u bytheFCS ensrs.Funamenal rnr ofthe the aircraft, the FCS and the structural dynamics of the
qualification of the notch filter set is the ground testing airframe.

activity, generally known as ground Structural Coupling Test.

The main subject of this paper is the description of the test Among the forces that cause the airframe dynamic response,

procedure followed for a delta-canard fly-by-wire aircraft. The the aerodynamic and inertial forces induced by oscillating

peculiar aspect of this test was the identification of the control surfaces play a fundamental role. They in fact give rise

coupling characteristics of the aircraft in the configuration with to a very dangerous loop when exciting the structure near a
coupliegxcharaternalstires. ofThe fin rcat o the c ur ao with t resonance. This can occur when signals from AMSU are not
external stores. The final part of the paper deals with the appropriately filtered of the structure vibration contents,
utilisation of the test results in the updating of the idcntruhtefebc ocnrlsraeataos

aeroservoelastic model. Emphasis is placed upon the necessity inducing, through the feedback to control surface actuators,

of an adequate model, in order to reduce the test activity to a

limited set of external store configurations. SC is the discipline developed to study the coupling between
the dynamic response of the airframe and the FCS, and plays a

2. NOTATION very important role in the qualification of aircraft with digital
AMSU Aircraft Motion Sensor Unit controls. The usual solution to SC problems is to implement a
ATE Automatic Test Equipment set of NF in the FCC and AMSU control laws, in order to
C.G. Centre of Gravity attenuate to a safe level the airframe vibration contents in the
DOF Degree of Freedom signals running in the FCS. Reference I illustrates the
FCC Flight Control Computer procedure developed and applied to design and qualify the NF.
FCS Flight Control System A fundamental step of this procedure is the ground SCT stage,
FEM Finite Element Model the aim of which is to identify the SC characteristics of the
GRT Ground Resonance Test aircraft. Data from SCT are required for the updating of the
LMS Loads Monitoring System aeroservoelastic model to be used for the NF upgrade.
NF Notch Filter
OLFRF Open Loop Frequency Response Function 4. GROUND STRUCTURAL COUPLING TEST
PC Personal Computer The amount of analysis to be carried out using the
SC Structural Coupling aeroservoelastic model is really huge. Calculations are in fact
SCT Structural Coupling Test required for NF design and optimisation, and subsequently for
TBD To Be Defined flight clearance purposes. Considering the wide possibility of
TFA Transfer Function Analyser combinations of external stores for a modem aircraft, which
U/W Under Wing strongly influence the dynamic response characteristics of the

airframe, it is evident that only a limited set of external store

Paper presented at the Structures and Materials Panel Specialists' Meeting on "Advanced Aeroservoelastic Testing
and Data Analysis", held in Rotterdam, The Netherlands, from 8-10 May 1995, and published in CP-566.
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configurations can be tested on ground, the rest being studied The peculiarity of the SCT is the excitation, that is obtained by
only through calculations. The consequence is the need of an means of the oscillation of the control surfaces. For this reason
adequate mathematical model for SC analysis. it is necessary to have the hydraulic and electrical plant

The main objective of the ground SCT is therefore to get all perfectly functioning and the flight actuators installed. The
information needed to evaluate how the model simulates the power supply to these systems is obtained by means of

infomaton eedd toevauat ho th modl smultesthe external devices that will be connected to the aircraft.
SC characteristics of the aircraft in absence of aerodynamics,

and then to update the model and the preliminary NF, if Other essential components needed for the test are the FCC
necessary. Additionally, the test is very important to assess the and the AMSU, each one with the appropriate hardware and
influence on the aircraft response of structure non-linearity, software standard. The FCC at this stage is only needed to
hydraulic failures, control surface trim position, actuator hinge manage the excitation signal generated from the test
backlash, undercarriage support, etc., not implemented in the equipment, driving it to the actuators. Since the control laws
linear model. are not involved in the test procedure a preliminary FCC

Essentially the test consists in measuring the AMSU signals in software version can be accepted.

response to the excitation of the aircraft obtained by means of 4.2. Aircraft Suspension
sinusoidal rotation of control surfaces about their hinge axes. The aircraft must be tested in free-free condition, and this can
This gives rise to inertial forces due to the surface C.G. offset be accomplished using an elastic suspension or pneumatic
with respect to the hinge axis, as shown in the sketch of figure supports. The suspension must be designed with a response
1, and makes the structure respond at the same frequency of frequency quite below the lowest modal frequency of the
the surface oscillation. The relevant vibration levels are picked frcyaquin ber to loid any fren e ncyth the
up by the AMSU sensors, measured and then used to calculate aircraft, in order to avoid any interference with the airframe
the transfer functions corresponding to those already employed response.
for the preliminary NF design. This kind of test is carried out Some test runs might also be repeated on undercarriage, to
in open loop, avoiding that AMSU signals are sent to the FCC evaluate the influence of this system on the aircraft response.
and therefore to the control surface actuators. This stage of This approach can result to be very helpful for the
testing is defined Identification Test, because it serves to confirmatory test phase, when very few runs are required and
identify the SC aircraft characteristics and it must be carried therefore the test could be carried out, in order to save time,
out quite early with respect to the flight date, depending on the using the undercarriage support. The aircraft response in free-
time required for the updating of notch filters. Another SCT free condition can then be derived from the differences
stage is usually foreseen in the route to clearance just before between free-free and on-undercarriage responses measured
the first flight, called confirmatory test, the aim of which is to during the identification test.
verify that the updated NF satisfy the requirement for the
aircraft in the pre-flight standard. This test is necessary when 4.3. Special Requirements
significant changes are detected, above all in the mass During SCT some parameters must be kept under control, in
distribution, between pre-flight and identification test aircraft order to avoid damage to the aircraft. For instance, control
standard, surface actuators operate at frequencies that are higher than

The following paragraphs will be devoted to describe more in those required during the flight for the aircraft control, and
some actions are to be undertaken to avoid an excessive drying
of actuator ram seals. The risk is in fact that these parts are not

4.1. Aircraft Build Standard lubricated as required, because of the short run of the ram at

The aircraft to be tested must be representative of the flight high frequency. The solution to the problem is to interrupt the

standard with regard to the mass distribution and the airframe test after that the actuator rams have performed a certain
number of cycles, defined by the relevant specification, and

stiffness. Since the identification test is usually carried out lubrica e s ea ing c y th a run char atised b fe

several months prior to the first flight, it might be that some

equipment are missing or not available at that time. If this is cycles at wide amplitude and very low frequency. Considering
that the number of cycles allowed between the lubricating

the case ballast are to be fitted to substitute the missing items cyle ihe quite rapdlyb all at hi fre cythe

which with their weight can influence the aircraft response. lubricating cycles are expected to be carried out rather

One of this is, for instance, the pilot with his flight equipment. frequently during the S cT. This of course slows down the test

Concerning with the stiffness, it is essential that all panels and and compels to split it into several runs.
doors carrying loads must be closed and fixed. Since during Engines are other items that need attention during the test, in
the test it is required the access to some equipment for cable order to distribute effects of vibration wear on bearings and
connection (FCC, AMSU), power supply and inspection, it rotating parts, that during the test are obviously at rest. This is
might be necessary to build spare structural panels with usually accomplished by rotating periodically the shafts of the
stiffened holes, in order to maintain the stiffness engine during the test, using crank systems or any other device
characteristics and fulfil the access requirements. that allows the rotation of the engine shafts.
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During SCT high vibration levels might be reached in some because it allows to gather data for more cycles at each
parts of the airframe and maintained for several cycles. For frequency and consequently a better average of the aircraft
this reason it is necessary to monitor these levels by means of response.
a set of accelerometers and strain gauges, located at aircraft The amplitude of the oscillation must be chosen wide enough
structure critical points. These sensors send the signals to a to obtain the level of forces needed for a proper response of the
device, which automatically cuts out the excitation when it aircraft. It must change with frequency: it is wide at low
realises a dangerous situation for the aircraft. In particular, frequency, and it diminishes as frequency increases, in order to
each channel is set to the level of acceleration or stress, that respect the ct rain tshe a ppr oac h n orma lly folor d
must not be exceeded at the relevant airframe point and a respect the LMS constraints. The approach normally followedto obtain the best response of the structure is to maintain the
continuos comparison is performed between these thresholds lv of the extation amltue sthigheas ao by the

and he ignls cmin frm th sesor. Whnevr a level of the excitation amplitude as high as allowed by the
threshold is exceeded, thfr e sgenerates Whener a LMS constraints. Some preliminary runs are dedicated to
causes the cut-out of the excitation. Usually the thresholds optimise the amplitude of the sine sweep: starting from a TBD

causs te cu-ou ofthe xciatin. Uualy te theshlds value at low frequency, the run is repeated increasing every

correspond to the fatigue negligible limits of the elements of
time the level of amplitude, until the LMS cuts off the input

the structural component: if they are not exceeded during the signal. On the basis of this level an appropriate amplitude
test no fatigue damage is caused to the structure. If the profile versus frequency can be defined, following two
excitation is not high enough to obtain an adequate response of opposite necessities: to keep the amplitude as high as possible
the structure it is necessary to increase the excitation level oppoid aeconties teep th e as high apss
beyond these limits: in this case the signals coming from the and t avoid anuosainte of the te byothe ofsensors must be recorded for subsequent evaluations on the Figure 5 shows an example of how the amplitude profile, of

sensrs ustbe ecored or ubsquet evluaion onthe the signal sent to the control surface actuators, can change
fatigue damage caused to the structure. The thresholds in this tesga ett h oto ufc cutrcncagfatiue amae cuse to he trutur. Ie theshldsin his with frequency. It can be seen that, due to LMS constraints it
case are increased up to a certain percentage of the negligible wit fequecy t c edse th e to ls atsoit
limits, never exceeding the maximum limits, provided together might be necessary to reduce the amplitude also at some
with the negligible limits. The set of accelerometers, strain resonance.
gauges and the logic device constitute the Loads Monitoring 4.5. Preliminary Checks
System (LMS), the scheme of which is illustrated in figure 2. Many checks must be carried out prior to start with the SCT,
The ATE is the device which manages the generation and the in order to verify that all test equipment and instrumentation
interruption of the excitation signal and will be described in items are working in accordance to the SCT specifications.
the next paragraphs.

An assessment of the mass characteristics of the aircraft is
4.4. Excitation Procedures required in order to update the representation of mass in the
SCT is peculiar for the way adopted to shake the airframe in mathematical model. At least the total weight and the C.G
order to get the dynamic response. The inertial forces which position of the aircraft should be measured.
excite the aircraft are generated making the control surfaces Control surface actuator hinge backlash tests are required prior
oscillate about their hinge axis. To do this a sinusoidal signal an tr the t uato r h at tesurface osciat io r
is generated by the test equipment and then sent to the control and after the test, to verify that the surface oscillations have
surface actuators through an appropriate setting of FCC. The not caused any damage to the hinges.
control surfaces are not moved all at the same time, but they It must be verified that the FCC feedback loops are opened,
operate in couple or alone, depending whether they are and this can be done by simply hand rocking the aircraft in
symmetrically located on both sides of the aeroplane or not pitch, yaw and roll. From the analysis of FCC signals that
(rudder). Two different types of excitation can be considered: indicate the position of control surfaces it can be deduced
symmetric, sending the same signal to the two surfaces of the whether they are moving or not: of course, since no external
couple; anti-symmetric, sending signals with same amplitude signal is sent to the actuators, a movement of the surfaces
but shifted in phase of 180 degree. With this approach it is would mean that a feedback signal is sent by the FCC to them,
possible to excite separately the symmetric and anti-symmetric and that therefore the loop is closed. Since the test must be
modes of the airframe. Figures 3 and 4 show the different carried out in open loop, the FCC setting has to be reviewed
combinations of control surfaces and the relevant AMSU and the check repeated if the open loop condition is not
signals measured to calculate the OLFRFs. verified.

Since the aim of the test is to identify how the principal modes Another important check regards the by-pass of the AMSU
of the aircraft respond to this kind of excitation, it is necessary NFs . Preliminary NFs are in fact implemented in the FCC and
to excite the aircraft in the relevant frequency range. To fulfil AMSU control laws and all facilities provided for their by-pass
this task a sine step sweep procedure has been adopted, must be activated. To verify the effectiveness of the by-pass
changing the frequency of the signal with discrete steps and procedure, some runs must be repeated in the frequency range
maintaining the same signal for a certain number of cycles, where AMSU NFs are active, with the by-pass on/off: if the
during which signals from AMSU are measured. The Sine NFs are correctly by-passed the appropriate attenuation has to
Step method has shown to be more appropriate than a sine be found when comparing the OLFRF measured with the by-
continuous sweep with logarithmic frequency variation, pass active with respect to the one without by-pass.
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The last stage before starting the SCT consists in measuring internal fuel. This is done to verify the theoretical predictions
the transfer function of each actuator, to verify that the relevant to the influence of mass characteristics on the aircraft
relevant performances are in accordance with previous rig response.
tests. On the contrary, the confirmatory test is intended to be a very
4.6. Aircraft Identification Test short test, with the aim of verifying that the aircraft in the
4.6. A to bedmetatuon Tes definedbytready-to-fly standard does not present significant changes in
The OLFRFs to be measured are defined by the procedure for the response with respect to the identification test. The test is

the NF design, and can be deduced from the sketches reported therefore to be carried out when the aircraft is in the flight
in figure 3 and 4. They must be measured in a frequency range configuration. The verification is normally limited to the

extended up to the sampling rate which characterises FCC cniuain l eiiaini omlylmtdt h
exgtelsignded up iy to the singtrateawhichchartcterises FCC modes that are very sensible to mass distribution changes and
digital signals. This is necessary to take into account the ta lyalaigrl h Fdsg.I osssi hr

foldng-ackeffct o th hih fequecy ang du to that play a leading role in the NF design. It consists in a short
folding-back effect of the high frequency range due to identification test, limited to few modes, selected as most

digitalisation, critical from the NF design point of view.

To carry out the SCT it is necessary to exchange data with theFCC nd hisfuntio iscaried ut y te AE, deice The confirmatory test is the last step in the NF qualification
route before flying the configuration under assessment. It is

designed for pre-flight FCC checks and able to perform the needed to issue the SC flight clearance: from the analysis of

following operations during SCT: the test results it will come out whether the NFs, based on data

- set up and read/write FCC parameters from the identification test, can be confirmed for flight or not,
- injection of the excitation signal in the FCC and a reassessment for flight conditions can be necessary. In

- reading of AMSU sensor signals from FCC facilities the worst case flight limitations might result for some regions

- real time presentation of FCC signals of the flight envelope.

The excitation signal is generated by a TFA, incorporated in 5. UPDATING OF THE AEROSERVOELASTIC
the ATE and interfaced with an external PC. The same TFA
performs the calculation of the OLFRFs and sends the relevant mO l

data to the PC for storing and subsequent analysis. Figure 6
illustrates the layout of the test, showing the links among the to external store configurations are required. Considering the

test items and the exchanged data. During the test measured number of configurations and the possible sub-configurations

OLFRFs are compared with theoretical predictions, in order to deriving from store release, it is essential the development of a
reliable aeroservoelastic model to carry out the amount of

check whether unexpected or unwanted effects are influencing calculations required for the NF design.
the test.

Among the components of the aeroservoelastic model there is

It is very important to verify the degree of non linearity of the the t c tua am ic model theu o is
aircaftresons durng he est lokingat he hap of the aircraft structural dynamic model, the updating of which is
aircaftresons durng he est lokingat he hap of discussed in this paper. The basis of this model is the Nastran

AMSU and LMS sensor time histories traced in real time by a supe deint T eh n e whis aflows modes sim le

brush recorder. More detailed information are obtained Superelement Technique, which allows to design simpler
models and then to assemble the final model with a linkingrepeating some runs, usually for the most important normal prcde.Itecaeothcna-elaheifam hs

modes, at different amplitude levels. The lesson learnt from procedure. In the case of the canard-delta the airframe has

the SCT is that the highest amplitude levels compatible with been divided in the following superelements:

LMS constraints should be used, to keep non linearity effects - wing including flaperons and slats
to a minimum level. Figure 7 shows the same OLFRF - fuselage
measured at different amplitude levels in the first wing - foreplane

bending frequency range, highlighting that the main effect of - fin and rudder
non linearity is on the amplitude of the peak, with small Each superelement consists in a mass and stiffness matrix,

influence on the frequency. calculated using the relevant FEM and applying a reduction to

Besides the influence of amplitude other test runs are to be a set of DOFs. The dynamic reduction of the model is a very

carried out, in order to investigate the influence of failures of important stage, as it allows to reduce drastically the number

one or two of the four redundant hydraulic systems and FCCs. of DOFs, leading to a much lighter model. The DOFs selection

These checks are needed as in this cas" the actuator must be perfonned following the guideline that the reduced

performances can present significant changes, influencing the model has to simulate adequately the structural dynamic

OLFRFs and thus the NF design. characteristics of the component in a certain frequency range.
Some trials might be required before a satisfactory result can

4.7. Confirmatory Test be achieved.
The identification test covers all the aspects necessary to The GRT results represent the basis for the updating of the
identify the SC characteristics of the aircraft required for the dynamic model. All the remarks that follow about the model
NF design. It is very detailed and carried out for different updating, are based on the activity performed after the GRT

aircraft configurations, regarding both external stores and
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and SCT campaign, mainly devoted to study the U/W subsonic procedure, pointing out to the improvement obtained for this
tank configuration. parameter with respect to the GRT predictions.

Considering that component GRT for wing, fim, foreplane and For the comparison of the generalised masses and the modal
pylons, had already been carried out and the relevant shapes it was necessary to renormalize the theoretical modes,
superelements updated, the GRT on the assembled aircraft in order to make them homogeneous with the measured ones.
was required to gather data for the update mainly of the In general the location of the accelerometer with the highest
fuselage superelement and of all the elastic elements used to response level was chosen as reference point. This step was
simulate, in the assembled model, the links among the repeated for different points, depending on the modal shape
superelements. Figure 8 is a sketch of the superelement model and the accelerometer phase index measured during the
updating activity performed before the GRT on the aircraft. At acquisition of the mode. The aim of this repetition was to
this stage a preliminary updated model was available and it understand how the selection of the reference point could
was used to predict the response of the aircraft during GRT influence the calculated generalised mass. To perform these
and SCT. It was also employed to carry out all calculations checks without problems the GRT accelerometer map was
required for the preliminary NF design. Figure 9 illustrates the designed making the accelerometer locations coincide with
next step, carried out after the GRT and concluded with the model grids whenever it was possible. This approach could be
delivery of the final updated model, including all the effects easily followed for components like wings, foreplane and fin,
not covered during previous superelement GRTs. but for the fuselage an interpolation of sensor data was

From a first rough look to the aircraft GRT results it came out necessary. For the comparison of modal shapes the following

that the model had the general trend to predict lower modal ndex was calculated:

frequencies with respect to test results. The differences
between test results and predictions indicated that a model /2

update was necessary. The consequent correction consisted in (D tey RT

a correction of the superelement stiffness matrices and in the
update of the mass distribution of the model, the latter based (D theory 2 X 1 GRT 2

on the assessment of the aircraft mass distribution carried out
before starting the test. Several trials were needed to find a set
of factors for the superelement stiffness matrices, but where Ftheoy and DGRT are the two eigenvectors to be
eventually this approach demonstrated to be adequate to obtain compared.
satisfactory results. The factors were all greater than one, the

greaestbeig aplie tothe useage andtheupdted In the updating procedure a special attention was dedicated tog re a te st be in g a p p lie d to th e fu se la g e , a n d th e u p d a te d th m o t s g i c a t od , n m e y h se n s t at n t e
stiffness matrices were obtained multiplying all their elements the most significant modes, namely those ones that in the
for the relevant factor. previous analyses had shown to have a considerable influence

on flutter, SC and dynamic loads. This approach allowed to
Before starting with the updating procedure it was necessary to obtain a model that can be considered adequate for general
manipulate the experimental data, transforming the GRT dynamic analyses, the modes represented by the model with
modal shapes in perfectly symmetric and anti-symmetric less precision being not essential for the study of
modes. This step was needed since the aircraft model is a aeroservoelastic criticities.
representation of half aircraft. The main problems with
asymmetry in modal shapes came from modes characterised by Immediately after the release the updated model was tested
external stores and control surfaces wide motion. For these simulating the SCT runs carried out on ground, associating in
cases the approach was to consider data coming only from the the model to each mode the corresponding modal damping

accelerometers located on the side of the aircraft which value measured during GRT. The model was quite successful,
showed a better phase index, above all in the low frequency range (up to 20 HIz), which is

the most critical for the NF design. At this stage a further
The correction procedure was developed in iterative form: after improvement was introduced in the aeroservoelastic model,
having established an initial set of factors, the new model was replacing the actuator transfer functions with the frequency
assembled using the factored superelement matrices and modal functions measured during the preliminary phase of the test.
characteristics compared with those ones measured during the
GRT. From this comparison a new set of factors would be The results of the model were considered in good agreement
defined and the process repeated until a satisfactory with the SCT OLFRFs for all the U/W tank fuel conditions

comparison could be found. The modal characteristics tested, and as a consequence no other upgrade was required.

monitored during the iterative procedure to establish when the Figure 11 illustrates the comparison among the theoretical

process could be stopped were the modal frequencies, the predictions before the updating, the OLFRFs calculated using

generalised masses and the modal shapes. the updated model and the SCT data in the frequency range up
to the FCC sampling rate. The conclusion that can be drawn is

Regarding the frequency, the comparison was based on the that in the low frequency range the updated model is quite
percentage difference between test and model data. Figure 10 satisfactory (Figure 12), with an evident improvement with
shows the situation for some modes at the end of the respect to the model used for the test predictions. In the high
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frequency range the correspondence with test data is less 1. J.Becker, V.Vaccaro, "Aeroservoelastic Design, Test

satisfactory, but since this range is much less critic for the NF Verification And Clearance Of an Advanced Flight Control

design this limitation can be managed using safety factors or System", AGARD 80th SMP Meeting on Advanced

directly measured OLFRFs, properly factored to include Aeroservoelastic, 5/1995

aerodynamics and FCS effects. 2. B.D.Caldwell, "The FCS-Structural Coupling Problem and Its

6. CONCLUSIONS 
Solution", AGARD FMP 4/94

The test procedure followed for the SC identification test of a 3. L.R.Felt, L.J.Huttsell, T.E. Noll, D.E.Cooley,

delta-canard aircraft has been described. The need for an "Aeroservoelastic Encounters", Journal of Aircraft Voll6 No.7

accurate aeroservoelastic model, in order to limit the testing Article 78-1289, 7/1979

activity to a reduced number of external store configurations, 4. G.Norris, "AMRAAM Block Placed On Lockheed Fl6s",

selected on the basis of SC criticities, has been pointed out. Flight International Magazine, 20/10/93

The way followed by Alenia to update the theoretical model

using Ground Resonance and SC Test results has been 5. M.W.Kehoe, E.J.Laurie, L.J.Bjarke, "An In-Flight Interaction

presented. The aeroservoelastic model, updated with test data, of the X29 Canard And FCS", AIAA-90-1240-CP, 1990

can be considered a reliable tool for the FCS NF design, 6. MIL-F-9490D, "FCS - Design Installation and Test of Piloted

particularly in the low frequency range where the most critical 6. GeneraD Sp esign I t Te

modes can be found. Above all it has been shown the

noticeable improvement in the representation of the aircraft 7. O.Sensburg, "Interaction Between Structure and CSAS", UFE

response in comparison with the situation before the update. A 1237 AGARD SMP

further updating will be possible after that flight test results
areavalabe, nvovin manl th unteay arodnamc prt 8. M.G.Allen, S.J.Pollock, "AFTI!F-16 Aeroservoelastic Analysis
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mainly on the correction of the stiffness characteristics of the Artins t anhArIra ct betwe Contro

model, using data gathered during tests carried out on a small AIAA Paper No.75-824

number of external store configurations. This set of

configurations of course must be selected so to cover all pylons 10. T.D.Smith, C.J.Yeo, R.E.W.Marshall, "Ground and Flight
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